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1. General Descri

PREFACE

The NON RESIDENT LANGUAGE REFRESHER COURSE, MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE UNIT, 210 HOUR COURSE, JAPANESE LANOUAGE, consists
of 140 fifty minute instructional written units designed for
classroom instruction, o0 pre-recorded units of individual
language laboratory practice including 5 training films with
Japanese sound tracks, and 10 units of formal testing. As
the classroom instructor available may or may not be a native
speaker of the language, the lessons designed for classroom
instruction are supported by 140 reels of pre-recorded tapes.

2. Objectives.

The objectives of the Course are as follows:

a. First Priority: To maintain and develop aural
comprehension and oral fluency in

b. Second Priority: To maintain and develop reading
ability in Japanese.

c. Third Priority: To maintain and develop writing
ability in Japanese.

3. Course Length.

The length of the Course is 210 hours or 15 hours
per week for 14 weeks. Instruction in classrooms and language
laboratories should be given three hours per day, five days
per week.

4. Course Level and Content.

a. The materials presented in the Course are intended
for the student who has already had considerable intensive
training in spoken Japanese and in written Japanese language.

b. In level of material, the Course introduces, for
review and study, intermediate and advanced materials in
Japanese.

c. The period, the 1st through the 9th week (Course
hours 1 through 135) constitutes the intermediate phase. The
chief aim of this period is to maintain and develop a stock of
habitual responses in terms of changes in words and patterning
of words in groups, responses which are of high frequency in
common situations of everyday living and those pertaining to
cultural, economic, historic, geographic and political infor-
mation about Japan.



d. The period, the 10th through the 14th week (Course
hours 136 through 210) constitutes the advanced phase. Its
primary aim is to put the student into as many military
linguistic situations as possible, thereby enabling him to
maintain and develop advanced and technical vocabulary and
prepare him for, a military language assignment.

5. Instructional Materials.

Instructional materials are classified into two
groups. One of them is for students and the other for
instructors only.

a. For students:

NON RESIDENT LANGUAGE REFRESHER COURSE,
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE UNIT, 210 HOUR COURSE,

JAPANESE LANGUAGE
.(8 Volumes)

Classroom Language
Volume Instruction Lesson Laboratory Exercise

I 1-18 1-8

II 19-34 9-15

III 35-50 16-22

IV 51-70 23-30

V 71-90 31-39

VI 91-46 40-46

VII 107-124 47-54

VIII 125-140 55-60

(1) Each Lesson for "Classroom InstruCtion' consists
of the following sections:

"a. Dialogue"

"b. Dialogue Translation"

"c. Reading Text"

"d. Exercises"

"e. Grammar Notes"

stf, Word List"



(2) The "Dialogue", written in conventional
writing, is arranged so as to give the student a number of
new words and a number of new ways of saying things. Certain
KANJI "Chinese characters", considered more difficult for
the student to recognize than others, appear with their
readings to facilitate his reading.

(3) The "Dialogue Translation" is intended to
convey the meaning of the Japanese sentence, rather than to
be a word-for-word translation. Where possible, idiomatic
English sentences are given. However, in some cases, if the
Japanese sentence were translated into idiomatic English, an
important feature of the Japanese sentence meaning would be
lost. Therefore, the student should not be alarmed even if
some of the English versions appear stilted.

(4) The "Reading Text", written narratively in
conventional writing, reworks and manipulates the vocabulary
and patterns of the "Dialogue" to provide the student with a
resume of the "Dialogue"

(5) The "Exercises" are intended both for bilingual
practice of translating from one to the other and for drill
in directly answering questions given in Japanese, and they
are based primarily on the content of the "Dialogue".

(6) The "Grammar Notes" deal with selected gramma-
tical features in the "Dialogue". They are intended merely
to enable the student to get a clearer picture of these
grammatical features and functionally apply and assimilate
them through practice.

(7) The " Dialogue", "Reading Text" and "Exercises"
in each of the 140 Lessons' printed for the 140 hours of
"Classroom Instruction" are pre-recorded together with
necessary student instructions for use in the event that
native speakers of Japanese are not available as instructors.

(8) Normally ever y third hour is to be spent for
individual language laboratory practice whether qualified
instructors are available ox .zt. The material for laboratory
practice is based primarily on the content of the Dialogues
covered in classroom during the two preceding hours. The bulk
of the laboratory material including student instructions is
also pre-recorded. However, some portions of the laboratory
materials have been prepared in written form and these are
printed under "Language Laboratory Exercises" normally after
every second Lesson for "Classroom Instruction". Each pre-
recorded "Language Laboratory Exercise" consists of a
dialogue and questions.



b. For Instructors:

INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL
(3 Volumes)

Volume
Classroom

Instruction Lesson
Language

Laboratory Exercise

I 1-46 1-20

II 47-90 21-39

III 91-140 40-60

The INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL contains general notes,
suggestions and guidelines for instructors, and it also includes
"Approved Answers to Exercises" given in the 140 Lessons for
"Classroom Instruction". Also printed in the MANUAL are the
Dialogue, Questions, and Approved Answers to Questions of each
of the 60 "Language Laboratory Exercises".

6. Examinations.

Ten formal tests with approved answers are furnished
separately marked "For Official Use Only". The examinations
are administered according to the following schedule:

Examination
Number

Coverage
Language

Laboratory
Exercise

Classroom
Instruction

Lesson

1 1-14 1-6

2 15-28 7-12

3 29-42 13-18

4 43-56 19-24

5 57-70 25-30

6 71-84 31-36

7 85-98 37-42

8 99-112 43-48

9 113-126 49-54

10 127-140 55-60

iv
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Classroom Instruction
esson 1

a. Dilogue

'Greeting on the Street'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 1 .

b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: Oh, Mr. Tanaka. Good morning.

Tanaka : Well, if it isn't Mr. Yamamoto. Good morning.

It's been a long time, hasn't it?

How are you?

Yamamoto: I'm fine, thank you.

You look fine, too.

Tanaka : Yes, pretty well, thanks.

Yamamoto: Is everyone (in your family) fine?

Tanaka : Everyone is fine, thank you.

And how is your family?

Yamamoto: Thank you. Everybody is fine at home, too.

Say, Mr. Tanaka, I'm on my Jay to work right now

and am in a little hurry, but how about coming

to my home tonight, if it's convenient,

Tanaka : Well, - all right then, I'll call on you about

8 o'clock tonight.

Yamamoto: Well then, I'll be waiting for you.

Tanaka : I'll see you later then. Good-bye.

2



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 1

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 1

d. Exercises

A. Express the following i n Japanese:

1. It has been a long time, hasn't it?

2. You seem fine.
3. Is everybody fine?

4. I am waiting for you.

B. Express the following in 13nglish:

1. 0 Lk 1 10 X" 3 A- "("If

2. at" t,t , 4i) e

3. 44 1 I < -C" %.

4. ,f tc t k5 °T.) / 1" I

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 1

e. Grammar Notes

1. Te-form of a verb followed by iru or imasu:.

When iru or imasu is used after a to -form of a

principal verb, it denotes an action in progress or a

state of being.

Examples:

matsu "to wait" - matte imasu "is waiting"

isogu "to hurry" - isoide imasu "is in a hurry"

Note: "matte imasu" can be considered a special
case and can be translated "I will be waiting':

2. Indirect discourse (conclusive base + yoo ni):

Instead of quoting the exact words, the gist of a

conversation may be given in an indirect narration by

using maEi. In this case, the word that precedes yoo ni

is the conclusive form of a verb.

Examples:

Direct: asobi ni kite kudasai to iimashita.

I told him, "please come to visit me".

Indirect: asobi ni kuru yoo ni iimashita.

I told him to come to visit me.

3. Ni followed by verbs of motion:

Ni followed by a verb of motion such as iku "to go",

kuru "to come", kaeru "to return", etc., denotes the

purpoie of an action. The verb form used before ni is

the 2nd base (form that masu follows).

5



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 1

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. Asobi ni ikimasu "go to visit".

b. Asobi ni irasshai "please come to visit".

4. Kara meaning "becaUse" or "since".

Kara,follows a present, past, or future form of a

verb, adjective or copula desu, and denotes the meaning

of "because" or "since".

5. Kara meaning "from":

Kara follows a noun or pronoun and denotes the

meaning of "from".

Example:

Mukashi kara "from long ago".

6. Conclusive base of a verb + koto ni suru:

Following the conclusive base of a verb, koto ni

suru denotes the meaning of "to decide to do such-and-

such".

Example:

Asobi ni iku koto ni suru.

I will decide to go to visit.

6



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 1

e. Grammar Notes, continued

7. Abrupt negative past tense:

The first or negative base of verbs followed by

nakatta gives the meaning of "did not do such-and-such".

Examples:

a. iku "to go" ikanakatta "did not go".

b. au "to meet" - awanakatta "did not meet".



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 1

iri< tc.

ti

47.fr

f. Word List

Yaa Oh!

Ohayoo (gozaimasu) Good morning

Shibaraku cieshita It's been a long
time

Ikaga desu ka? How are you?

genki healthy; energetic;
fine

anata you

genki soo seem healthy

ee yes

minasan everybody; everyone

okawari change

okagesama de thanks to your
kindness

otaku your home

uchi home

watakushi

ima at present; now

shigoto work

iku; yuku to go

tochuu on the way

sukoshi a little

isogu to hurry

nannara if convenient

komban this evening

8



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 1

f. Word List, coitinued

3

asobu

Irasshaimasen ka?

Soo desu ne

sore dewa

hachiji goro

oukagai suru

koto ni suru

o matsu

Sayonara

tomodachi

au

mukashi

nisannen no aida

hanasu

takusan

sl!ikashi

amari--(sen)

dekiru

desu kara

sono ban

kuru

9

to enjoy oneself

Won't you please
come?

Well, let me see

then

about 8 o'clock

to call on;
to visit

to decide to; (See
Grammar Notes)

to wait for

Good- bye

friend

to meet

a long time ago

for a period of 2
or 3 years

to converse

much; many

but; however

(not) excessive;
(not) too much

to be able; can

therefore

that evening

to come



Classroom Instruction
Lesson I

f. Word List, continued

iu to say

wakareru to part (v.i.)

kara because; from;
(See Grammar

Notes)



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 2

a. Dialogue

'Evening Greeting'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 2

b. Dialogue Translation

Tanaka : Good Evening. Is this Mr. Yamamoto's-residence?

Mrs. Yamamoto: Yes, it is, but may I ask who you are?

`Tanaka : I am Tanaka -

Mrs. Yamamoto: Oh, is that so! My husband was waiting for

you (your coming). Please come in.

Tanaka : Excuse me, then.

Yamamoto : Oh, Mr. Tanaka! I'm glad you came.

I was waiting for you. Please use zabuton.

Tanaka : Thank you.

Yamamoto :

Tanaka :

Yamamoto :

Tanaka :

It has really been a long time, hasn't it?

What are you doing now?

Ilm working for a man called Mr. Smith of a

certain American automobile company.

I, too, am doing work related to automobiles,

so won't you please introduce me to him?

That's an easy matter. If convenient, I'll

bring him here on Saturday this week and

introduce him to you.

Yamamoto : I'll leave it entirely to you.

12



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 2

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 2

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I'm glad you came.

2. I'm doing work related to automobiles.

3. Please introduce me to him.

4. He showed his friend into the parlor.

B. Express the following in English:

1. Z 0 t: to tr. 4: f.
2. t" 4" < 1%. io-* ce
3. t:. :r t 1" 6 104, if I t 4
4. "e. t,s Z w

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 2

e. Grammar Notes

1. Nominalizer no:

No added to the conclusive base of a verb makes the

form a noun equivalent.

Examples:

irassharu no coming

matsu no waiting

iku no going

kuru no coming

2. The subject of a noun or adjectival clause is indicated by

no or La.

Shujir wa anata no irassharu no o matte imasu.

In the above sentence shujin is the main subject

and anata is the subject of the noun clause (anata no

irassharu no).

3. Humble form, o + verb + suru:

When speaking to a superior about your actions which

are directed toward him (like: speak, teach, give, etc.),

you may use the following humble verb pattern:

o + (the base to which masu is attached) + shimasu(or
(or the second baseOrVerbs ) itashimasy)

Examples:

omachi shimasu (itashimasu) I'll wait for you.

oukagai shimasu (itashimasu) I'll call -on you.
otsure shimasu (itashimasu) .01.11111.

15

I'll bring (him).



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 2

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Note: When you have a Chinese compound verb like shookai-

suru, rto is used instead of o. e.g.,

goshookai shimasu (itashimasu) - I'll introduce --

4. Te-form of a verb plus morau:

Morau by itself means "to receive, but when it

follows a te-form, it expresses the idea of receiving a

favOr or kindness from a person equal in position or from

a person inferior to you. Usually it is translated as

"to have so-and-so do something for me".

Example:

Shookai shite moraimasu. - I'll have him introduce
me to

5. Oagari kudasai "please come in":

-;:4-----Kudasai literally meal's "please give me", but when

it follows the second base of a verb with the honorific

prefix 0, it expresses the idea of ."please do me the honor

of doing such-and-such".

Examples:

oagari kudasai

oshiki kudasai

please come in.

please use the "zabuton"
cushion and sit down.

16



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 2

e. Grammar Notes, continued

6. Kotosa dekiru "can", to be able":

There are several ways of expressing the idea of

being able to do something, but the easiest one is to

put koto p dekiru after the conclusive base of a verb.

Examples:

iku koto ga dekiru can go.

asobu koto ga dekiru can play.

7. No de "because", "since":

In Lesson 1, kara was introduced meaning "because"

or "since", and in many cases no de and kara are inter-

changeable. But when the second clause is the direct

consequence of the first clause, node is used. For

example, in the sentence "Because I'm busy, I have no

leisure time ", node is used and not kara.

17
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 2

f. Word List

Komban wa.

fujin,

donata sama

to moose mono

irassharu

doozo

oagari kudasai

dewa

shitsurei suru

shitsurei sasete
itadaki masu

yoku irasshaimashita

oshiki kudasai

shite

Beikoku

aru

jidoosha-gaisha

to iu hito

tokoro

jidoosha kankei

hataraku

18

Good evening.

Mrs.

who? (polite form
of dare)

a person called ---

to be; to come;
to go.

(honorific verb)

please

please come in
(See Grammar
Notes)

then

to be rude

please excuse me

I'm glad vou came

please use zabuton

and

U. S-

a certain

automobile.company

a person called

a place

no related to auto

to work

---



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 2

f. Word List., continued

kaisha

kondo

sono hito

shookai suru

oyasui koto

konshuu

doyoo

otsure suru

Yoroshiku
tanomimasu

a business firm;
a company

this time; next
time

that person

to introduce

easy matter

this week

Saturday

to bring

I'll leave it
entirely to you.

Please take care
of it.

yakusoku no jikan appointed hour;
appointed time

kyakuma

toosu

tazunete iku

tanomu

tsurete kuru

hisashiburi de

koto ga dekiru

19

parlor

to usher; to let
pass

to go visiting

to ask for a favor

to bring (animate
being)

after a long time

can; (See Grammar
Notes)



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 1

a. Student Instructions and Guidance

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language
Laboratory Exercise 1, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List on the next
page. These words did not appear in the preceding lessons,
but they are used in this recorded exercise.

(3) The tape contains a dialogue and a series of
questions based on the dialogue. They are recorded in the
following order:

(a) The dialogue is recorded twice by native
speakers at normal conversational speed for comprehension
only.

(b) The dialogue is again recorded by native
speakers at normal conversational speed but with pauses for
student imitation and repetition. Keep listening and repeat-
ing over and over until you have become entirely familiar
with all the details of pronunciation and can imitate them
in your own repetition within given pauses.

(c) The dialogue is again recorded at normal
conversational speed for comprehension only.

(d) Next, a series of questions and answers
pertaining to the dialogue is recorded at normal conversational
speed with pauses for student imitation and repetition. Repeat
the question, and then_:, epeat the answer supplied. After you
have mastered the answer, you should try listening to the
question and immediately giving the answer you have learned
in the pause originally left for your repetition of the
question. Then repeat the given answer whether your answer
was right or wrong.

(e) Finally, the dialogue is recorded again
at normal conversational speed for your comprehension, and
it is immediately followed by the same series of questions
with pauses for your answers.

20



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 1

b. Word List.

orusu to be absent from home.

doko where?

itsu when?

isshuukan mae one week ago

toki ni by the way
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 3

a. Dialogue

Introduction'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 3

b. Dialogue Translation

Tanaka Mr. Yamamoto, I brought Mr. Smith with me today.

I'll introduce him to you. This is Mr. Smith.

Yamamoto: I am Yamamoto. Pleased to make your acquaintance.

Smith : I am Smith. Pleased to meet you.

Yamamoto: When did you come to Japan?

Smith : I came to Japan in the spring of last year.

Yamamoto: Then, it's less than a year since you have come to

Japan, isn't it?

Smith : Well, let me see. It's almost 10 months since I

have come to Japan.

Yamamoto: Considering that (short period of time) you surely

are fluent in Japanese. Where did you study

Japanese?

Smith I studied Japanese at the Army Language School for

ablpt a year. And I stayed in Japan as a, member

of the American occupation force for about 2 years,

so I learned quite a bit of Japanese.

Yamamoto: I'm very much impressed because you are really

s.o good in Japanese.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 3

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : I'm not good to the extent that I should be praised

like that.

24
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 3

c. Reading Text

71C.f./..11 A X )! Ad 1= le Ar ait 1,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 3

d. Exercises

A. Express the foliowing in Japanese:

1. I'm pleased to make your acquaintance.

2. It is less than one year since I have come to Japan.

3. Because he is an American, he can't speak Japanese.

4. Where did you study Japanese?

B. Express the following in English:

C

1. 19 ViR -C" L #c X vt k. d .11% 1-4 L

2 . Att r tk. .tr L ski

3.i td 1%. it 4`' Ps lek *a
4. 4 Ai r t AA -Ze /v I = 13 d: L.&

Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. S ta: la*Ifsr" A.trt,11:ti
.4`. 1c -e' , 4' A--elletC4!

2. A it A. v z" v t3zeic. L f L 1:4",

4. tc Ai 14: t 0

4% eit (0 <0 ri 9
6 .

*r Ai 1 4: e --c" st,IL rt.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 3

e. Grammar Notes

1. Te + kara "after", "since":

Kara following the te-form of a verb expresses the

idea of "after" or "since"

Examples:

kite kara since (after) I come

itte kara after I go

2. Te + miru "to see to find ut":

Miru as a terminal verb always comes after the te-

form of a verb and expresses the idea of "do such-and-such

to see how it will turn out", or "to see to find out".

Example:

Nihongo de aisatsu-shite miru.

Exchange salutations in Japanese

to see how it will turn out.

3. to yoi no k 11/2011110"whether or":

The above expression is translated as "whether one

should do or do

4. To meaning "when" or "if":

To following the conclusive form of a verb regardless

of whether the verb of the final clause is in the present

or past expresses the idea of "when" or "if".
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 3

e. Grammar Notes, continued

5. Hodo to mean "to the extent of":

Hodo means "degree" or "extent".

Aixample:

Homerareru hodo de wa arimasen.

I am not --- to the extent that I should

be praised.

6. Honorific form, o + verb + Ai na;u:

When speaking to a superior about his or her action,

you may use the following honorific verb pattern.

o + (the base to which masu is attached) + ni naru.

Examples:

oide ni naru (you) come

odeki ni naru (you) can do

ohanasht ni naru (you) speak

7. Passive Voice: Reru, rareru

The passive voice is formed by suffixing reru to the

negative or first base of regular verbs and rareru to

that of semi-regular verbs and of irregular verbs.

anal!:
Regular:

tanomu "to ask" tanomareru "to be asked"
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 3

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Semi-Regular:

homeru "to praise" ---- homerareru "to be praised"

miru "to see" mirareru "to be seen"

Irregular:

kuru "to come"

suru "to do"

korareru "to be visited"

serareru or sareru
"to be done"

shookai suru "to introduce" -- shookaisareru
"to be introduced"

The direct agent of the verb in passive voice

sentences is indicated by the particle ni.

Example:

Sumisu-san ni shookaisareru

-- to be introduced by Mr. Smith
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 3

f. Word List

kyoo

kono kata

hajimemashite

doozo yoroshiku

Nihon; Nippon

oide ni naru

kyonen

haru

mada

tarazu

kara

hotondo

jikkagetsu

sore ni shitewa

Eigo

zuibun

tassha

benkyoo suru

Rikugun Go Gakkoo

Bei-shinchuugun

30

today

this person

pleased to meet
you

pleased to meet
you

Japan

to come; (See
Grammar Notes)

last year

spring (season of
the year)

not yet

less than

after; since; (See
Grammar Notes)

almost

ten months

considering that

English

very

good; skillful

to study

Army Language
School

American occupation
troops



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 3

f. Word List Continued

hitori one person;
one member

-- to shite

narau

kanar i

as --

to learn

fairly;
considerably

LI hd t 1- hontoo ni really; truly

J ( 1.°6 yoku dekiru do well (speak well)

Lii.i '4'6 kanshinsuru to be impressed

ie. y) 3 homeru to praise

II e" hodo extent; degree

Li: hNo-tr.,11-6 shookaisareru to be introduced

v % 'F'. -'2 1. 5 aisatsusuru to greet; to
exchange
salutations

3 h" tokoroga however

X--- 4-'1"1- joozu desu is skillful;
is good

V 2 i d jitsu wa the truth is; as a
matter of fact

/- 9 t ti. Ai wakarimasen can't understand

#c sengo after the war
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 4

a. Dialogue

'Mr. Smith's Background'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 4

b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: Did you come to Japan by boat?

Smith : No, I came by plane. In any case, ship voyages

are long and, moreover, I get sea-sick, you see.

Yamamoto: That's right. I can understand that. There is

nothing so agonizing as getting sea-sick. By the

way, how long does it take from San Francisco to

Tokyo by plane?

Smith : Well, let me see. It takes about 24 hours.

Yamamoto: Did you come with your family?

Smith : No, I'm still a bachelor. Are you married?

Yamamoto: Yes, and I have a daughter and a son.

Smith : According to Mr. Tanaka, I understand you are

doing work related to automobiles. Is that right?

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right. You are also doing work

related to automobiles, so how about talking

about automobiles leisurely one of these days?

Smith : That's a good idea. I am all for it.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 4

c. Reading Text

40) id: -Li 0 -45; I"' X AZ !A

IA t" 13 if: 41. ;f°< t Lct:

t; 441; it I 3 t 4% t 42 At A,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 4

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I get sea sick.

2. I am still a bachelor.

3. It takes two weeks from San Francisco to Tokyo by

boat.

4. According to Mr. Tanaka, I understand he gets sea

sick.

B. Express the following in English:

2 4.--A 1 f ti -9 Ad L C 0 I: r,

3. -(A f; 1' i PJi <%. v 1, 21 4,0')

4.

C. Answer the following questions in. Japanese:

1 A ;/, ;!- AS 1A- 13 -C"

: L

2 . rS, Z < Id

3. =./A '!Z, -r" -C" 13

<I 9 `:d' 9
4 . fs 6 1q M < 1 io ;4' \

5. 4 ; d. t. --c

6 . 4, 1 -

7. 4`"4v1-/ 9
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 4

d. Exercises Continued

8. )1- k `0 1" h`

9. 6/.4.. 4%°%, < "("1.4%,

10. t 1 6 05.4. it' .0" < h`
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Classroom Irstruction
LesSon 4

e. Granmar Notes

1. Hodo in comparison:

Hodo means "degree" or "extent", therefore, it

corresponds to "-- so as --", usually in a negative

sentence.

Examples:

a. Pune wa hikooki hodo hayaku wa arimasen.

Ships are not so fast as airplanes.

b. Pune ni you hodo kurushii koto wa arimasen

There is nothing so agonizing as getting sea

sick.

2. Noun + kara + noun made "from -- to --":

Examples:

a. San Puranshisuko kara Tokyo made.

from San Francisco to Tokyo.

b. Gakkoo kara uchi made.

from school to home.

3. Noun plus nara "if it is

When nara follows a noun or a noun equivalent, it

jeans "if it is ..u.

fune nara NO MB if it is (by) ship.

hikooki nara -- if it is (by) plane.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 4

e. Grammar Notes, continued

4. "No hanashi dewa soo desu":

"--- no hanashi dewa" is used to mention the source

of information and it means "according to (what so-and-ao

says)", but "--- soo desu" means "I hear that", "I'm

told", or "I understand that".

When the speaker mentions the source of information

by saying "according to so-and-so", in English, it is not

necessary to say "I hear that", but in Japanese the speaker

must say "soo desu" at the end of the statement though it

may sound redundant to English speaking people.

Example:

Tanaka-san no hanashi dewa ano-kata mo jidoosha

kankei no shigoto o ahite irassharu soo desu.

According to Mr. Tanaka, he, too, is doing

work related to automobiles.

5. Kamo shirenai or kamo shiremasen:

When kamo shirenai is added to the conclusive base of

a verb or an adjective or a noun, it gives the meaning of

"might", "may", or "may be"

Examples:

a. Pune no tabi wa omoshiroi kamo shirenai.

Ocean voyages may be interesting.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 4

e. Grammar Notes, continued

5. b. Ano-hito wa Nihongo o hanasu kamo shiremasen.

He might speak Japanese.

c. Ano-hito wa Beikoku'in kamo shirenai.

He may be an American.

6. Mo "as much as":

When mo is added to quantity expressions, it gives

the meaning of "as much as".

Examples:

a. Nishuukan mo kakarimasu.r.

It takes as much as two weeks.

b. Nijikan mo imashita.

I stayed as long (much) as 2 hours.

7. Shika masen "only":

Shika following nouns or substantives and sometimes

particles, means "only" and is always used with a negative

word coming after it.

Examples:

a. Nijuuyojikan shika kakarimasen.

It only takes 24 hours.

b. Ano-hito ni shika hanashimasen.

I only talk to him.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 4

f. Word List

fune ship; boat

hikooki airplane

nanishiro in any case; at
any rate

6----et" kara---made from- - -to (See
Grammar Notes)

tabi trip; journey

ft 111 nagai long

4fiti =.17. 3 fune ni you to get seasick

< 3 1,1/1 kurushii agonizing

Intt Osasshi dekimasu I can understand
(imagine)

iff at fel nanjikan how many hours

/` 4 5 kakaru to take; to require

isshuukan one week

--- 4. hitorimono a bachelor

toshi age

4, l kekkon suru to get married

t 115 l) 4 musume-no-ko a daughter; a girl

7 415 musume a daughter; a girl

--- !, --no ohanashi dewa according to

))77 < yukkuri leisurely

---1: t --ni tsuite pertaining to;
concerning

4`/./4 kangae idea

-d daisansei great approval
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 4

f. Word List, continued

omoshiroi interesting; fun

kodomo child; children

futari two (people)

otoko-no-ko boy

kokonotsu nine

moo hitori the other (person)



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 2

a. Student Instructions & Guidance.
See page 20, Language Laboratory Exercise 1.

b. Word List.

1 k 3 e choodo exactly

411)1)61 hajimete for the first time

il nidome second time

4 5 Ue b kurushimu to suffer

k 1-.40J3t daijoobu all right; safe

0 Yl- sono hoka besides
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 5

a. Dialogue
'Experience & Salary!
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 4

a. Dialogue, continued

ti: t 416 1:1- 3 t. *44 t-

1."0 1`' < Z ;Pa a
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 5

b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: Mr. Smith, how long have you been engaged in work

related to automobiles?

Smith : I have been engaged in work related to automobiles

continuously since I was discharged from the Army

in 1950, so it's about 8 years.

Yamamoto: It's very rude of me to ask you a question like

this, but about how much were you getting when you

started to work?

Smith : It was about $300.00 per month.

Yamamoto: Speaking of $300.00, it is about 1 108,000 if you

convert it into Japanese money and it is about the

wages of a small company pr..sident. Like myself,

I've worked in the same company for 15 years, and

only 2 years ago became a factory superintendent

and finally got to the point where I receive that

much salary today, you sees

Smith : But, the price of various things in the United

States is high compared to Japan, so you can't

just compare dollars and yen.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 5

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Well, I suppose you are right. And have you worked

at the same company continuously?

Smith : Yes, that's right.

Yamamoto: Then, if you have worked as long as 8 years, I

suppose your wages have become quite good.

Smith : Well, I have no dissatisfaction with my salary.

Moreover, I get various allowances at my company,

so it isn't bad.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 5

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 5

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I was discharged from military service in 1950.

2. The price of various things in the United States

high.

3. If you convert one dollar into yen, it is 360 yen.

4. I finally gotto the point where I could speak

Japanese.

is

B. Express the following in English:

1. .14,
I:. -5 < t q t i.

2 . 4, 4 % 1 I 11- 1;K, 1 tS q: Aa

3. dA i t -t- :1.01- s) I,

4. 4: t < P5 < a It 4 t 0)

tc.`' Ai 4 1 V Ir

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. r Ad 1 t fsk o,t tot bt,-.1.0.

2 K1". 61( t k
3. A ; f !'sr--<"6 ^if.4-th+ 4% Ai 't " J)

dfil. 1r

4. A ; -;s: #" 4 k i Vie') tc_ 04-- ?t^/ Itt

5. = r 11, ti 13% t I e"d)."4,)k)
6. / t)1-
7.

1-** I I, I I. q P-I --r" -4-

it)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 5

d. Exercises, continued

8. 0 4, ts * tt 1/) it eno < "A; ti

9. X414'
I. 4P4 i1 eciSzto4:10.o,

10. ;eh. tl: -7 ..rt it 1 t,i 4%

11. 4 ),( t l L" *.t

12. A ; hd i3t41-t" h,"

14. la < " < "("11 I? t 31-a

1" t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 5

e. Grammar Notes

1. Present conditional:

"if we do such-and-such" or "if it is such-and-such"

is expressed by conditional endings ba for verbs and

kereba for true adjectives, attached to the conditional

base.

luaw

Verbs . naoseba if we convert

ikeba if we go

tsutomereba if we serve

kureba if we come

sureba

Adjectives: chiistliaLaDA_

takakereba

nakereba

o iu to (or to ieba):

if we do

if it is small

if it is expensive

if we don't have

It literally means "if we say ---", but here it is

used idiomatically to mean "speaking of such-and-such".

3. Yoo ni naru "to arrive at the point where you do such-and-
such'"

The expression yoo ni means "in a manner", so "yoo ni

naru" means "become in a manner such-and-such" or more

idiomatically, "become so that you do such-and-such".
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4. OM ell MN

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 5

e. Grammar Notes, continued

wake niwa ikimasen "can't very well do

The conclusive base of verbs plus wake niwa ikimasen

expresses the idea of "can't very well do such-and-such".

Ammples:

a. hanasu wake niwa ikimasen

can't very well talk

b. benkyoosuru wake niwa ikimasen

can't very well study
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 5

f. Word List

jotai suru

zutto

konna koto

makoto ni

shitsurei desu

hajimeru

kyuuryoo

dono gurai

gekkyuu

Nihonkin

naosu

chiisana

onaji
4.
tsutomeru

koojoo-choo

konnichi

yatto

morau

takai

kuraberu

wake niwa ikimasen

52

be discharged
from military
service

all the time since;
far more

such thing as this

really; truly

it's rude

to start; to begin

wages; salary

about how much?

monthly wages

Japanese money

to convert

small

same

to work

factory superin-
tendent

today

finally

to receive

high; expensive

to compare

can't very well --
(See Grammar

Notes)



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 5

I. Word List, continued

sore mo soo deshoo ga
I suppose so; I
suppose you are

right

yoku naru to become better

fufuku dissatisfaction;
objection

warui bad

sore ni moreover

iroiro no various

mono things

nedan price

shachoo president of the
company

teate allowance (money)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 6

a. Dialogue

'Auto Industry'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 6

a. Dialogue, continued

Z < t 4 e3 .e

t/ h" t 9 43t :117
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 6

b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: Mr. Smith, the United States manufactures the most

number of cars (automobiles) in the world, does she

not?

Smith : Well, that's right. In America, you need quite a

number of cars just for domestic use, you see.

Yamamoto: About how many cars are there in America?

Smith : Well, let me see. I heard that it is something

like 1 car to every three persons. The population

of the United States is about 170,000,000, so if

you figure it out from there, you'll probably find

out the number of cars.

Yamamoto:

Smith

What methods do they employ to make cars in America?

They make a lot of cars by the so-called "assembly

line" method.

Yamamoto: About how many people are involved in the work of

making cars?

Smith : Well, I don't know that for sure, but they say

about 10 million people do (are doing) work related

to automobiles.

Yamamoto: Is that so? I am really amazed.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 6

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : Is your company manufacturing parts only for

Japanese-made automobiles?

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right. For the time being we are

manufacturing parts for Datsun, Toyopet, Purinsu,

etc.

Smith In America, too, the number of foreign-made small

cars has increased these days. Such cars don't

use too much gasoline, so they say it's very

economical.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 6

c . Reading Text

`tk t <
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 6

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. In the United States there is one car to every three

persons, they say.

2. Small type cars are very economical.

3. My company is manufacturing parts for Japanese-made

cars.

4. The United States manufactures the most cars in the

world.

B. Express the following in English:

2. 4 00 1 1, -pb t_ h.'

3. -V' <

6 #

4 r'tdt At `F

A, I ; < <"67

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. h- (rki (1.4 igth < Z L 5

tnz
2. < td: ti.1 7" 4 t '5 14 lb ,-.

t-c ti
4. < lc 1 4-to 4\ gh 9 t
5. ,=.< /A2 14: t"0 <"19
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Lesson 6

d. Exercises, continued

6. < e" -C" tb IL <

.1-

7. Ath #.6 I I r/ 5)(4.1-% it *4\4.
8. " < it 4 i & ( " ' 09 A 11"6' %.(0 Ito

691t#ILItik40)%,
9. va 4, co ut: it e"Ad rci* 16 t i
10. a-% Ad 69 /t; itt (t. e" A rcr -th 4. 09 413t.4

<, If I 4 4%.,

11. z < f9 'h I- I if 4: th
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irb -C L h
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 6

e. Grammar Notes

1. Te-form of verbs + kuru:

When the to -form of verbs is followed by the terminal

verb kuru, it shows the change of condition from the

past to the present and gives the idea of "begin to do

such-and-such" or "come gradually to be in such-and-such

a state or condition".

Examples:

a. fuete kuru to begin to increase

b. joozu ni natte kuru to come to be skillful

2. Nandemo (soo desu.
(to kikimashita.
(to no koto desu.

"I hear", "they say":

Nandemo usually means It anything", but here the

expression "nandemo soo desu" is introduced as a

special usage and it gives the meaning of "I understand

that ---", "I hear that", "they say that It

3. Nanishiro "at any rate":

The expression nanishiro has the meaning of "at any

rate" and also "for" or "because". In the latter case,

the sentence ends in "node" or "kara".

Example:

Nanishiro takai kara ne.

For (because) it's very expensive, you see.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 6

e. Grammar Notes, continued

4. Demo "even":

Demo after a noun means "even".

A noun followed by demo may have a particle between

them except that wa, and o are not used with demo.

Examples:

a. jidoosha (dake) demo

b. Watakushi demo

c. gakkoo e demo

62

11111 .01 GEO even just a car.

even I.

even to school.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 6

f. Word List

ichiban takusan most; most numerous

sekai world

jibun no (his) own

kuni country

tsukau to use

demo even (See Grammar
Notes)

ciake only; merely; just

irimasu conclusive form is
"iru"; to need

kikimasu conclusive form is
"kiku"; to hear

kazu number

nandemo See Grammar Notes

ichidai one (classifier
for machinery)

ichioku-nanasemman 170 million

jinkoo population

keisan suru to calculate

hobo approximately

wakaru to find out; to
understand

donna what kind of?;
what sort of?

hoohoo method

nagare sagyoo assembly line
method
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 6

f. Word List, continued

hitokazu

hakkiri

Shirimasen

odoroku

Nihon-sei

tsukuru

ima no tokoro

imagoro

konogoro

gaikoku-sei

chiisai

fueru

nanishiro

hijoo ni

keizaiteki

uru

naze

bubunhin

64

number of people

definitely;
exactly; clearly

(I) don't know

to be amazed

Japanese-made

to make; to
manufacture

for the time being;
at present

these days

these days

foreign-made

small

to increase (v.i.)

at any rate; (See
Grammar Notes)

very

economical

to sell

why?

parts



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 3

a. Student Instructions & Guidance,
See page 20, Language Laboratory Exercise 1.

be Word List.

dekita

omoni

ni yotte

chigaimasu

manufactured; made

mainly; chiefly

depending on --

conclusive form is
"chigau"; to differ

ookii (ookina) big; large
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a. Dialogue
Farming'

X (.1-% tz. J.) arr 1,) 5 e."

4\

z'

,k -00
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r, ;)0 )
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a. Dialogue, continued

t:

5 3) r-t t: *-<.t,
t fc" t 0% 5 t It 0
14: 4 -t a 11: eY) 1 < 1c

!pit. iso
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Where are your parents, Mr. Yamamoto?

Yamamoto: My parents are farming in the country.

Smith : What do Japanese farmers produce mainly?

Yamamoto: They produce rice mostly, of course, since Japanese

people eat rice every day. Then next comes wheat.

Besides that, they also produce soy beans,

vegetables, fruits, mulberries and tea.

Smith : I hear that Japan has many mountains, :but about

how much land is there where one can farm?

Yamamoto: The land where one can farm is only about 17% of

the total area of Japan. Consequently, farmers

mainly produce, food for human beings.

Smith : Is it possible to produce enough food to feed

90 million people in such limited space?

Yamamoto: No, far from it. In Japan one farmer can only

produce food for about two people, so it is by no

means enough.

Smith : In japan, farmers do not do big farming like they

do-in the United States, isn't that right?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: That's right. They do farming in small fields, so

they can only produce their own food. For that

reason, they have to do some side industry in

order to buy clothing and other things.
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C. Reading Text

it \ =r k r" IL\ 41) in Int
; tz511- la a) .t

t k J_
<- 1%7 ,% L o j s) , 4,6

tok 5 et,)-(1-4, ;J:.14 4 ct 1". ter a ), :5
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Lesson 7

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I made him eat rice.

2. I am able to come tonight.

3. He talks like a child.

4. I have to eat vegetables.

B. Express the following in English:

1. Is tt% 1, t A/

2. 1.3 1 -co a t-:'.1' 1. e t
3. la od §-41(1.. v 46 I :26

r; 9 4- 4
4. Aa 0\ 1" 0) .) .5 Ll ot

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 9.1"1/41 it e""3
2. /js ititt 1;% ehd

v
3 . 4. /(.. fa "PT t fh,
4. a 4.1" it -fiff t isoxi 3/(44 4) z h`

5. jit 4; 5 0 it 4ii 1"t 2,`

6. Y7;.1 41- 0 0 411'4

7. " 4'wr%
4t- z 3 Id. e"0 <s. rtip

8. =1 4r v% t:),: 4--;(5- 09 A, it 6

/kt Aft-
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d. Exercises, continued

9. *Id < 11.A 0 1-*
the

10. 1a -es it * ill J: ktt r; t
-Ike:6/104-0\ø

11. la 1 .6 it it rci .e" < -er 1: id 41 1

12 . *eo /C 17 I& Co <1%4 " h`

13. 1a, 0) § -ft 0 4` r 14 Co <" Pi 1".1"
14. *11.1 4`i3 ofq v% h
15. f; ftt s e" t, oN,



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 7

e. Grammar Notes

1. Causative, seru & saseru:

The fundamental idea of the causative is that a

person causes some other person or animal to do something

regardless of the will of the latter. The causative is

generally translated into English as "to let somebody

do such-and-such", "to make somebody do such-and-such"

or "to have somebody do such-and-such". The causative

of regular verbs is formed by adding seru to the first

base; and that of semi-regular and irregular verbs is

formed by adding saseru to the first base.

Examples:

Conclusive base 1st base causative meaning

matsu mata mataseru to make--wait

nomu noma nomaseru to make--drink

taberu tabe tabesaseru to make--eat

kuru ko kosaseru to make--come

suru (exception) saseru to make--do
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

2. Potential, reru & rareru:

The potential is the same in form as the passive.

Therefore, it's necessary to use judgment to determine

whether the meaning is passive or potential.

The potential of regular verbs is formed by adding

reru to the 1st base; and that of semi-regular verbs and

irregular verbs by adding rareru to the 1st base.

Examples:

Conclusive base 1st base Potential meaning

iku ika ikareru to be able to go

taberu tabe taberareru to be able to eat

kuru ko korareru to be able to come

suru (exception) sareru to be able to do

3. Potential Verbs:

We have already learned that potentiality can be

expressed by adding koto ga dekimasu to the conclusive

base of verbs and also adding reru or rareru to the 1st

base of verbs. There still is another way of expressing

the same idea by replacing the final u of the conclusive

base of regular verbs by eru.
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

hanasu hanaseru to be able to speak

narau naraeru to be able to learn

hataraku hatarakeru to be able to work

Note 1: These potential verbs are formed only
from regular verbs and conjugated
exactly the same as semi-regular verbs.

Note 2: Another point worth remembering is that
these potential verbs are preceded by
Ana or wa instead of o even though the
word aFore wa or A.a appears to be in
the objective case.

Examples:

a. Nippongo A2 hanasemasu.

I can speak Japanese.

b. Eigo Ha naraemasu.

I can learn English.

4. Yoo ni:

Yoo ni means "in such-and-such a manner".

After a noun plus the particle no, yoo ni means "like

so-and-so".

Examples:

a. Beikoku no_xpo ni like the United States

b. kodomo no yoo ni hanasu talk like a child.
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Lesson 7

e. Grammar Notes, continued

5. Emphatic negative:

A strong ribatic negative is expressed by the

following pattern:

2nd base + wa + shimasen

Examples:

Weak negative Emphatic Negative Meaning

a. ikimasen iki wa shimasen (I) don't go

b. tarimasen taxi wa shimasen it is not enough

6. Totemo .11 MD ISO masen:

(a) Totemo with a negative word means "by no means".

Examples:

a. totemo tarimasen by no means enough.

b. totemo ikaremasen can't go by any means;
can by no means go.

(b) Totemo with an adjective means "very".

totemo chiisai very small

7. Nakereba naranai:

The word naranai (polite narimasen) means literally

"doesn't become", or "it won't do", but the expression

nakereba naranai means literally "if (I) don't do it,

it won't do" or "(I) must do it".

The expression nakereba naranai follows the 1st base

of verbs.
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

iku ikanakereba naranai (I) must go

taberu tabenakereba naranai (I) must eat

kuru konakereba naranai (I) must come

suru shinakereba naranai (I) must do
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f. Word List

9: , L, h ryooshin both parents

V' 4 4 dochira where? which?

0 r 4% inaka country (rural)

6 Iti hyakushoo farming; farmer

4 e mainichi everyday

$. kome ricet5 taberu to eat

4.) 4 3A) mochiron of course

3t 49 ..3L sono tsugi next to it

tp mugi wheat

71- sono hoka beside that

N 14% r daizu soy bean

j'k' :t. 0 yasai vegetable

( re id 69 kudamono fruit

< t) kuwa mulberry

cha tea

ilk yama mountain

61'5 Ad -t soomenseki total area

P41 ningen human

.tr. At %,' semai . small; narrow

- &t. .-' 6 tabesaseru to feed (See
Grammar Notes)

tabemono food

tsukureru to be able to
produce
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f. Word List, continued

A.11 tondemo nai far from it;
extraordinary;
outrageous

yaku about

futaribun 2 persons' portion

r Z t-- J: At Ai totemo masen by no means (See
Grammar Notes)

9 It I, tariwashimasen not enough (See
Grammar Notes)

I tc It hatake field

k3 l't kiru mono clothing

4- ( teX ') fukugyoo side industry;
side job

1, td sy it t t' td 6: v t shinakereba must do (See
naranai Grammar Notes)

t`j i:. tame ni for the purpose of;
in order to

Nei: -

7, .9
kau to buy

As 1'4' .3N 3 I konna fuu ni in this manner;
thus

-- no yoo ni like (See Grammar_ - 6 I 3 ic Notes)

N- 43 gaikoku foreign country

:5"%ti: 7 noogyoo agriculture;
farming
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4.
-,tzt-#%2tt't,

Ak %
It A\ v% -t", zo% ,h

11.°49 61) get it 7%<',*7 " . L 1% <

: z -C1-4'

**. < 4') t /*it ;I:
t 43

A : -c" i
yl of)

k-% o'
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : What kinds of farmer's side industries are there?

Yamamoto:

SMith

Well, there are many kinds. But most farmers raise

silkworms, make charcoal, make and sell rice straw

products, and raise cattle, hogs and chickens.

: Are your parents engaged in side industries, too?

Yamamoto: Yes, they are raising silk worms as a side industry.

Smith : I understand that the Japanese sericultural industry

is the foremost in the world, but since when has it

flourished?

Yamamoto: It's flourished since the Meiji Era. But nylon,

orlon, and dacron came out after the war ,and it is

not flourishing very much now.

Smith : How is silk cloth made?

Yanamoto: You take silk threads from cocoons of silkworms

Smith

and weave them.

: What kind of worms are silk worms?

Yamamoto: Silk worms are tiny worms. They are about one-

tenth of an inch when they are just hatched from

their eggs, but when full grown, they are about two

inches.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : What do silkworms eat?

Yamamoto: They eat mulberry leaves.

Smith : Oh, is that right? In what region of Japan do they

raise silkworms the most?

Yamamoto: In Japan. they raise silkworms throughout the

country, but probably it is most prosperous in

Nagano, Yamanashi and Gumma Prefectures.

Smith : Why does it thrive in those regions?

Yamamoto: It is because those regions are practically nothing

but mountains and,lack places good for producing

food. For that reason, there is no alternative but

to plant mulberry trees and raise silk worms.
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c. Reading Text

O

-CI Itt 19 ,3% < ti) tir e
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d. E

A. Express the following

1. I have just eat

2. I drink nothi

3. In Japan th

4. There is n

B. Express the f

3.

4.

A

Instruction
son 8

xercises

in Japanese:

en fruit.

ng but beer.

y raise silkwopis throughout the country.

o alternative but to sell.

ollowing in English:

I < -z Z. k 0%v

9 1,

4
4 I. f1 4, v, z 1. 4, 4,

s c1 r"cr 1 i mr"

nswer the following questions in Japanese:
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2 0 t h
3. X .5 let"4/ #' ti fd t e" Q) l 114%
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d. Exercises, continued

7. t 9 $11 it Y" to

8. 4` Z r'40k/ r; 11
9 . v Z a: tic A,

10. t; i 4. el -11: IP; ts e" It t 3 -V.d ter
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Lesson 8

e. Grammar Notes

1. Tari tari suru "do such-and-such among other things":

Following the to -form base, taxi or dari connects two

or more clauses. The last tari must be followed by a

form of the verb suru. It expresses the idea of "do such-

and-such among other things".

2. Ta + bakari "have just done --- .

Bakari following the past form of verbs expresses

the idea that an action was performed a very short while

before, and translated as "has just done such-and-such".

Examples:

a. kaetta bakari ---- have just hatched

b. tabeta bakari ---- have just eaten

3. Noun + bakari "only","nothing but":

Bakari following a noun expresses the idea of "nothing

but", "just", or "only".

Examples:

a. sanchi bakari nothing but mountainous
regions

b. biiru bakari nomu drinks nothing but beer



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 8

e. Grammar Notes, continued

4. True adjective + naru "to become such-and-such":

When true adjectives are used with naru or narimasu,

the ku-form is utilized.

Examples:

a. ookiku narimasu ---- become large

b. chiisaku narimasu -- become small

5. yori shikata ga nai "there is no alternative but to do
such-and-such":

Yori shikata ga nai following the conclusive base of

verbs expresses the idea of "there is no alternative but

to do such-and-such".

Example:

iku yori shikata ga nai -- there is nothing else to
do but go.

6. Te kara "after doing such-and-such":

K_ ara following the to -form of verbs expresses the idea

of "after ---" or "since ---".
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f. Word List

1(
taitei no most)k,0 0)

4\ % 2
kaiko silkworm

4% 7 kau to raise (to rear)

1, * sumi charcoal

1. ushi cow; cattle

ig 1.- buta hog; pig

Z. lb e: 9 niwatori chicken

47 ;7 -At I' % Y14 waraseihin rice straw product

x
)A. Q uru to sell

J: -:f Ai 4'4 7 yoosangyop sericulture

-Zr 4% Ai sakan thriving;
flourishing

0):1 A Meiji Meiji Era

- - -1 1% i) .... to kara after (See Grammar
Notes)

2410 k 9 0 kinu-orimono silk textile

I, r9 k 6 koshiraeru to make

Jt 112
mayu cocoon

*T. ) -1' totta taken; conclusive
form is "tore"

ti- A it, kinuito silk thread

3°)% 1 otte to weave; conclusive
form is "oru"

mushi worm; insect

f-c At- Z tamago egg

4 A. 6 kaeru to hatch
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f. Word List, continued

to bakari have just -- (See
Grammar Notes)

ichibu about 1/10 of
an inch

itnisun about 2 inches

lr chihoo area; region

v% rt 3 r 3 itaru tokoro everywhere one
goes

1 4'440` 9 bakari nothing but (See
Grammar Notes)

td ti sukunai few; to be scarce

s) A. 6 ueru to plant

cla tv: es 41. yori shikata ga nai there is no
alternative (See
Grammar Notes)

ha leaves

hi I: yoosanken sericulture
prefecture

taisetsu na important
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 4

a. Student Instructions & Guidance.
See page 20, Language Laboratory Exercise 1.

0) ;) eck noogyoo agriculture; farming

4,- i 6w ieru to be able to say

t A: kiito raw silk

t 4 IC. toku ni especially
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a. Dialogue

'Japanese House'

x .0" 011.7 14- /,", -ft a) 44. t 47)-*

v -4
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 9

b. Dialogue Translation

I'll change the subject of conversation just a

little, but does the style of construction of houses

differ in farming villages and in towns?

Yamamoto: Yes, it differs very much. Many farm houses have

straw thatched roofs. And the unfloored parts of

the houses are made larger so that it is easy to

do work. And storerooms are built in most of the

farm houses so that the farmers' implements and

crops can be stored away.

Smith : I suppose even the farm houses differ depending on

the place.

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right. In localities where they have

cold winters and much snow, they build sturdy

houses using large pillars.

Smith : What about the houses in towns?

Yamamoto: Houses in towns are tile roofed and the layout of

the rooms is different from that of farm houses.

Houses in towns are so designed that people can

live conveniently in small spaces.

Smith : Are there any other differences?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Water pipes and gas pipes are installed in town

houses and kitchens and latrines are made conven-

iently. The number of ;houses using electric

refrigerators and other electric appliances has

increased.
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Reading Text

4%. foo t-0 4- Ati: JP) ?Fa 4"

< 4)(9 :..P I)Z <t,z4 elAr'tv%
t. .s:t5 9 1°, r: )t-t ti% §-iti I(

11F , 611. es <" k At 9 v% )11- 4%"

iot 41. 3 x 3 = L 1 $,) 9 t 47 14 < 416 tt

< 9 I< (li z v%

4.7 Av -C 6 Aki .4)C 9 4,

1%:%.4% 3 0%1 v% uh li giT ic z v%

mi. 1" 43t 11- 4. ii°1 5); 4; 6 1

A 9
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Cl. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Between farming villages and towns there are extreme

differences in the style of house construction.

2. It is made convenient to use.

3. Storerooms are constructed in such a manner that

the farmers' implements can be stored away.

B. Express the following in English:

1. Vj t 4kir' yam' ti 4Ait t v14t,

frci-c"13ti:il ;4 6

3 . e jw No' t L 4.0

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 0,) 14- zoo: 4)F oI'vl it 4-

2. *itit t< 1* 4%47 iF7 05 4` ' Tut 0`

3 49 1* 11' 1(1 6 e':9 " .)k° t 41.- k t

% it 3 t 1= t -7 < -2 v% t 4'4' ,
4. itt. 6 ec. 3 4:/1 45ON'o th`
5 Lsr z 3 -c tl td is 11:

6. "lit 6 11169 <z" Ail 4k9 o"v, td
7. giro Its )t-E ''' Y"kti ,
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9.

10.

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 9

d. Exercises, continued

wijo gc14 < -Zrpit-cv44.4%,

I f t. 4 1 ) t( = 71(11..k. 4t *%%% Elk -I. ti tt04,
My tt 11. vt ?"i h tib <4"

I it, tvi lir< v) 1"th.,
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e. Grammar Notes

1. Yasui "easy":

Yasui is an adjective suffix meaning "easy". Follow-

ing the 2nd base (base to which masu is attached), it has

the meaning of "easy to do such-and-such".

Examples:

a. shivasui, easy to do

b. tabevasui, easy to eat

C. ikiva easy to go

2. Yoo ni shite aru "-- is made in such a manner that":

Yoo ni means "in such a manner" or "like". When xc2o

ni is followed by shite aru, it expresses the idea of

"-- is made in such a manner that". This expression

follows the conclusive form of verbs, adjectives and

auxiliary verbs.

Examples:

a. shigoto ga shiyasui yoo pi shite arimasu.

made in such a manner that it is easy to
work.

b. toriireta mono ga irerareru yoo ni shite aru.

is made in such a manner that crops can be
put away.
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

3. No ni "for the purpose of; in order to":

The combination no ni following the conclusive base

of verbs expresses the idea of "for the purpose of" or

"in order to".

Examples:

a. Kokumotsu o hosu no ni tsugoo yoku spite arimasu.

It is made conveniently in order to dry grains.

b. Iku no ni benri desu.

It is convenient to go.

4. --- to --- dewa "between --- and ---":

The comparison in Japanese between A and B can be

expressed by the pattern A to B dewa:

Example:

hyakushoo no mura to machi dewa

between farming villages and towns

5. Ku-form of adjectives + suru:

The ku form of adjectives followed by a form of the

verb suru make the adjectives function as transitive verbs.

Examples:

a. hiroku suru to make wide; widen

b. chiisaku suru to make small
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f. Word List

h;1,/ k kawarimasu to change (v.i.)
conclusive form
is "kawaru"

-ikr mura village

machi town

I: ie house

41 9 tsukurikata style of construc-
tion

.4k2 )12 yane roof

01 doma unfloored part of
the house

ilk < 4' 3 hiroku sure to widen (See
Grammar Notes)

/V J> tr mono-oki storeroom

in 7 C doogu tools

At ?) "Ittft it toriireta mono crop; harvest

1% 41. i ireru to store away;
to put in

fuyu winter

4 `I ' samui cold

yuki snow

v' futoi big

l t 1. J'9 hashira pillar

1:1- i X 1: joobu ni strong; sturdy

0'?), a kawara tile

Pil Ak 9 madori layout of rooms
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 9

f. Word List, continued

z 3 <

T1.

basho

benri ni

seikatsu

kufuu sareru

suidoo

gasu

hiku

daidokoro

benjo

denki reizooko

denki kigu

niwa

hiatari no yoi

kokumotsu

hose

kore ni hanshite

tsugoo yoku

daibu

wara

shiyasuL

101

place; space

conveniently

livelihood; living

to be designed

water main

gas

to install; to lay

kitchen

latrine

electric
refrigerator

electric
appliances

yard; garden

sunny

grain

to dry (v.t.)

contrary to this;
on the contrary

conveniently

considerably;
greatly

straw

easy to do
(See Grammar Notes)



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 10

a. Dialogue
'Comparison between Western & Japanese Houses'

a.

)a 45,1:. it 47'430 1.C1 t 4\°,

t t: J 7 -col A2

;fr tx 'f, 5y- 41.- to 1"4.4", rc;

It 5-f)iL t9)fAL 1.( 4\°

4.411 f 13*(1) ,,vt-c IS A )J:( 14r7A%,

1'; b d) -et 31- 4 g, < fa'

t c 3 e ''Ak lre.

1'4'7E2. 4)11-tPa) ogis e ^)<° th\''

h 11 t3 /.0 t" r; < it
4A,

liNtt 6%, ht.,I.v% It. / trt r:-)bicNtlitc
IP° A 9 t 4-

; x : Ili t tt '4 " `3 1" "."3
Lx v t 4 ZI.'3 4%", Z"t

11-) : %t 41. 4` ;P, I -c" I-% a et : td-
7 t h" fd < Z 11- t4-

h` L/ la -c It -91 o\ 0.) Jr, f rt r: *"

L kit -c lc id* to 6 4. ,z <

Ya 4,
%

ir 41. le i> I
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 10

a. Dialogue, continued

: *a) Z rz. ti 4% " 4N°13: A. t; t, :t

-Ce

z"1-i, to c # 4.4115 t: lei Jz' Ad

-44194.. k a et IC it

el,- 0 r 1 t ti% )1-2 3 zto,
1.#4 t 0 I) I 4
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 10

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : It seems that the number of western style buildings

has increased a great deal in Japan these days,

hasn't it?

Yamamoto: Yes, big banks, business firms and stores are

usually all western style buildings, but in the big

cities there are many dwellings that are half

western style and half Japanese style.

Smith : I don't know too much about Japanese houses as yet,

but what are the differences compared to western

style houses?

Yamamoto: Well, first of all, the outside appearance is

different. And each room is partitioned by walls

in western style houses, but in Japanese houses

there are hardly any walls and each room is parti-

tioned by sliding partition Screens. And on the

sides that face the yard there are paper sliding

doors.

Smith : Even in 'the United States, in the warmer part of

the country there are many houses that use paper

sliding doors these days.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 10

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: And in the United States, houses are made so that

you do not have to take your shoes off when you

enter. But in Japan "tatami" mats are laid on the

floor and you have to take your shoes off when you

enter houses.

Smith : I understand there is hardly any furniture in

Japanese houses, isn't that right?

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right, so when you sit down, you lay a

cushion and squat on it. And when you sleep you

spread quilts on the "tat mi" mats and sleep on

them, so you don't need beds.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 10

c. Reading Text

L-t -.)s t .0` 3 < -4 11,5 r" 4%%1 31(1- et, 9

ifc t 4s, lc it *"
C. )1#) I r: id: I, j: I," h`'t 1/ 4, I r"ict
0 ->k° .3<° Y t4- 43 \ 1" Ar )12-z

*69 ( = I 47 I ?fr t
t( 1: t,/ 3 of < (1,2 1$"

9 t - ' p i t ,co :4( 11) -e t.) 1: I %,1 3 11--
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Classroom instruction
Lesson 10

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

.1. It seems that western style buildings have increased

in Japan.

2, In America, you do not have to take your shoes off

when you enter houses.

3. Rooms are partitioned by walls.

B. Express the following in English:

1. t h 3 < t 3 (15 *%'% 1.0

2. )12 5 et i= to.:. -.7t. I-, I.:- eti t 01
Aa 4-

3. td tVt- I, k It/ e" kl v //eh. ti

.47 31-n34 -r: t -co t.

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. ts e(4- e" i1 K1 v 1a*141L

mr:

2. te tcr ?p I: It e"4 td oft 4s", 0 -elfsf
3. X$Xt-/.. 1 194.0)

4. 5b1- * t 415jik. '9 SC i crz:
z 3 4; 4:40 .& If

5. h.- 94-4A,P.

7. ;4 in rc t *f) r 1'°j-est A* it -c

t. 4P10,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 10

d. Exercises, continued

8. t" it) -1:

9. elf%0 ./\)(1 Y ,\):<1 t 6*2 911.

10. 13 4(a -to 43 I: \p r, it it 14T P" A t t

11. )1: 1"144 rit 0 5 et- it <-7 ith Ps < t

II- 4% 5 /4C 0) 14(1" -t" t`
12. 40 414\ 0_1.-..1.-44i.ebvil.:594:1°1.
13. k-.,it 1.413 at lc IS y"-) 0`,
14. 13 4, 0) c. I, t 2P" V% 9 I'

.4 40 0 9 t 4 ti 0`..
15. la* itc = 11 4` h" AA A
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 10

e. Grammar Notes

1. Yoo desu "it seems that; it appears that":

When yoo desu is preceded by verbs, adjectives and

auxiliary verbs, the expression means "it appears or

it seems that such-and-such is the case".

Examples:

a. Seiyoofuu no tatemono ga ooku natta yoo desu.

It seems that the number of western style
homes has increased.

b. Samui yoo desu -- It seems that it is cold.

c. Ikenai yoo desu - It seems that (I) can't go.

2. Rashii desu "it seems; it appears":

Rashii is very close in meaning to 222 and these are

often used interchangeably. Following nouns and the

conclusive forms of verbs and adjectives the expression

means "it seems such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Soo rashii desu It seems so.

b. Samui rashii desu It seems cold.

c. Nippon e iku rashii desu -- It seems that he is
going to Japan.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 10

e. Grammar Notes, continued

3. nakutemo ii "need not -- .

Nakutemo ii coming after the negative or first base

of verbs or ku-form of adjectives literally means "all

right even if --- not", hence "need not".

Examples:

a. Ikanakutemo ii (You) don't have to go.

b. Ookikunakutemo ii It doesn't have to be big.

4. Hotondo nai "practically none; hardly ever":

When hotondo is used with an affirmative word, it

means "almost" as used in Lesson 3, but when hotonc'o is

used with a negative word, it means "practically none"

or "hardly ever".

Examples:

a. Ie wa hotondo nai.-- There is practically no
house.

b. Watakushi wa hotondo ikanai.

I hardly ever go.

5. Toki ni (wa) "when":

Wir,n toki ni or toki niwa follows the conclusive form

of verbs, adjectives, or auxiliary verbs, it has the

meaning of "when you do such-and-such", "when it is such-

and-such".
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 10

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. uchi ni hairu toki niwa - when one enters houses

b. suwaru toki niwa when one sits down



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 10

f. Word List

seiyoofuu

tatemono

yoo desu

ginkoo

shoaten

juutaku

hambun

rashii

Nihonfuu

mitatokoro

mazu

soto

heya

kabe

shikirareru

fusuma

shooji

menshita hoo

atatakai

tatami

kutsu

112

western style

building

it seems (See
Grammar Notes)

bank

store

dwelling; residence

half

it seems (See
Grammar Notes)

Japanese style

appearance

first of'ail

outside

room

wall

passive form of
"Shikiru",. to
74atition; to
be partitioned

a sliding partition

a paper sliding
door

side that faces --

warm

"tatami" mat

shoe
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 10

f. Word List, continued

nugu

nakutemo ii

kagu

hotoadonal

toki ni

suwaru

zabuton

neru

futon

yuka

ue

shindai

shihoo

akaruku suru

mado
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to take off

need not (See
Grammar Notes)

house furniture

hardly exier;
practically none

(See Grammar
Notes)

when (See Grammar
Notes)

to squat; to sit

a cushion

to sleep

a quilt

floor

top; on

bed

four sides

to make it light

window



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 5

a. Student Instructions & Guidance.
See page 20, Language Laboratory Exercise 1.

b. Word List.

kikai

naya

byuuten-gasu

soofaa

isu

futsuu

ookisa

yabureru

machinery

barn; outhouse

butane gas

sofa

chair

ordinarily

size

to tear (v.i.)



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

a. Dialogue

/Spring and Summer in Japan'

dot* .4.11. tcs,)1.= r 'Alklizozd5 .;t1,4-tt:stte<

x A: la-Ad e m47*.ia blAo,t44-7-96it.tk4'71.a.

i) T.< Ilk< 101,1 712.

NvA.<d)4' -rv%/4,*.4002.
x : 4;4- ts 4', 1'1. =), AI

t t Ai ot%

x z it itz 4: < t" 1-41- te 4 <

e f t ,7 j: < .3% 1) te fi )12

Perk t"
LJA :

X X :
)97 K I k Ad fcc ic. k If-47 A6,-3% 3 0 r" 4

4--mctvt eott, 49.-3x6 C;

1".

*2 It 0-94) h 3 it -402 t Ort

o = 1. t v A05 z" 3 4#%" --)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

a. Dialogue, continued
41:

est

11:A, s'z. .1<' ts 1,404-1";1-a,
AIA L .4% L, 137 i.)% Al 3 e 9it

°N 6 , ; I t *%" tc )/- T" lyt.
x;z: A, =t;?-cutix.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: It seems spring has come already, and it' has become

very warm these days, hasn't it?

Smith Nice weather really continues every day, doesn't it?

If it continues at this rate, this year the cherry

blossoms will probably bloom much earlier than

last year, don't you think so?

Yamamoto: They might bloom earlier. At any rate, blooming

was very late last year, you see.

Smith : If it suits your convenience, how about going to

the flower viewing this year, taking a box lunch

with us?

Yamamoto: Yes, I'm all for it. Let's go by all means.

Smith : It rained hard last year, so the cherry blossoms

scattered earlier.

Yamamoto: Speaking of rain, it surely rained, hard during the

rainy season last year,,didn't it?

Smith That's right, and I hear there were floods here and

there. Does it always rain hard like that during

the rainy season?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: It differs depending upon the year. There are

years when it doesn't rain to much.

Smith Does the rainy seas,* Owls start about .the same

time?

Yamamoto: That's right. It usualli'staris around the

of June, and it continues tvitil aboUt the beginning

of July.

Smith : During the rainy season, it is humid and is really

gloomy, isn't it? It'really,gets disgusting'

(discouraging).

Yamamoto: But when tbe rainy season is .over, it really gets

to be nice weather, so you have something to look

forward to, you see.

Smith : Well, I suppose so, if you put it ,that way.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

Reading Text

id Z."3
41 it, 4.1)-

1 Koc z"5 h% 3 : 69 it z."3 4:14
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. It seems spring has come and it is very warm.

2. Cherry blossoms may bloom early this year.

3. Let's go by all means.

4. If It should rain, I won't go.

B. Express the following in English:

2.

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

fcr. :a* 1'() fr' < a. 9 4'h`.
2. 1:- it vi
3. ti" <" ij A., 4. ,
4. if -c"11 A4- 6/) te-a 1 11) Z"3 1-2)(_&# "1.4°4\,

5. 44- (9) ".1 Yik

6. *-Z" 4 it crA,< of),0% 1 .)ke' ,ri)\

7. °Lit It ei 4-4ea

8. ") )? 147 vl Zu itt *rh.
9.. 3 4: 1" --9%% 4° 0,
10. 91 1 t 4- 19 L "A, I -4- 0.,

III- L --r" N.

)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

d. Exercises, continued

12. 3f`3 3 t fit t t4\
13. vp t z"-0' t o /1'4%
14. 1 "4j :i: 1) X.A 0`" x ti rs "

15. ,-#7 i)% '71-7 3 rX Aj it 9
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Classroom InstTuti:on
Lesson 4

e. Grammar Noteg

,

1. To miete, "it seems --", or "it ;seems as lf --":

Following the'conclusive f9rvoljnflected words

(like verbs, adjectives, and auX110r i herbs) , to miete

expresses the idea of "it seems **if .0/.!v

Examples:

a. Haru.ni natta to miete,

It seems as if spring has come an0 --

b. Ano hito wa benkyoo su.ru1.94,,4114,,,*4

It seems he studies and

c. Kyoo wa atsui to miete,

It seems it is hot today 44d ..

2. Deshoov "probably",'"perhaps", "mqbe"i

Following substantives, or the' couplusive base of

inflected words, destitib tifireSies pi;obabij.ity.

a. Watakushi wa iku deshoo probably will go

b. Ame ga furu deshoo T Tt probably will rain

c. Atsui deshoo It probably is hot

d, AnO-kata wa Beikokujin 4e&hoo

He probably is.an American.

3. Abrupt past tense of verbs, true adjectives and copulas:

a. To form the abrupt (plain) past tense of verbs,

replace to or de of the to -form of the verb with ta or d,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

e. Grammar Notes, continued

EnE2121:

a.

b.

c,

d,

b. To form the abrupt past tense of true adjectives,

replace the final i of the adjective with katta.

Examples:

a, osoi osokatta was late

iku itte itta went

suru shite shita did

kuru kite --- kita' came

asobu asonde asonda played

b. yoi yokatta was good

c. The abrupt past tense form of the copula desu is

datta,

4. Tara, the conditional past "if":

Tara is a conditional suffik. It is formed by ,simply

adding:-ra to the abrupt past tense form. It refers to

the past, present, and future, so keis'not necessarily

the past form, but it is usually used in referring to

the past or in referring to the present or future in a

hypothetical statement, such as "if such-and-such were

the case", or "supposing such-and-such would happen".

The English subjunctive mood is commonly translated into

Japanese with this tara.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples :

a. Ame ga futtara ikimasen.

If it should rain, I won't go.

b. Ame ga furanakattara itta deshoo.

If it hadn't rained, I would perhaps have gone.

c. Motto yasukattara kaimasu ga.

I would buy it if it were cheaper.

d. Tori dattara ii ne.

I wish I were a bird.

5. Ka mo shirenai or ka mo shiremasen, "maybe":

The expression ka mo shirenai is used after the

conclusive base of inflected words either in present or

past tense or after substantives, and expresses the idea

of "maybe" or "might"..

Examples:

a. iku ka mo shirenai (He) might go.

b.. samui ka mo shirenai It may be cold.

c, . Beikokujin ka mo shirenai- He may be an American.

Mashoo, "probably" or "let's":

Mashoo follows 1the second base of verbs and

expresses probability or exhortation.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. Iki-mashoo Letts go.'

b. Ano kata wa iki-mashoo He will probably go.

Demo, "or something":

Demi) after nouns or particles usually means "even ",

but sometimes demo is used after a noun!or 'a particle

when the speaker suggests one out of mad), that might be

named. In that case, demo means "--i or ,something".

Examples:

a. Bentoo demo motte ikimashoo.

Letts take a box lunch or something.

b. Hanami ni demo ikimashoo.

Letts go flower viewing or somewhere.

Shimau, a terminal verb:

Shimau as a terminal verb always comes after the As.-

form of a verb and adds a tone of completeness or finality

to the meaning of the verb.

Examples:

a. tabete shimau to eat it up

b. iya ni natte shimau to be completely fed up with
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

f. Word List

MOO

to miete'

already

it seeMs, (See
.0ramilar Notes)

h , tenki weather

-7 -7° tt t t tsuzuki masu to continue (v.i.)
masu form of
77.guukuit

.

,
.

igl + chooshi rate; condition

It;

ej:
t% Yco At

)3

tara ,if (See Grammar
Note)

kotoSSi thiS'yPar

saktira no hue pbery blossoms

iak* to 1400m (v.i.).

osoi latevslow

osok4tta it was late (See
GraMmar'Notes)

tsugoo ga yoi convenient

kamp shiremasen might; may be (See
Grammar Notes)

bentoo box lunch

demo .. or something
(See Grammar Notes)

motte iku to take along

hanami flgrer viewing

zehitomo by all means
ft

ame rain

flYt4 to rain; abrupt past
tense of furu
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 11

f. Word List, continued

chiru

tsuyu

tokoro-dokoro

oomizu

itsumo

anna

ooame

toshi

tsuyudoki

mushiatsui

jitsu ni

uttooshii

iya ni naru

owaru

tanoshimi

sugu

kangaeru

dekakeru

'aida

no uchi de

127

to be scattered; fall

rainy season

here and there

flood

always

such; -- like that

heavy rain

year

rainy season time

humid

really

gloomy

to get tired of; to
become disgusted with

to end v.i.)

something to look
forward to

immediately

to think

to set out

period of time

during



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 12

a. Dialogue

'Autumn and Winter in Japan'

: lc ti 3 III it" Ai It- Ai -4' I"' < 0 4- I ;ta.

rt)t i:)(1"446 ;12.

gt "re e 46,1 4- o , tc-f-d"

t k t z"

opi< -(114-,,

f4- v% -role

a. e 01,
)3 * td'' < tc".1-v

11. 1 : %7( z"4-71-a 1.-2", 4\4: =t44.4 As c"

4L : < < b' )s ) te

kt-<3 t LJ <Z fo
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a. Dialogue, continued

it k 9 t .

)1"1"*J.

*- 5' .0% td: A. 4 rg 4: 4- 41 t:
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 12

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : When September comes around, it gets very cool in

the morning and in the evening, doesn't it?

Yamamoto: September is already autumn, you see:

Smith : Some Japanese say that the autumn is the best

season of the year. Why do you suppose they say

that?

Yamamoto: Japanese people are very sentimental people and

they take fancy to such things as the red autumn

leaves, the autumn moon, and the chirping of

autumn insects. This is true for older people,

especially.

Smith : I, too, am very fond of autumn in Japan. Take

Japanese chrysanthemums for instance, they are

really beautiful, aren't they?

Yamamoto: Another thing is that the autumn climate is very

nice. It is neither hot nor cold. It really is a

nice season.

Smith : By the way, what kinds of autumn fruits do you have

in Japan?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 12

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Well, let me see. First of all we have persimmons,

and then apples and grapes.

Smith : I have never eaten a persimmon yet. What does it

taste like?

Yamamoto: A ripened persimmon is delicious, but if you eat a

green ore, it is very tart and doesn't taste good.

Smith : There aren't very many fruits in winter, are there?

Yamamoto: Well, probably tangerines and oranges are just about

the only fruits. In Japan, they decorate the

alcoves with tangerines together with rice cakes on

New Year's.

Smith : Around New Year's, it gets cold in Tokyo, too,

doesn't it?

Yamamoto: Yes, it gets very cold. There are times when it

snows hard.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 12

c. Reading Text

j a t SPA if/NJ 4-" L < rs 4- -4-0

f; 3 6 h`:r 1;1 < 9,

ra: -rf 9 -I- t. h L,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 12

d. Exercises

Express the following in Japanese:

1. I eat such fruits as persimmons, grapes, and apples.

2. I have never been to Tokyo.

3. There are times when it snows hard.

4. It is neither hot nor cold.

Express the following in English:

1. )).-)4%/./ t"Ad is L" L 4`,.

2. cr 4 LAI) < < -re t 11 Lo 4°.

3 1*kiCit *44 lc rci: 7 ett# it 0 1"

4. rs a t teAJ .K.-\Ai IX . es

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. )1 lc ti 3 t it-A, co 4/ ti t h.

2. j 3 la 4v., it Ac.-)K 11"/.. v% atrAzt

3. 4:k i= tc; 3 4%;.s- d Vivf < t
4. .4' ' 4`6 (1

fry < t r"Ai z s rd 1)-1 th`.

5. la,As.A. t t"A,fs tA 1"1-6.
6. la *,c(f)X-496)Ait erg-t-)0)-kz.46;t1-4-,.
7. 4::ka) AAit ig 16 < td re <t rs -t h\,.

8. * < tc30 rexirs 4,0A 14-.
9. 44- ,P ut r."4/ le"-eLtth`,

< < h v h`.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 12

d . Exercises , continued

11. AC. It% VA.0 IX 4 c":111 4N" $5 lrh`,

12. *1" t lc 1/ e z it
4-o4,

13. Z3 t". *)1-% It X4 rd 4- t

14.

15.

4%'' v3 3 t $4) 9 IP

la As, 0, 49 A. It eAd z Lt fic 1,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 12

e. Grammar Notes

1. Toka toka iu mono (koto), "such things as":

Following nouns or the conclusive form of inflected

words toka is used to enumerate examples.

Examples:

a, kaki toka ringo toka iu kudamono.

-- such fruits as persimmons and apples.

b. iku toka ikanai toka iu koto

-- such things as going or not going

2. Koto ga aru, "have ever done such-and-such",
"there are times or occasions when --

a. When koto ga arimasu follows the past tense of verbs,

it expresses the past experience "have ever done sUch.4nd-

such".

Examples:

(1) Kaki o tabeta koto ga arimasu ka?

Have you ever eaten persimmons?

(2) Nippon e itta koto ga arimasu ka?

Have you ever been to Japan?

b. When koto ga arimasu follows the present conclusive

forms of verbs and adjectives, it is interpreted as "There

are times or occasions when --".

ExamRlel:

(1) Yuki ga furu koto ga arimasu.

There are times when it snows.
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

(2) Atsui koto ga arimasu.

There are times when it is hot.

3. Adjectives in series:

When two adjectives in series modify a noun, the

first one is in its te-form.

Examples :

a. shibukute mazui kudamono

- astringent (tart) and unpalatable fruit

b. ookikute atsui hon

large and thick book

4. Tari tan suru:

Tan (dari) is usually used in pairs and is followed

by some form of suru to show alternative or representative

action. The tari form is formed by replacing the final e

of the te-form by ark,.

Examples:

a. Nichiyoobi niwa, sampo o shitari, tomodachi no
=bite ittari shimasu.

ayiv___L:sometimes take strolls, and some-
tetIVEI home.

b. Haru ni naruto, !car -,11Q1u nattaril hana ga
saitari shimasu.

When it becomes spring, the grass becomes green
and the flowers bloom.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 12

e. Grammar Notes, continued,

mo ba, mo

The conditional form (or ba form) is used conjunc-

tively at the end of all but the last clause in a series

of clauses that contain the particle mo. When such

clauses are affirmative, the combination mo ba mo

means "both --- and ---", or "as well as", and when

negative "neither nor --" e e

Examples:

a. Kaki mo areba ringo mo arimasu.

There are persimmons as well as apples.

b. Atsuku mo nakereba samuku mo arimasen.

It is neither hot nor cold.

c. Watakushi wa sake mo nomeba tabako mo nomimasu.

I drink as well as smoke.
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f, Word List

AIt asaban morning and evening

t 1/

suzushiku cool; (adverbial form
of "suzushii")

i:k aki autumn

Str it '") jisetsu season

Ifl 1/'
kokumin people

4, )fr V momiji maple;
red autumn leaves

- < it) ,re:, kiku no hana .a chrysanthemum

- ii 1 ( Cr) kirei (no) beautiful

4/ ) '''. 1 Of moo hitotsu no koto
another thing

ck 41- kikoo climate

koto a fact

li tsuki moon

d) 42 mushi no ne chirping of insects

...: 61) t' konomu to like

).- #) O/C toshiyori no
hito, an elderly person

7t i° 4: 4aisuki likes very much

A bit 11 4 -5 e sore wa sooto by the way

N r. kaki persimmon

V i./ ..:" ringo apple

3 e"' budoo grapes

4..el 5 a ji ga suzu to taste
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f. Word List, continued

to koto ga
aru (See Grammar Notes)

jukusu to. ripen

oishii good; delicious

shibui astringent (very tart)

mazui poor (in taste)

aoi green

mikan tangerine

Shoogatsu New Year

o-mochi rice cake

issho ni together

kazaru to decorate

tokidoki at times

ooyuki heavy snow

kiiro yellow color

ki tree

nand aka somehow

kibun feeling

tanoshimu to enjoy

Juugatsu October

to iwareru it is said that

tsukimi moon viewing
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 6

a. Student Instructions & Guidance.
See page 20, Language Laboratory Exercise I.

b. Word List.

iya na

deru

mekkiri

kita no hoo

samugari

noyama

kazokuzure de

140

unpleasant

to go out

considerably;
remarkably

northern section

a person who is
sensitive to cold

mountains & fields

to dislike very much;
to hate

with one's family
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a. Dialogue

'Dinner'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 13

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Good evening.

Yamamoto : Well, Mr. Smith.

come in.

I am glad you came. Please

Smith : Please excuse me. Thank you for going to all

the trouble of inviting me for supper.

Yamamoto : No, not at all. How about a highball until

things are ready for supper.

Smith : Well, all right. I'll have a little.

Mrs. Yamamoto: Supper is ready.

Yamamoto : Is that so? Then, let's go to the dining

room, Mr. Smith.

Smith : Thank you.

Yamamoto : Please sit there. We really don't have any-

Smith

Yamamoto

Smith

thing tonight, but please eat without reserve.

: Thank you. I'll help myself.

: Do you dip Sukiyaki in raw egg and eat it?

No, it's fine as it is.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto : I like mine a little salty with lots of soy sauce,

but how do you like yours?

Smith : I like it that way, too.

Yamamoto : If it is too salty, 1111 put in a little more

sugar, so please taste it and see.

Smith : It tastes just right. It really is delicious.

Yamamoto : Some people like it salty with soy sauce and

some like it sweet, so the flavoring is really

difficult.

Smith : I suppose so. In general, Americans like it a

little salty with soy sauce.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 13

d. Exorcises
it

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. If it is too difficult, I cannot learn.

2. I like Sukiyaki very much.

3. Supper is ready.

4. I flavor beef with soy sauce and sugar.

B. Express the following in English:

2 2t- Ad fs 1:7 I:: ;P) I:. 4.'t 14 I/ VI Io
3. Z

4. s -c

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. II, 4C A/ IA' t#.' At k II\ c:- 1 )1',1 -:" t I. tc 4'

2. A i 4 tr hi #' k'-- f--, q 7 rek ii) )-iii% t 4Lficirg,

3. ilA 715. ;.f Ad r X ; X 'tilt V likst)ki;itt51--("
41- i te I t,tc e\

....
A A 4.tAdil A ;7. .1:- A, 'a t%-. -\ ois Ad 4-- i,A L I: Lt:4%

6. ;( X tr k, t -4" t)' k 4-

7. 11,, Ai t`) ci) -co 4-4

8. A ki I t e;) h

9- 4,i I T X k. 46,0

itt
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d. Exercises, continued

10. 0411 e"),) t"1, h%

11.

12. IS iitrf I-

13. t)t*:T 1,4t.-) 17 Is tIfr(IV -els%

14. fc; d" 4 t"c hk

15. 2t/.. fs a) 0 it A 1.'4%L.11 v"te,.

16. t. if -c f)K
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Lesson 13

e. Grammar Notes

1. Bakari:

- bakari used as a bound-form has the same meaning

as - gurai (about). So sukoshi bakari literally means

"about a little", but the normal English equivalent

would be simply "a little" just as it is for sukoshi

alone.

2. Terminal verb itadaku, "to receive a favor":

The verb itadaku means "to receive", but as a

terminal verb it follows to -form of verbs and expresses

the idea of "receiving a favor or kindness" from one's

superior.

Example:

Watakushi wa ano-hito ni kite itadakimashita.

I had him do me the favor of --coming over.

3. Terminal verb sugiru, "to do such-and-such in excess",
"to be such-and-such in excess":

Sugiru follows the second base (the base to which

masu is attached) of verbs and gives the meaning of "to

do such-and-such in excess" or "to overdo".

Sueiiru also follows the stem of true adjectives and

gives the meaning of "too such-and-such" or "excessively

such-and-such".
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Lesson 13

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. tabe-sugiru

L.

to overeat; to eat in excess

b. benkyooshi-sugiru - to study too much

c. atsu-sugiru too hot; excessively hot

d. kara-sugiru too salty
r

4. ni o tsukeru, "to flavor --":

When you flavor something with such things as soy

sauce, sugar, salt, etc., the particle that you use

before aji o tsukeru will be ni.

Example:

Shooyu de sukiyaki ni

I flavor sukiyaki with soy sauce.

5. Suki:

Suki is a quasi-adjective. Therefore, suki na means

"pleasing" and suki desu means "to be fond of" or "to be

pleasing". In the Japanese sentence the object which one

likes is in the nominative case with the particle za or

wa and the person who likes it is followed by wa.

Examples:

a. Watakushi wa sukiyaki La suki desu.

I like sukiyaki.
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l&atakushi ia (car a i no ga suki cIcSu.

I like salty ones
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f. Word List

)t) wazawaza-suru to take the trouble
of doing --

51 Ili yuuhan supper

10 h < maneku to invite

If fc re < itadaku to receive

Id ift ( shitaku preparation

I I made until

IS° III ippai full, one glass

1Y 1/ I eir 9 sukoshibakari a little (See Grammar
Notes)

shokudoo dining room

mairu to go (humble exp)

kakeru to sit

enryo naku without reserve;; with-
out standing on
ceremony

meshiagaru to eat (honorific
word)

tsukeru to dip

tamago egg

nama no raw

kekkoo fine

kono mama de as it is

karai salty; hot

suki to like (See Grammar
Notes)

moshi if
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f. Word List, continued

o-satoo sugar

chotto just

aji o kiku to taste

choodo just

amai sweet

nakanaka very; quite

ajitsuke flavoring

muzukashii difficult

sugiru over

daitai ni oite in general; as a whole

shibaraku shite after a little while

annai suru

- too

gochisoo

gyuuniku

ryoori suru

shooyu

kuchi ni au
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to guide; to escort;
to show

feast

beef

to cook

soy sauce

to suit one's taste
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a. Dialogue

'After dinner conversation'
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b. Dialogue Translation

Mrs. Yamamoto: How about another serving, Mr. Smith?

Smith : Thank you, please make it light.

Yamamoto : We have lots of Tempura, too, so please eat.

Smith : Thank you. I'm eating it.

Yamamoto : How about some more rice?

Smith : Thank you. f have had enough. It was really

a feast.

Yamamoto : No, not at all It was really nothing. Let

us go to the parlor, then.

Smith : Is your daughter out this evening?

Yamamoto : I understand my daughter has to go out tonight

because she has an engagement with her friends.

Smith : Is there going to be a party or something?

Yamamoto : I understand five or six school friends are

getting together to give a party to celebrate

the birthday of a friend of theirs.

Smith : That's a splendid thing, isn't it? Is your boy

out this evening, also?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto : Yes, he went to see a movie with a neighborhood

Smith

lady.

1 was hoping to meet your son, too, so that's

too bad.

Yamamoto : They went out around five o'clock, so they

will probably come back by 9 o'clock.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 14

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I must be home by 9 o'clock.

2. I'll go out to eat supper.

3. I think he will eat fish.

4. I don't want to go home rt.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 11" tc. I," 13 g -?) 46 1= k 4-1k

2 ,=,t" 3 < r: 4-

3. 11 toff r 15,)t . /4-1- 4

4. itAk rt Ara 1%. a) -.A% L" is ) I:- t'.= vs '4

V % 3 A, -z"
4.1

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 7\ ; X ,54a 71e4A.T"i`;

3. 7: )..s: ,f) .r: '5 I tk.
Y a

4. ri-es -trA, -("1. 44"

5. JA 0.) 1:".x ;) t ?I- 4- 1, t-,._

6 . (k) /k
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 14

e. Grammar Notes

1. nakereba naranai, "must":

The expression nakereba naranai follows the 1st base

of a verb and literally means "if one does not do such-

and-such, it won't d ", which boils down to "one must or

should do such-and-such".

Examples:.

a. iku ikanakereba naranai -- one must go

b. taberu - *tabenakereba naranai - one must eat

c. kuru konakereba naranai --- one must come

2. Ni followed by verbs of motion:

Ni followed by a verb of motion such as iku, to go,

kuru to come, kaeru to return, and dekakeru to go out,

denotes the purpose. The verb used before ni is in its

second base.

Examples:

a. mi ni ikimasu I'll go to see it.

b. narai ni kimasu I'll come to learn it.

c. tabe ni dekakemasu - I'll go out to eat.

3. To omou, "one thinks that":

Following the conclusive base of inflected words,

to omou means "one thinks that".
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Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. Ame ga furu to omoimasu.

I think that it will rain.

b. Botchan ni aitai to omoimasu.

I think that I want to meet your son.

4. Au, "to meet":

Au is an intransitive verb and follows ni, e.g.,

Example:

Yamamoto-san ni aimashita I met Mr. Yamamoto.

5. Tai - desiderative:

A desire to do something which is expressed in

English by "want to" or "I should like to" is expressed

in Japanese by an adjective-like auxiliary tai attached

to the second base.

Tai inflects exactly like a true adjective.

Examples:

a. sakana o tabetai desu.

I want to eat fish.

b. gakkoo e ikitakr wa arimasen.

I don't want to go to school.

Note: Remember that tai is used when one wants to do,

something, but not when one wants an object.

I want that book. Sono hon ga hoshii desu.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 14

e. Grammar Notes, continued

6. Koto ni natte iru:

The expression koto ni natte iru follows the

conclusive form of a verb and means "it has been

decided or settled to (that)" or "one is supposed to

Examples:

a. Iku koto ni natte imasu

I am supposed to go. (It has been decided that
I go)

b. Musuko wa kuji goro kaette kuru koto ni natte
imasu.

Our son is supposed to come home around 9 o'clock.
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kaeru to change

karuku light (ku-form of
karui)

Bohan meal.; cooked rice

juubun fully, plenty

choodai sure to receive

de gozai msu polite form of "deslo,
to be

doomo indeed

Doc itashimashite l)on't mention it;
not at all

ojoosan daughter

(o)rusu not at home

nakereb:1 naranai must (See Grammar
Notes)

paatee party

tanjoobi birthday

iwau to celebrate

enkai party; banquet

'moyoosu to give; to hold

koto ni natte iru it has been decided
that (See Grammar
Notes)

botchan son

kinjo neighborhood

obasan lady

eiga movie
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 14

Word List, continued

omou

zannen na

shitai

kaeru

sumu

hanashiau

ainiku

futari tomo

to think

regretful

to want to do

to return

to end; to be
finished

to converse vith

unfortunately

both of them

TAKE EXAMINATION NO. 1 BEFORE STUDYING LESSON 15.
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
1,(,sson 15

b. Di gue Translation

Taroo : I am home. (I've just gotten home.)

Yamamoto: Welcome home. Taroo, come over here just a minute.

Mr. Smith wants to meet you.

Taroo Gootl, evening, sir.

Smith : Oh, so you are Taroo. Vow was the movie?

Taroo : It was very interesing, sir.

Smith : Do you like movies?

Taroo :

Smith :

Taroo :

Smith :

Taroo :

Smith :

Taroo :

Smith :

Yes, I like them very much. I like Samurai movies

very much. I alw3ys go to see them on Sundays.

If I'm not mistaken you are ten years old, aren't

you, Taroo?

I just became nine years old,

Oh, is that so? I'm sorry, I'll apologize.

You don't have to apologize, sir.

What grade are you in school?

I'm in the third grade of grammar school.

Do you like school?
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Taroo :

Smith :

Taroo :

Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 15

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

I don't like it too well.

That won't do. Unless you study hard at school,

you won't become a great man when you grow up.

When I grow a little older, I'll study hard.

At any rate you'd better study hard. It's late

tonight so you should go to bed. Tomorrow is

school again, you see.

Taroo : Well, then, good night, sir.

Smith : Good night.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom tnstrucion
Less(ul 15

d . Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. You need not eat it all.

2. I was questioned by him.

3. I have just returned home.

4. You had better go to bed early.

B. Express the following in English:

1, *1S..,
1 t o lc At, 1'. --) t 14

2. 4: c (it x L 1",itt <rs-, it rs ;it

3, 2 /, 11"A., i 1 t " "

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. )tp It a dv a It j, It r'' -)-CLtch`.

2. .
1 13)t "1" r .

3. L 1Z r"A# ft; 8 )t.4/

4. f tl? t 44 t h vs

5. 1 411:1 11 "4- 41 To 4- v%

6. ),K Is Oit2t f4k *t "<"

7. RP 1 'a t3 ic t tti 4`.

9. 'tt 4d t xi\ 131- f- eb 1"-th

10 . Az to I. <
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 15

e. Grammar Notes

1. Tadaima and okaeri:

When a Japanese comes home, he says "tadaima" and

the person greeting him says "okaeri" or "okaeri nasai".

"Tadaima" literally means, "now" , "at present".

"Okaeri" literally means "please return".

2. Ojichan:

When a child addresses a middle-aged man, he calls

him "ojichan" or "ojisan", which corresponds to "sir" in

English.

Ojichan or o'isan literally mec:ms "uncle".

3. Interrogative sentence without ka:

Sometins, as a very colloquial usage, the particle

ka is omitted in interrogative sentences. For example,

"Anata wa eiga ga osuki?" means "Do you like movies?"

where desu ka is omitted. The pitch of the last syllable

is raised.

4. Nano:

Na which is the attributive form (form to which

substantives follow) of da is used only when it is

followed by no, no desu, noni or node. For example,

the English expression "I like movies" can be expressed

as follows:
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Classroom Instruction
:Lesson 15

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Eiga ga daisuki desu I like movies very much.

Eiga ga daisuki na no desu- I like movies very much.

Eiga ga daisuki na no I like movies very much.

Eiga ga daisuki na noni Though I like movies very much,

Eiga ga daisuki na node Because I like movies very
much,

5. -- nakuttatte ii, "need not":

Nakuttatto iiand nakutemo ii are synonymous and

each comes after the negative base of a verb and means

literally "it's all right even if --".

Examples:

a. Wabinakutatte ii -- you don't need to apologize.

b. Ikanakutatte ii --- you need not go.

6. Advise using surunda ne:

The expression -- surunda ne is used to advise

somebody to do something and translated as "you'd better

do such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Yoku benkyoo surunda ne You'd better study hard.

b. Hayaku ikunda ne You'd better go early.
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Lesson 15

f. Word List

tadaima

okaeri

kochira

omae

ojichan

kimi

Kun

(See Grammar Notes)

(See Grammar Notes)

over here

you

(See Grammar Notes)

you

Mr.

doodatta how was it?

Un Yes

Boku

chanbara-eiga Samurai movies

(o)toshi age

tashika certain; positive

owabi suru to apologize

wabiru to apologize

nakuttatte ii need not (See Grammar
Notes)

nanneisei what grade (in school)
student

sannensei 3rd grade student

shoogakkoo grammar school

ikenai

erai hito

narenai
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WC l:d List, continuk;:d

k y
k_,..

unto hard; with all your
might

*11/..f ;:h ; ..- ki'
Oyasumi sasai Good night!

L rz. ashita tomorrow

L -) 4) 4; shitsumon question

-'. At sareru to be done (passive)

I: 1":" I, If .-V jidaigeki historical plays

;it -( 4.4" < tsurete iku to take along

'
1( it L 4

isogashii to be busy
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a. Di alogue
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 16

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 16

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith: In Japan, from what age do they go to school?

Yamamoto: Usually they go to school from the age of six, but

there are many children who go to kindergarten

before that.

Smith : What about the Japanese school system?

Yamamoto: At present, grammar school is six years, junior high

is three years, senior high is three years, and

university is four years.

Smith : Then the Japanese school system is almost the same

as that of the United States now, isn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. When the American Occupation Porces

were in Japan, they introduced, the American school

system to Japan.

Smith : How was it before then?

Yamamoto: Before that, it was six or eight years for grammar

school, four or five years for middle school (high

school), two years for higher school, and four

years for university.

Smith : Then in Japan the new school system has shortened

the number of years by one to three years, hasn't it?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 16

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: That's right. You might say that.

Smith : Does the Japanese "Kootoo-Gakkoo" correspond to the

American high school?

Yamamoto: That's right.

Smith : What about the subjects taught?

Yamamoto: They are Japanese, social studies, mathematics,

science, physical education, homemaking, arts anu

crafts, foreign languages, etc.

Smith : About how many subjects are taught every day at

Japanese high schools?

Yamamoto: Usually about five subjects a day.

Smith : Then, in general, Japan and the United States are

the same.

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right. The only difference is that in

Japan they have to go to school even on Saturdays.
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Lesson 16

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 16

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The Japanese high school corresponds to the American

high school.

2. I made my house larger.

3. The only bad thing is that you have to work on

Sundays, too.

4. Well, you might say that.

B. Express the following in English:

2 . Y") 11: t it

f j if it I ;t" r.;

3. 1.1 i h k 1.1") V5( .

4 )a 4IL:- 40 -r"

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. z " 1 0 t -9 0 jit- .4; PQ I c. %f -T 4:- 4"

2 "t" I A \ rz.

-1"

L tz. 4',
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Classroom instruction
Lesson 16

d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 16

e. Grammar. Notes

1. ni sootoo suru, "to correspond to", "to be equivalent
to":

Ni sootoo suru follows a word and expresses the idea

of "equivalent to so-and-so".

Examples:

a. Ichi-doru wa 360 en ni sootoo suru.

One dollar is equivalent to 360 yen.

b. "Iku" wa Eigo no "go" ni sootoo suru.

"Iku" corresponds to "go" in English.

2. Koto ni naru:

As has been explained previously (See Grammar Notes,

Lesson 14), the expression koto ni naru means "it has

decided or settled that ---

The expression soo iu koto ni naru might be

considered as a special idiomatic expression and best

translated as "you might say that", or "it boils down

to that".

3. - -- koto wa koto desu:

The sentence pattern "conclusive form of inflecting

words + koto wa --- conclusive form of inflecting words

+ koto desu" can be best translated in English as

NOOMD.. is
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 16

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. Warui koto wa Kanji ga muzukashii koto desu.

A bad thing is that Kanji is difficult.

b. Ii koto wa ano hito wa amari tabenai koto desu.

A good thing is that he doesn't eat too much.

c. Tada hitotsu chigau koto wa Doyoobi ni gakkoo
e ikanakerebanaraniiEarerdesu.

The only difference is that you have to go to
school on Saturdays.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 16

f. Word List

ikutsu no

sono mae ni

yoochien

gakkoo-seido

chuugakkoo

daigaku

sensoozen

naishi

atarashii

nens uu

mijikaku suru

sootoo suru

oshieru

kamoku

kokugo

shakai-gaku

suugaku

rika

tai-iku

katei

geinoo

tada hitotsu
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how many?

before that

kindergarten

school system

junior high (middle
school)

university

before the war

from--to; or

new

number of years

to shorten; (See
Grammar Notes)

to correspond to;
to be equivalent to.
(See Grammar Notes)

to teach

school subject

national language;
Japanese
social studies

mathematics

science

physical education

home-making; family

arts and crafts

only one; the only



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 16

f. Word List, continued

sotsugyoo suru to graduate

hairu to enter

shiken examination

hannichi half day



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 7

a. Student Instructions & Guidance.
See page 20, Language Laboratory Exercise 1.

b. Word List.

o kosan children

onna-no-ko girl

doo iu imi what kind of meaning

to iu imi it means that

dare demo anyone

dooshitemo by any means

Shinago Chinese
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a. Dialogue

'Directions'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 17

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : I really have stayed much too long. I shall bid

you farewell now.

Yamamoto: Oh, that's alright, isn't it? Please stay longer.

Smith : Thank you very much, but it's already late and

besides, I have to work tomorrow, so please excuse

me tonight.

Yamamoto: I'm very sorry that I did nothing to entertain you

when you went through all the trouble to come over.

Smith : Not at all. I'm sorry to have troubled you when

you are so busy. Before I go home I would like to

ask you what would be the best way for me to get

to my home?

Yamamoto: Where did you say your home is?

Smith : It's Tsukiji.

Yamamoto: Oh! That's right. It's very simple, then. Take

a look at this guide map fora minute. It's very

close to Aoyama Rokuchoome Station from here, so

go there on foot. If you get on the number 9

streetcar bound for "Tsukijima Doori Hatchoome"

there, it will pass by Tsukiji.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 17

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : How long do you think it will take?

Yamamoto: Well, it probably will take thirty minutes.

Smith : Thank you very much for everything. Well then,

good-bye.

Yamamoto: Good-bye.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 17

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 17

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I came when you are so busy.

2. I wasn't at home when he went through all the

trouble to come over.

3. He talked while looking at the guide map.

4. He apologized after the children went out.

B, Express the following in English:

1. ti Aed) :8t IP 1 A 4: t. t, e A, z " h.. 1, -i:

IT 3 a) t"-) 41-7 -4. vl

3" r tz.: *4 g tx'-c 1/ 'c .1' -15

4. -PA t 1417. < .4° L Ito

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. A/it -1(jt tl-kog )19 P
2 at A, id r"3 f3 1: -4-N ,Y)111:.h%,

3. 1/ Ar.e Alt 91- .e A,1" Li:: P.,

4. It 3 l" 42 1d

5. a-% II t° -5

6' A X A.,1) r"j e.
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Lesson 17

Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 17

e. Grammar Notes

1. Shi, a connective particle, "and besides":

The particle shi used at the end of a non-final

clause functions as a connective and means "and also",

"and besides".

2. Noni, "although", "in spite of the fact that":

Noni following the conclusive form of inflected

words means "in spite of the fact that", "although", or

"when!"

Examples:

a. sekkaku oide kudasaimashita noni

In spite of the fact that (or when) you went
through all the trouble to come over,

b. Benkyoo shita noni dekimasen.

Although I studied, I can't do it.

3. Tokoro referring to time:

Tokoro may refer to time as well as place.

Following inflected words, tokoro often means "the time

or occasion when --". It is followed by the copula or

by particles.

Examples:

a. Oisogashii tokoro o ojama itashimashita.

I am sorry for disturbing you at the time
when you are busy.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 17

e. Grammar Notes, continued

b. Tabete iru tokoro e, yatte kiMashita.

He came when I was eating.

4. Doo tara ii deshoo, "How should I do such-and-such?"

"What would be the best way to do
such-and-such":

The sentence pattern "Doo + to -form + tara + ii

deshoo" is best expressed in English as "How should I

do such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Doo ittara deshoo - What would be the best
way to go?

b. Doo kaitara ii deshoo- How should I write?

5. Nagara, simultaneous actions, "while --- ing":

Nagara is tacked on to the 2nd base of verbs and

means that two actions are performed simultaneously by

the same person.

Examples:

a. Arukinagara hanashimashita.

He talked while walking.

b. Hanashinagara tabemashita.

He ate while talking.
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Classroom instruction
Lesson 1.7

Grammar Notes, continued

6. Ageru, a terminal verb:

Ageru as a terminal verb always follows the te-

form of verbs and means that the speaker or the subject

of a sentence "does a favor" for an equal or a superior.

Examples:

a. Ano hito ni kudamono o katte agemashita.

I bought fruits for him.

b. Ano hito ni hako o koshiraete agemashita.

I made a box for him.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 17

f. Word List

tonda unexpected; extra-
ordinary

nagai a long stay

oitoma suru to say good -bye

Yoroshii deshoo It's all right (to
stay), isn't it?

Goyukkuri Don't be in a hurry.

asu tomorrow

sekkaku to take special
trouble to; to go
out of one's way to

noni although; when (See
Grammar Notes)

oide kudasaru to do me the honor of
coming over

nan no not at all

okamai entertainment; to
trouble oneself about

Ojama itashimashita I'm sorry to
have troubled you

oukagai suru to ask

kantan simple

annai-zu guide map

Goran nasai Please look

teiryuujoo street car stop;
station

irasshai please come

Hatchoome-yuki bound for Hatchoome
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Classroom Ipstruction
Lesson 17

f. Word List, continued

A5 tooru to pass by; to pass
through

vi-- sanjippun thirty minutes

It 4- kuban (kyuuban) number nine

it t dendha streetcar

0 6 noru to get on; to ride

#0,5 kf .. 0 Gomen kudasai Excuse me

Z) r ( 1") ato (de) after

i. tY) 6 susumeru to offer; to persuade

A $) e3 tsugi no hi next day

t: 'rib 3 tazuneru to inquire; to ask

rd nagara while -- ing; (See
Grammar Notes)

I $5 if as
to ageru a terminal verb (See

Grammar Notes)

1) 9 tN,*. norika transfer

.A L i p oshierp to tell; to inform

I' (
aruku to walk
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 18

a. Dialogue

'Streetcar'
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Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 18

b. Dialogue Translation

Mr. Smith mistook the No. 6 streetcar for the No. 9

streetcar and got on it at the Aoyama Rokuchoome Station.

After a little while the conductor came to punch tickets.

Smith : How much is the fare?

Coductor: Is it one way or is it round trip?

Smith : It is one way.

Conductor: If it is one way, it's 10 yen.

Smith : About how many minutes does it take to go to

Tsukiji?

Conductor: This streetcar doesn't go to Tsukiji. It goes

only to Shimbashi.

Smith : Oh, that's too bad. I'm really at a loss. What

should I do in order to get to Tsukiji?

Conductor: Well, let me see. You get off at Shimbashi and

get on the No. 8 streetcar bouno for Tsukiji

which comes from Naka-meguro.

Smith : Thank you very much. Then please let me know

when we come to Shimbashi.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 18

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Conductor: You don't have to worry so much because Shimbashi

is the terminus. Everybody gets off there, so

you can tell.

When Mr. Smith got off at Shimbashi, the No. 8 streetcar

happened to be there on the other side, so he got on it right

away.

Smith : Does this streetcar go to Tsukiji?

Conductor: Yes, it does.

Smith : Is Tsukiji far from here?

Conductor: No, Tsukiji is the one after the next station.

Smith : Oh, thank you very much.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 18

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 18

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. He mistook the No. 6 streetcar for the

streetcar and got on it.

2. If it is a round trip, it is 15 yen.

3. Ask the conductor.

4. He got on the streetcar which happened

B. Express the following in

1. 1. 1111:) < t, t ;)

).

English:

":1: '9 13 C tr. hi 9 .=

t, 3 I:. 4P. Z %,

3. 7* i tJ - < II Y." 11

4. 1:(1A 05..(.. ri*hi9 s--tkrs.

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:
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to be there.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 18

d. Exercises, continued

9. kr#1, so dr" he

10

11.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 18

e. Grammar Notes

1. A o 3 to machi aeru "to mistake A for B":

Such Japanese expressions as "watakushi wa A o B to

machigaemashita" is expressed. in English by "I mistook

A for B".

Examples:

a. Watakushi wa Nichiyoo o Doyoo to machigaemashita.

I mistook Sunday for Saturday.

b. Watakushi wa ano hito o shashoo to machigaemashita.

I mistook him for a conductor.

2. Yo, Interjectional particle:

The particle yo is an interjectional particle and is

used, by children or by grownups talking to children.

Examples:

a. Ashita mata kuru /2.

Itll come again tomorrow.

b. Kono eiga wa nakanaka omoshiroi /2.

This, movie is very interesting.

3. 0 + verb + nasals, Polite command:

The sentence pattern "0 + 2nd, base of verbs + nasai"

is expressed. in English by "Please do such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Onori nasai - Please get aboard,

b. Onomi nasai - Please drink.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 18

f. Word List

machigaeru

shashoo

kippu

kiru

ryookin

ikura

katamichi

oofuku

nara

nampun

komatta

oriru

o -- nasai

shuuten

(go)shimpai

mukoo

kono tsugi no
tsugi

to mistake

conductor

ticket

to cut, to punch

fare; fee

how much?

one way

round trip

if it is

how many minutes

troubled, perplexed
*(past tense of
"komaru")

to get off

polite imperative (See
Grammar Notes)

a terminal point

worry

yonder; the other side

the one after the next

yo Interjectional particle
(See Grammar Notes)

suruto

norikaeru
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 18

f. Word List, continued

kotaeru to reply

watasu to hand over



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 8

Student Instructions & Guidance.
See page 20, Language Laboratory Exercise 1.

b. Word List,

yobu to_call; o,summon.

kaeri returning

ni suru to decide on;
to make,

motte kuru to' bring

sukunakutomo at

michi road

hidari left

massugu straight

,208
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PREFACE

t

The NON RESIDENT LANGUAGE REFRESHER COURSE, MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE UNIT, 210 HOUR COURSE, JAPANESE LANGUAGE,
VOLUME II, contains Lessons 19-34 for classroom instruction
and Exercises 9-15 for language laboratory practice.

Each Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" consists of
the following sections:

"a. Dialogue"

"b. Dialogue Translation"

"c. Reading Text"

"d. Exercises"

"e. Grammar Notes"

"f. Word List"

The "Dialogue", written in conventional writing, is
arranged so as to give the student a number of new words and
a number of new ways of saying things. Certain KANJI "Chinese
characters", considered more difficult for the student to
recognize than others, appear with their readings to facili-
tate his reading.

The "Dialogue Translation" is intended to convey the
meaning of the Japanese sentence, rather than to be a word-
for-word translation. Where possible, idiomatic English
sentences are given. However, in some cases, if the Japanese
sentence were translated into idiomatic English, an important
feature of the Japanese sentence meaning would be lost.
Therefore, the student should not be alarmed even if some
of the English versions appear stilted.

The "Reading Text", written narratively in conventional
writing, reworks and manipulates the vocabulary and patterns
of the "Dialogue" to provide the student with a resume of the
"Dialogue".

The "Exercises" are intended both for bilingual practice
of translating from one to the other and for drill in directly
answering questions given in Japanese, and they are based
primarily on the content of the "Dialogue".



The "Grammar Notes" deal with selected grammatical
features in the "Dialogue". They are intended merely to
enable the student to get a clearer picture of these
grammatical features and functionally apply and assimilate
them through practice.

The "Dialogue", "Reading Text" and "Exercises" in eachLesson for "Classroom Instruction" are pre-recorded togetherwith necessary student instructions for use in the event thatnative speakers of Japanese are not available as instructors.

Normally every third hour is to be spent for individuallanguage laboratory practice whether qualified instructorsare available or not. The material for laboratory practiceis based primarily on the contents of the "Dialogues" coveredin classroom during the two preceding hours. The bulk ofthe laboratory material including student instructions isalso pre-recorded. However, some portions of the laboratory
material have been prepared in written form and these areprinted under "Language Laboratory Exercises" normally afterevery second Lesson for "Classroom Instruction". Each pre-recorded "Language Laboratory Exercise" consists of adialogue and a series of questions.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 19

a. Dialogue

'Invitation 'to Dinner and the Theater'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 19

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom instruction
Lesson 19

b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: Hello, is this Mr. Smith's residence?

Smith : Yes, that's right, but who are you?

Yamamoto: I'm Yamamoto.

Smith : Oh, it's you, Mr. Yamamoto. Thank you very much

for the feast the other day.

Yamamoto: No, not at all. The fact is that I received two

tickets to the Nichigeki Music Hall, so I phoned

you thinking that I would invite you. So, if it

is convenient, won't you please come Friday evening?

Smith : Thank you ever so much for your kindness. I shall

avail myself of your kind words and accept it.

Yamamoto: Let's meet at Sukiyabashi about five-thirty then.

Smith : What would be the best way to get to Sukiyabashi

from Tsukiji?

Yamamoto: It's easy if you take a streetcar, because

Sukiyabashi is the next station to the Ginza

Yonchoome station.

Smith : Oh, is that so?



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 19

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: And please come without eating supper, because I

plan to eat someplace in that neighborhood. Then

at Sukiyabashi at five-thirty without fail. O.K.?

Smith : Yes, all right. And please give my regards to

your wife.

Yamamoto: Yes, I'll convey the message. Good-bye, then.

Smith : Good-bye.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 19

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 19

Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I thought I would telephone him.

2. I came home without buying fish.

3. It is simple if you study hard.

4. If it is convenient, please come tonight.

B Express the following in English:

2. ; -Z1- ti* :t L L L

3 141 1 is ki -1; to < -(

4. eo < xi lc
-\-.

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

2. t:), t 17

4. x /k134-1. (1) i 4"

5. -)..f ,; Cit fr-A

6 r .tt 13 a's C'

A

7. 41* 77. -;.

cl lit 4:

6

3 1.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 19

d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 19

e. Grammar Notes

1. Conjectural form + to omou, "I think I will":

The conjectural form of verbs followed by to omou

means "I think that I will do such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Watakushi wa ikoo to omoimasu.

I think that I will go.

b. Denwa o kakeyoo to omoimashita.

I thought that I would telephone.

2. Nai de, "without":

Nai de follows the first base of verbs and expresses

the idea of "without doing such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Watakushi wa tabenai de kimashita.

I came without eating.

b. Watakushi wa minai de kaerimashita.

I came home without seeing.

3. Kara at the end of sentences (after-thought reason):

Kara is normally used at the end of dependent

clauses to indicate cause or reason. However, in

everyday conversation, kara is frequently used at the

end of sentences to indicate after-thought reason or

cause.

8



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 19

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. Kyoo wa ikimasen. Atsui, kara.

I won't go today. Because it's hot.

b. Watakushi wa ikimasen. Ame ga furu kamo

shirenai kara.

I won't go. Because it might rain.

4. Ne:

The particle ne at the end of sentences sometimes

makes it more emphatic.

Examples:

a. Wasurenai de ne.

Don't forget, o.k.?

b. Machigai naku ne.

Without fail, o.k.?

9



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 19

f. Word List

Moshimoshi

Watashi

senjitsu

nimai

sasou

denwa o kakeru

yoo to omou

sashitsukae

osashitsukae ga
nakereba

Kin-yoo-bi

ban

goshinsetsu ni

okotoba ni
amaete

shoodaku suru

Toden

Hello.

I

the other day

two (mai is a
counter used for
thin, flat objects
such as sheets of
paper, plates, rugs,
etc.)

to invite; to coax;

to phone

to think that (I)
will. (See Grammar
-otes)

inconvenience;
hindrance

if it is convenient,
if you have no
objection

Friday

evening

kindly

availing myself of
your kind words

to accept; to
consent

Tokyo municipal
streetcar

wake wa arimasen easy; simple

tabenai de

- 10

without eating
(See Grammar Notes)



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 19

f. Word List, continued

112

ano hen that neighborhood;
around there

machigai naku without fail

ne ok? (See Grammar
Notes)

shoochi all right; very well
shimashita

okusan wife; Mrs.; mistress
of the hquse

Please give my
regards

Yoroshiku
osshatte
kudasai

ossharu to say; to tell
(honorific verb)

mooshi tsutaeru to convey a message

yorokobu to be glad

denwa o kiru to hang up the
telephone

gogo p.m.

an,

- 11



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 20

a. Dialogue

'Talking about Plays and Movies at the Restaurant'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 20

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 20

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : I'm sorry to be late. Did you wait a long time?

Yamamoto: No, I just came. Well, shall we go?

Smith : Yes, let's go. Is the Nichigeki far from here?

Yamamoto: No, it's very close, so let's walk. And before

we go to Nichigeki let's stop at Ten-ichi for a

while and have supper.

Smith : Ten-ichi is a place famous for tempura, isn't it?

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right. Their tempura is very delicious.

(While they were walking and talking to each other, they

came in front of Ten-ichi. They went inside.)

Waitress: Welcome. This way please. What will your order be?

Yamamoto: Two orders of tempura. And will you bring two

bottles of sake?

Waitress: Very well. I'll bring them right away.

Smith : By the way, Mr. Yamamoto. I suppose there are many

places where they show revues, stage plays and

movies in Tokyo.

- 14



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 20

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Well, I don't know the exact number, but there are

at least a hundred large ones I suppose. Among

them, the famous ones are the Kokusai-Gekijoo, the

Kabuki-za, the Nichigeki and others and the

Kokusai-Gekijoo is the largest theater in the

Orient.

SMith : I have never seen Kabuki, so won't you please come

along with me next time when it is convenient?

Yamamoto: Yes, I'll go with you next time. Well, supper is

finished, so shall we be going?

Smith : Yes, let's go. Thank you very much for the feast

tonight.

Waitress: Thank you, sir.



Classroom Instruction
.Lesson 20

C. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 20

d. Exercises

Express the following in Japanese:

1. Where are you going to eat tonight?

(Use honorific form)

2. While we were talking, the children went to sleep.

3, Please come with your wife. (Use honorific form)

4, There are a hundred at least.

Express the following in English:

1. to

2. P 1:2
I: 1,1 I. 7 /`.

< 11-9

3. e .7." (9 J: t, 131- g 1,1 t

4, 1" 1/", ') P 9 4: ct

Cl Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1 jjA

2 . 13 lf ;

3. /c it t"7
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4.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 20

d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 20

e. Grammar Notes

1. o + verb + desu, honorific form:

In order to make verbs honorific, the pattern o +

2nd base of verbs + desu is used.

Examples:

a. Tomodachi o otazune desu ka?

Are you going to visit your friend?

b. Doko e odekake desu ka?

Where are you going?

c. Nagai aida omachi deshita ka?

Did you wait for a long time?

2. Chikaku, "vicinity; neighborhood":

Chikaku often functions as a noun and means

"vicinity" or "neighborhood". It is the adverbial form

of the true adjective chikai, "near". Tooku, derived

from t_ ooi, "far" also functions as a noun meaning

"distance".

3, te iru uchi ni, "while doing such-and-such":

Following te iru, uchi ni expresses the idea of

"while"

Examples:

a. aruite iru uchi ni

while walking

- 19 -



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 20

e. Grammar Notes, continued

b. Hanashite iru uchi ni

While talking

4. Mashi or mase:

Mashi or mase is the imperative base of masu and

follows kudasai, nasal, irasshai, and (o)sshai to

signify polite request.

Examples:

a. Irasshaimashi (mase) Please come in. (Welcome)

b. Nasaimashi (mase) Please do.

5. Hon:

Hon is a numerical classifier used for long

cylindrical objects such as pencils, cigarettes, fingers,

bottles, etc.

Note the phonetic changes in counting 1, 3, 6, and

10 objects:

ippon, nihon, sambon, shihon (yonhon), gohon, rop2on,

shichihon, hachihon (happon), kuhon (kyuuhon), Jima'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 20

f. Word List

Sumimasen I am sorry

nagai aida for a long time

Nichigeki Nichigeki Music Hall

chikaku vicinity; neighbor-
hood (See Grammar
Notes)

sugu immediate;
immediately

yoru to drop in; to stop
at

yuumei na famous

asoko there

naka inside

to iru uchi while doing such-and-
ni such (See Grammar

Notes)

jokyuu waitress

irasshai mashi come in; welcome
(See Grammar Notes)

order

for two

oatsurae

futari mae
nininmae

ochooshi

nihon

tokoro de

engeki

- 21 -

a sake warmer,
a bottle

two (See Grammar
Notes)

by the way

a play; a drama



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 20

f. Word List, continued

hakkiri shita

rebyuu

sono uchi de

Tooyoo

gekijoo

otomo o suru

botsu-botsu

Maido arigatoo
gozaimasu

ryooriya

chuumon suru

ni mukatte

tsuku

definite; exact

revue

among them

Orient

a theater

to go with;
to accompany

leisurely; gradually

Thank you, sir
(to customers)

restaurant

to order (goods)

towards; to; for

to arrive



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 9

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language
Laboratory Exercise 9, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List on the next

page. These words did not appear in the preceding lessons,
but they are used in this recorded exercise.

(3) The tape contains a dialogue and a series of
questions based on the dialogue. They are recorded in the
following order:

(a) The dialogue is recorded twice by native

speakers at normal conversational speed for comprehension
only.

(b) The dialogue is again recorded by the
native speakers at normal conversational speed but with
pauses for student imitation and repetition. Keep listening
and repeating over and over until you have become entirely
familiar with all the details of pronunciation and can imitate
them in your own repetition within given pauses.

(c) The dialogue is again recorded at normal
conversational speed for comprehension only.

(d) Next, a series of questions and answers
pertaining to the dialogue is recorded at normal conversational
speed with pauses for student imitation and repetition. Repeat
the question, and then repeat the answer supplied. After you
have mastered the answer, you should try listening to the
question and immediately giving the answer you have learned
in the pause originally left for your repetition of the
question. Then repeat the given answer whether your answer
was right or wrong.

(e) Finally, the dialogue is recorded again
at normal conversational speed for your comprehension, and
it is immediately followed by the same series of questions
with pauses for your answers.



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 9

b. Word List.

(o)somatsuna mono a crude thing;
a humble thing

de gozaimashita same as "deshita"

iya no

konde iru to be crowded

hajime no uchi at first

dandan gradually



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 21

a. Dialogue

'Telephone Conversation with the Doctor'.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 21

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 21

b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: Hello, is this Dr. Tamura's office?

Nurse : Yes, it is.

Yamamoto: I would like to talk to Dr. Tanura, but is the

doctor busy?

Nurse : call him, so will you please wait?

Tamura : I am Tamura.

Yamamoto: I am Yamamoto. It seems my wife is not feeling well

so I would like you to come over to look at her.

Tamura : What happened?

Yamamoto: Her head was awfully hot, so I took her temperature
0

and she had a temperature of 39.2 C. I was

startled and immediately telephoned you.

Tamura : H'm, that is too high a temperature for an adult.

What about her stomach?

Yamamoto: It seems 'her stomach is not particularly painful.

Tamura : I have two more patients that I have to examine,

so I can't very well leave right now. I think I

can probably leave in thirty minutes. You had

better lower her temperature a little, so cool her

-27-



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 21

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

head with ice.

Yamamoto: Yes, I'll do that. Then, I can expect you over

around two-thirty, can't I?

Tamura : Yes, I probably will be able to go by that time.

Yamamoto: Thank you very much. I'll see you later then.

Good-bye.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 21

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 21

d. Exercises

Express the following in Japanese.

1. For an American, he is very good in Japanese.

2. I would like to see the movie tonight.

3. If you over-eat you'll get sick.

4. You had better have a doctor examine you.

B. Express the following in English.

2. /12 '7 4%.. Nt" r 4 a; Z ) -es II tA fl" I

3. t /% C 6 1-1% 3 7 gi t lilt Ir.

4. 42 -7 t 1t. k) 7 JI;)

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. IA A.,
)ft 4 h, 1r tt.. 4,.

2 e NV tr -YL t 't it6- t11-

3. JA Ad < Ai 0 IP

4. ;12 4% t" v% ') 1,1'.-.4%
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 21

d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 21

e. Grammar Notes

1. Ne is placed at the end of interrogative sentences to

place emphasis.

Examples:

Netsu ga arimasu ka? Does he have a fever?

Netsu ga arimasu ka ne? Does he have a fever?

2. -- ni shite wa, "considering (he) is such-and-such",
"for such-and-such":

Following substantives, ni shite wa means

"considering (he) is such-and-such", or "for such-and-

such".

Examples:

a. Kodomo ni shite wa joozu desu.

Considering he is a child, he is good.

Beikokujin ni shite wa chiisai desu.

For an American, he is small.

3. Hoo ga ii, "had better do such-and-such":

Following the conclusive forms of verbs and

auxiliary verbs, hoo ga ii means "had better do such-

and-such".

Examples:

a. Moo sukoshi benkyoo suru hoo ga

You had better study a little more.

- 32 -



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 21

e. Grammar Notes, continued

b. Amari tabenai hoo ga

You had better not eat too much.

C. Netsu o sageta hoo ga

You had better lower the temperature.

4. Sanjuukudo Nibu (39.2* ):

The centigrade scale is used in Japan to measure

temperature, whereas in America the Fahrenheit scale

is used. In order to convert C into F, use the

following formula.

F = C x 9/5 + 32°

F = 39.2
0

x 9/5 + 32
0

0 0
F = 102.56 = 39.2 C

- 33 --



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 21

f. Word List

Is k Is / hi iin physician's office

0 *ct * Tamura- sensei Dr. Tamura

s.<4"%!:%3 kangofu nurse

lig"
kanai wife (my)

44- karada body; health

<" A % guai condition

407 <sk 0 ://4-) 6 ' karadd no guai do not feel well
ga warui

atama head

;la -7 netsu fever

101 atsui hot

4%42 ka ne (See Grammar Notes)

It 4' e hakaru to measure

ia .-) I I1 h 5 netsu o hakaru to take temperature

... -r A 4 =.4- sanjuukudo nibu 39.2°C equivalent to
102.611F

tr 4 < sassok,. immediately

,k. iL otona adult

---1: L 1 11 -- ni shite wa considering; for
(See Grammar Notes)

rS 4%
onaka stomach

gil I: betsu ni particularly;
especially

I% k u% itai painful

4,,,
1,k-, kanja a patient; a sick

person

- 34 -



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 21

f. Word List, continued

shinsatsu suru to examine a patient

sanjippun shitara after 30 minutes

sageru

koori

hiyasu

hoo ga ii

un

doo nasuttan
desu ka

to lower; to let
down

ice

to cool

had better --
(See Grammar Notes)

yes; Wm

what happened?

dewa mata atode I t 11 see you later

byooki

sakuban

oishasan

sickness; illness

last night

medical doctor



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 22

a. Dialogue

'Medical Examination'
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Classroom Instruction

Lesson 22

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 22

b. Dialogue Translation

Tamura : Excuse me.

Yamamoto : Oh, Dr. Tamura. Please come in.

Tamura : Pardon me. Where is the patient?

Yamamoto : I'll take you to her. This way, please.

Tamura : What happened to you?

Mrs. Yamamoto: I have had a cold from two or three days ago,

but it wasn't serious so I was working in the

house as usual. But I got feverish last

night and my body aches and it is painful to

breathe.

Tamura : Let me feel your pulse just a minute.

(Dr. Tamura pressed Mrs. Yamamoto's wrist while looking

at his watch and took her pulse. And when he took her

temperature with a thermometer, it was 103.10)

Tamura : Open your mouth just a moment and stick out

your tongue.

(After that Dr. Tamura examined her chest.)

Tamura : It's pneumonia. It's hardly possible to

give medical treatment at home so you had
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

better remove her to a hospital.

Yamamoto : Will she be all right?

Tamura : It isn't too late, so there is nothing to

worry about.

Yamamoto : Which hospital will be the best?

Tamura : Perhaps the Red Cross Hospital is the best.

That hospital is near here and the facilities

are very complete. Well, anyway I'll call

. an ambulance, so make preparations and be

ready to go to the hospital.

Yamamoto : I'll get ready right away.
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c. Reading Text

xfi 4- ic, -Y. A, a) ^ 4-3 h41 GA,
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. There is an examination, so I'll study tonight

and be ready.

2. I cannot say such a thing.

3. It is already too late for treatment.

4. It seems I've caught a cold: I have a headache.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 4:4% 0 tt;07_,A, to -re', t,

2. 1 A.4,1: )1s!;Z 4'3 2:'o

3. -) e c 1 fj. 6 hs4i < 3 L tit 1" -4"

4. I; -I- 9 Gt° 0" I 3.

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. IJA *i( A, 1 t t 1, .ON

2 ilk *./(./( i 4' kr -c , .1 4 (n ;). 4tb
1 0 t L

3. 1L ) 4.14: v et) A Z t L tz. 4`.

4. 1,4% 4-5 0 e< 3 1I
. C L

'
-rt 4

5. Ili *4- t, < E

6. 4 al 1" 14 A- A_ t -4-h`

8. 1 3 4:4 4b)..t. 1 i t a g 1, A, -7 1, Ltz. 4\

9. 1, tr,h 1, 1'2
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d. Exercises, continued

10. t 1: o A. 1.= rs 3 1.A. glott +-4 h" to',
11. t v kA, r; 3 If 3 l'hv% tbb-4-20,

t's t" -cis IP

12. tiA*kic it 4) iet -r" h`

13. IL% 45`k A it e" rskli ). t 3

t so%

14. 1,c,J 4: 1,-k.

15. tIA 7C -;. 11 .t? vp f. h" t -c" v.: 4 wij

*
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e. Grammar Notes

1. Oku, a terminal verb:

Oku as a principal verb means "to put" or "to

place", but when used as a terminal verb after the te-

forms of verbs, it indicates that there is a certain

interval of time between the time of doing and the time

when the result of the action is needed. It means "to

do something and put it aside for future use", or "to

do something ahead of time and be prepared".

Examples:

a. Shitaku o shite okimasu.

prepare ahead of time and be ready.

b. Kaite okimasu.

write it down for future use.

2. Kaneru, a terminal verb:

Following the 2nd base of verbs kaperu means

"hardly able to", or "to be unable to' or "difficult T.64.

Examples:

a. Sore wa wakarikanemasu.

That's very difficult to understand.

b. Watakushi wa sonnakoto wa shikanemasu

I cannot do such a thing.

c. Uchi dewa teate mo yoku dekikanemasu.

I find it difficult to care for him at home.
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f. Word List

nisannichi mae

kaze o hiku

taishita koto
wa nai

iki o suru

netsu ga deru

(o) myaku

haiken suru

tokei

te-kubi

osaeru

myaku o toru

taionkei

ondo

kuchi

akeru

shita

mune

haien

teate

dekikaneru

- 44

two or three days ago

to catch a cold

not serious; not
much

to breathe

to become feverish

pulse

to see; to look at
(humble expression)

a watch; a clock

wrist

to press down

to feel one's pulse

a clinical
thermometer

temperature

mouth

to open

tongue

chest

pneumonia

medical treatment

to be unable to;
hardly able to
(See Grammar Notes)
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Word List, continued

nyuuin suru to enter a hospital;
to be hospitalized

teokure ni naru to be too late for
cure or treatment

shimpai suru to worry

A rt byooin hospital

"g t IF` sekijuuji Red Cross

IX setsubi accomodations;
facilities

e > 49 ..9 t 1 3 totonotte iru is complete

i h < tonikaku at any rate; anyway

.T. 1, S- ip 7 IL
kyuukyuu sha ambulance

--I A-< -- ce oku (See Grammar Notes)

t- 3 9 daroo abrupt form of
"deshoo"

kekka result



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 10

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

See Page 23, Language Laboratory Exercise 9.

b. Word List.

A) <"

h e%

ti% t 3

t

-r( 5

toritsugu to tell; to announce

negau to request; to beg

muri o suru to over -exert oneself

sore made until then

sagaru to come down (v.i.)
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a. Dialogue

'Enquiry by Mr. Smith on Mrs. Yamamoto's Illness'

7 A : k )( S,; -;) It 41I) t e, <

sIA 74c. t 1-)%
L it

tit

iL.1 t 1.C. 1 -
aA rc. t L I, ,i;% 44 -CI

4 kr; Or 11%' LZ tei r; 01"-F.tr 0.

;fa ,,) 0 c: t"-\c,
LIA : '7 t" ; d) ZI, t":4

t )1., V% 4- 4- 41) ')

L 10'

x ,i/L it 107, /1",, (1;5 1, tc;

*J: < 9 S5 ') J: (7) L, >Qs/ 06 1,1

1) 4-

x : s v 17 4- 4 .fir 43 3 a.) fc

31--a A, 11- ts Y

v% -4".h\,

/3-t%:/%--)t Id% /.:.:yit3E.J s btot
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : According to what I heard from Mr. Oshima the

other day, your wife is ill, but how is she?

YamamcttA.: Thank you. Thanks to you, she is a bit on the

better side.

Smith : I wasn't aware of it at all, and I'm sorry that I

haven't even visited her.

Yamamoto: Not at all. You are a busy person, so I beg you

not to worry like that.

Smith : Is her fever high?

Yamamoto: Her fever just wouldn't come down, so for a

while I was worried, but from about yesterday, her

condition seems a little better.

Smith : That's wonderful. How is her appetite?

Yamamoto: She doesn't have much appetite, so I'm a bit

worried.

Smith : That's too bad. I'm sure it's on account of her

fever. What does the doctor say?

Yamamoto: He says that because she is ordinarily healthy,

it's most likely that there is nothing to worry

about.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : I hope she will recover quickly. One of these days,

I hope to visit her, but please give her my best

regards.

Yamamoto: Thank you. I'll c'nvey them.

Smith : And if there is something that I could help with,

please vt,ell me without hesitation.

Yamamoto: Thank you.
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c. Reading Text

X 2- "Skit iki(69 4` is, A 4:),(A.
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I went to bed without studying last night.

2. Please don't eat too much.

3. He probably won't go to school tomorrow.

4. I didn't know at all and I'm sorry.

B. Express the following in English:

1. -, s: c", et to
2. \--< t 1,11, -r"3.
3. /C t3

ki ,r e

I I,

1to
< 4`" ') kA

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. *X X -3,c I 1 ;It. 4\ 6 < e A 11)

2 . LIA,*k/(.h' l h
k*0 0

3 /( 4#1, 0 +. t r''
4. (1A*4.0;b-).0`'e." --r" h.
5 . lat t"

7. L1A 45NRA LI-, (d: C" r"4-7`

8. /` ra: ti, 'e Z v%4:1,1":.

9 . iC *TA, t S t.. j; t 4-T

--4-1,
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e. Grammar Notes

1. Zu, a negative adverbial form:

Zu is a negative auxiliary verb of the literary

style still used to a limited degree in the colloquial

style. Zu follows the negative base of verbs, and is

used to form an adverbial phrase usually with ni after

it. The meaning of it is "without doing such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Watakushi wa tabezu (ni) kimashita.

I came without eating.

b. Mizu (ni) kakimashita.

I wrote without looking at it.

2 Negative present masen or nai + de, "so-and-so and":

Following the negative present, masen, de has a

conjunctive meaning "so-and-so and".

Examples:

a. Chittomo shirimasen de ikimasen deshita.

I didn't know at all and didn't go.

b. Chittomo zonjimasen de shitsurei shimashita.

I wasn't aware of it at all and I'm sorry.

3. Nai de + kudasai, "please don't do such-and-such":.
The negative present plus de is used with kudasai

in negative requests meaning "please don't do such-and-

such".
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. Tabenai de kudasai

b. Matanai de kudasai

C. Konai de kudasai

d. Shinai de kudasai

Please don't eat

Please don't wait

Please don't come

Please don't do

4. Mai, negative probability "probably not":

The auxiliary verb mai is added to the conclusive

stem of regular verbs, to the 1st base of semi-regular

and irregular verbs (to the 1st base shi of the irregular

verb suru) and to masu to express negative conjecture or

negative determination.

Examples:

a, Shimpai wa ara.mai.

Probably there is nothing to worry about.

b. Komban wa ame ga furu mai.

It probably will not rain tonight.

c. Ano hito wa komban ko mai.

He will probably not come tonight.

d. Watakushi wa benkyoo shi mai.

I will not study,
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

5. Meshiagarimono:

Meshiagarimono literally means "food", but when

you ask Meshiagarimono wa ikaga desu ka? You are not

asking how the quality of food is, but you are asking

how one's appetite is.
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f. Word List

uketamawaru

ii hoo

chittomonai

zonzuru

(o)mimai

agara

zu

kesshitenai

nasaru

naide kudasai

ichiji

doo ka

kinoo

atari

yoosu

o omou

hanashi dews

meshiagarimono

shokuyoku

-56-

to hear

on the better side

not at all

to know; to be aware
of

sympathy call; visit

to visit; to call

a negative adverbial
form (See Grammar
Notes)

never

to do (honorific
form of suru)

please don't do
such-and-such (See
Grammar Notes)

for a while;
at one time

to worry; to be in
great fear

yesterday

about; neighborhood

condidon; state;
appearance

according to

food (See Grammar
Notes)

appetite
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f. Word List, continued

< 9

fudan ordinarily

joobu healthy

naoru to get well; to be
repaired

to ii desu ne I wish
I hope

memos. e

izure one of these days

mooshiageru

otetsudai suru

mai

yuujin

to transmit;
to tell (polite)

to help; to lend a
hand

probably not
(See Grammar Notes)

friend

bikkuri suru to be surprised
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a. Dialogue

'Hospital Visit'

: A.0 >P4%., tz .t#r >-11,
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b. Dialogue Translation

The other day, when I met your husband, I

heard that you were hospitalized and came to

visit you, but how are you?

Mrs. Yamamoto: Thank you. Thanks to you, I'm getting

better day by day, so I believe that I shall

be able to leave the hospital before long.

Smith That's wonderful. How is your appetite?

Mrs. Yamamoto: It has become quite good from about yesterday.

At one time my fever was high, so I got very

tired; but I'm feeling good already, so I

believe that I'll be able to get up very soon.

Smith Then, you'll probably recover completely soon.

This is indeed an insignificant thing, but

please accept it just as a token.

Mrs. Yamamoto: I'm much obliged to have you go to all that

trouble. Thank you very much.

Smith : Not at all. Well, I'll be leaving. Please

take care of yourself.

Mrs. Yamamoto: Oh, thank you very much for taking the

trouble to visit me when you are so busy.
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c. Reading Text

1;% )! AY* Kit% Lloiti )14 4%

11- fzi-to\15 P.P6 e tc d-t*

k, ..p.% z. 4 1, 191 k tPi, 1: it

-4° t tc, -r" Al 4, <

ti ht ..;t x As it AJ:9-it<4o

v <" v t A) 14 ) L 1%.
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I think I can leave the hospital before long.

2. How is your appetite?

3. I thought that if I stayed too long, it would

affect the patient.

4. He probably will recover completely very soon.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 4, =) t t Ir i) t, 4` NI t tcr.

PZ -..

2. t t M 110 Itir% 1 j: As 0 le 6 Is 4: -co m.

30 -4-<"4;.11A: :(T.1-1 4%A.11 1Y) 0;6 < Lt

4. Z 4' 11' me.4 0 rt rz" 'X . 13 1, Y 1c

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. X X t rz."." At ir 4 ti) li < -a"x
Z y 3 k Pi ;17( I.-

2.
r 1) 11 13

8-)

3. to *<" t,`
-ce L 1%.

4. 4 -24"A-'41)
-4i' X./ 11 1TA 9 4: *1 <

4-4`

6. < < t"
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d. Exercises, continued

7. < x..11 t ts < 4'h 44.5 r
4- le.

8. A X if Ai t.t 0 pal rt it: ttip.

9. tr. le ; 9 -f". 4 t 4%.

10. 4 11 /4" I=; ti% 6:7 91; 4: 1. 4%.

11. %, A. IS ;'L 4:
' '9 4 11 .4-, /itch",
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e. Grammar Notes

1. True-adjective + gozaimasu:

When the verb "Aozaimasu" or "zon'imasu" follows

the conjunctive base of true-adjectives, the ending ku

changes to u. That is, the conjunctive base of adjec-

tives ends phonetically in (oo).when the conclusive base

ends in ai or oi; (uu) when the conclusive base ends in

ui or ii.

Examples:

a. takai (high) takoo gozaimasu

b. kuroi (black) kuroo gozaimasu

c. atsui (hot) atsuu gozaimasu

d. suzushii (cool) suzushuu gozaimasu

Exception: ookii (big) ookyuu gozaimasu

Osoreirimasu, "thank you very much":

Osoreiru literally means "to be overwhelmed", or

"to be much obliged to". But more freely, osoreirimasu

means "thank you very much".

3. Tewa, weak conditional "if":

Following the to -form, wa means a weak conditional

niffl.

Examples:

a. Amari nagaku ite wa karada ni sawarimasu.

If I stay too long it will affect your health.
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

b. Tabetewa ikemasen.

If you eat, it won't do.

c. Ammari takakute wa, urenai deshoo.

If it is too expensive, it won't sell.
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f. Word List

himashi ni day by day

yoku natte mairu to begin to become
better

tookarazu before long

taiin suru to leave the
hospital

41,1 4°' -- to zonjimasu I think; I believe

sakujitsu yesterday

j: I e" yohodo a great deal

susumu to advance;
appetite improves

-/=1 takoo gozaimasu to be high
(See Grammar Notes)

-7 .h 41 6
tsukareru to be tired;

to be fatigued

ic 14 .itft AZ 5 genki ga deru to regain one's
health; to feel good

f/j t ft,
<

mamonaku shortly; very soon

.11.;` 4' I*9 At. 5
okirareru to be able to get up

Lr .5.'

jiki soon

J.5
zenkai suru to recover completely

11 4, a) honno mere; just

'' L 5 L t: 1- 1-,1 (o)shirushi made as a token
ni

1 ;ft 0 3 osoreiru to be overwhelmed
(See Grammar Notes)

t"';) '-1% K+ I: doozo odaiji ni take good care

I 1 made so much as
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f. Word List, continued

goshimpai made to go to all that
suru trouble

kore de oitoma I t 11 be leaving now
suru

to the contrary;
rather

meiwaku bother; trouble

shinamono an article; goods

sawaru to affect, to be
injurious to

to elapse (v.i.)

meiwaku suru to put one to
trouble; to trouble



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 11

a. Student Instructions and Guidance,

See Page 23, Language Laboratory Exercise 9.

b. Word List.

t

-41-1.1*%

3

e"A- ts -e

6t -ilk 3

okosu to be attacked with;
to give rise to

tabesae sureba as long as one eats

menkai no jikan visiting hour

ki ga hareru to be diverted;
to cheer up

donna mono demo anything

to receive;
to accept

uketoru
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a, Dialogue

Film Teaching Unit - "Japan, Land & People"

A : tt.. it CA. fa: rN .1" 4- #

id- lc k ;It t t 1JA o t,

q., t

hr IL \-5? IN

*) L z t At h 74- 11/..

`NI to en to ti" -t AL 1" A41-

-rt
.4" tip t ehd

)t It 1=) --c' 4 ,s t). is 4% I, 11

-C% tc. Z It .1 J t" t i)

x : 4: it Jt.4 ,6f`hl 1 11:L/ ti% 5 ,tai-f(0

-r%i7 , 'lit e' t .h%"* ka.

JAL e.) " k
t 3 % t L 1t7 0:1

X *It // to IQ tis I- IT z_

L t 1 < ti% --r" j:
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : What kind of a country is Japan?

Yamamoto: Japan is surrounded by oceans and is a country of

many mountains. Therefore, if you climb to the

summits of mountains, you can usually see the

ocean.

Smith : About how big is japan?

Yamamoto: Japan consists of the four large islands of

Hokkaidoo, Honshuu, Shikoku and Kyuushuu. But,

even if you combine these four islands, it is

still smaller than the state of California of the

U. S. A. And ninety million people inhabit such

a small place.

Smith : I heard that there are many volcanoes in Japan,

but are there still active volcanoes?

Yamamoto: Yes, there are. The famous ones are Mt. Asama,

Mt. Aso, Mt. Mihara and so on. Mt. Fuji also

was an active volcano a long time ago, but it

isn't so now.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : Since Japan is a long and narrow country running

(stretching) from North to South, the climate

probably differs a great deal depending upon tIke,

place doesn't it?

YllalAmoto: That's right. The northern part of Japan is cold

and the winters are long and much snow falls. But

the southern part is warm and is ideal for

cultivating rice.

Smith : Since Japan is a mountainous country, there are

probably very few places suitable for agriculture.

Yamamoto: That's right. The places suitable for agriculture

are only about 17% of the total area of Japan.

Smith : How can they produce enough food on such limited

land?

Yamamoto: It can't be done by any means. This is the most

difficult problem for Japan today.
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c. Reading Text

it r.cz -e:

53it 4.91 Nom' 9.0 NIP -) yci %

for 7 z 11 4% 1", 110 egl gb

tQA 61) vti 7/ 0- 1-11 -rt. 13 At. it

41 4- 4% .1.6 t** 11 <

d) t 1,, 19 Pt 67 3fr v

t" / <5 1P 4: 6

t '4°44% t, .1, 14% ir vi30 Taal%
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Even if I go to sleep early, I can't get up early.

2. If you climb to the summit of the mountain, you can

see the ocean.

3. This place is ideal for studying.

4. Japanese is difficult for Americans.

B. Express the following in English:

1.,
IX IL. -r op 9 -VI e A ' 2 r t%

2. ;fir )17 is L.-, 03 ,t L13 -t b 113

3. ;:t XL1. t 9g, i 1 ',tut tc;

4. 4.-- s sz h%:. 4.41-1 v% I t,

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 1 t t" As Ii Ili /"4'.4
2. -0 4, S < 1,9 Ifi A) fcr -2 I vi 4-e`.

4. 0-4ri -e 3 t 9 7 ite ' ct 9

5. ytk. I:: I I' t .4i 9 4: e%

6. II-% ti; 0 11 ij -C1.40

7. ,3\ dA it )(.. GL /.'

8. I.

9. iJ t is2 it 11- 1 S L
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d. Exercises, continued

10. 15 1.* 5<4. .1: 9 t 4,,k. 0.0,k t .

11. j( a2 19 4, I g) 0.) 4

12. It A, rti- 04 JO: 1 14- ts 4(4-4:

13. t

tir 4° %.
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e. Grammar Notes

1. Mieru, "to be visible", "can see", "can be seen":

Mieru is an intransitive verb corresponding to the

transitive verb miru, "to see". The important ttttng

about this verb is that it follows wa or A!, but never 0.

Examples:

a. Yama kara umia miemasu.

From the mountain you can see the ocean.

b. Watakushi wa chittomo sore a miemasen.

I can't see that at all.

2. Temo (or demo), "even if":

A concession expressed by "even if" is described

with mo added to the to-form of verbs and to the ku-

form of true adjectives.

Examples:

a. Takusan tabetemo ookiku narimasen.

Even if I eat a lot, I don't grow big.

b. Kusuri o nondemo naorimasen.

Even if I take medicine, I don't get well.

c. Samuku 'tem° ikimasu.

Even if it is cold, I'll go.

3. Ni totte, "for", "as far as concerned":

Following substantives, ni totte means "for" in

the sense of "as far as -- concerned".
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. Kore wa watakushi ni totte muzukashii desu.

This is difficult for me.

b. Kusuri wa byoonin ni totte ii desu.

Medicine is good for sick persons.
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Word List

4,- *c- 5 kakomareru to be surrounded

..,419...
-419--

umi ocean

41 %

1 v
ooi (to be) many

ILA. 5 mieru to be seen
(See Grammar Notes)

TA X,
choojoo summit

05 I it% 5
noboru to climb

gl shima island

...4%?) tii t 03 --kara natte iru consists of ..._

911
shuu state

A iit 6 awaseru to combine;
to put together

It temo even if (See Grammar
Notes)

4'.. t.)-.
sumu to live; inhabit

'K ti-A
kazan volcano

5c k ii-k
kakkazan active volcano

-1k 0 hosonagai long and narrow

IS L 5 hash .iru to run

gv 1fl shimaguni island country

11,1 a)
minami no hoo southern part

9 '( -( ()
risooteki(na) ideal

d--\ -rt
sanchi mountainous region

---i z. / A- t, rc --ni tekishita suitable for -

%C. L / dooshite how
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f. Word List, continued

4, 4, ft:" 0 mondai problem

j6 5-12e-?..it Hokkaidoo P. N.

.A. t imademo even now

11.1 Honshuu P. N.

Yg, 1117.) Shikoku P. N.

AA )-1.1 Kyuushuu P. N.

la * IN Nipponkoku country of Japan

1. higashi east

r.. tairiku continent

.1: t --, 1 ...... ni totte for -- (See Grammar
Notes)
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a. Dialogue

Film Teaching Unit - "Japan, Land & People"

_X I) ts to
I, ) t;

.4v it e" L-C r 'J. 4. lr e

i 91- 1), td

rs Ado
0%6 11-)

Li 4 %4:14%.

x Y"/-,r; vp Lir -7 Lzto
fo.5
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Lesson 26

a. Dialogue, continued

/C t /, -Lt ,V0.<4 9 4"V r"

t <

19*-efl Zo.)Z"3 I-14CA 1:4/ to3A.1
I) r
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : How does she supplement the food that she is

short of?

Yamamoto: She has to import the food that she is short of

from foreign countries.

Smith : Besides food, what sort of things does she import

from other countries?

Yamamoto: Well, mainly raw materials.

Smith : What sort of things does she export?

Yamamoto: Well, let me see. She manufactures toys, lacquer

wares, dolls, textiles, and various machineries

and exports them to foreign countries. Today,

she exports even automobiles to foreign countries.

Smith : She needs many ships in order to do business with

other countries, doesn't she?

Yamamoto: That's right. Since Japan lost many merchant

vessels in the Second World War, she was short of

ships. For that reason she has to construct many

merchant vessels. Japan is the foremost in ship-

building in the world today.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : She needs a lot of iron in order to build ships,

but is there enough iron in Japan?
. . -

Yamamoto: There isn't too much iron in Japan, so she buys

scrap iron from other, countries and makes steel.

Smith : The textile industry also flourishes ip Japan,

doesn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. She manufactures a lot of rayons,

silk-textiles and cotton-textiles.

Smith : You don't see very many people wearing Japanese

clothes these days in japan, do you?

Yamamoto: You see hardly any people wearing Japanese clothes

especially in the big cities. These days, it has

become so that everything the Japanese do is the

same as Americans.
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c. Reading Text

*%),E ts t 71- di\ t..) 141 fs ipft. )$4

1"-hi; ,
is

1) 45 it4
1,1, !,41 71- tgi Z , °) J.)% 1" *It

ei* v% _colt et 1.4,

< z",

ter < r ir AL to 01"1-,
la 4c h\A- ri it /.5
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U. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. It is true that the Japanese eat rice everyday.

2. Japan has to import food and raw materials.

3. In shipbuilding, Japan is the foremost in the

world.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 19 1. t >rf 10;AI- la- e tea A. f,,

tz<Ltiotc.
1 t 71-7 it it tj s?) td <2.

C. Answer the following questions in*Japanese:

1. 7,i, is -pi t r4 1* .f" -1-4"

2. o) 91. "/. iv 't,y)

3. 13* id' J.M 1 lip 1 by) 4'

4. ,451/4. it -v,t1 4P- t t.13 11) L 'I) -2 LI to 4: tip

5. 71- L t )*:4 I tz- .fq.:`%-ri</;-% 9-tth%0
6. -e" it 0:k /0( 4ed h%'),E ) Ao-e' L 4

7. 4re 1,9 IS 411li < tcr. ItAt r g" fto

-6; A.- --c"

8 . ,7) . 'lam 1: z".4-0
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d. Exercises, continued

9. 4)].);a < (V) 4 t-if 9 - 4 4% ,

10. 0 4. s /.1-1 h A 94- The,

11. ).Z. 1) es o J- e"-=) f; to t th,,

12. t try

13. ,4i1 1;4 9 lk 1 5k < t
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Lesson 26

e. Grammar Notes

1. - koto wa desu:

Sentence structure "conclusive base of inflecting

words + koto wa desu" is expressed in English as

"the fact that -- is --", "that --- is".

Examples:

a. Ano hito ga Nippon e iku koto wa hontoo desu.

It is true that he is going to Japan.
1'4

b. Zoosengyoo no sakan na koto wa jijitsu desu.

It is a fact that the shipbuilding flourishes.
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f. Word List

oginau

yunyuu suru

genryoo

yushutsu

omocha

urushimono

ningyoo

or imono

shoobai suru

Dai-ni Sekai
Sensoo

shoosen

nakusuru

zoosengyoo

sekai-ichi

to supplement

to import

raw material

suru to export

toy

lacquer-ware

doll

textile

to do business

tetsu

kuzu tetsu

orimonogyoo

jinken

momenorimono

Nihongi

kiru

dekiagatta

- 87-

Second World War

merchant vessels

to lose

shipbuilding industry

number one in the
world

iron; steel

scrap iron

textile industry

rayon

cotton textile

Japanese clothes

to wear

finished
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 26

Word List, continued

okane money

booeki suru to trade

tonsuu tonnage

sambamme third
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 12

a. Student Instructions and Guidance

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language
Laboratory Exercise 12, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List printed on this
page. These words did not appear in the preceding lessons,
but they are used in this exercise.

(3) Report to the language laboratory where a film
MF-20-8859, JAPAN (LAND and PEOPLE), 11 minute running time,
will be shown.

(a) View the film twice while listening each
time to the pre-recorded Japanese script synchronized with the
action of the picture.

(b) Supply your own narration on the film in
Japanese while it is being shown once more without the pre-
recorded script.

(4) Listen to the tape, Language Laboratory
Exercise 12, and answer questions within pauses. Keep listen-
ing and answering over and over until you can answer the
questions within given pauses.

b. Word List

< hikui

17 sakana

1/: L i joo

)1. ito

- 89-

low

fish

more than; over

thread; string
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 27

a. Dialogue

'Purchase of a Wedding Gift'

X X : A -tot: 1113c., 6 tcr k- te

: .=1)011. h t:4-4,0114 to .A7 t 9

io 6 00 -c" j" h''0% Lx
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: 3Y- / 4'. ;) C 31 4S- IV f; e Y"3

1" L
x e.

)3 As. 69 N)717 co 4- ct 3 z. 421 5 0 till'.

to
1=- A( T'As JP, o 9) 0)

--r° t /it vt"Ad

*4 A- rot g--) ey) -c

-C1 1, ce ka

4-a tfl ,tt la* !IV

yv *t_ t -to rcl *V 1 t
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a. Dialogue, continued

4L -/ 1 A. 3 3

?E. .to
XiX -ett e" ts 1,/ k%7

t 4 0

tit es x?)et
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 27

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : I received a letter from my mother yesterday

saying that my younger sister is getting married.

Yamamoto: Is that so? Congratulations.

Smith : So, I'm thinking of sending her something as a

wedding gift, but I wonder what would be nice?

Yamamoto: Let me see. Something which would not only be

practical but would also serve as a memento

would be good.

Smith : I think something which could not easily be

obtained in America would be nice.

Yamamoto: How about lacquer ware and ceramics which are

suitable for westerners?

Smith : Things like that would probably be good. These

days Japanese goods are very much appreciated in

America, too.

Yamamoto: Is that so? Then, probably things like lacquered

tray sets, basins to be used for flower arrange-
,

ments, large Imari dishes and flower vases would

be good.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 27

Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith Things like that would be novel to westerners

and might be good.

Yamamoto: All kinds of electric appliances that are used in

the kitchen are good, too, but they are very

common in America, you see.

Smith : That's right, too. American people might appreciate

genuine Japanese goods. And where can I buy

such goods?

Yamamoto: If you go to a big department store, I think you

can buy them.

Smith : Well then, could you take me to a department

store next time?

Yamamoto: Yes, gladly go with you, so let me know by

phone anytime.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 27

c. Reading Text

X ; -tr .414; Wleg) 4. a I lt t
t* I -4)- h t h 0 4: t, it -r t`Als'

0:12 i%9 6- 0 t* t"Th", aftsj le.

it ..# 4-9 t t t, ee'Ad ts 1* 1

v% ,14 Li-4.1: A,11

> eit5 t qb 1v( )z 4"" 1, to st: t k 11 3 I,

L cr 4% 9 47-e A.1" L tz. 0% Y" -1*" / "1-t it Nrw I Y.) 3 1- lc
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Lesson 27

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. These days Japanese goods are appreciated very

much by Americans.

2. I want to send a wedding gift to my younger sister.

3. Congratulations.

4. This is practical and furthermore cheap.

B. Express the following in English:

1. A. fa !tt *--rz

2. 0 4 9 JA, h h% tf"

it '
3. 3 1:11-is. t NI) 1117

< Z t
4. rd $'t it 19 1 tr" I< A -I- --;

C. Answer the following questions In Japanese:

A ; t r"h, rs ,olx, i vi oo

2. A ; A k k 0 1", :*12., 0 09 ))4',112 9

At k

3. A k it r k iP/1) .tr tc

4. A X tit t 4. Id 1"-: 40,

5. dA ."/- is e"1., Ci 4* o> e
6. X X- it *t"A-rci )r"vi

t .4- 4.. t, 30,

7. 3 g.4.13 `C .C, 1; 4: tit l'h%
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Exercisc:s, continued

8. t.; ?If 1" '4
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I) ,t

t 4' 4%0
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 27

e. Grammar. Notes

1. Nakanaka + negative verb, "not easily":

Preceding negative verbs, nakanaka serves to

emphasize the negative meaning. It corresponds to

"not --- easily" or "can hardly --".

Examples:

a. Sore wa nakanaka to ni hairimasen.

You cannot get it so easily.

b. Nippongo wa nakanaka naraemasen.

You cannot learn Japanese easily.

2. Interrogative Pronouns + to -form of verbs + yoi ka

wakaranai

Interrogative pronouns (nani, itsu, doko, etc.)

plus to -form of verbs plus yoi ka wakaranai expresses

the idea of "I don't know how, what, where, etc. to

do such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Nani o okutte yoi ka wakaranai

I don't know what to send.

b. Itsu kite yoi ka wakaranai.

I don't know when to come.

c. Doko e itte yoi ka wakaranai

I don't know where to go.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 27

e. Grammar Notes, continued

3. jitsuyooteki:

jitsuyooteki is a quasi-adjective (na-adjective)

meaning "practical", so its adjective form is

litsuyooteki na and its adverbial form is jitsuyooteki

ni.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 27

f. Word List

haha

imooto

tegami

omedetoo

shinamono

okuru

jitsuyooteki

kinen ni naru

shikamo

nakanaka---n

to ni hairu

seiyoojin

muki no

ya kimono

yorokobareru

urushinuri no

obon

ikebana

suiban

Imariyaki

oozara

kabin
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mother

younger sister

letter

congratulations

goods; articles

to send

practical

to serve as a memento

furthermore

not -- easily
(See Grammar Notes)

to obtain (U. 4.)

westerner

suitable for

ceramics; pottery;
earthenware

to be appreciated

lacquered

tray

flower arrangement

basin

Imari ware

big dish

flower vase
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Lesson :).7

Woril List, continucLi

mezurashii

zara ni aru

soodan suru

kawatta mono

11 to yoi ka
wakaranai

4% .7 4F4
ka lit mono

rz i"3

-.7 -V'

cor ni suru

itsu demo

shirast..ru

r. art novel

very common

to consult; to talk
over

something different

(See Grammar Notes)

such
and

thing as

which one to decide
on?

anytime

to inform



Classroom nst r uc t i on
Lesson 28

a. Dialogue

'Marriages in japan'

Ifl ct. 1 it td: 712 .. u
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a. Dialogue, continued

x ; A t t 1.11 ir t 3. L -t; 4%"0 K-E

.)b -r .4 i\ 1"

- 102
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b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: You may say that marriages in America are

practically all love marriages, isn't that

right?

Smith : That's right. How are they in Japan?

Yamamoto: Formerly marriage partners were practically all

arranged by parents, but today the number of

young people who look for their marriage

partners themselves has increased greatly.

Smith : In America, husband and wife have equal rights,

but how is it in Japan?

Yamamoto: Ever since the new constitution was written,

equal rights have come to exist between husbands

and wives, but before that it wasn't so. Such

--a thing as a wife applying for a divorce was

practically non-existent.

Smith : In short, the rights of wives were not recognized,

isn't that right?

Yamamoto: That's right. It seems, in America, there are

many cases where wives apply for divorce.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith Well, most divorce cases are initiated by wives.

Yamamoto: In Japan, when boys and girls who are not a

full twenty years of age want to get married,

they must obtain parented permission, but how

is it in America?

Smith : It differs a little depending upon the states in

America, but I think in most cases, until boys

become twenty-one years of age and girls eighteen

years of age, they must get parental permission.
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c. Reading Text

it-s 1) Vt h'4 1'1v' //' )3%
it
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Lesson 28

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. In Japan, parents arrange the marriage partners

for their children.

2. Young people of these days look for their

marriage partners themselves.

3. In America, man and wife have equal rights.

4. A new constitution was written in 1947.

B. Express the following in English:

1. i"/4. 1" t 0, 4- ')

t"

2. irk- ti 7 tz
3 6 T1 II:. 11

.P.P 6 I- *g. ff1- at I zt" A-

4 3 19 -z" ;rt. 1,04se V- JPs /3 It I, 1',

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1.
A tiff 11 e" 4. 4 t At A... s5 n-did

2. (11, ,1) 4;0 = t 1 b

L b
3 /4 -C si) 4- Y

ok
#%

- 106 -
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d. Exercises, continued

A. -Lel 0 3 t it fa. 9 t

4"A) _it trA.

4,* 9-tt$ I, 6 4 u to 4- 6%

'1-1,1 it h'"

A, fa. at Imo: M- Itc (9 it 3 I, t

)j; 14 'e14

11. 0, la -C13 1" 1-X X *3 i". 1 4. Ni2 1":-

Mi "t3

6 . 13 .4.

7. j #1 -yr 13

8. 1: if 1" 11
9. 13 21 -r" 1
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Lesson 28

e . Grammar Notes

1. ibun de, "by oneself":

Jibun means "self". According to the circumstance

it may mean myself", "yourself", "himself", "herself"

9 ourselves", "yourselves" or "themselves".

Examples:

a. Watakushi wa jibun de benkyoo shimasu.

I study by myself.

b. Ano-hito wa nan demo iban de shimasu.

He does everything by himself.

Anata wa jibun do ryoori shimasu ka?

Do you cook by yourself?



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 28

f. Word List

renai kekkon

mono

aite

oya

kimeru

jibun de

sagasu

wakai hito

fuu fu

dootoo no

kenri

motte iru

kempoo

no aida ni

to ittemo ii

sonzai suru

mitomerareru

tsuma

rikon suru

mooshi deru

tsumari

baai

- 109 -

love-match;
love marriage

person

partner

parent

to arrange; to decide

by oneself
(See Grammar Notes)

to seek; to look for

young people

husband and wife

equal

rights

to possess

constitution

between END MO

you may say -

to exist

to be recognized

wife

to divorce

to propose; to offer

in short; in the long
run

occasion; case
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f. WorJ List, continued

canna woman

mochidasu to bring out;to initiate

man full

nijissai twenty years old

danjo man and woman

yurushi permission

eru to get

danshi boy; youth

joshi girl; woman

jiyuu ni freely

hitsuyoo necessity

TAKE EXAMINATION NO. 2 BEFORE STARTING LESSON 29.
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a. Dialogue

'Shopping for a Wedding Gift'
lr
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

I took Mr. Smith and went into the Mitsukoshi

Department Store. When I asked somebody inside, he

informed me.,that the lacquerware was on the fifth

floor, so we went up on the escalator to the fifth

floor. We looked at the various lacquerware displayed

there and inquired about the prices. They did not

have big Imari dishes, so when we asked the salesgirl,

she told us to go to a chinaware shop or antique shop.

We left Mitsukoshi and went into a certain chinaware

shop.

Shopkeeper: Come in. May I show you something?

Smith : Do you have large Imari dishes?

Shopkeeper: Yes, we have. We have all kinds, so please

take a look.

Smith : How much is this large one?

Shopkeeper: That one is sixteen thousand yen.

Smith : It sure is expensive, isn't it? How much is

that small one?

Shopkeeper: That one is ten thousand yen. A slightly

larger one than that one is twelve thousand yen.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : Then, if you buy three of them, it would run

up to thirty-eight thousand yen, wouldn't it?

As a matter of fact, I intend to send them to

my younger sister in America as a wedding gift,

but thirty-eight thousand yen is too expensive.

Can you make it a little cheaper?

Shopkeeper: If you are going to buy three of them, I will

reduce the price a little and make it thirty-

seven thousand yen.

Smith : Even then, it's still too high. I'll buy them

if it's thirty-four thousand and two hundred yen

which is a ten percent reduction.

Shopkeeper: O.K. With the intention of congratulating her,

I, too, will make a handsome gesture (great

effort) and reduce it to thirty-four thousand

and two hundred yen.
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c. Reading Text
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d. Exercises

A. Express the fol,lowing in Japanese:

1. My wife cooked sukiyaki for me.

2. I intend to send a letter to my sister.

3. In the department store, various goods are displayed.

4. Two thousand yen which is a twenty percent

reduction.

13. Express the following in English:

1. 5. L 4: It < Lt

2* 11/ < I I. <)K- .

3 . 11 i t 4'4'6 0 e, -1" gi ;r11) t L tt
4. kt /3% LI tt-,t

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 74C X,& 1 ct -7 -t t'''
L -t 4%,

2. ;) 3 L 1$) 't; e" t (.P) i) 4: i 4%.

3 r Alt Id! 1" IL )* 1-1/4. II. 6) I I, 4\

4 )tL;i, -V% tt, c,-r 1, tc. 4%.

5. it el%.! ". 4-r < cr 3 t, < 41, t Lk. h

6 . 11: AA 11-'); -C h , t" 1/4 t
7, ""43- 45: v% %1:t 7.) 6:) < tz.

9 & 14. 101 < 17 3 t 41 t, h%

10. )s it :t ;It E < A:2 1z ;12 l'r" ') 4:

11 1 ,f)t/cit CFI z ))- \

- 116 -



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 29

e. Grammar Notes

1. Te-form + kureru, "to do something for me":

Kureru as a terminal verb always comes after the

te-form of verbs and means that a subordinate or an

equal does a favor for the speaker.

Examples:

a. Tomodachi ga sore o katte kuremashita.

A friend bought it for me.

b. Imooto ga tegami o kaite kuremashita.

My younger sister wrote a letter for me.

2. Te-aru ( a state of being):

When a state is to be expressed by transitive

verbs - that is, verbs which can be preceded by a

direct object, a substantive with the particle 0,

aru is used after their te-form, normally with the

nominative case particle 0a or wa instead of o..

Examples:

a. Setomono ga chinretsu shite arimasu.

Chinaware is displayed.

b. Hon ga akete arimasu.

Books are open.

3. -- tsumori desu, "intend to do such-and-such":

Following the conclusive form of verbs, both

affirmative and negative, tsumori desu means
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 29

e. Grammar Notes, continued

"intend to do such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Nippon e iku tsumori desu.

I intend to go to Japan.

b. Komban benkyoo suru tsumori desu.

I intend to study tonight.

c. Sake o nomanai tsumori desu.

I intend not to drink.

4. No between two equivalent nouns - apposition:

When you use two nouns together to refer to the

same person or same thing, they are connecteu by the

particle no.

Examples:

a. Imooto no Paruko.

Haruko, the younger sister.

b. Ichiwari-biki no sanzen-yen.

Three thousand yen which is a ten percent

reduction.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 29

f. Word List

Mitsukoshi
Hyakkaten

gokai

te kureru

dareka

esukareetaa

chinretsu suru

kikiawaseru

uriko

setomonoya

kottoohin-ten

mise no shujin

nani ka

tsumori

yasui

te aru

nanda

makeru

ni itasu

ichiwari

ichiwari biki

- 119 -

Mitsukoshi Dept.
Store

fifth floor

to do such-and-such
for me (See Grammar
Notes)

somebody

escalator

to exhibit;
to display

to inquire about

salesgirl; salesman

chinaware shop;
chinaware shopkeeper

antique shop

shopkeeper;
store owner

something

intention
(See Grammar, Notes)

cheap

(See Grammar Notes)

same as "desu"

to reduce the price

to make it --

ten percent

ten percent reduction
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 29

f. Word List, continued

--no tsumori de with the intention of;
in the hope of

unto hard; much

fumpatsu suru to make an effort;
to make a handsome
gesture

erabu to select; to choose

negiru to bargain; to haggle



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 30

a. Dialogue

'At the Post Office'

X i x )11. it 3 0) -r"1#%4,

1:0)(: )1Nig. A-0

,

11",A

121



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 30

a. Dialogue, continued

41;4p); : t5 11 ht

X X ^ 41-i/ rc vi /011..54%

11:0)4 : xt -C 'pit us" tt 9 4: #4 t

X X : jai $'11- a I < <'a, b r Sri 3 4%
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Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 30

b. Dialogue Translation

: I'm going to send these to America, so I

want you to pack them in a wooden box so

that they won't break.

Shopkeeper : Certainly. I'll pack the dishes in a strong

wooden box so that they won't rattle, sc

please don't worry.

After two or three days, Mr. Smith went to get

the packed box and loaded it in the car and took it

to the post office.

Smith : Pardon me, where is the place to send

parcels?

A person : It is adjacent to the window where it says

postage stamps.

Smith : Thank you very much. (To the man in charge)

I want to send this package to America, but

I wonder if this is all right?

Man in charge: What's in it?

Smith : There are three large dishes in it.

Man in Charge: Oh, this seems very heavy. I'll see how

much it weighs. It weighs 20 kilograms.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 30

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : Is there a limitation of weight in parcel

post?

Man in charge: Of course there is. Parcel post is up to

six kilograms.

Smith : Then, is this no good

Man in charge: No, you can't send it by parcel post.

Smith : Where can ake it?

Man in charge: You have to take it to the transport company.

Smith : About how much do you suppose is the

transportation charge?

Man in charge: I don't know too well about the freight.

Smith : Well, thank you very much for everything.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 30

c, Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 30

d. Exorcises

A. Using soo desu express the following in Japanese:

1. It looks as though he will come tonight.

2. This box looks very strong.

3. It looks as if the weather will be good today.

4. This looks too expensive.

5. There does not appear to be any fever.

B. Express the following in English:

1. )1% )h- 'tt 0 17/ 4.' 48 .) 4"

2. X 4! A- IS 4t 5. to"v% 4:

Ts' vs : ,

3. k L. o 4 i rt -7 ,105 t -r

4. A% 1 ( en e 3 tc

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 1.:X:YA. It ;ze g VII --) (16 ( ta t L t: i`

3. i1 E, It 5 r = 3 rs ess: I': i, 9 4- L

4 . X11. 0/(14 A t.;:i 8 ft t :7 L *

5. Ej it 10 1- e" <"/27 vt 0)9 I 1, r:

I i.

6. its' I:: 1,t 13 e ifA, 0 J51) t.0'
7. La) 0 tt li"A, y.' (' "

8. AiAtr/..14.,71:>)1X,: e". z er-r

7 u t a) 1: e 14' L.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 30

Exercises, continued

9. r; .44t" I" 0' s,

10. 44: 4V It pf 14 4,77 I,' 1" I., t: 4%.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 30

e . Grammar Notes

1. Kiroguramu, "kilogram":

Weight and length or distance are usually expressed

in Japan in terms of the metric system. One kilogram

is equivalent to about 2.2 pounds, so five kilograms

is about eleven pounds.

2. Kore o negaimasu, "Please take care of this":

Negaimasu literally means "I request", "I beg",

so kore o negaimasu literally means "I request this".

However kore o negaimasu colloquially means "Please

take care of this".

3. Yosasoo desu, "it seems all right", "it looks as if it

is all right":

- soo desu is added to the second base of verbs,

stem of true adjectives (i adjective), and also to

the stem of na adjectives such as Benki na, joobu na,

and means "looks as if such-and-such will happen", or

"looks as if it is such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Kyoo wa atsu-soo desu.

It looks as if it will be hot today.

b. Ano-hito wa joobu-soo desu.

He looks healthy.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 30

Grammar Notes, continued

C. Kyoo wa ame ga furisoo desu.

It looks as if it will rain today.

Note:

There are two words which are irregular.

They are yoi and nai.

yoi - yo -sa-soo instead of yo-soo

nai na-sa-soo instead of na-soo

Examples:

a. Kore wa yosasoo desu.

This looks good.

b. Hon ga nasasoo desu.

It looks as though there are no books.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 30

f. Word List

kowareru

ki no

hako

tsumeru

gatagata suru

joobu na

goshimpai naku

nizukuri suru

toru

tsumu

yuubinkyoku

kozutsumi

kitte

tonari

kakari no hito

mekata

nijikkiroguramu

seigen

sooryoo

Kore o negaimasu

hakari

hakari ni kakeru

- 130 -

to break (v.i.)

wooden

box

to pack

to rattle

strong; durable

don't worry

to pack

to get; to take

to load

post office

parcel post; package

postage stamp

adjacent place

person in charge

weight

twenty kilograms
(See Grammar Notes)

limitation

postage

Please take care of
this (See Grammar
Notes)

scale

to put on a scale;
to weigh



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 30

f. Word List, continued

°
omoi heavy

If omosoo desu looks heavy
(See Grammar Notes)

aa. :-./!:,)ft- unsoo-gaisha transport co.

unsoo suru to transport

kamotsu freight

;1% kozutsumi yuubin parcel post
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 13

Student Instructions and Guidance.

See Page 23, Language Laboratory Exercise 9.

Word List.

purezento

dai-chuu-shoo

mittsu-zoroi

soroeru

muri na

omedetai

asatte

Beikoku-yuki

present; gift

large, medium, small

set of three

to have a complete set

unreasonable

auspicious; happy

day after tomorrow

bound for America



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 31

a. Dialogue

'Window Shopping On The Ginza'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 31

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : It's cool tonight so, by way of a stroll, how about

going to th' Ginza Street to window shop?

Yamamoto: That's a good idea. Shall we start from around

Kyoobashi?

Smith Yes, let's do that. The Ginza at night, with its

neon lights, is especially pretty, isn't it?

Yamamoto: Yes, it really is pretty. All kinds of rice bowls

are displayed in this store, aren't there?

Smith Next door seems to be a bag shop and all kinds of

bags and handbags are displayed, aren't there?

What is that store over there With the beautiful

neon sign?

Yamamoto: Oh, that's Mitsubishi Denki Shop. They sell

domestic electric appliances.

Smith It has become so that fine electric appliances are

manufactured in Japan, too, these days, isn't

that right? Especially, Japanese transistor radios

are very popular even in America, they say.

Yamamoto: I didn't notice befoLe, but there are lots of

stores that sell watches, jewelry, satchels, and
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Classroom instruction
Lesson 31

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

bags on the Ginza, aren't there?

Smith : There sure are. There must be about twenty

shops. I'm thinking of buying a suit sometime

in the future, but do you know of a good place

around here?

Yamamoto: Well, I don't know too well, either, but you

probably won't go wrong if you go to Mitsukoshi.

Smith Is that right? Them. go to Mitsukoshi in

the near future and buy a suit.
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Lesson 31

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 31

d. Exercise

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Shall we go window shopping?

2. I walked to the post office by way of a stroll.

3. Japanese cars have become very popular in America.

B. Express the following in English:

1. -1:"A It .:t ft L

r4- v'se id(LLA t k
3 .p-tk.)t t. 11 < Id t4 #4. "ris t

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. X -,S" 1.14 /4c -Ix h"-( , 4 ar 44,

2. R0 te(Ft. it < :14i] 4- At r
3. h )t",,, ic es Iv z.v".11 9 4-

4. -2 t -C rt /PT

5. :/ A.
14 t t

4
6. q.K)).y. 4'" vt 1"

7. fs 11- 30*4 v < <"6 Mg)-1- th'

8. J:7141 3 t 3 e%

9. 34- rpiL I: h\s to T" 1- 4\v,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 31

d. Exercise, continued
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Classroom Instruction.
Lesson 31

e. Grammar Notes

1. Kazari mado o mite aruku, "to window shop":

Literally kazari mado o mite aruku means "to walk

around looking at show windows", but it might be trans-

lated more colloquially as "to window shop".

2. gatera, "by way of", "while":

Following nouns gatera expresses the idea of "by

way of doing such-and-such" or "while doing such-and-

such".

E2SAMEaM

a. Undoo gatera dekakemashita.

I went out by way of exercise.

b. Miokuri gatera sampo shimashita.

I took a stroll by way of seeing him off.

Yooji gatera machi e ikimashita.

I went to town by way of business.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 31

f. Word List

sampo

--gatera

yoru

ginza-doori

kazari-mado

neon

akari

kakubetsu

chawan

naraberu

kaban-ya

Mitsubishi Denki

hando baggu

kateiyoo

rippa na

toranjisuta
rajio

hyooban ga

ki ga tsuku

mae niwa

hooseki rui

- 141

stroll

while (See Grammar
Notes)

night

Ginza Street

show window

neon

light

particularly;
especially

rice bowl

to display; to arrange

bag shop;
luggage shop

Mitsubishi electric
appliance shop

hand bag

domestic; household

fine; splendid

transistor radio

ii popular; in people's
favor

to notice

before

precious stones;
jewels
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 31

Word List, continued

fukuro-mono pouches of all kinds

yoofuku western clothes; suit

kono hen around here

Gozonji desu ka Do you know?

itsuka sometimes

tnachigai mistake

chikai uchi ni before long; in the
near future

ryoogawa both sides

tachi narabu to stand side by side

hodoo sidewalk

uradoori back street

kyabaree cabaret

nigiyaka na bustling; gay;
crowded

yomise night-stall

nigiwau to flourish; be
crowded,
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Lesson 32

a. Dialogue

'Purchasing a Man's Suit'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 32

Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 32

b. Dialogue Translation

Tailor: Please come in. What can I show you?

Smith : I want a suit.

Tailor: Do you want it ready-made or custom-made?

Smith : If you have any ready-mades that might fit me, show

them to me.

'Tailor: Do you want a double breasted or a single breasted

suit?

Smith : I prefer a single breasted one.

Tailor: Please try this on, then.

Smith : The coat seems too tight across the shoulders. The

sleeves seem a little too short, and I would like

the trousers to hang a little looser.

Tailor: Then, how about having it custom-made? show

you some samples.

Smith : This is too flashy. Please show me something plain

and quiet.

Tailor: How about navy blue serge?

Smith : Yes, that's very good. I would like to have it
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 32

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

made of that material, then.

Tailor: I'll take your measurement. What kind of material

shall I use for the lining?

Smith : Please use silk. When will it be ready?

Tailor: Well, it will be ready in about five days without

fail, so how would that be?

Smith : The quicker, the better it will be for my convenience,

but I can't have everything my way, so I suppose

that'll be all right. Then, I'll come to pick it

up in about five days, so please take care of it.

Tailor: Certainly. I'll finish it up without fail by that

time.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 3

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 32

d. Exercise

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Do you have a ready-made suit that might fit me?

2. I want a new car, but I have no money.

3. The slower it is, the better it will suit my

convenience.

4. It will be finished in five days.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 4, X31 < Z1 Lv'v)T" t.

2. x. ,Jr% tr. it it° le' 4t v 4* 't " % 441,

v% -e*

3. t. 9 "4, -, < 4t594-t.e.e.
4. 4:A 1: it 4, ;,5 L, f-tt; tf 4, A v r: e.v% > Tot,

Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1.
%` 1 1 Ad It 3Y 411 e 14- t, vt -T" L fc ;N.

2. x ; ),f A . AA 14 5 4- nhk j f i 4`.

3. J: < /iis ` t I- 4

4.
1.14 "e° < v/3 A- 114 t,

5. x X /. )4-7 5y- z t LtL
6. - A.- ytt-- t 11 1171-h..

7. /-%, ":1- is -L it145 1, t

L h\.,
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Lesson 32

d. Exercise, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 32

e. Grammar Notes

1. Hoshii, "to be desirous":

Hoshii is a true adjective (I-adjective) and

corresponds more or less to "to be desirous" rather than

"to want". Therefore, the thing one wants is in the

nominative case.

Examples:

a. Watakushi wa jidoosha ga hoshii.

I want a car.

b. Anata wa nani sa hoshii desu ka?

What do you want?

c. Watakushi wa sore wa hoshiku wa arimasen.

I don't want that.

Note:

In lesson 14 tai was introduced which also means

want. The difference is that tai is always used with

verbs and means "to want to do something" while hoshii

means "to want something".

2. Te hoshii, "to want to receive the favor of having
something done"

Hoshii following the to -form of verbs expresses

the idea of "to want to receive the favor of having

something done", or "to like to have somebody do such-

and-such for me".
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 32

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. Watakushi wa tegami ga kaite hoshii.

I would like to have a letter written for me.

b. Atarashii jidoosha ga katte hoshii.

I would like to have a new car purchased for me.

c. Moo sukoshi benkyooshite hoshii.

I want you to study more.

ba hodo, "the more the more":

The conditional base of verbs or true adjectives

plus ba plus the conclusive base of the same verbs or

true adjectives plus hodo gives the meaning of "the

more the more.

Examples:

a. Hayakereba hayai hodo

The quicker, the better it is.

b. Benkyoo sureba benkyoosuru hodo

The more one studies, the better it is.

c. Tabereba jaberu hodo ookiku naru.

The more one eats, the bigger he gets.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 32

Word List

yoofukuya

sebiro

itchaku

hoshi.i

dekiai

iijii oodaa

au

ryoomae

katamae

mesu

uwagi

kata-haba

kata-haba ga
semai

sode

zubon

yuruku suru

mihon

hade

jimi na

ochitsuita

- 152 -

tailor

a suit

a suit of clothes.
CHAKU is a numerical
ClliFifier for
clothes

to be desirous
(See Grammar Notes)

ready-made

tailor made without
fitting

to fit

double breasted

single breasted

to wear

coat

width across the
shoulders

to be too tight
across the shoulders

sleeve

trousers

to make it loose

samples

flashy

plain

quiet



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 32

f. Word List, continued

kon seru navy blue serge

sumpoo measurement

A ura lining

r kiji material

.41r y7A kinu silk

5 dekiagaru to be finished

hayakereba hayai the quicker, the
hodo i, i better

(See Grammar Notes)

v

-

*% L I- rt-

41. t

4 4c 0)

katte na koto o to have everything
iu

kashikomarimashita

dore mo

daitai no kata

shitate

karinui
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one's way

certainly

everyone; all

rough fitting;
rough cut

tailoring

basting



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 14

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

See Page 23, Language Laboratory Exercise 9.

b Word List.

/3 h Gimbura Stroll along the
Ginza street

Nishi West

ft:): `3 1;N narabu to stand side by side

-7 -z koosaten intersection

121: rt.& inshokuten restaurant

1' chuushin center

(I hiyakashi hambun
ni partly for fun

Z" ude arm

/1--.J1,-c 3 shitateru to tailor; to make

lT kissaten tea room, tea parlor

.V t koohii coffee



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 33

a. Dialogue

'Banking'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 33

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom instruction
Lesson 33

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Where are you going?

Yamamoto: Right now I'm on my way to the bank to deposit

some money. I'm saving a little bit every month

hoping to buy a home.

Smith : That's a very good idea. too, want to save

money, but all I do is to spend it and can't

save it at all.

Yamamoto: Well, since you are a bachelor, that probably is

all right. But, it's a good thing to save money

a little at a time as preparation for marriage.

Smith : About how much is the interest rate at Japanese

banks?

Yamamoto: It differs depending upon the bank, of course,

but usually for term deposit accounts it is about

seven percent of the principal.

Smith : What sort of an account is the term deposit account?

Yamamoto: The so-called term deposit account is an account

opened by enterprises that wish to put part of

their profit in the bank as reserve funds for a

set period of a half year, one year or longer.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 33

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Banks can lend that money to other people until

the period ends, so the interest rate is also high.

Smith : Then, you can't deposit or withdraw money anytime

you please, can you?

Yamamoto: That's right. If you wish to deposit or withdraw

money anytime you please, an ordinary savings

account or a checking account is better. If you

have money deposited in an ordinary savings account

you can draw money out anytime. But the interest

rate is not as high as the term deposit account.

Smith : What sort of an account is a checking account?

Yamamoto: It is an account chiefly used by persons engaged

in commerce and industry, and since deposits and

withdrawals are very frequent, usually there is

no interest. To withdraw money checks are used.

Smith : Then, start depositing money in the bank

gradually, too.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 33

C. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 33

d. Exercise

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The book that I'm reading is interesting.

2. He started to drink commencing about two years ago.

3. He cannot speak English at all.

4. Japanese is not difficult at all.

B. Express the following in English:
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C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 33

d. Exercise, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 33

e. Grammar Notes

1. No to indicate the subject of a modifying clause.

Ga in a modifying clause may be replaced by no

without changing the meaning.

Examples:

a. Jibun 132 sukina toki ni, ikimasu.

Jibun no sukina toki ni, ikimasu.

- I go when I please.

b. Anata kinoo shita koto o itte goran nasai.

Anata no kinoo shita koto o itte goran nasai.

- State what you did yesterday.

c. Kore wa watakushi yonda hon desu.

Kore wa watakushi no yonda hon desu.

- This is the book I read.

2. Compound verbs with ha'imeru, "to begin to do so-and-so":

Following the second base of verbs, ha'imeru gives

the meaning of "to begin to do such-and-such" or "to

start to do such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Ame ga furihajimemashita.

It began to rain.

b. Watakushi-tachi wa hachiji ni benkyoo o

shihajimemasu.

We begin to study at eight o'clock.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 33

e. Grammar Notes, continued

c. Akamboo ga arukihajimemashita.

The baby has started to walk.

3. Sukoshi mo n, "not at all":

Sukoshi literally means "a little", or "a few".

However, sukoshi followed by mo gives the meaning of

"not at all", or "not even a little". This expression

is always followed by a negative verb.

Examples:

a, Ano hito wa sukoshi mo sake o nomimasen.

He does not drink at all.

b. Ame ga sukoshi mo furimasen.

It does not rain at all.

c. Ano hito wa sukoshi mo benkyooshimasen.

He does not study at all.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 33

f. Word List

azukeru

maitsuki

chokin suru

kane o tsukau

tamaru

sukoshimo

gankin

dokushin

risoku

teiki-yokin

shichibu

kigyoo

riekikin

ichibu

tsumitateru

riritsu

hantoshi

kikan

sadameru

motto nagai

hoka no hito
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to deposit (money in
a bank)

every month

to save money; to
deposit money

to spend money

to accumulate (v.i.)

n not at all
(See Grammar Notes)

principal

bachelor

bank interest

term deposit account

seven percent

enterprise

profit; proceeds

part; portion

to save up; to lay
aside as a reserve
fund

',..nterest rate

half year

period

to set

longer

other people



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 33

f. Word List, continued

)tt'l 14*

1 0 4 rs at I:.

kashitsukeru to lend

dashi-ire deposit and withdrawal

futsuu-yokin ordinary savings
account

tooza-yokin drawing account;
checking account

dasu to withdraw

shookoogyoosha persons engaged in
commerce and industry

to use; to make use of

busy; frequent

no interest

check

riyoo suru

himpan na

murisoku

kogitte

shi hajimeru to begin to do suct-
and-such
(See Grammar Notes)

jibun no suki na anytime one pleases
toki ni (See Grammar Notes)

shitagatte

shiharai

risoku ga tsuku

consequently

payment

to accrue interest



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 34

a. Dialogue

'Currency'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 34

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 34

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : As for the currency being used in japan today,

how many varieties are there?

Yamamoto: There are two kinds, metallic currency or coins

and paper currency. Among paper currencies there

are ten yen bills, hundred yen bills, five hundred

yen bills, thousand yen bills, five thousand yen

bills, ten thousand yen bills, and among coins

there are one yen coins, five yen coins, ten yen

coins, fifty yen coins, and hundred yen coins.

Smith : Are paper currencies all bank notes?

Yamamoto: Yes, paper currencies in circulation today are

bank notes issued by the Bank of Japan. During

the First World War, government notes were issued

in order to supplement the shortage of currencies,

but they are not in circulation today. And until

about nineteen hundred thirty-one, there were such

things as convertible notes, but they don't exist

today.

Smith : What are so-called convertible notes?

Yamamoto: It was written on the pre-war ten yen bill to the

effect that "We will give you ten yen in gold coin
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 34

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

in exchange for this note", and if it was taken to

the Bank of Japan, in principle, ten yen in gold

coin would be received in exchange for it at any-

time. This type of bank note was called a

convertible note.

Smith : Oh, I see. In America, even today, certain types

of notes are convertible notes. One dollar bills

are convertible notes and if you take them to the

bank, you are able to exchange them for silver

dollars.

Yamamoto: What kinds of metallic currencies are in circula-

tion in America today?

Smith : Copper coins, nickel coins, and silver coins are

in circulation. As for copper coins there are

one-cent coins, and as for nickel coins there are

five -cent coins, and as for silver coins there are

ten-cent coins, twenty-five cent coins, fifty-cent

coins and one dollar coins.

Yamamoto: By the way, what is the foreign exchange rate now?

Smith : The exchange rate is three hundred sixty yen for

one dollar.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 34

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 34

d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 34

e, Word List

tsuuka

shurui

ikushurui

kooka

kahei

shihei

juuen-satsu

ginkooken

ryuutsuu suru

Nippon Ginkoo

hakkoo suru

seifu shihei

dakan ken

isshu no

ken

gin-dakanken

hikikae

kinka

imi

--to iu imi no
koto

hikikaeru

satsu

- 173

currency

variety; kind

how many kinds

metallic currency;
coin

coin

paper currency

ten yen bill

bank note

to circulate (v.i.)

Bank of Japan

to issue

government note

convertible note

one type of

note

silver certificate

exchange

gold coin

meaning

to the effect that

to exchange

bill; note



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 34

e. Word List, continued

aru shu no certain type of

gensoku to shite in principle

ginka

fusoku

gaikoku kawase
sooba

doru sooba

dooka

hakudooka

ichi sento

ni taishite

gakumen

Dai Ichi Sekai
Tai sen chuu

dakan suru

silver coin

shortage

foreign exchange rate

exchange rate of
the dollar

copper coin

nickel coin

one cent

for

face value

during the First
World War

to convert



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 15

a, Student Instructions and Guidance.

See Page 23, Language Laboratory Exercise 9.

b. Word List.

sen

hageshii

infureeshon

okoru

kachi

nihyakubun no
ichi

toriatsukau

yokin suru

yombu go rin
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sen (Japanese monetary
unit; one hundred sen
makes one yen)

severe; intense

inflation

to happen; to occur
(v.i.)

value

one two-hundredth

to handle

to deposit money in
the bank

four and half percent
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PREFACE

The NON RESIDENT LANGUAGE REFRESHER COURSE, MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE UNIT, 210 HOUR COURSE, JAPANESE LANGUAGE,
VOLUME III, contains Lessons 35-50 for classroom instruction
and Exercises 16-22 for language laboratory practice.

Each Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" consists of

the following sections:

a. Dialogue"

"b. Dialogue Translation"

"c. Reading Text"

"d. Exercises"

"e. Grammar. Notes"

"f. Word List"

The "Dialogue", written in conventional writing, is
arranged so as to give the student a number of new words and
a number of new ways of saying things. Certain KANJI "Chinese
characters", considered more difficult for the student to
recognize than others, appear with their readings to facili-
tate his reading.

The "Dialogue Translation" is intended to convey the
meaning of the Japanese sentence, rather than to be a word-
for-word translation. Where possible, idiomatic English
sentences are given. However, in some cases, if the Japanese
sentence were translated into idiomatic English, an important
feature of the Japanese sentence meaning would be lost.
Therefore, the student should not be alarmed even if some
of the English versions appear stilted.

The "Reading Text", written narratively in conventional
writing, reworks and manipulates the vocabulary and patterns
of the "Dialogue" to provide the student with a resume of the
"Dialogue".

The "Exercises" are intended both for bilingual practice
of translating from one to the other and for drill in directly
answering questions given in Japanese, and they are based
primarily on the content of the "Dialogue".



The "Grammar Notes" deal with selected grammatical
features in the "Dialogue". They are intended merely to
enable the student to get a clearer picture of these
grammatical features and functionally apply and assimilate
them through practice.

,The "Dialogue", "Reading Text" and certain sections of
"Exercises" in each Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" are
pre-recorded together with necessary student instructions for
use in the event that native speakers of Japanese are not
available as instructors.

Normally every third hour is to be spent for individual
language laboratory practice whether qualified instructors
are available or not. The material for laboratory practice
is based primarily on the contents of the "Dialogues" covered
in_ classroom during the two preceding hours. The bulk of
the laboratory material including student instructions is
also pre-recorded. However, some portions of the laboratory
material have been prepared in written form and these are
printed under "Language Laboratory Exercises" normally after
every second Lesson for "Classroom Instruction". tEach pre-
recorded "Language Laboratory Exercise" consists of a
dialogue and a series of questions.

ii
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 35

a. Dialogue

'At the Park'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 35

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 35

b. Dialogue Translation

Mr. Smith went to Ueno Park for a picnic with
Mr. Yamamoto's family.

Smith : Ueno Park is really big, isn't it?

Yamamoto: Yes, the area is about two hundred fifty-three

thousand tsubo (two hundred six acres). And in

the park there are the Tokyo Art Museum, the

Science Museum, the National Library, and a zoo

as well as the National Museum, and it is the

biggest park in Tokyo.

Smith : There are lots of cherry trees planted, and so

when the cherry blossoms are in full bloom in the

spring it must be really beautiful.

Yamamoto: Yes, it's really beautiful. Around the time

when the cherry blossoms are in full bloom, it

is such that it is impossible to walk due to

the flower viewers.

Smith : About how many parks are there in Tokyo?

Yamamoto: There are lots of small ones, but among the

larger ones there are Ueno Park, Shiba Park,

Hibiya Park, Asakusa Park, Jinguu Gaien, and

Shinjuku Gyoen.

3



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 35

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : When you say Jinguu Galen, you immediately think

of sports, don't you?

Yamamoto: That's right. The reason is that complete

facilities, such as a baseball park, swimming

pool, wrestling arena and track and field

stadiums are provided.

Smith : It's already close to noon, so how about eating

lunch around here and after that going to the

zoo? The children will probably be very glad,

then.

Yamamoto: Yes, let's do that.

4



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 35

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 35

d. Exercises

A. Match the English terms in Column A to the Japanese

terms in Column B and place the number of the correct

Japanese equivalent in the space provided after each

English term.

Column A

a. museum ( )

b. library ( )

c. ZOO

d. art museum

e. swimming pool

f. wrestling arena

baseball park

h. science museum

i. track and field stadium

j. Meiji Outer Garden

g.

B. Express the following in English:

1. NY-_, L 7. ..;: '4) )..f.j

Column B

1.

2. :V

3.

2. ;A < t 3

3. 1:4- h 4 13t is

-r

J: 1.0X l (') rfci

D.; ')
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 35

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese.:
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 35

e. Grammar Notes

1. Tsubo, "a land measure":

1224.49 tsubo makes one acre, so 253,000 tsubo is

equivalent to about 206 acres.

2. Emphatic koto + deshoo, "must really be --","one will
really do such-and-such":

Koto literally means "a fact", "an act", or "thing",

but sometimes koto follows the conclusive base of

inflecting words and gives the emphatic meaning of

"it must really be --

Examples:

a. Kirei na koto deshoo.

It must really be beautiful.

b. Sazo atsui koto deshoo.

It must really be hot.

c. Kodomo ga yorokobu koto deshoo.

The children will really be glad.

3. To naru, "become":

Following substantives to indicates the terminal

point or result of actions. It has the same meaning

as ni.

Examples:

a. Isha to narimasu.

I will become a doctor.

8



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 35

e. Grammar Notes, continued

b. Kokumin kooen to narimashita.

It became a public park.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 35

f. Word List

kooen

pikunikku

menseki

tsubo

kokuritsu
hakubutsukan

kokuritsu
toshokan

MM. 4111111 o hajime

bijutsukan

kagaku
hakubutsukan

doobutsuen

tonai

mankai

kyaku

Jinguu-gaien

Shinjuku-gyoen

supootsu

yakyuujoo

suieijoo

sumoojoo

10

park

picnic

area

a land measure
(See Grammar Notes)

national museum

national library

as well as; and;
not to speak of;
including

art museum

science museum

zoo

in Tokyo

full bloom

visitor

Outer-garden of
Meiji Shrine

Shinjuku Imperial
Garden

sport

baseball park

swimming pool

wrestling arena
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 35

f. Word List, continued

rikujookyoogijoo track and field
stadium

complete

facilities

to provide

cultural facilities

recreation

kambi shita

shisetsu

mookeru

bunka shisetsu

rekurieeshon

shinobazu no ike Shinobazu Lake

bootojoo

asobiba

kokumin kooen

to naru

11

boat house

playground

public park

to become
(See Grammar Notes)



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 36

a. Dialogue

'At the Zoo'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 36

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Do you have to pay an admission fee to get into

the zoo?

Yamamoto: Yes, you do. I'm sure it was ten yen for adults

and five yen for children of age six to ten.

Children under six are free.

Mr. Smith paid admission fees for Mr. Yamamoto

and his family and went inside.

Smith : Ueno zoo is very old, isn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. It is the very first zoo in Japan.

Smith : About how many varieties of animals are there?

Yamamoto: After the war many animals were donated by foreign

countries, and I hear there are about five

hundred varieties today.

Smith : You can see an elephant there, but is it an

African elephant or an Indian elephant?

Yamamoto: It is a female elephant presented by Prime

Minister Nehru of India, and she is named

Hanako. Along with the monkeys this elephant

is a favorite of children.

14,



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 36

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : There are many African animals too, aren't there?

Yamamoto: There are lions, hippos, rhinos, giraffes,

monkeys, crocodiles, and many varieties of birds.

Smith There is an aquarium here, too, isn't that right?

Yamamoto: I hear an ocean-water aquarium was newly built

in nineteen hundred fifty-two.

Smith : I can't see the children, but where are they?

Yamamoto: They have gone to see the monkeys.

Smith : Oh, is that right? Shall we go there, too, then?

Yamamoto: Yes, let's do that.

15



Classroom Instruction

Lesson 36

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 36

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. No matter how expensive it is, I'll buy it.

2. No matter what he eats, he doesn't grow big.

3. No matter who comes, you must not talk to him.

4. No matter how healthy one may be, he'll catch cold.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 'Pi T " 6 -to" it 4 04
2. q".;) t A =) I:7 41 4-7r

3 . 4) gf-,;. /.c/ < 4 /1bK

J?) 576 l t .

4. 1,1)/ ti.1.4) t $. 5 41 4" % 7) "0 4N"

14K%- -15;i1.1 v%

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. th !iv* I:. 1i: 6 in
2. 1. kt it 1,1< 179 -CD-4-.0`.

3 4- :/>4.-rz 4i1-

4.

t

0 ;4c- fi -0 1 ifj i t r 111

<" 4) _ro t.

. -) t /91? #.9 %it 41) h

8. tb

Ne"

5) --V:, lc i Me t dr" -1 I t ; ;It
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d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 36

e. Grammar Notes

1. Islarogatimpumuns + (Inflecting words) temo (42212)

Interrogative pronouns, such as, DARE, "who",

DOKO, "where", DONO, "which", etc., followed by the

temo_ (or demo) forms of inflecting words express the

idea of "no matter who --", "no matter where --",

no matter which --" etc.

Examples:

a. dare ga kitemo no matter who comes

b. itsu mitemo no matter when you see it

c. dono hon o yondemo - no matter which book you
read

d. ikura tabetemo no matter how much you eat

e. donna ni atsukutemo- no matter how hot it is

f. donna ni genki demo- no matter how healthy

2. Ooku no, "many":

Ooku often functions as a noun and means "large

quantity". It is the adverbial form of the true

adjective ooi. In order to express "many people",

ooku no hito is used instead of ooi hito.

19
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Lesson 36

f. Word List

nyuujooryoo

ika

muryoo

furui

saisho no

doobutsu

kaigai

kisoo suru

Afurika-san

Indo-san

shushoo

okurareta

mesu

admission fee

below; less than

free of charge

old

very first

animal

oversea; foreign
countries

to donate

African product

Indian product

prime minister

presented

female

elephantzoo

na ga tsukerareru

saru

to tomoni

ninki o yobu

kaba

sai

kirin

wani

20

name is given

monkey

including --;
along with --

to be a favorite

hippo

rhinoceros

giraffe

crocodile



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 36

f. Word List, continued

shuju no

choorui

suizokukan

kaisui

shokuryoo
fusoku

shuuyoo doobutsu

ooku no

shinu

ippiki

21

various kinds

birds

aquarium

ocean water

shortage of food

housed animals

many
(See Grammar Notes)

to die

one; numerical
classifier for
animals



Language Laboratory Exercises

Exercise 16

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language
Laboratory Exercise 16, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List printed on
the next page. These words did not appear in the preceding
lessons, but they are used in this recorded exercise.

(3) The tape contains a dialogue and a series of
questions based on the dialogue. They are recorded in the
following order:

(a) The dialogue is recorded once by native
speakers at normal conversational speed for comprehension
only.

(b) The dialogue is again recorded at normal
conversational speed but with pauses for student imitation
and repetition. Keep listening and repeating over and over
until you have become entirely familiar with all the details
of pronunciation and can imitate them in your own repetition
within given pauses.

(c) The dialogue is again recorded at normal
conversational speed for comprehension only.

(d) Next, a series of questions pertaining to
the dialogue is recorded at normal conversational speed with
pauses for your answers. Keep listening over and over until
you can answer the questions within given pauses.

(e) Finally, the questions and approved
answers are recorded at normal conversational speed with pauses
for student answers and repetition. Listen to the question
and immediately give your answer in the pause given. Then
repeat the approved answer supplied whether your own answer
was right or wrong.

22



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 16

b. Word List.

--bakari de naku not only -- but also

sanshoouo giant salamander

shika deer

inoshishi wild boar

mimi

23
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 37

a. Dialogue

'Japanese Wrestling'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 37

b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: Have you ever seen Japanese wrestling?

Smith : I've seen western wrestling many times, but I

have never seen Japanese wrestling. I'm hoping

to see it sometime in the future.

Yamamoto: In Japan, too, American wrestling has become very

popular these days, but SUMOO has become more and

more popular as a unique Japanese sport.

Smith : About when are there SUM00 matches?

Yamamoto: There are five main tournaments a year. They are

the opening tournament in January, spring

tournament in March, summer tournament in May,

autumn tournament in September and the final

tournament in November.

Smith : Are they all held in Tokyo?

Yamamoto?, No, the opening tournament, the summer tournament

and the autumn tournament are held in Tokyo, but

the spring tournament is held in Osaka, and the

final tournament is held in Fukuoka, in Kyuushuu.

Smith : Where in Tokyo are they held?

41-
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 37

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Formerly they were held at "Kokugikan" in front

of Ryoogoku Station, but a new wrestling amphi-

theatre was built in nineteen hundred fifty-

five in Kuramae and they are held there now.

Smith About how long does each tournament last?

Yamamoto: The period of each tournament is fifteen days.

Smith : Do SUM00 wrestlers have ranks?

Yamamoto: Yes, they have. They are in the following order.

The highest rank is YOKOZUNA, then OOZEKI, SEKIWAKI,

KOMUSUBI, and JUURY00.

Smith What do you call the place where they wrestle?

Yamamoto: It is called DOHY00 and the size is about fifteen

feet in diameter.

Smith : How do they decide matches?

Yamamoto: A person wins if he either pushes his opponent

out of the ring, or throws him down on the ring.

27
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruct !on
Lesson 37

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:
1. Sumoo is a unique Japanese sport.
2. You win if you either push your opponent out of

the ring, or throw him down on the ring.
3. There are five main tournaments a year.

B. Express the following in English:
1. *4 tt 3y- a) -) It 4 j t
2. -E`o q, <

3. t Lk frk- so)

* -I-

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:
1. *.-t" ril t 7 9 )j I. X

2. 14 e < q), %%) t vTi h
3. lc °
4. 11 /7(r

5.
-14 Pfr ) ?

?

-it fvfr ?

-t-, t\ Pil
6 . 4C- 1->ir 1 t

t?

*`'' I 4:j 1i) ') *1" 4,,

A 9 4-,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 37

d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 37

e. Grammar Notes

1. Interrogative numbers + mo, "many --":

Interrogative numbers are made up of nan plus

counters, such as nan-do, nan-nin, nan-nichi, which

mean "how many times", "how many people", "how many

days".

However, when interrogative numbers are followed

by mo, they give the meaning of "many times", "many

people", "many days", etc.

Examples:

a. Nando mo mimashita.

I saw it many times.

b. Hito ga nannin mo imasu.

There are many people.

c. Nannichi mo tabernasen deshita.

I didn't eat for many days.

2, ka ka suru, "to do either -- or --":

The conclusive form of inflecting words plus ka

plus the conclusive form of inflecting words plus ka

suru, expresses the idea of "to do either such-and-

such or such-and-such".

31



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 37

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. Kyoo wa tenki ga ii karat sampo ni iku ka,

doraibu ni iku ka shimashoo.

Since the weather is good today, let's either

go for a stroll or for a drive.

b. Ano hito ga byooki ni naru ka, ame ga furu

ka suru to, ikimasen.

I won't go if either he gets sick, or if it

rains.

co Tenki ga warui ka, ame ga furu ka suru to dame

desu.

It is no good if either the weather is bad,

or if it rains.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 37

f. Word List

sumoo

seiyoo no

nando mo

resur ingu

dokutoku no

masumasu

gokai

hon-basho

hatsu-basho

haru-basho

natsu-basho

aki-basho

musubi-basho

okonawareru

izen

kokugikan

kaku-basho

juugonichikan

rikishi

kaikyuu

yokozuna

33

Japanese wrestling

western

many times

wrestling

unique; peculiar

more and more

five times

main tournament

opening tournament

spring tournament

summer tournament

autumn tournament

final tournament

to be held;
to be performed

before; formerly

Kokugikan; wrestling
amphitheatre

each tournament

for fifteen days

Sumoo wrestler

rank

Yokozuna; a title
given to a permanent
champion
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 37

f. Word List, continued

ti% 3

oozeki

sekiwaki

komusubi

juuryoo

jun ni natte

sumoo o toru

dohyoo

chokkei

juugoshaku

shoobu

kimaru

oshidasu

taosu

katsu

34

Oozeki; wrestler of
highest rank next
to Yokozuna

Sekiwaki; wrestler
of Second rank

Komusubi; wrestler
of Third rank

Juuryoo wrestler;
wrestler of Third
rank

iru -- is in the order
of --

to wrestle

wrestling ring

diameter

fifteen shaku;
about fifteen feet

match

to be decided

to push out

to throw down

to win



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 38

a. Dialogue

'Sports in General'
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Lesson 38

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 38

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : What sports are popular in Japan?

Yamamoto: Well, I would say baseball, swimming, track and

field, and juudoo are popular.

Smith : According to last year's survey, in the United

States, the greatest number of people watched

baseball games but the greatest number of people

participated in swimming.

Yamamoto: Japan, too, is somewhat similar to that. Japan

is an island country surrounded by the sea, so

it is only natural that there are many swimmers,

but it is hard to believe this swimming boom

exists in America, which is a continental country.

Smith : It is because the United States, besides facing

both the Atlantic ocean in the east and the Pacific

ocean in the west, has many lakes, and indoor

swimming pools have developed in every city; and

the people are blessed with opportunities to swim

all year round.

Yamamoto: Changing the subject back to baseball, in Japan,

too, professional baseball has been organized

these days and is popular to the extent that it

37



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 38

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

does not take a back seat to the United States.

SAith : When you survey the ratio of men and women who

watched various sports in the sports arenas in

the United States last year, you'll find that in

baseball male fans are more numerous than female

as expected. In Japan what sport is most popular

next to baseball?

Yamamoto: It is swimming. Since Japan won the swimming

championship in the 1932 Olympic Games, swimming

became very popular as a competitive sport.

Smith : They don't play American football too much in

Japan, do they?

Yamamoto: Well, football is a very expensive sport, you

see. On the other hand, they play rugby very

much.

Smith : What kinds of sports do they engage in in

Japanese schools?

Yamamoto", Well, first of all, it is baseball and then

swimming, track and field, basketball, tennis,

soccer, juudoo, Japanese fencing and so on.
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Lesson 38

c. ReadingReading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 38

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. According to last year's survey, twenty-eight

million people saw baseball games.

2, According to my friend, last night's movie was

very interesting.

3. It is natural that there are many swimmers in

Japan, because she is an island country surrounded

by the sea.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 1"It j, 5- 'CA t tes 'IA A-
to

1;1 ;r:-. )1/ ,

2. 1---frt.* --r=-4- t r) 7 Leh`
1,3 AC. t 71( -34( e L t ri" I, tc..,

3. y,y 1- 2r."- 11/ 4;, ik" > A Jr,;-") a

ftt t 9 -N\I 1 -tt

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. A
2. TITi.4-a) _17 .t. , ) 1" 9 3 a)

3 /4c- It -) Z"

4. -0 1 :/* -)<' 3 /( h\" vi z,, t i\

5. * C 1 ti. < :/ At5 41-

3 -t" -h 0
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 38

Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 38

e. Grammar Notes

1. Abrupt Fast Tense of True Adjectives (I-adjective)

When I-adjectives appear in the polite form, the

difference between present and past is commonly shown

by use of the copula: atsui desu, means "it is hot",

atsui deshita means "it was hot".

However, when the past tense is used in the abrupt

form, the final i is eliminated from the conclusive

form and katta added in its place.

Examples:

a. ookii it is big

ookikatta it was big

b. yoi it is good

yokatta it was good

c. atarashii it is new

atarashikatta it was new

2. -- ni yoru to, "according to --":

Yoru means "to depend on something", or "to rely

on something". Hanashi ni yoru to and sore ni yoru to

mean literally, "if you depend on the story", and "if

you depend on that" - in other words, "according to

the story", and "according to that".



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 38

e. Grammar Notes, continued

The expression ni yoru to follows nouns and is the

7egular way of saying "according to" when you give the

source of a statement or opinion. The source named may

n a person, but more commonly it is something said or

vritten.

A sentence which includes ni yoru ends with

;oo desu which emphasizes the fact that the statement is

second-hand report.

Examples:

a. Shimbun ni yoru to, komban ame ga furu soo desu.

According to the newspaper, it is going to rain

tonight.

b. Tomodachi no hanashi ni yoru tg, ano eiga wa

omoshiroi soo desu.

According to what my friend said, that movie

is interesting.

rokai to iu tokai, "every city":

The expression to iu followed by and preceded by

the same noun as in shima to iu shima gives emphasis on

ghma and means an island that may be called an island;

that is, every island.

Examples:

a. Yama to iu yama every mountain



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 38

e. Grammar Notes, continued

b. Hito to iu hito everybody.

c. Kodomo to iu kodomo every child.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 38

fo Word List, continued

)1,/ i Z.

chansu

ma kern

kyoogijoo

kyoogi

megumareru

puro yakyuu

hiritsu

shiraberu

sasuga ni

fan

--ni tsuide

yuushoo suru

kane ga kakaru

sono kawari

sakkaa

kendoo

kokusai reberu
tasshite iru

pinpon

taisoo

45

chance; opportunity

to lose; to be
defeated; to be
inferior

sports arena

competitive sport

to be blessed (with)

professional baseball

ratio

to survey;
to examine

as one might have
expected

fan

next to

to win a championship

expensive

instead of it;
on the other hand

soccer game

Japanese fencing

ni reached the inter-
national level

table tennis

gymnastics
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 38

f. Word List

juudoo

sakunen

choosa

ookatta

--ni yore to

niru

atarimae

shinjirarenai

suiei buumu

Taiheiyoo

Ta iseiyoo

ryooyoo

mensuru

hoka

mizuumi

shitsunai puuru

tokai

juudoo

last year

survey

was many
(See Grammar Notes)

according to --
(See Grammar Notes)

to resemble; to be
similar

natural; proper

can't believe

swimming boom

Pacific Ocean

Atlantic Ocean

both oceans

to face

besides; in addition
to

lake

indoor swimming pool

city

tokai to iu tokai every city
(See Grammar Notes)

hattatsu suru

ichinenjuu

oyogu

46

to develop (v.i.)

all year around

to swim



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 17

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

See Page 22, Language Laboratory Exercise 16.

b. Word List.

t koto ni especially

t ryoohoo both sides

- A chiimu team

*R kookoo high school

< goku very

;t. tsuchi dirt

9..r...if6 moriageru to pile up
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 39

a. Dialogue

'Getting a Driver's License'

t IN 6) de.,1 t t .( to 3 go)T"thfx
4,1" gth+ l - A- 1/,L-t'.0 t14-Ki lamed

;)/..-cktt-telo 3 0)-rtho
JA itV\ Id\ 9 4: *14 *-4-105 ;U.

3 - it 32k OM

X i A -A it 4.4ot i-1-*% IT L 0 011% i 4.14.
t )1 -r 7.4-frT "4°3 -e1-4\

A: x .
. rz. -C t. !pi., t NZ 11 3 -c"1"4,

L Pfr csj- h" iN-

5 3 h` h 9 t r

to A 5 -Cl-h% 0

ick7k ,

-20169 1,1-rA.,-h"
.**/,\ 1 t agr. 9 L 9 -3-P-\

of) -(" hN", \° 1 1/ 7- 4 ,fir t, 3
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 39

a. Dialogue, continued

X. 171") Ytytik. L 9 11 Ig-.) e

t =-2 td t a)--c"bct 0

0)-1'14: -b` j c, la As.

-c

t Y4- v II: e
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 39

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith I have an American driver's license, but do you

have to have a Japanese driver's license when you

want to drive a car in Japan?

Yamamoto: Yes, you need one. They have a temporary driver's

permit issued to visitors who have a driver's

license issued in America, bvt its effective

period is three months.

Smith : I want a regular driver's license. Where do they

issue driver's licenses?

Yamamoto: The Public Security Commission issues licenses.

Smith : Where do you take the test?

Yamamoto: Before, there was an automobile driver's license

testing place in Samezu, Tokyo, but I don't know

whether it's still there now or not. Anyway, go

there and see.

Smith : What kinds of test do they give?

Yamamoto: They give a physical examination, and examinations

pertaining to driving ability and traffic

regulations.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 39

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : I want to study about Japanese road traffic

regulations and road sign ordinances, but do

they have a pamphlet or something on them?

Yamamoto: I don't know too much about it, either, but they

probably have. Go to the Metropolitan Police

Hdqs and see.

Smith : Japanese traffic regulations are just about the

same as those of the United States, aren't they?

Yamamoto: I suppose so, because they probably copied those

of the United States. The only thing different

is that in Japan automobiles travel on the left-

hand side of the road, and it is completely

opposite from the United States.

Smith : Since I am used to traveling on the right-hand

side in the United States, I feel kind of strange

traveling on the left-hand side of the road.

Yamamoto: Road signs are usually written both in Japanese

and in English.

Smith : I see road signs very frequently, too, but they

are just about the same as those of the United

States.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 39

C. Reading Text

i=9 m -5 A. tir
tr v' :7X-1k ti t 9 tc toA

Pf-r-\ -2 Z -77 4.1 4, L A.. 1 k ir ;it 1.-v

-0 4,1' 1., v% 04- i 1 c: v a) A

1/. IT t stir VC I " 4- / "1":.

-r 11 47 it ;it )e e
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 39

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I don't know whether he will come tonight or not.

2. I don't know whether the holder of a U. S. driver's

license has to get a Japanese driver's license to

drive a car in Japan or not.

3. The effective period of temporary licenses issued

to visitors is three months.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 1 //.. A- it it .01i -c

t,, Vro t ff..1" L 4".

aoC"4".

e t 5 011 tiz-1-n-t

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. )g, tilt 0) zA. I, 3 4..17d 1-.175,

A z c 1, 1 vl iz it c

14- t 4 rj: 17 idt. is° cr 9 A_ h,

2. 4K, 7 A-1 41) rch it*

3. 7 k h- it f tip

4. rd, 1° L 171- t

5. r c 4r -4 A 9 t 4' h .
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 39

d. Exercises, continued

6. 13 if- s) 9 L4:)51. It *IP e

1r-q -Ct-th`.

7. ia*t A112-rit ifi-Oto
en A. e 3 :sr -N's o

8 v i ti t It i t iftsjA < , # l A h`'t

A `t" it 4: .4' 4

9. it j: L, 4: I t It147 14- -tit 1.S vi r

10. 4-14___tipr it " < A? 4 I t At 1 I" ell: -it is.,



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 39

e. Grammar Notes

1. --ka doo ka, "whether -- or not":

Following the conclusive form of verbs, adjectives

or clauses, ka doo ka expresses the meaning of "whether

or not".

Examples:

a. Kuru ka doo ka, shirimasen.

I don't know whether he will come or not.

b. Motte ita ka doo ka, shirimasen.

I don't know whether he had it or not.

c. Ii ka doo ka wakarimasen.

I don't know whether it is good or not.

2. ka nani ka, "-- or something":

Following nouns -- ka nani ka expresses the ides of

"-- or something":

Examples:

a. Komban wa sakana ka nani ka tabetai desu.

I want to eat fish or something tonight.

b. Zasshi ka nani ka yomu mono ga arimasu ka?

Do you have anything to read, a magazine or

something?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 39

f. Word List

unten-menkyo driver's license

unten suru to drive (a car)

menkyo shoo license; permit

tanki taizaisha (foreign) visitor

kari unten
menkyo temporary license

yuukoo kikan effective period

futsuu menkyo regular license

kooan iinkai Public Security
Commission

shiken o ukeru to take a test

unten menkyo driver's license
shikenjo testing place

--ka doo ka whether or not
(See Grammar Notes)

shintai kensa physical examination

unten ginoo driving ability

kootsuu hoorei traffic regulations

dooro-kootsuu road traffic
torishimarihoo regulations

panfuretto pamphlet

--ka nani ka -- or something
(See Grammar Notes)

Keishichoo Metropolitan Police
Headquarters

maneru to copy; to imitate
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 39

f. Word List, continued

dooro hyooshiki
rei

zenzen

hantai

hidarigawa

migigawa

nareru

hen ni

kanjiru

nichiei ryoogo
de

doorohyooshiki

gookaku suru

gurai
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road sign ordinance

completely

opposite

left-hand side

right-hand side

to get used to

strange; strangely

to feel

in both Japanese and
in English

road sign

to pass

about



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 40

a. Dialogue

'Traffic Accidents'

X A : 19 4 1" ') 1. 4`" v"i%

voi 4/1 4" L* 14"..
-C.4* t% rj, 1* 13 lb 5.t. if tir

Pf a t, t I* t A.1

: >bit L-cit It 3-L-1,1 t3c -4""

Lo1"4-fra.

tt 1 S 3t1fli la 4c. it r.4k- 13 ill-

L tr. 9 1) Ft, AtifKit 0,Pt

; A 614, IQ t 4 t 4-

0) it 1-,2_ t vl 3 '3-CAA. tA tut

A

(.; L. to 3 to) 1"it t'q*/ IP

LIA 4: A 1-7- ti-v 4 =t ;') -c" ,
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Classroom instruction
Lesson 40

a. Dialogue, continued

dA : i-t1.%-ct 31v0 CA; vl
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 40

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : I hear that the test for getting a driver's

license is very difficult in Japan.

Yamamoto: Yes, it seems that way. As I understand it,

only about forty percent of those who take tests

pass. So, these days there are driving schools

charging tuition to teach automobile driving.

Smith : Considering that, it seems there are a great

many traffic accidents in Japan.

Yamamoto: According to last year's statistics, the United

States had the most number of people killed in

traffic accidents, and Japan was sixth.

However, as for the number of deaths per ten

thousand cars, Japan decidedly has many and is

number one in the world.

Smith : What do you think is the cause of it?

Yamamoto: It is cited that the cause of these traffic

accidents are due to the fact that roads in

Japan are bad, that road facilities are 'inferior

and that the volume of traffic has increased

greatly.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 40

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith But, say what one will, don't you think speed

violation, ignoring of traffic signals, and

ignoring of other traffic regulations constitute

direct causes?

Yamamoto: Well, in short, that is right.

Smith : Japanese taxi drivers' driving is quite rough,

you know.

Yamamoto: It's such that I get frightened just to ride
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 40

Reading Text

/ L :t`'

.11 hl 1:: t ;b h -416 » 4C1:

t, t)i rz 4- -1" -r, L 17% wit
_t_ 1)-1, , t , '1) `')

1:1.cf
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 40

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. In spite of the fact that the drivers' license

test is very difficult, there are many traffic

accidents in Japan.

2. Say what one will, speed violations and the

ignoring of traffic laws constitute the main

cause of traffic accidents.

3. If everyone contributes five dollars, you could

have a fairly big party.

B. Express the following in English:

1. teF .4- ,t2f-u1-1- J:

A11..): )1`' 7'r

2. la As. " )3' -Lk L,- 1

3. -7/(-/A,t`"1-","7j

; -el

4. )/1 1? )1' P z 3 1 vt <"1; -c"

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 13 1 1"1-t 1=3 ,t

2. 1., its- ir .0.) 4 rf "1:7 t1'
3 "th if f; t t, t
4. It 3cik ti)( ,1 1"1" 4\0
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 40

d . Exercises, continued

5 191 trc, 1/- t 5 t s.r1 4t, 1" fa, fz" A. .4)

*-ftit -ct
6. i 2$ 1 r.--3 --t"L t.
7. t: I) -7) ft, V( ..

vl LI %4`.

8, '11 it lr I 1'

9, L. /` t .K-c ;111. 1 E f; itki5 n vt 4I -rt
10. 1' -7 )7 /.1 "2 A-1 -) c A- 11 Y VI
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 40

e. Grammar Notes

1. Atari or Atari no, "per":

Following numerical classifiers atari gives the

meaning of "per". When atari is followed by nouns, no

is added, i.e., atari no.

Examples:

a. Hitori atari gohyakuen desu.

It is five hundred yen per person.

b. Hitori atari no tabemono.

Food per person.

c. Sennin atari no shishasuu

Number of deaths per thousand people.

2. No dewa arimasen ka?, "Don't you think --?",
"Isn't it --?", or "Are you not --?"

Following the conclusive base of inflecting words,

no dewa arimasen ka? expresses the idea of "Don't you

think --?", "Isn't it --?", or "Are you not --?".

Examples:

a. Sore wa takasugiru no dewa arimasen ka?

Don't you think it is too expensive?

b. Anata wa komban iku no dewa arimasen ka?

Aren't you going tonight?

c. Sore wa ammari ookii no dewa arimasen ka?

Don't you think that is too big?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 40

e. Grammar Notes, continued

3. Gurai desu, "it is such that":

Following the conclusive base of verbs and true

adjectives gurai desu expresses the idea of "it is such

that ".

Examples:

a. Sore wa ichi doru demo takai gurai desu.

It is such that it is too expensive even for

a dollar.

b. Uwagi o kitemo samui gurai desu.

It is such that it is cold even if you wear a

coat.

c. Ano hito wa byooki ni nattemo shigoto e iku

gurai desu.

He is such a person that even if he gets sick

he goes to work.

4. --ni mo kakawarazu, "in spite of --", "although":

Following substantives and the conclusive base of

inflecting words, --ni mo kakawarazu expresses the idea

of "in spite of --" or "although --".

Examples:

a. Ano hito wa byooki nimo kakawarazu itta.

He went in spite of his illness.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 40

e. Grammar Notes, continued

b. Ano hito wa yoku benkyoo shits nimo kakawarazu,

gookaku shinakatta.

In spite of the fact that he studied hard,

he did not pass.

c. Ooame nimo kakawarazu itta.

He went in spite of the heavy rain.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 40

f. Word List

yonwar i

j idoosha
kyooshuujo

dai

jugyooryoo

j idoosha
untenhoo

kootsuujiko

tookei

r okubamme

atari no

shisha suu

danzen

gen-in

dooro

otoru

kootsuuryoo

agerareru

sokudo ihan

shingoo mushi

hoorei mushi

sootoo

nashite iru

68

forty percent

driving school

numerical classifier
for vehicles

tuition

automobile driving

traffic accident

statistics

sixth

per
(See Grammar Notes)

number of deaths

decidedly; positively

cause

road

to be inferior

volume of traffic

to cite (v.i.)
to be enumerated

speed violation

ignoring traffic
signals

ignoring traffic laws

considerable

to form; to constitute
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 40

f. Word List, continued

chokusetsu no direct

hayai hanashi ga in short

untenshu driver

ramboo rough

osoroshii frightful; fearful

gurai desu it is such that
(See Grammar Notes)

nan to ittemo Say what one will;
at any rate

)1.7)
--ni mo kakawarazu

in spite of
(See Grammar Notes)
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 18

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

See Page 22, Language Laboratory Exercise 16.

b. Word List.

1-: 0 "..v1 1'3 taizai suru to stay

P f l 1. * it 6 oshikakeru to thrbhi

)K ttL t,trA.i jitchi shiken driving test

1-7
gakka shiken intellectual

examination

V' L iit kibishii strict

th t 6 I 1,,t, f4" 0 deki soo ja nai it doesn't seem to
be able to

.K 41,",)' daibubun majority

i3-,1*%3 buttsukaru to collide with

i I -V-- haiyaa hire (auto)

1 *1 "r shiwaza doing; act

x<9 rei hiruma daytime
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 41

a. Dialogue

'Motor Trip'

t 9 4: 4 t ti,, 1'1 7 Yr" , -7"

41A 45 -;7 L,

bi

X : .-. 17.-c z Y A,,% 1"

t" 4s e

11A )t .--2T"4"04, it It CA.0%to:#N 1;,i L3 It

t x vta

: 4- 4: z 61) 74 31111;),

0,5 -T A.. ifs c,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 41

a. Dialogue, continued

1/-I% tAk (Q -r
,60 4A ==t z 4-T <

I. te 11 4?) 41 tl) 1C ir

lz )1- A K/fA /`' 3 ) #N ,

-t" ti)tL
4: 4 i5 .e% 414.
< t fL. f 1.- 1 z *1 \' 4" -4"

jg 1 L."47 ;) a.) r 4 1/4: 3 11'.
-r it ,3 L"

1.?` 1:2 "9 "J -t )t 1 = Z

I) -4-1?"-c r:. )). 1c t
S) )) 79 N.'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 41

b. Dialogue Translation

: I got a new car, and I want to ride around a

little. Won't you accompany me on a drive?

: Did you pass the driving test?

: Yes, I did thanks to you.

: Congratulations. And where are you going?

: I'm thinking of going toward Hakone. How about

your family going along, too?

: Is it going to be a day's trip or are you going

to stay over?

: If it is alright with you, I'm thinking of staying

over at Atami for one night and spend the day

leisurely before we return home.

: Oh is that so? It seems very interesting. In

that case, please let us go along with you. I'll

have my wife make preparations immediately.

: To go to Atami what would be the best way to go

to enjoy the scenery?

: Well. I think the best way is to go along the

seashore.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 41

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : I hate to trouble you, but won't you please show

me the route on this map?

Yamamoto: You come to Yokohama via Second Keihin Highway

and if you proceed from there along the seashore,

you come to Kanazawa. And you go south from there

toward Kamakura.

Smith : There is a famous image of the Great Buddha in

Kamakura, so let's stay there for a while to take

souvenir pictures.

Yamamoto: If you proceed along the shoreline of Shichiri-ga-

Hama from Kamakura, you can see Eno-Shima on your

left. The scenery is very beautiful around here.

From around here, again you go in by way of

Fujisawa, and Hiratsuka, and you'll come out to

Ooiso. From there, again you proceed south along

the shoreline, and you will pass through Odawara

and arrive at Atami.

Smith : Well, thank you very much. Let's take off right

away, then.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 41

c. Reading Text

Z ;..K -:!74- L'' tip)/ k?

JZ 4.1A, L C .7 17 t 71% A ))r-- 1-c"

S / 41( 7t- L L I/7 --c% it L 3 <

,fit !f-j-*

s

L L-rc 3 -Cid' "r4 r:

L 1 < t C.J t% L L

8 1," -LA , 1; J;. teiin
. .

13*, t / vY) -) 4 ')

/"t it 7.1 ct e l < 7.fr.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 41

Road Map from Tokyo to Atami
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 41

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1.

2,

3.

Let's take souvenir pictures at Kamakura.

Please show me the best route to go to Hakone.

If you proceed along the sea-shore, you'll enjoy

the view the most.

B. Express the following in English:

1. /; r z. 3 1" Iet %' ;12 69)1 t < 1"

2.

3.

IN /4- -rev/ 1" it tq I- 3 < fs. 0 4* 1", ti(

< it L Ltt

z a; t itzt t pv -to 1-

iJA 4ri- IN A h" Z -4%

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1.

2.

3,

4.

102 1, tl

1_, L 4
tr ffi r r" z e

t x, 4. 1.0\.,

A`! 'Z'' "t h`

5 . it 1- )tes h,

Yz r 6- t ') "4" h`0

A- %, ta K LILttt
6.

7.

....
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 41

d. Exercises, continued

8. 15- r";)
77%"fi

9.

10.

11.

12.

dr 4: :-) 411.1 -c" 14. tv -rt
< irci 3 4, T"1-4`..

:i4r; er7 44- )z

13. it. a) Italt r"-5 ir

15. .t% h t":. DI4.
14.

1
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 41

e. Grammar Notes

None
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 41

f. Word List

9 t 71, - norimawasu to ride around

P.% -1, 4 1" doraibu driving

1C: 1)* 1 11' < mukete iku to go toward --

VI if;k.. 9 higaeri a day's trip

.I: ') 4 47 tomarigake staying over on
the visit

/011*. li: gokazoku family (other than
yours)

-- lit hitoban one night

L 4: 6 tomaru to stay over

.eJ nagame sight; scenery

549- * kaigan seashore; beach

i 1 4T < sotte iku to go along

An7 michijun route

L ,),) t shimesu to show; to indicate

)51g chizu map

It 0 V ./... IR 4..._ Keihin Kokudoo Tokyo-Yokohama
Highway

4A Daibutsu Big image of Buddha

," t
todomaru to stay

kinen souvenir

L. .)(-, L A, shashin photograph; picture

5. 'El keshiki scenery

,P A -I: I) kono atari around here
,a
-&.... oku interior
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 41

f, Word List, .continued

heru

kaigan zoi ni

toorisugiru

shuppatsu suru

hooboo

kankoochi

onsen

yokujitsu

mawaru

yotei

81

to go by way of,
to pass

along the shore

to pass through

to depart

everywhere

sightseeing place

hot spring; spa

following day

to go around

a plan; schedule



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 42

a. pialogue

'Atami Spat

A 41- it tr. vl 4r , 243 5

A. 1k -I. L. -c" ti t A#t-

; X

t *N -c 3,1z. lo

:i 'r hd tf L4 t`t 1 t <') ;13- Lfi

t h i' 3 (s) h" '
t" y I 1" ;fra

54- a) 9 'Ylf

.A X
JA`,2Pc

X

X X
:

I" it. 5 -1:.°

.t"

Z
1. C. 51E 1."10 / t"t

,3 --c" 5 4t
C.

Ltk : z" 15 it: Lo it zb 31.'6- t

"t -1" t 1 4 -X
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 42

a. Dialogue, continued

t:i.e"Je) -rc.3% VJAa),1:& lti ;L ri
% "C"t

: z 1. r < t
1 Vt

83
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Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 42

b. Dialogue Translation

After arriving at Atami, the Smith party
lodged at a certain hot spring inn. There they
changed into YUKATA supplied by the inn, took
a hot spring bath, and after getting out of the
hot bath Mr. Smith and Mr. Yamamoto chatted
leisurely.

: The view from this inn overlooking the seashore

is splendid, isn't it?

Yamamoto: As might be expected from it being called the

Stith

"Riviera of the Orient", it is a splendid sight.

About how many hot springs are there in Atami?

Yamamoto: Well, let me see. I understand there are about

Smith

thirty.

: The hot spring water here is really hot, isn't it?

Yimamoto: That's right. The hot springs at Atami are famous

on account of their high temperature.

Smith : I understand there are many visitors who come here

for their health, isn't that so?

Yamamoto: I understand that high temperature springs contain

large quantities of salts, so ,they are very

effective for neuralgia, gastroenteric diseases,

women's diseases, etc.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 42

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

the way home we are going around the Hakone

area, aren't we?

Yamamoto: That's right. We are going through the Jikkoku

Mountain Pass Scenic Drive which connects Atami

and the Fuji Hakone National Park and comes out

to Hakone. The sight of Mt. Fuji viewed from

Jikkoku Mountain Pass is an indescribably splendid

sight.

Smith : Let's stop at Hakone for a little while and see

sights here and there before we go home, shall

Yamamoto: Yes, that will be fine.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 42

c. Reading Text

.
tz.).fri-t*5

itt <

4" 8, L 77% it to *1. Z v% Zr')r; ii,<
t .3% Lo 1# ia j 1 11. III 1 t 14.-c ti 5 49 r, 49

Ji, /4 IC t 4 t "bit t 4-0
3:al.P, J7 e: t /'" y

(1) 1" 44 )1:2 I" toSj 5;g: 11 f '9

tik.fry, 1,5 <fr:,-c. 3

/c 140.1 ip° 3 A Id 5 3 71[4. rIk

-riv1/7 17; Id --c"
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. High temperature hot springs contain large

quantities of salts.

2, The sight of Mt. Fuji viewed from here is an

indescribable sight.

3; In Japanese inns Yukata are supplied.

B. Express the following in English:

1. L hd 1/' 0 ) . -gt r°
0

"fr A 5A att" vi

2. j. I /A tt vi )0: d4 r n )r it 3 /le -7

01°4%,

3. 1A ,e Ito) rz.7.4-9" lt it:: #7.1.t 3% L"

IR IL t Ad IA. v % 41. t.,

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. '41' ) It )4 111 z *`h Y":2 0%.

2, 31a- *4 -To t" 4`.

3. t t 1744 r A- at 0 4 l'*`.
4. f: ")- lc it 51S. ev% < to A 9 t

%i
$

5. 13 I': ?/- 5312,'*5-t t"h,r,r loth%

6. 53rg. 4iT t < A.-r" ti` 4`

7. It :Asa 4,k e" ri taj ffc, -1P's A t ith

8. -N. g.). 1: ; Arr.
y "Ceti%
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d. Exercises, continued

v%-t-t*N. .
t 17" %7 IS el J6 IP:: d 3 dA j t

t"Ad f*X. 1$14.0,"

'Pt 1t 41k r rir "

rz it t 4; 4 kt.
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Lesson 42

e. Grammar Notes

1. dake atte, "as might be expected from --" or "because":

Following the conclusive forms of verbs, adjectives,

auxiliary verbs and substantives, dake atte means "as

might be expected from -u ".

Examples:

a. Nedan ga takai dake atte, shinamono ga ii desu.

As might be expected from it being expensive,
the quality is good.

b. Tooyoo no Riviera to yobareru dake atte

nagame ga ii desu.

As might be expected from it being called
"The Riviera of the Orient", the view is good.

c. Nippongo no sensei dake atte, Nippongo ga
joozu desu.

He is good in Japanese because he is a
Japanese teacher.

2. De, "because of", "on account of", "by":

Following nouns, de indicates cause or reason.

Examples:

a. Watakushi wa byooki de gakkoo e ikimasen
deshita.

I didn't go to school on account of sickness.

b. Ame de michi ga waruku narimashita.

Streets became bad because of rains.
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Grammar Notes, continued

c. Shiken de isogashii desu.

I am busy because of examinations.
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Lesson 42

f. Word List

ikkoo

onsenyado

shikyuu suru

yukata

kikaeru

yu

agaru

katariau

yado

miorosu

subarashii

--dake atte

netsudo

yoojoo

onsenkyaku

koo-onsen

taryoo no

enrui

fukumu

shinkeitsuu

91

a party; a company

hot spring inn

to supply

yukata, cotton
kimono

to change one's
clothes

hot water

to come out of

to converse with --;
to chat with

inn

to overlook;
to look down

splendid

as might be expected
from; because
(See Grammar Notes)

heat; temperature

care of health

hot springs visitors

high temperature
spring

large quantities of

salts

to contain

neuralgia
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Lesson 42

f. Word List, continued

ichoobyoo

fujinbyoo

kokuritsu kooen

musubu

Jikkoku Tooge

doraibu kcosu

nan tomo ienai

achira kochira

kembutsu suru

de

kaigansen

motsu

utsukushi i

hanare to iru

teien

gastroenteric
diseases

women's diseases

national park

to join

Jikkoku Mountain
Pass

scenic drive

indescribable

here and there

to look at; to visit;
to sightsee

on account of; by;
because of

shoreline

to have

beautiful

to be apart

garden

TAKE EXAMINIITION NO. 3 BEFORE STUDYING LESSON 43.
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a. Dialogue

'Customs and Habits'

X : lc L 3 Ygi44-41:111 IP%% ";.A.LA 15 4 taN:

fsh -th% ts t, /" LItot

t t 4, g 15 1r IL -F

4: 4-

LA* ;; -c"t*a., 16,4r,Ait AAP E1X. 65AlZkir:.9%

/11. rt ;) 0% "tr it 1%. 4" 3 194-- 1:1t

t'l.";r1 -tf Lilt,
A A

ict .0)-("Lcr

712 /1.141 4'10%

1, rz %
-F r: tit tilt mit

r%'1,% fib' w a 43e ;) ')

A -1" it A It: ;K. fit 11. it t irt

X X AIR/.1t /co) Kte 1.

L1A

if
t L fs

1 r .11 67,. *N°

IA 5 rr:(7-1- -5 IL Z t, ti ;) L
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a. Dialogue, continued

A ; A : 11 ;12. CA'

L.-c It -At / 1.ho -e it (6): 0 ir
1-9 it 3 ti T"-t h3 Alb 41711 re, Z L. -1/` t/' 6 4 4i-- tz.

L

tio /4 it It -Co rt riOtt.) --c" .

C. t.n -clt s c t -tt ,& IP° Z L it`t/--c L

L17 ir 4: t , 1p% L orif-r vi 6

Z I*' if 3 .t -2 6 .0) /%" 4.11.7 1°4-,
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Lesson 43

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : There are many interesting customs and habits in

Japan, but would you please cite two or three

which are different from those of the United

States and furthermore very common.

Yamamoto: Well, when Japanese meet friends or seniors, when

they depart, and when they are introduced to

people, they exchange salutations by bowing

their heads.

Smith : That's because the Japanese people are very polite.

Expressions and wordings differ, too, depending

on whom they are talking to, isn't that so?

Yamamoto: That's right. When one talks to superiors and

seniors, he uses polite expressions, but when he

talks to close friends and inferiors, there are

times when he uses rude expressions.

Smith : In the United States, when one departs from someone

he raises his hand and waves it up and down, but

I hear it is the reverse in Japan, isn't that so?

Yamamoto: Yes, to raise one's hand and to wave it up and

down means "please come here", and when departing

from someone, we raise our hand and wave it left

and right.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : The American people blow their noses with hand-

kerchieves making loud noises without reserve

in front of other people, but I hear the

Japanese people don't do such a thing, isn't

that right?

YAthatoto: When the Japanese people blow their noses, they

use paper, and they try as much as possible not

to make sounds.

Smith The Japanese are very polite people, but it seems

they are not too polite to women. For instance,

when they sit down, men sit down first and then

women sit down, isn't that so?

Yamamoto: Isn't that the way it is in America?

Smith : In America, men sit down after women sit down.

Again when women show up while men are sitting

down, it is customary for men to stand up until

the women sit.
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c. Reading Text

-0 4: 1=. L 3 0 4,(.44--i: *s" .V2.4 t-te.
17 .1" .3% ;It *. it" L . or.vL

4pPlif it 1 vl ia 1,1 tz e<, -el- 4%1; *4- t*

/c tt r et i< it 3;1 1. t 4Q /"-t. Lo`

Att. 4: 4" A. 1° It t% A-, irlg. r 1*-
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Lesson 43

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. In Japan when one talks to superiors or to seniors,

he uses polite expressions.

2. He tries as much as possible not to make sounds

when he blows his nose.

3. In Japan from olden days, women were not placed

on a position equal to men.

B. Express the following in English:

1. la J it it la,zy, Wrg ifLiza- /11 e"
q

24 /(): 411 ;it 5 fat it t- *1'1 ts. *it

13 '1

3. II /It 1, 4- It X ip '%0 t

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 19. A. it e" A. tA

2, 19 45. t 1. 3 )4(.4A- dil 51t iLk t

3 *A, it Kit_ l<2 r. 1 -rc At rt. 9 ,

z. 1. r :7 t }t 1* 3 lc It Y''-5 L t

4 13 *-t' It lc I, -1" 4` T ti7 tg 1:

"t;

5. i2 Y. /c t izit t t": -Ik
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d. Exercises, continued

6. 1,1#1. I. 1 ' I tAt st
vl 42 tt t -

7. LE -1" /c Xi] 3 tit lc I th%

8. 13 if -t" t -v1.4%

9. I-3 * -0( ("1t +. t Ir-c J 1 is ,3% 5 't

*-c It )t ita et it it t" La tir
11. Ar., it it fti. .oN iat L i's4`

12. *14 t z r" 1"1-4.
13. 1.9 *-t it i 1* .tt 1,1 lt r" Z"th`

14. ozr -c" it z e
15. ;it 1" t" T" t" 41
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Lesson 43

e. Grammar Notes

1. yoo ni suru, "to try to do such-and-such":

Following the conclusive base of verbs and the

negative auxiliary verb nai, yoo ni suru gives the

meaning of "to try to do such-and-such".

Bxamples:

a. Ima kara yoku benkyoo suru yoo ni shimasu.

I'll try to study hard from now.

b. Amari tabenai yoo ni shimasu.

try not to eat too much.

c. Dekiru dake oto o tatenai yoo ni shimasu.

Try as much as possible not to make a sound.
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f, Word List

fuuzoku

shuukan

sono naka de

kotonaru

mottomo

arifureta

ageru

meue no hito

ojigi o suru

teinei na

kotobazukai

zonzai na

toshiue no hito

shitashii

meshita no mono

to

jooge ni
(ueshita ni)

furu

sayuu

oto o tateru

hana o kamu

kami

dekiru dake

101

custom

habit

among them

to be different

most, exceedingly

common

to cite; to give

superior person

to bow one's head

polite

expression; wording

rude

older person; senior

close; intimate

inferior person

hand

up and down

to wave

left and right

to make noise;
to make sound

to blow one's nose

paper

as much as possible
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 43

f. Word List, continued

miukeru

tatoeba

koshikakeru

saki ni

otoko no hito

yatte kuru

tatsu

sonkei suru

chii

nokoru
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to observe

for example

to sit

ahead

man

to come toward

to stand

to respect

position; social
status

to remain
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a. Dialogue

'Cusoms and Habits' , continued
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a. Dialogue, continued

X $.5 ;)4estt%. -c" e
-I NO ft 11. )t' 4riTi 1- tr i; 65 e ti"

fei t I" 4-2

74`k.
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Are there any interesting customs pertaining to

food?

Yamamoto: It is an ordinary thing for the Japanese to eat

rice, but on auspicious occasions they cook rice

steamed with red beans and eat it.

Smith : What is SEKIHAN?

Yamamoto: SEKIHAN is rice cooked together with red beans.

If you do that the rice becomes red so it is

called " SEKIHAN" Red Rice.

Smith : It is an interesting custom for the Japanese to

invite guests to dinners and when offering

delicacies, to say there is nothing, but eat a

lot.

Yamamoto: That's right. Because if you don't have anything,

you cannot eat a lot, can you?

Smith : When the Japanese cut pickled radishes and fruits

and serve guests, I hear they never serve one or

three pieces, but what is the reason for this?

Yamamoto: It is because the word HITOKIRE can be also

interpreted as "cut a person", and again the word
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

MIRE can be interpreted as "cut the body", that

is "cut yourself".

Smith Oh, is that right? It is just like in America

where we have a dislike for hotel rooms which

have the number thirteen.

Yamamoto: I forgot to mention one more everyday custom.

That is Japanese say ITADAKIMASU before meals

and say GOCHISOOSAMA after mealse

Smith It is something like saying grace before meals

in American, isn't it?

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right.
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c. Reading Text
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Lesson 44

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Such things are all connected to something

auspicious.

2. It can be interpreted as cut yourself.

3. There are many interesting customs pertaining to

food.

B. Express the following in English:

1. At IQ 1J7 t- 11 r: r

2 4r% 119. t t t r - ,t4

o t

3. t-t-11913C (7) I -r:-.

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 19 t fc V- Kit r"4,r,-, 4r

2. t -;? 5) 1t %.;Y

3 ,TirC ic i t la tc. tz t r"h- "k

4. Tz. v %" ;.? )4:, 1 t ti -et 19 91-

5. t 4 the
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d. Exercises, continued

6. t -t't ./t` r 1° h%

7. t (0) Atk

8. e t' t / g(Z Z ka / OF t > g
k5 6 st Ir. 4fi le 4; t ,

9. la if.- A. it Or 1 a /tt.-. 44)" r 1, 4: tr.

11. 13 it. -t:: 40) (I) .)k) < t
tat it it s(it 1.0. 4- 41- i L tt ti air,

12. 4J 69 i;)

13. "C" 1 I lt V "7 t t e fix
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e. Grammar Notes

1. Kire abrupt imperative of KIRU, "to cut":

To express an abrupt imperative (command):

a. Irregular verbs - just memorize them, because

there are only two of them.

Conclusive Abrupt Command Meaning

kuru koi come

suru seyo or shiro do

b. Semi-regular verbs - that is, if the conclusive

base ends in -IRU or -ERU, drop RU and add YO or RO.

Conclusive Abrupt Command Meaning

okiru okin or okiro get up

miru min or miro see

taberu tabem or tabero eat

akeru akem or akero open

Notice that the following verbs are not semi-

regular verbs, but they are regular verbs though their

conclusive bases end in -IRU or -ERU:

hashiru, to run;

iru, to need;

kirut to cut;

ha u, to enter;

kaeru, to return;

shiru, to know;

mairu, to go, to come, etc.

c. Regular verbs - all verbs that do not fall under

(a) or (b) are regular verbs. Change the final vowel U

of the conclusive ending to the vowel E.
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

Conclusive Abrupt Command Meaning

yomu yome read

kaku kake write

kiru kire cut

hairu haire enter

etc.

2. Itadakimasu, Gochisoosama:

Itadakimasu literally means "Illl receive", and

Gochisoosama means "feast". These expressions are used

customarily before meals and after meals and correspond

more or less to saying grace in America.
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f. Word List

medetai auspicious; happy

sekihan rice steamed with
red beans

taku to cook

azuki red beans

akai red

daikon Japanese radish

tsukemono pickles;
salted greens

hitokire one piece

mikire three pieces

wake reason

doo iu wake what reason

kire cut (imperative form
of KIRU)
(See Grammar Notes)

mi body

jibun oneself

imi ni toreru to be interpreted as

juusamban number thirteen

bangoo number

kirau to dislike; to have
a dislike for

nichijoo no daily; ordinary

iiwasureru to forget to say

shokuzen ni before meal
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f, Word List, continued

.!! r 2) ii- i t irs A. 6 kitoogo o tonaeru to say grace

t ir dasu to serve

0 11,1 A: kekkon shiki marriage ceremony

fat v% tai sea bream

/7 9 owari ending

4, '5 mochi rice-cake

*% -4'140):. kazunoko herring roe

* mame beans; healthy

r01 IA: e A 5 kankei ga aru to be related to

I ilp '4 kane mochi rich
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 19

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

See Page 22, Language Laboratory Exercise 16.

b. Word List.

A A tabitabi often

1344-1-6 akushusuru to shake hands

4§"A. yowai mono weak person

- -- y tr it'd -- to sareru to be considered as

1 basu bus

g kP ta seki o yuzuru to give up one's seat
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a. Dialogue

'Festivals in Japan'
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a. Dialogue, continued

ifs ') I" 4t it 1 + v"
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : I hear there are many festivals in Japan, isn't

that right?

Yamamoto: Yes, perhaps there are not very many countries

in the world that have so many festivals as

Japan. It is such that there is not even a

month that does not have five or six festivals.

Smith : Won't you please select principal ones among

them and talk about them?

Yamamoto: Well, they probably are, first of all New Year's,

then the Advent of Spring on the fourth of

February, the Doll Festival on the third of

March, Boys' Festival on the fifth of May, Star

Festival on the seventh of July, and the Festival

of Lanterns on the thirteenth, fourteenth, and

fifteenth of July, etc.

Smith : New Year's celebration is held in most countries,

but what is the so-called Advent of Spring on

the fourth of February?

Yamamoto: This is the day when the winter season ends and

we move into the Spring season, and on this day,

they scatter beans shouting in loud voices "Good
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

luck stay inside, Bpd devils stay out". This is

done so that the sickness and evil will not happen

to members of the family.

Smith : What do they do on the Doll Festival?

Yamamoto: This is a festival for little girls and they

display various beautiful dolls and girls enjoy

. themselves in front of the dolls.
p.

.

Smith : They hoist paper carps on Boys' Festival, don't"

they?

Yamamoto: That's right. This is a festival for boys and it

represents the hope that the boys will grow up

like vigorous carps. And on this day everybody

in the family takes an iris bath.

Smith : What sort of a festival is the Star Festival?

Yamamoto: The Star Festival is a festival of stars, and it

originates from a romantic legend that two stars

facing each other across the Milky Way meet once

a year on the night of the seventh of July. On

this day, they write poems on colored papers and

tie them on to bamboo and send them adrift.
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c. Reading Text

* it e ft i) -0 1.Q r* t
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. In Japan, they scatter beans on the Advent of

Spring so that the sickness and evil will not

break out.

2. So called "Setsubun" is the day when the winter

season ends and we move on to the spring season.

3. Most festivals in Japan originated from the

ancient legends of Buddhism and Shintoism.

B. Express the following in English:

1. I r 1 3 /)1 h

I t t
2 . I I )f.

9,1 t Ad.,

..1) 1 1 ,:zt

- -5/; t
C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. :t*\. : y"
S, ' 1 .-kt h`

2 ,1. 1,1 ) Z r t.1) <

3 . f \t' *. I

gr4. ',10") 9 -1: 1"
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d. Exercises, continued

5. t 5 .%) 1 t 141 -1"

6. 1.4`,
7. -0 1 I -1 A
8. ZA CI 9--t" 1 1it r"A. Lt-tit\t,
9. 1-c. a ) - , < 1 Z. - td ILtte.
10. %! 1, A a 1. -z 3 0.)1t 4aj co cos --cs h.

11. r-z. t * 9 -t-

12 . 11's -rtiL, z.
1.t -kL-ttee

13. t ex- /1 d `0.% 1,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 45

e. Grammar Not ea

1. Nai yoo ni suru tame ni, "so that such-and-such won't":

- -nai yoo ni suru means "to do -- so that such-and

such won't", and tame ni means "so that", so tame ni is

more or less repetitious. Together -- nai yoo ni suru

tame ni means "so that such-and-such won't --".
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f. Word List

( ) omatsuri festival

1 tsuki month

t. v hitotsuki mo nai there is not even
one month

Pi;
Setsubun the Advent of Spring

V' f; Hinamatsuri the Doll Festival;
Girls' Festival

ft. Z160) 4 < Tango no sekku Boys' Festival

fc. i t"*P: Tanabata matsuri Star Festival

AD-bon Festival,of
Lanterns; Feast of
the Dead

iq.410 oiwai celebration

setsu season

:2 "-,7 5 utsuru to move; to change

V3 it v.-. it 7f fuku wa uchi, Good luck stay
oni wa soto inside, Devils

stay out

f$7 koe voice

5 tonaeru to shout; to say

/ 4 mame o maku to scatter beans

V ' ../c "P hina ningyoo doll

AL A ` asobu to play; to enjoy
oneself

11" 9 koi nobori paper carp

t 3 tateru to hoist; to put up

Y' koi carp
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f. Word List, continued

A-k i i seichoo suru to grow

,te ii-.' ;') kiboo desire; hope

- ; ,k 4. arawasu to express

L. .t .5 3: 5-t shoobuyu iris bath

.7.7 hoshi
...

star

K .1) 1 1 1 ama no gawa Milky Way

--\ re 1 6 hedateru across

4=0 t4- 13 aitaisuru to face each other

V -q -,4-,., / ti, roomanchikku na romantic

A Vit..J densetsu legend

t Y.k irogami colored paper

-41i-k
uta song; poem

7.1- 7r. take bamboo

-t. f Ls'-7 it b musubitsukeru to tie on

171 kawa river

-. ku t nagasu to send adrift;
to let flow

1 A it bukkyoo Buddhism

It ,e 3 shintoo Shintoism
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a. Dialogue

'Festivals in Japan", continued

iz r"9 )"' -Zc. ;In

,.

a LI fX< Alto, tt-v% < -t a

Z" t". O 111. IP): iz V

I") < is: ev!) t' 6 4r.) \s% °:; < -rt.;

A.112 -rt zoo.), it A. 1 fg,

4. I, r 4`e% it 1 t t a

411-co
(14 4c 71 lc tril. -5 it t, .0) ',ft 4\".45 9-* i'4":

4;1 f-L, 4" 134cA t -NJ tj

X : t r 1,0) )1.411-citho

(i4 4s- fc, 9 .0) ) 4') T" 13 )1

11) 1 X I:4 ,7) I's 5 t .) rs < ,

° .7) L Jo; 1 Z fa 3 -r t.

7. : -fC 11 Wi( e*' Ve.; _il- t#`,

1:- /VT ..v** ,)

;tc

r; 7.) e." .4%; 13. A. Z 5

.5) 11 L -AT < ') I -2- 11; :7 CI
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a. Dialogue, continued

) ::. ,.1-; tz 74-) :2 t
cJ - 1 Z. 4 It on 0) -it 1. .4: 7 a.

it, 13 oa .f..1 a I I t

t A. ttA
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : I only know that they make merry by dancing at

Obon, but what is the purpose of this festival?

Yamamoto: On this day, the spirits of the dead return, they

say. So, on this day we pay visits to graves and

hold masses for the spirits of the dead. However,

in recent years, dancing simply as a custom and

for amusement has increased greatly.

Smith : In America, too, Obon dancing has become popular,

but they just do it as an exhibition, and that's

about all.

Yamamoto: As aforementioned, there are a lot of festivals

in Japan, but say what one will, New Year's Day

is the most important day for the Japanese people.

Smith : What is GANJITSU?

Yamamoto: GANJITSU is the first day of January and this day

is not only the first day of the year, but is also

the day to begin all work.

Smith : On the morning of New Year's Day, they put up pine

decorations in front of houses, but does that

have any significance?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Yes, it has. Since the pine tree has a long span

of life and it is strong, to put up pine decora-

tions in front of the house signifies the hope

that they will live a long and healthy life. And

also they put up a sacred rope above the entrance

of the house. This is for the sake of maintaining

pureness of the house.

Smith : What sort of things do they do on the morning of

New Year's Day?

Yamamoto: Family members get together and eat rice cake

boiled with vegetables on the morning of New

Year's Day. Children enjoy themselves playing

battledore and shuttlecock and flying kites.

Grownups go around to their superior's and

friends' homes to express New Year's greetings.
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Reading Text

II' -e" to zh" t Id jt.

, 9 01 i 114 %
E

1.3 05 $4 ) t *%" i= t.1.*: t op Oft
* t to 11% e it 71- it 2 It z"

A'N 9, tc ut vs' 4.3* : A. It
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Obon is a festival for the dead and on this day the

spirits of the dead return, they say.

2. To put up pine decorations in front of the home

signifies the hope that we will live a long and

healthy life.

3. We pay visits to graves and hold masses for the

dead.

B. Express the following in English:

2- ;),511) 4t x 7 / 4.) a) 1 c 12 I., de)

f3...lb I 4:10

3. fa-i t 13 tt 13 Ar.../ "( t X:V.4 Cd

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. t% <4 it iq (V) 7p4%;

2. Z .0) i3 rz.

3. Z r 1 i t
-ts'

L

4. reA 3<-) 1: Z "(7) 1:113: 9 -

5. -0 +k t; i *.,%
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d. Exercises, continued

6. :7 69 t h

7. `7) fq IC IT "Urn: 4) a

8. g fin 1:- *` \C":./4;, P.-. "Z' 3 ri

9 . 6) .1>) I 1 t 5 ,r) 1
r"4, tx

vit "

10. X. t( ys g

11. 4-1 it 1 t 3C. )B Y"hira--g Lt th`o
12. KA.lt t L 4r
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e. Grammar Notes

1. Conclusive ending of verbs + teido no mono desu, "it is
just to the extent of doing such-and-such":

Following the conclusive ending of verbs, teido

no mono desu describes the degree or 'extent of doing

things. It is best rendered in English as "one does

such-and-such and that's just about all", or "it is

just to the extent of doing such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Ano hito wa Nippongo ga wakaru to ittemo,
kodomo to hanaseru teido no mono desu.

Although you say he understands Japanese,
it is just to the extent that he is able
to talk to children.

b. Tada goraku to shite yatte iru teido no mono
desu.

They are doing it as amusement and that's
just about the extent of it.
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Lesson 46

f. Word List

li -t, e" 9 Bon-odori Obon dance

-4,, 711 <" sawagu to make merry

tCt Lv% tamashii soul; spirit

rl, < t..1-) tc A. nakunatta hito dead people

lt v`to) / t 0 hakamairi o suru to pay a visit to
a grave

< I: -) 1 t 3 kuyoo o suru to hold a mass for
the dead

jj 4- kinnen in recent years

.112
1E. 1: tan ni simply

V /11.1.V 1: shuukanteki ni habitually;
customarily

'." A < goraku amusement

tit qv misemono exhibition; show

111 teido degree; extent

.fi"! '-.* saijitsu festival day

KJ 0 Ganjitsu New Year's Day

---/"A 6 it''`.) i.' ti ..< --de aru bakari is not only --
de naku but ...

1--.: 1 0) subete no all

1. 1 t L" Ar, shihajime beginning

\ II: t'z'A, kadomatsu New Year's pine
decoration

t)typ .4 x -;7 jumyoo span of life

4( < it, -.1.- 6 nagaku ikiru to live long

s N2 iriguchi entrance
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f. Word List, continued

shimenawa a sacred rope

haru to put up

seijoo cleanliness;
pureness

tamotsu to maintain

zooni rice-cake boiled
with vegetables

hago o tsuku to play battledore
and shuttlecock

tako o ageru to fly a kite

Nenshi New Year's greeting

mikkakan for three days
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 20

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

See Page 22, Language Laboratory Exercise 16.

b. Word List.

t t t+' ,C, soo to wa it isn't
kagirimasen necessarily so

karendaa calendar

tanoshiku joyfully

nenjuu gyooji annual event

411111 4111111 no aida ni among

yoku shirarete iru
known well

chigatta hi different day
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a Dialogue

Film Teaching Unit - "Japanese Family"

X A. t 4. It rla 45. tc,44L

t t§ / t rt e ta Az r
If% t

t 0 tc to it
J- )6 it it tk 1S'' et -2Z 43.1.. ,t t

r $ 5 4/ It 4:trc t 94; xL.Ntr ,

* kt1/4, L 12"111 1 v% 4 L

I% .f)

0411,1t./....4) 1:14: v
.4 1 to .5 ,)

X

'1.5 -es 13 -vs it t t t

S

A. 0 &Ilk z e 7"1:0<,*

t '7 17 /1/ :°) t fa: t, t

I elk: -41 :f.AR; oj
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a. Dialogue, continued

< L , Fr) 4* #. rz.

z it) ty) it ir g t
%, fr. 1" L4: 13 I" 1 I: rz < fs

!) 4: 5 rt 11 i e. r I t

gf k. t Pt ir" t, IV, L I

lo 5 0, I PI. #" 1.1 v%

SAlt tP /1' -21 it f; 41- it°

,f t fs , A. Pz

t ,

X A-1" 4\ `?) :it_ it fq v L *.*;

L.1.1 : 1.1 t i refai t. J1, 4 404

Jr-

41 kh 6 ;) ;.r Ad is 4j t
v L >1\

tV. VP) e) ?k, 3

.1-, -TA t L -t-:-.
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b. Dialogue Translation

After viewing a movie entitled "Japanese Family",

Mr. Smith and Mr. Yamamoto talked about it variously.

Smith : What was that the children were watching intently

at the beginning of the movie?

Yamamoto: That is called KAMISHIBAI and it is appreciated

very much by children. The Kawai brothers (child-

ren) , elder sister Mitsu and younger brother Yone,

also were watching KAMISHIBAI on the way home from

school.

Smith : What was Yone showing to his father after returning

home?

Yamamoto: He was showing a drawing which he had painted at

school.

Smith : They weave cloth at Mr. Kawai's home, but the home

is used as a shop, isn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. In Japan so-called family industry

thrives and various machineries are set up in

homes and family members work there.

Smith : I saw something like a piano music roll, but what

is that?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued,

Yamamoto: That's a textile pattern. Some textiles are

woven from a pattern punched on heavy paper.

Smith : Do the children's uncle and aunt also live there

and assist in the work?

Yamamoto: That's right. The children's aunt also prepares

supper. If it were pre-war Japan, there probably

would have been a maid and she would have been

doing house work in the home of this size, but

today there hardly is any home that can afford

such luxury.

Smith : What are the features of difference between

Japanese cooking and Chinese cooking?

Yamamoto: Chinese people like to cook and there are many

who cook as a hobby, so the cooking is elaborate,

but Japanese people are different. They eat

because they have to eat. Consequently, Japanese

people cook simply and eat simply.

Smith : What were the children doing after supper?

Yamamoto: They were studying. Since the reading and the

writing of the Japanese language are difficult,

at times Mitsu has to teach reading and writing
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

of Chinese characters to her younger brother.

Smith : While the children were studying,' what was their

father doing?

Yamamoto: He was showing samples of cloth to a customer and

was haggling using the abacus.
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Reading Text

4'4.7 v% 0.) h-r" 1,1 t<

A 9 t ) t 4Hre, yot, t o I
ty.t.J.4`. - i" 4%47 o gl"itet.

ova $N 1.% 6 z , L "7 1t 1,4 z

)K 41 Mt-, sr= 9 . 09 7i-tikoitt-,< e at= 9

-4 .r.A A. tk. 3 0) 69 t tee y

It Lt ff: it 49 /4t 5C if. Ad t tr t
v f. 7f)t t A. 1 I * It 4/ " E a

wirs) "e% to 4:51' St 4 -) N' t fc it'll. it" rci tP
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Kyoto is one of the cities that did not receive

any damages at all.

2. Chinese cooking is very elaborate.

3. Today, there is hardly any home that can afford

such luxury.

B. Express the following in English:

1 . )M Ai/ -1 f--T -.7 -t -)k)

tc 0

2. )34./..t 4t i /4: i t atx 3 t&t; t"1,
3. .4t \47 1: It AApt vrf; C L -Z /

3 A, e f'y ny

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

1. &1 ,f) Y,) 44k to lc

1, r t ifq
2. 31#7 v t At .0 3a t izz; Lz

ti t yr.
3. 947,-*"7 t

Li:. )r.
4. 'Is+) )..1. kJ, 'At 1 t"Z 1) 4- 1,

5. )1.4kr' it it) al- 41* 6t- 4.
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d. Exercises, continued

A-d 4ar L st h
h-e it(rk it lit *`'' It' 414 1/1

0 it Lf.l.

8. 4\41 0 tr A. t(mit-lr-,174`4t1rIto.

9.
4q- t oir f- t r" A. e 34

10. e ir t, 4%.

11. 1ff "i 11-A *-7 g 41 4i(

12. 4"ik -es It- J L tio o P -a A., it 411

t "rt: -
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e. Grammar Notes

1. to yaru, "to do such-and-such for somebody":

Yaru as a terminal verb comes after the to -form of

verbs and means that the speaker or the subject of a

sentence does a favor for an equal or inferior.

Examples:

a, Watakushi wa otooto ni hon o katte yarimashita.

I bought a book for my younger brother.

b. Watakushi wa seito ni e o kaite yarimashita.

I painted a picture for my student.

2, Tokoro, "point; feature; matter":

Tokoro may refer to a point or feature as well as

time and place.

Examples:

a, Donna tokoro ga chigaimasu ka?

What points are different?

b. Miru tokoro ga chigaimasu

The viewpoint is different.
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f. Word List

0 evt, hajime beginning

..- JE lti..,160). isshookemmei ni intently; with all
one's might

Vt<1 I, lev% kami-shibai story telling with
picture illustrations

X.1 #7 kyoodai brothers and sisters

itt ane elder sister

otooto younger brother

IA- e picture; painting;
drawing

b oru to weave

*3--t shigotoba work shop

JKIAL IAt kanai koogyoo family industry

.0
...-7,.., 17-- it, myuuzikku-rooru music roll

4 moyoo pattern; design

A --, 1,1 A* atsui kami heavy paper;
thick paper

1.X..1)C_ ), ojisan uncle

--01' -!-r #% obasan aunt

4'-1 'tc%%;, tetsudau to help;
to lend a hand

-it t jochuu maid
,

c. < t"
zeitaku na luxurious;

extravagant

Fit tf kanji Chinese characters

ik * 4 t yomikaki reading and writing
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f. Word List, continued

yomikata

kakikata

--te yaru

kono kurai no

soroban

kakehiki o

ryoori

Shina

shumi

tokoro

suru

nen ga itte iru

songai

shi

zashiki

tetsudai

146

reading

writing

to do - for somebody
(See Grammar Notes)

while doing such-
and-such

abacus

to bargain;
to haggle

cooking

China

hobby; interest

point; feature;
aspect
(See Grammar Notes)

elaborate; careful

damage; casualties

city

room

help
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a. Dialogue

Film Teaching Unit - "Japanese Family"

X : g4f..oitt:it 1..01;e: $C9-1-1**\

: 5 -re if -co 9 4)(,1 t-, Irr
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a. Dialogue, continued

.4.5 ir4 4,4* t" # it 69 iC r ;11
J 3 07 ,

4-.vAil it 1, it"v% t: /) ft e
rc b% IP 4

"Jr A 41.1, -7 4% to 1" Ir. 1 ifl t
ft 4: -4=A t tt. it vs fo, Ir. ft;

L

L ti% /' 1. ft ?ea 19.4. -t* '4)c 0 I:

1- it ei lc l tr. Ir. itt- L tLtt of)

/13 t L tC. 4

. ts A- .3 411.-

. At it t J: 3 z td1°

1.1 VI 6 a) "1"1" *` h It Ail

m I, v 411- ir #t 411- t 4.
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Japanese houses have sliding paper doors, but what

do you do when they are torn?

You cut out just the torn parts and paste new

paper there; then they will be as good as they

were originally.

Smith : Rooms in Japanese homes become bedrooms at bed-

time, don't they?

Yamamoto: That's right. They spread bedding on the tatami

mat and sleep on it.

Smith : Next morning, Yone and Mitsu went to Nara

accompanied by their aunt, but there sure are

a lot of temples and shrines at Nara, aren't

there?

Yamamoto: That's right. The most famous one among them is

the Daibutsu Building at Toodaiji Temple. This

is the building in which the Great Image of

Buddha is located and its height is about one

hundred and fifty feet.

Smith : The deer in Nara Park are very tame, aren't they?
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Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: That's right. They take food from children's hands

and eat it.

Smith A scene of a puppet show called BUNRAKU in Osaka

was shown, but it resembles American puppet shows,

doesn't it?

Yamamoto: This puppet show has been playing since about three

hundred years ago, and whether or not the person

who relates the plot of the story can make the

audience cry and laugh depends on his skill.

Smith After the play was over, the children went back

stage guided by the manager and had the manipu-

lation of puppet-dolls explained by a puppeteer,

but it was a good study for me, too.

Yamamoto: The following day was New Year's Day and the

Kawai family seemed very busy, didn't they? I

have already mentioned the fact that in Japan

they put up KADOMATSU and SHIMENAWA in front of

houses on New Year's Day, but I forgot to mention

the fact that they also decorate alcoves with

rice-cake offering.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : They decorated the rice-cake offering with seaweed

and tangerines, but do these have any significance?

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right. These express the idea of

rejoicing. And they hang a special scroll that

is used for New Year's Day in the alcove.
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C. Reading Text

4- 4 AA 1 t 1.3

)14.. -c ik 11A tc- tt. tk L ic

-rt 9 4 A t ikt tt. 9 L <

05 ri
)11- tr-T t 11-/> L rtv

--"=- *I( I: tt,
-c 4.,

214. A JO .9

<b11< tt 191 1.1 :) t 0

.tc. h. .1"lt 5r, 0

< "
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d. Exercises

A. Express tile following in Japanese:

1, When paper is torn you can't make it as it was

originally.

2. Whether he can pass the examination or not will

depend on his skill.

3. I spent the dal), pleasantly doing the sights of

Nara.

B. Express the following in English:

1, 4id)13)t r K41-\69 15 5 t 1 J'j "

-r A <";, "r-r
2, / ta
3. L 1 S"N# 1 Is .4: Id fc 1." 4%" 1 <

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

1.

2 I& ht rk4-a 04- 1: it t'.1-t-t4\..
3.

5 "11 4 e 4. L tz. h

4. 4; t..t "th\°

41 ty 0)

5. It lqEn't h`
6, 69 14%; 5 L.-t X< eS tlrp,,
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d. Exercises, continued

7. 'e -;;" iq zoth 0

8, 4. 44', L it"v t*-1* t -t" tc:

9. 0,11 rfq lt tA- -t06) 4` e 4:',
10,

11, it i ,e0A- rs 17.*

12 . 3. Nit 11 1.34c e"< < so) -4"
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e. Notes

1. Samisen:

The Samisen, a three-stringed instrument, is the

most popular of Japanese musical instruments. In skill-

ful hands it is capable of rendering a great variety of

tones. The frame of the body, almost square in shape,

is made of quince or oak wood, and both, faces are

covered like a drum with catskin. Its neck and finger-

board, about three feet long, is made of oak or red

sandalwood. The bridge is made of buffalo-horn and the

plectrum of ivory, buffalo-horn, or tortoise-shell.

4.
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Lesson 48

f Word. List

kir itoru

haru

moto no toori ni

shinshitsu

shiku

tsurerareru

otera

omiya

daibutsuden

osameru

takasa

hito ni nareru

Bunraku

ningyoo-shibai

suji

bamen

shibai

setsumei suru

kembutsunin

nakaseru

warawaseru

udemae

156

to cut out

to paste

just as it was
originally

bedroom

to spread; to lay

to be accompanied by

temple

shrine

Building in which
the image of great
Buddha is _located.

to store, to locate

height

to become tame

Bunraku show

puppet show; marion-
ette performance

plot

scene

play

to explain

spectator; audience

to make one cry

to make one laugh

skill; ability
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 48

f. Word List, continued

--ni yoru

butaiura

gakki

Samisen

to depend on

back stage

musical instrument

SAMISEN (Japanese
musical instrument)
(See Notes)

ningyoo-tsukai puppeteer; doll-
manipulator

rice cake offering

dried seaweed

special

rejoicing;
congratulations

o sonae-mochi

kombu

tokubetsu no

oyorokobi

ichinichi sugosu

atsukai kata

kuwashiku

157

to spend a day

handling;
manipulation

in detail



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 21

a. Student Instructions and Guidance

(1) Draw Refresher Course tape, "Language
Laboratory Exercise 21, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List printed
below. These words did not appear in the preceding lessons,
but they are used in this exercise.

(3) Report to the language laboratory where film
MF -20 -8858, JAPANESE FAMILY, 23 minutes running time, will
be shown.

(a) View the film once while listening to
the pre-recorded Japanese script synchoronized with the
action of the picture.

(b) Listen to tape, Language Laboratory
Exercise 21, and answer questions within pauses. Keep
listening and answering over and over until you can answer
the questions within given pauses,

mairu to go to worship at

obaa-san grandmother

yameru to quit

hen ni mieru to appear strange

ocha tea

to door

toko a bed

kisha train

eki

mamonaku

shuukyoo

takeuma

kimono
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station

in a little while;
before long

religion

bamboo stilts

clothes

ri1



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 21

b. Word List, continued

meishi calling card

atsumaru to gather

hirou to pick up

uta-garuta Japanese playing
cards containing
verses

Efi
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a. Dialogue

'Forestry'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 49

b. Dialogue Translation

I heard from you before that Japan is mountainous

and the area of arable land is no more than seven-

teen per cent of the country, but judging from

that it seems there area lot of forests in Japan,

doesn't it?

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right. As much as sixty-eight percent

of the country is covered with forests. It seems

that the mild weather and the abundance of rain

water are favorable factors.

Smith Because the area of forest is vast forestry

probably prospers, doesn't it?

Yamamoto: Considering that, it doesn't prosper too much.

The inclination of the mountainous regions is

steep and is inconvenient for the development of

forests, so she imports quite a bit of lumber

from overseas.

Smith What kinds of timbers are plentiful in Japan?

Yamamoto: Building materials such as pine, cryptomeria, and

Japanese cypress and spruce and fir trees to be

used-for pulp are plentiful.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 49

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : Forests perform very important functions in japan,

don't they?

Yamamoto: Yes, they produce timber to be used for building

material, fuel, pulp and so on, and they have a

very important function of preventing floods.

Smith If you cut down forests, you'll have no more trees

in the mountains, and cause flood damages so you

must conduct reforestation and prevent flood

damage, but they conduct reforestation in Japan,

do they not?

Yamamoto: Of course they do. However, because of the war,

forests in various places were cut down recklessly,

and after the war, timber was cut extensively in

order to solve the housing shortage. Consequently,

amount of reforestation could not catch up with the

amount of trees being cut down, so hereafter they

must promote reforestation more and more. It is

said that if things go on as they are, the forests

will be gone in about sixty or seventy years hence.

This is a grave problem for Japan today.
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Lesson 49

C. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 49

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

In proportion to the area of arable land in the

country, agriculture does not flourish too much.

2. If things go as they are now, the mountains will

become completely bare fifty years hence.

3. The number of farmers in America is no more than

15 per cent of the total population.

B. Express the following in English:

1. )g -co t 4:,K it .3k 4 "/c es fa Ott,10
114 44 1.4 yp" 1% z :**, 41 * *It tr

4/%4' t fer 4. to

1* t ti-)k" I= 3t A.e .1. t?*'

fj. 14- 4 14 it to 3 io) * 44. t

Answer in Japanese the following questions:

1. la ii(11- 1 Atr :4:: ;/, 19% %"4-4%

2 o) 44T \° 4."", t fh%1 i;% " 4'4:

3. fx.e g4r- I= it A; 4;)k 4%1 bi -tufo

4. f * 1t * '/A. ,1 t -r
4/Nb% t --zr. 4% A. tt v% -t

5. IR * tt t4 *4- /t to ts' h%

6. 4 r. -r" 4 * f S 4 1 t 4: t4%
t.
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Lesson 49

d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 49

e. Grammar Notes

1. Ni suginai, "to be no more than":

Following substantives ni suginai expresses the idea

of "to be no more than; to be only".

Examples:'

a. Kita hito wa gonin ni suginakatta.

Persons who came were no more than five.

b. Nippon no koochi wa kokudo no juunana paasento

ni suginai.

The arable land of Japan is no more than seven-

teen per cent of the land..

2. Wari ni, "considering", "for", "in proportion to":

Following the conclusive base of inflecting words

and nouns plus no, wari ni expresses the idea of

"considering", "for".

Examples:

a. Ano hito wa yoku taberu wari ni, ookiku naranai.

Considering that he eats a lot, he does not

grow big.

b. Ano hito wa toshi no wari ni rikoo desu.

He is intelligent for his age.

3. Mama, "as it is":

Following the conclusive base of verbs, both present

and past, and nouns plus no, mama expresses the idea of
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 49

e. Grammar Notes, continued

"as it id", "intact", "as it stands".

Examples:

a. Ima no mama de iku to, sugu dame ni narimasu.

If things go as they are now, they will become

no good in no time.

b. Mado o aketa mama de kaette wa ikemasen.

You must not go home with the windows left

open.

c. Ie o sono mama de urimashita.

I sold the home as it stood.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 49

f Word List

koochi

kokudo

--ni suginai

sassuru to

shinrin

made

oowareru

ondan

koojooken

hiroi

ringyoo

wari ni

keisha

kyuu

kaihatsu

mokuzai

sugi

hinoki

kenchiku-yoozai

fuben

yakume

nenryoo

169

arable land

country; territory

to be no mOre than --;
be only
(See Grammar Notes)

judging from --

forest; woods

as far as; till

to be covered

warm; mild

favorable factor

big; spacious

forestry

considering that; for
(See Grammar Notes)

inclination; slope

steep; precipitous

development;
cultivation

timber; lumber

cryptomeria

Japanese cypress

building material

inconvenient

function

fuel
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 49

f Word List, continued

par upu

mochi iru

koozui

fusegu

bassai suru

suigai

shokur in

kakuchi

muyami ni

juutakunan

kaiketsu suru

kiridasu

shokurinryoo

bassairyoo

oitsuku

kongo

susumeru

ima no mania -

sanjuunengo

juudai na

170

pulp

to use

flood

to prevent

to cut down

flood damage

reforestation

various places,
everywhere

recklessly;
thoughtlessly

housing shortage

to solve

to cut down; to fell

amount of refores-
tation

amount of trees cut
down

to catch up

hereafter

to encourage;
to promote

as it is now
(See Grammar Notes)

thirty years later

grave; serious;
important



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 49

f. Word List, continued

ezomatsu spruce

t >11
todomatsu fir tree

I 3 lt te0i% maruhadaka completely naked;
completely bare

IL
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Lesson 50

a. Dialogue

'Fishing Industry'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 50

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 50

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Japan is a leading marine production country of

the world, isn't she?

Yamamoto: Yes, as for Japanese fishing, both the number of

people engaged in the industry and the output are

greatest in the world. However, most of the ships

are of small size, so you can't say that the amount

of fishes caught per capita is great.

Smith : Japan is surrounded by seas on all sides, so she

probably has many fishing grounds hasn't she?

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right. And because warm currents and

cold currents flow in her coastal waters, the

variety of fishes is great.

Smith Speaking of the fishing industry, you have coastal

fishing, off-shore fishing, and deep-sea fishing,

but what kind of fishing do the Japanese do

Yamamoto: From eighty per cent to ninety per cent of Japanese

fishers engage in coastal Hailing.

Smith As for coastal fishing, what methods do they employ

to catch fishes?

174
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Classroom. Instruction
Lesson 50

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: They catch fishes in coastal waters by hook and

line, and by dragnets.

Smith What kind of fishes are caught in Japanese coastal

waters?

Yamamoto: Because both warm currents and cold currents flow

in Japanese coastal waters, there are many varieties

of fish, but the chief ones among them are mackerel,

sea-bream, sardine, squid, mackerel-pike flat-

fish, crab, yellowtail and others.

Smith Deep-sea fishing has prospered in Japan in recent

years, hasn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. It has developed rapidly in recent

years due to the progress of motor powered ships,

and the amount of tuna, whale and salmon caught is

gradually increasing.

The cultivation of oysters is fairly active too

Japan, isn't it?

That's right. In Sendai Bay, Hiroshima Bay as well

as Tokyo Bay the cultivation of oysters flourishes.

And in Tokyo Bay and Hiroshima Bay, the cultivation

seaweed also flourishes
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Classroom Instruct ion
Lesson 50

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 50

Exercises

Express the following in Japanese:

Deep-sea fishing has developed rapidly in recent

years, due to the progress of motor powered ships.

Nbrway, England, as well as Japan, are the leading

countries of the world in fishing.

Because warm currents and cold currents flow in

coastal waters, fishing grounds are numerous.

B. Match the Japanese terms in Column A to the English

terms in Column B and place the number of the correct

English equivalent in the space provided after each

Japanese term:

( 1) Column A Column B

mackerel-pike

b. If% 47 V ( ) 2. crab

c . lt" ( ) 3. bonito

#1r#4.t ( ) 4. tuna

Al ') ) 5. sardine

Te4L0 ( ) 6. mackerel

ON 7. whale

<° 8. yellowtail

UA
9. sq4id

* 10. flatfish

177
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 50

Exercises continued

(2) Column A Column B

a. ;t% ( 1. output

b. ) 2 fishing craft

c. ( ) 3. fishing ground

d. lc/ ) 4, fishing industry

) 5. amount of fishes
caught

#.0; ( ) 6. cultivation

g. 7KIttA ) 7. coastal water

h. 1: ( ) 8. fishes

a ( ) 9. fishing populace

( ) 10. marine production
country

Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. la ?KAI It te',7-e't
2. 0 t J 11: t.' el
3 13 1 t: :4t, A 4° 5,/?

.4) ?I ro: Ar " -r

:4?./A0

t

, --*"
1.2 fi

1E7 /N r.;. >Pt
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d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 50

e. Word List

yuusuu no

suisankoku

suisangyoo

gyooshasuu

sangaku

kogata no

gyogyoo

gyokakudaka

gyojoo

kinkai

danryuu

kanryuu

nagareru

engan-gyogyoo

okiai-gyogyoo

enyoo-gyogyoo

gyomin

tsuri

leading., foremost

marine production
country

marine product indus-
try; fishing industry

number of people
engaged in the
industry

output; production

small; of small size

fishery; fishing
industry

amount of fishes
caught

fishing ground

coastal waters

warm current

cold current

to flow (v i.)

coastal fishing

off-shore fishing

deep-sea fishing

fishing people

fishing with hook
and line

drag net

fishes

-tAk

t. fI
jibikiami

gyorui
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Classroom-Instruction
Lesson 50

e. Word List, continued

Baba

samma

iwashi

ika

karei

kani

buni

dooryokusen

shimpo

kyuusoku ni

katsuo

maguro

kujira

sake

shidai ni

zooka suru

kaki

yooshoku

wan

nori

saibai

gyosen

181

mackerel

mackerel-pike

sardine

squid

flat fish

crab

yellowtail

motor powered ship

progress

rapidly

bonito

tuna fish

whale

salmon

gradually

to increase (v.i.)

oyster

cultivation

bay

laver (seaweed)

cultivation

fishing boat;
fishing craft



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 22

a. Student Instruction and Gukancc.

See Page 22, Language Laboratory Exercise 16.

b. Word List.

toozen no

no haze (desu)

natural

to be expected to
be --

maki fire wood

mokutan wood charcoal

Kanada Canada

genzai at present

okureru to be late;
to be behind

shinju pearl
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PREFACE

The NON RESIDENT LANGUAGE REFRESHER ,COURSE, MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE UNIT, 210 HOUR COURSE, JAPANESE LANGUAGE,
VOLUME IV, contains Lessons 51-70 for classroom instruction
and Exercises 23-30 for language laboratory practice.

Each Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" consists of,
the following sections:

"a. Dialogue"

"b. Dialogue Translation"

"c. Reading Text"

"d. Exercises"

"e. Grammar Notes"

"f. Word List"

The "Dialogue", written in conventional writing, As
arranged so as to give the student a number of new words' and
a number of new ways of saying things. Certain KANJI "Chinese
characters", considered more difficult for the student to
recognize than others, appear with their readings to fac ill-
tate his reading.

The "Dialogue Translation" is intended to convey the
meaning of the Japanese sentence, rather than to be a word-
for-word translation. Where possible, idiomatic English
sentences are given. However, in some cases, if the Japanese
sentence were translated into idiomatic English, an important
feature of the Japanese sentence meaning would be lost.
Therefore, the student should not be alarmed even if some of
the English versions appear stilted.

The "Reading Text", written narratively in conventional'
writing, reworks and manipulates the vocabulary and patterns,
of the "Dialogue" to provide the student with a resume of.
the "Dialogue".

The "Exercises" are intended both for bilingual practice
of translating from one to the other and for drill in directly
answering questions given in Japanese, and they are based
primarily on the content of the "Dialogue".



:74 1.7ria

The "Grammar Notes" .deal with selected grammatical
features in the "Dialogue". They are intended merely to
enable. the student to get a clearer picture of these
grammatical features and functionally apply and assimilate
them through practice. -,

The!"Dialogue"-, "Reading Text" and certain sections of
"Exercises" in each Lesson for "classroom Instruction" are
pre-recorded together with necessary student instructions for
use in the event that native speakers of J.Rpanese are not
available as instructors.

Normally every third hour is to be spent for individual
language laboratory practice whether qualified instructors
are available or not. The material for laboratory practice
is based mimarily on the contents of the "Dialogues" covered
in classroom. during the two "preceding hours. The bulk of
the. laboratory material including student instructions is
also pre-recorded. However, some portions of the laboratory
material have been prepared in written form and these are
printed under "Language Laboratory Exercises" normally after
every second Lesson for "Classroom Instruction". Each
pre- recorded. "Language Laboratory Exercise" consists of a
dialogue and a series of questions.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 51

Dialogue

'Mining Industry'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 51

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 51.

b. Dialogue Translation

SMith How is the mining industry in Japan?

Yamamoto: Although Japan is limited in lands, she is

blessed with various mineral products. How-

ever, the amount is very small.

Smith What kind of mineral products do they have in

Japan?

Yamamoto: The mineral which occupies highest place in the

amount of output is coal, and besides that theere

are gold, silver, copper, sulphur, lime stoe,,
-)\-1

iron sulphide, petroleum, iron and others.

Smith

Yamamoto:

Is the country self-sufficient in coal?

It is self-sufficient, but Japan has the

shortcoming of being compelled to import high,

calory coal necessary for iron manufacture from

foreign countries.

Smith Besides that, in what other minerals is the

country self-sufficient?

Yamamoto: Gold, silver, sulphur, lime stone, iron

sulphide and others are self-sufficient.

However, practically all the iron and

petroleum which are necessary for modern

3
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 51

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

industry has to be imported.

I thought all along that since copper is

produced a lot in Japan, it is self-sufficient,

but isn't that so?

Yamamoto: At one time Japan had a copper output second

in the world, but due to the development of

the electrical industry, utilization of copper

has increased and at present Japan is in a

situation that she cannot provide even half of

the necessary amount.

Smith What do you use lime stone for?

Yamamoto: Lime stone has an extensive usage such as for

cement, for the chemical industry, for iron

manufacture, and for fertilizer.

Smith s What do you use iron sulphide for?

Yamamoto: Iron sulphide is used to make sulphuric acid,

and sulphuric acid is indispensable for the

production of fertilizer and dye. Japan

turns out the highest output of iron sulphide

in the world.

14,11.rkzeV.d riLt
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 51

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 51

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. At present Japan is in a situation that she cannot

provide even half the necessary amount of copper.

2. Japan is blessed with varieties of mineral products

in spite of the fact that her land is limited.

3. Sulphuric acid is indispensable for the manufactur-

ing of fertilizer and dye.

Match the Japanese terms in Column A to the English

terms in Column B and place the number of the correct

English equivalent in the space provided after each .

Japanese term.

Column A Column B

a. laA ) 1. coal

b. IA ( ) 2. iron

C. Zteljk ( ) 3. fertilizer

d ; iG 'A7 ( ) 4. copper

e. ( ) 5. lime stone

f . ) 6. amount of mineral output

g. neipf ) 7. mining industry

h. ( ) 8. sulphur

i. IMO ( ) 9. dye

%tt.4 CO: ( ) 10. siltrer

k. ( ) 11. sulphuric acid
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 51

Exercises, continued

Column A

1. %,) '

m.

n. 10001
o. 1$,K

) 12.

Column B

mineral product

) 13. petroleum

( ) 14. iron sulphide

) 15. gold

Answer in Japanese the following questions:

1. 13 *0 04 t t t":2 /nth`,
2. 1-3 *iz. 11 'CV,- rci: V; 4-t vit $5 -rt
3 . ; R It 1 . 4 1 , 5 41. -r" .

4. tfl vt4...1" fa /*A 11-4\

5. "hirc-cl-t 4\s'

6. it
7. thil ig -r"toN.

8. )tRA7 4q 4t -5 69 1"4-4`.

9. kg.46V: ).19-
10. 1`111-4 1"4'4`.

11. la 74s, -c" kr-LA 5)ii-k nit t l'Ae

12. 1.345N-ckit 4-674srA 1 041
<

7



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 51

e. Grammar Notes

1. Seneba naranu, "must do":

Following the first base of verbs, neba naranu

means "must do such-and-such". Neba naranu can be

replLzed by neba naranai or neba narimasen.

Examples:

a, Watakushi wa ikaneba naranu tokoro ga aru.

There is a place where I must go.

Watakushi wa yomaneba naranu hon ga aru.

There is a book that I must read.

c. Watakushi wa komban gakkoo ni koneba naranal.

I must come to school tonight.

8
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Lesson 51

f. Word List

koogyoo mining industry

koosambutsu mineral product

kiwamete extremely; very

koosangaku mining output;
amount mined

saikoo highest

shimeru *to occupy; to hold

sekitan coal

kin gold

gin silver

doo copper

ioo sulphur

sekkaiseki lime stone

ryuukatetsu iron sulphide

sekiyu petroleum

kokunai de domestically;
within the country

jikyuu dekiru to be able to self-
sustain; self-
sufficient; able
to provide

seitetsu iron manufacture

koo-karorii-tan high calory coal

seneba naranu must do
(See Grammar Note)

jakuten shortcoming;
weak point

9
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 51

f. Word List, continued

kindai koogyoo

kattewa

denki jigyoo

hatten suru

shiyoo

hitsuyooryoo

jootai

sementoyoo

kagaku-koogyooyoo

seitetsuyoo

hiryoo

yooto

ryuusan

senryoo

seizoo

.nakutewa naranai

--o nozoite

10

modern industry

at one time; before

electrical industry

to develop (v.i.)

use; application

necessary amount

condition; state;
situation

used for cement

used for chemical
industry

used for iron
manufacture

fertilizer

usage

sulphuric acid

dyes

manufacture;
production

indispensable;
vital

with the exception
of --
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a. Dialogue

!Manufacturing Industry'

la *op-T.111

4-* 5 t -/%" <

712 -t" h

lz I 4- ttits*iec 14.

x A AS% *k "Ir if 'LI 71" 9 -7 S'

itk 4s. , 4 \'42,Nro 40"

-ts.' ic

: 04. It WA I: e v% 71( h

t 4t ij 1$. 43 re 4 ;fa .

74L

X A

0

'441-1t 13)it

la 4s. w
to IAA, tit

it 1 t ;11:

A4 1,A,

rifOciP,

t,-1;+-0 vr-c * ./k: 5-1

.71k in 613 ..is7 t iz I/ .1:

69 ;#', Ntr "rt
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a. Dialogue, continued

0) It
4 z" At'

711- t t ?f4-IL. 7---1 eitt I 5 "t.
X X 't" A, t d 3 iz L I B 13 0)

A. tor u_ 3 _t, 5 --c",

t td xzv %3`ir "
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 52

Dialogue Translation

Smith : How is the manufacturing industry in Japan?

Yamamoto: Compared to European countries and the United

States, Japanese industry is still far behind

them.

Smith What is the reason for that?

Yamamoto: Because in the advanced countries of Europe and

the United States, there are many factories of

large scale management using advanced machines,

but in Japan there are a great many medium and

small factories.

Smith : Today in. Japan industries are shifting from light

industries to heavy chemical industries, isn't

that so?

Yamamoto: That's right. The production of metals, machinery,

:chemical products and others has become active.

Smith : I understand that Japan is short of mineral

resources, but abundant in water power resources

and labor power, but is that true?

Yamamoto: That's right. That is one of the characteristics

of Japanese industry.

13



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 52

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : Where are Japan's four great industrial belts?

Yamamoto: They are the Keihin, Chuukyoo, Hanshin, and Kita-

Kyuushuu Industrial Belts and they alone comprise

forty per cent of the total industrial output of

Japan.

Smith : The Keihin Industrial Belt is the industrial belt

in the vicinity of Toky5 and Yokohama, and the

Hanshin Industrial Belt is the industrial belt in

the vicinity of Osaka and Kobe, but where is the

Chuukyoo Industrial Belt?

Yamamoto: That is the industrial belt in the vicinit,

Nagoya.

Smith I wonder why industry has developed in such

places?

Yamamoto: Because such places are endowed with the necessary

conditions for the development of modern industry

such as, ground being level, having large popula-

tions, having easy access to labor powr, trans-

portation being convenient, and having markets in

the vicinity to dispose of their manufactured

goods and so on.

14



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 52

c. Reading Text

1_7,7 . .,to 17)4 9 * IQ

)a 4c lt t tc" 4% i *t. 71-1

-0N" 37 N%, 1.17 e v ig -cd-4-.

Zk it ZA / 415 5 4%." I's -ro t
ig 45.1" 1p t v 71-) ;K. Z 1,1 5 65 :Ars-

*419 z5.7 iN0--tr./1- lde5/ let 3

to 1"

15



Classrooth Instruction
Lesson 52

d. Exercises.

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The fact that Japan lacks mineral resources is the

shortcoming of Japanese industry.

2. I understand that Japan is abundant in water power

resources and labor power.

3. The United States has many factories of large scale

management using advanced machinery.

B. Express the following in English:

1. e h .t" r -k7 I' AL

2. 14 -rz .3040-,k

3. 13 45, 1X n 13 *1 IC t` *N ;)°,

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

1. *ig a) J t t "f t41 17,c

1: -^: 3 t' lf' "t. h`

2. °) it 1* 41 -r

3 . a d4L it a 4111: 41 1: 4-N4, 9-7 A tt.P.
4. t'ftit-.-11" it r"d fs t it- teN.
5. dijr, ..t4 *1--t,
6. * ..xv 4,* t" .C*1 \

16



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 52

d. Exercises, continued

\V 1.4

v )14 L 4. if e

8. If\ TA l Y"'. -r" tb.
9. ?if( mg it
10. Irtf t Neo,:

11. irA) x.-K ':it 44-ft a-f tos
12. ig 45- 1

T t 7-- )) ,x .**

e2 v% A

en.)ki:i9,13.

17



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 52

e. Grammar Notes

1. Tsutsu aru, "ming":

Following the second base of verbs, tsutsu aru

expresses progressive action and is translated as

"ming". The same idea can be expressed by using te-

form of verbs plus iru. However, the te-form is some-

times ambiguous because it is more flexible in meaning,

and can be interpreted as progressive action or state of

being. Por example, in the following Japanese sentence

"Ano hito wa Nippon ni itte imasu", itte imasu can be

interpreted as "he is going" or "he has gone and is

there now".

Examples:

a. Nippon wa koogyoo ga masumasu hatten shitsutsu

aru no desuo

Japanese industry is progressing more and more.

b. Nippon wa konnichi keikoogyoo kara juukoogyoo

ni kawaritsutsu aru.

Today Japan is shifting from light industry to

heavy industry.

18
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 52

f. Word List

koogyoo

yooroppa shokoku

Amerika
gasshuukoku

madamada

riyuu

senshinkoku

susunda

daikibo na

keiei

koojoo

chuushookoojoce

keikoogyoo

juukagaku koogyoo

kawaru

tsutsu aru

kinzoku

kagaku -se ihin

seisan

koosan shigen

toboshii

19

manufacturing
industry

European countries

The U. S. A.

still

reason

advanced nation

advanced

large scale'

management

factory

medium and small
factory

light industry

heavy chemical
industry

to change; to shift

--ing
(See Grammar Notes)

metal

chemical product

production

mineral resources

to be short of
to be limited

;



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 52

f. Word List, continued

le<

suiryoku shigen

roodooryoku

hoofu

tokushoku

yondai koogyoo
chitai

zenkoogyoo
seisangaku

fukin

tochi

taira

eyasui

kootsuu

seihin

urisabaku

shijoo

water-power resources

labor power

abundant

characteristics

four great industrial
belts

total industrial
output

vicinity

ground

level; flat; plane

easy to obtain

transportation

,manufactured goods

to sell; to dispose
of

market

sonaeru to possess; to be
endowed with

employees; workers

total factories

juugyooin

zenkoojoo

20



Language Laboratory Exercise
Exercise 23

a. Student Instructions and Guidance

(1) Draw Refresher Course tape "Language Laboratory
Exercise 23, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List printed on the
next page. These words did not appear in the preceding lessons,
but they are used in this recorded exercise.

(3) The tape contains a dialogue and a series of
questions based on the dialogue. They are recorded in the
following order:

(a) The dialogue is recorded once by native
speakers at normal conversational speed for comprehension only.

(b) The dialogue is again recorded at normal
conversational speed but with pauses for student imitation and
repetition. Keep listening and repeating over and over until
you have become entirely familiar with all the details of
pronunciation and can imitate them in your own zepetition
within given pauses.

(c) The dialogue is again recorded at normal
conversational speed for comprehension only.

(d) Next, a series of questions pertaining to
the dialogue is recorded at normal conversational speed with
pauses for your answers. Keep listening and answering over
and over until you can answer the questions within given
pauses.

(e) Finally, the questions and approved answers
are recorded at normal conversational speed with pauses for
student answers and repetition. Listen to the question and
immediately give your answer in the pause given. Then repeat
the approved answer supplied whether your own answer was right
or wrong.

21



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 23

a. Student Instructions and Guidance

b. Word List

nanwar i

hachiwar i

samatageru

ketten

juyooryoo

ato

shokuryoohin

saiken suru

what per cent?

eighty per cent

to hinder; to interrupt

shortcoming

amount of demand

remainder

food; provisions

to rebuild
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Lesson 53

a. Dialogue

. 'Industry and Transportation'

l< ) it i : r to

itHt t-,-( 1\4- 4.-Ne
1.1

t* 71-)tlki_tic,)tgek5C0ittz.t.;
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t;k0 Ytt- rk / I' 5 .C"r`9 A.* It

-ts" 4NA.,V-$"712,

114 : r o 0)13._ ,Y".k 1- 1

RI, 69 r4r1 1;, < *t. -c v 5 t <

9 t
13 'lg. 6, 4: t-t4 tcr

-r% 11 54k z r r4. T" LI: 3,

tIA '3) -4, .13 yjc. -e, lbok, A.411 e -5 to 5 ix
it "Cr -tec %t. fc.

X X : "C 471-)a-ii1 k
ta

1"1- '-e% Yk-f. 4t Try dt) t"
7 14, 4711 1: ir )11 v 1-.7/4

it 6, yuff rt -c"1-.

4f' 46 07 *ft t rehN9 -colt re f; t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 53

a. Dialogue, continued

OA , 414 1",
t tit 'a 4472 tt v) 4-4 141F 3 *

ti
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 53

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Roes the development of transportation have an

important relationship to the development of the

manufacturing industry?

Yamamoto: Of course it has. The networks of railways, roads,

and sea routes that spread around our country

contribute greatly toward transporting commodities

that are produced at various places as well as

joining various places together.

Smith Manufacturing industries in regions where railways

and roads are developed, flourish much more than in.

regions where railways and roads are not developed,

isn't that so?

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right. There are a quite few regions

where exploitation of natural resources is lagging

behind because of the fact that the railways and

roads are not developed.

Smith. : For a country like Japan where trading is essential

for industry, the increase of maritime transportation

is especially important, isn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. The fact that the shipbuilding

industry became conspicuously active after the war

25



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 53

Dialogue Translation, continued

in Japan is also due to that.

mith : Japan lost many ships because of the war, didn't

Yamamoto:

she?

Yes, she did. That's why immediately after the

war, more thamhalfof her trade goods were trans-

ported by foreign ships and she
."was helplessly

paying large amounts Of freight charges' to foreign

countries.

Smith Although you say the increase of maritime trans=

portation is essential, it is no good just to

increase the number of vessels, isn't that right?

Yamamoto: That's right. It is a prerequisite to build good

harbors that have sufficient facilities such as

anchorage, unloading and loading.

Smith Where are the principal trade ports of Japan?

Yamamoto: Well, first of all it would "be Yokohama Port, and

then Kobe Port., Osaka Port, Nagasaki Port, Tokyo

Port, and so on.

26
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Lesson 53

Reading Text

&Li], sito 9.,ft AIt fs Mit -31 NiN t" .)ko VS- e
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 53

d9 Exercises

Express the following in Japanese:

1, Just by increasing the number of ships you cannot

increase maritime transportation.

2. More than half the trade goods of Japan were trans-

ported by foreign ships.

3. Because of the fact that the development of railways

and roads lagged behind, exploitation of natural

resources lagged behind.

B, Express the following in English:

1. )1" 4''d
4V3 e 9 tc. rt: 7 A5 )143 Ira 6) Alit tz.

fi) AK g

2. *f<z -k 5t 1-3 tz Y) -413 ,

)7L rs -.Vt v

11= 3 `" rt. /01-G.

ft.ktb._ Atm- x711-

M ts 4N .3 t: 1,1

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

Nilt *t --t V t 4.%

2. 13 At- l'EL.t. It. 1 t,15.-) e 1 t "1:, 41-1 ve l' h%

3 13 45., 0) At, -k

toi, rj.- L-t Ili 4- tf-N.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 53

d, Exercises, continued

4. Vta ,ft y4-6, 946,31_1,1 ;-)-604=',K it
ts.v).1" J 9 t e.;.-c"fif

5. 13 4c. rt. 4* X. -( I 4) td 1 th'.

7. it AT.)t \ht < °) Ad vl 4: .to.,

8. 1Mrill/tiL 47 °-#11i-itig 1"

L/ v% h'

90 ,Yri -4* 11" -t" 044c< g

10. " Tai 1 5ZN --z" e
110 t rs .:-/ t -r
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 53

e. Grammar Notes

1. Tame ni, "because of the fact that" or
"due to the fact that":

Following the negative suffix nai, past tense suffix

ta, and the conclusive base of verbs and adjectives,

tame ni or tame often expresses the meaning of "because

of the fact that -- "

Examples:

a. Shigen ga tarinai tame(ni) , koogyoo ga hattatsu

shinai.

Because of the fact that natural resources are

insufficient, industry does not develop.

b. Byooki ni natta tame gakkoo ni korarenakatta.

Because of the fact that I got sick I couldn't

come to school.

c. Tenki ga warui tame byooki ni naru hito ga ooi.

Because of the fact that the weather is bad,

there are many people who get sick.

2 e --ni yotte, "by" or "through":

Following substantives ni yotte means "by" or

"through".

30



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 53

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. Busshi wa gaikokusen ni yotte hakobareta.

Commodities were transported by foreign ships.

b. .Riga o miru koto ni yotte Nippongo o naratta.

I learned Japanese by seeing movies.

co Shimbun ni yotte ano hito no shinda koto o

shitta.

I learned cf his death through the newspapers.

3. Bakari dewa masen (or nai) "just by -- alone
one cannot do such-
and-such":

Following substantives and the conclusive base of

inflecting words, bakari dewa masen (or nai) expresses

the idea of "just by -- alone, one cannot do such-and-

such", or "just by doing such-and-such, one cannot do

such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Gyuuniku o taberu bakari dewa ookiku naru koto

wa dekimasen.

just by eating beef alone, you cannot grow big.

b. Noogyoo bakari dewa kuni wa hatten shimasen.

A country doeS not prosper just by agriculture

alone.

31



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 53

e. Grammar Notes, continued

c. Hon o home bakari dewa hanasu no wry joozu ni

naremasen.

just by reading books, you cannot become good

in speaking.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 53

f. Word List

waga kuni

un-yu

sangyoo

juuyoo na

kankei

harimegurareta

tetsudoomoo

dooromoo

our country

transportation

manufacturing
industry

important; essential

relationship

spread around

network of railways

network of roads

kaijoo kootsuuro ocean route

kakuchi

busshi

yusoo suru

hataraki o suru

tetsudoo

kaihatsu

sukunakunai

yushutsu-nyuu

kaiun-yusoo

tGme ni

zookyoo

33

various places

commodities;
resources

to transport

to contribute,
to serve

railway

development;
exploitation

not few; quite few

export and import

shipping; maritime
transportation

because of the fact
that
(See Grammar Notes)

increase



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 53

f. Word List, continued

ichijirushiku remarkably;
conspicuously

sempaku ships

to lose

immediately after

trade goods

half

foreign ships

by (See Grammar Note)

to be transported

under one's eyes;
helplessly

large amount

freight

to increase

no good

anchorage

unloading

loading

harbor

ushinau

chokugo

booekihin

nakaba

gaikokusen

--ni yotte

hakobareru

misumisu

tagaku no

unchin

masu

dame

funa-tsuki

niage

tsumikomi

koowan

dai-ichi

shuyoo na

booekikoo

34

number one; first
essential;
prerequisite

essential

trade port



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 53

f. Word List, continued

Dainiji Sekai Taisen
Second World War

1" it- - - bakari dewa nai
Just by doing such-
and-such, one cannot
do such-and-such
(See Grammar Notes)
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a. Dialogue

'Land and Air Transportation'
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a. Dialogue, cont.nued

't Ac -ri)k 711

As. -c" it 41-tal:- Y56- )1\1% rs 71k- yr/ Ltc,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 54

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : In Japan railways extend considerably in spite of

the fact that the area is small, don't they?

Yamamoto: That's right. Especially when it comes to the

number of passengers that use railways, Japan

is definitely number one in the world.

Smith : Railways in Japan extend east and west centering

around Tokyo', isn't that right?

Yamamoto: Yes. Japanese railways radially extend to the

entire country with TokyU as a center, and the

Tookaidoo Trunk Line and the Sanyoo .Trunk Line

connect essential industrial belts on the Pacific

side of Japan. At present, with the opening of

the KAMMON tunnel, the railways further stretch

to Kyuushuu and are joined to the Kagoshima Trunk

Line.

Smith g From where to where are the Tookaidoo Trunk Line,

Sanyoo Trunk Line, and Kagoshima Tlunk Line?

Yamamoto: The Tookaidoo Trunk Line is from Tiiky3 to robe,

the Sanyoo Trunk Line is from Kbbe to Shimonoseki,

and the Kagoshima Trunk Line is from Moji to

Kagoshima.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 54

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : Has electrification of railways progressed in

Japan?

Yamamoto: Yes, at present the electrification of the whole

Tookaidoo line has been completed.

Smith : What about the development of automobiles that

play an important part in land transportation?

Yamamoto: Automobiles have made great progress since the

war, and busses and trucks extend their service

to all corners of Japan.

Smith : What about air routes in `japan?

Yamamoto: Since the conclusion of the peace treaty in 1952,

air routes have made rapid progress in japan.

Overseas air routes have also made remarkable

progress and it has become such that many trips

abroad are made by plane with the international

airport at Haneda as a center. Domestic aviation

has also revived.

Smith : When was it that the Japanese Air Lines started

regular air service between Haneda and San Francisco?

Yamamoto: japan Air Lines started it in 1954.
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Lesson 54

b, Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : With the development of jet passenger planes, air

routes to overseas will grow more and more from

now.
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Reading Text

* Nk *ft \
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 54

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. When it comes to the number of passengers using,

trains, Japan is the foremost in the world.

2. Japanese railways stretch east and west with

Tukyz as a center.

3. Automobiles play an important part in land*

transportation.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 4i *N" 1 1" 1/t-. Z f \ 745,0 4eL )g

to 1f-A 0-" 4-

4i-t 1Y, 1f4 3 ->)-,7r t 7-k-;*_1" 3 I L --9

:-1 Af3 , 7 x ladzIsAATE.

-?>) v -Mt 4r"459 t

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

1/

2. -' t 4:)1 -t 3 ilf)-( ';11- vi "4" e
3. vt-J1 10 A:

4. (0) -2f.: rat t ra-c J t'% tJ t
5. a. :4-. .*= ) --r"

b. ti 1341/ v % ! /"1" b\

Cl,
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d. Exercises, continued

6. 7 Z )t tk.d. t /1, 11 " -) -r" h

8. 10k Vg 1 t v' -7 t- l'41 711_ G r. h` .

9. -let, ez \t- ,Q2 t 701--t 4.

10. Ej \17 77 X 134 `I) Al $):1 t 1.1 -2

-te7 hNo

11. ia 4s, 4 t t- \, -fx >73c. t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 54

e. Grammar Notes

1. -- to kitara, /Iwhen it comes to --":

Following substantives in most cases and sometimes

the conclusive base of inflecting words, to kitara

expresses the idea of "when it comes to --".

Examples:

a. Zoosengyoo to kitara Nippon wa sekai-ichi desu.

When it comes to the shipbuilding industry,

Japan is number one in the world.

b. Ano kodomo no taberu koto to kitara, otona no

yoo desu.

When it comes to eating, that child is just

like a grown-up.

c. Ano seito wa hanasu koto to kitara taihen joozu

desu.

When it comes to speaking, that student is very

good.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 54

f. Word List

nobiru

ryokyakusuu

-- to kitara

o chuushin
to shite

toozai east and west

hooshajoo ni radially

zenkoku the whole country

Tookaidoo Honsen The Tokaidoo Trunk
Line (the main rail-
way line between
Tifikyo and Kobe.)

to extend; to stretch

number of passengers

when it comes to
(See Grammar Notes)

centering around - -

Sanyoo Honsen The Sanyoo Trunk Line
(the main railway
line between KObe
and Shimonoseki)

omote Nippon Pacific side of Japan

tsuraneru to link; to join

Kammon Tonneru undersea tunnel
between Shimonoseki
and Moji

kaitsuu opening to traffic

sara ni further; still more

Kagoshima Honsen The Kagoshima Trunk
Line (the main rail-
way line from Moji
to Kagoshima)

tsuzuku to be connected to;
to continue
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 54

f. Word List, continued

a

1-

a) IX' "( 1-T <

kansei suru

rikujoo kootsuu

yakuwari o hatasu

ooi ni

torakku

sumizumi

yukiwataru

kookuuro

koowajooyaku

musubareru

kyuusoku na

to complete.

land transportation

to play a part

very much; remarkably

truck

all corners

to extend; to spread
(v.i.)

air route; air line

peace treaty

to be concluded

rapid

hattatsu o togeru to make progress

kokusai kuukoo international airport

kokunai kookuu

saikoo suru

kan

teiki kookuu

hajimaru

Nippon Kookuu

jetto ryokyakuki

nobite iku

enchoo

46

domestic aviation

to revive; to restore

between -- and --

regular air service

to begin; to start
(vei.)

japan Air Lines

jet passenger plane

to grow; to develop;
to make progress

extension; length



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 54

f. Word List, continued

shoorai in the future

mezamashii remarkable

kookuugaisha aviation company

denka electrification

zensen whole line

TAKE EXAMINATION NO. 4 BEFORE STUDYING LESSON 55
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 55

a. Dialogue

'Export and Import'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 55

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 55

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Trade is very important for Japan, and the situation

is that she cannot keep going even for a day if

trade is not carried on, isn't that so?

Yamamoto: You are absolutely right. For that reason, it is

absolutely necessary for Japan to carry on trade

vigorously in order to make the living of the

people more comfortable and to develop her manu-

facturing industry.

Smith : What sort of things does Japan mainly export and

import?

Yamamoto: The chief imports are provisions and raw materials

for industry, and the chief exports are cotton

textiles, raw silk, machinery and others.

Smith ; What were the countries that Japan traded with

before the war?

Yamamoto: The chief countries that Japan traded with were

the United States of America and Asiatic countries

including China.

Smith : As a result of the Second World War, Japanese

trading received a heavy blow, did it not?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 55

Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Yes she did, Not only were the factories and the

machinery that are essential for the industry of

importing raw materials and exporting processed

goods destroyed, but colonies such as Korea,

Formosa, Saghalien and others that were important

sources of supplies were also lost,

Smith : What kind of industry is KAKOOBOOBKI?

Yamamotqg KAKOOBOOEKI is the industry of importing raw

materials from foreign countries and exporting

processed products

Smith : Various difficult trade circumstances came into

being after the war in japan because of various

international situations, didnyt they?

Yamamoto: That's right. Since the war, trade with the

countries of the Asiatic continent who were the

biggest customers of japan is not going smoothly.

Smith ; I suppose so, Because China is in the communist

bloc at present, I suppose japan cannot fully

trade with China.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 55

Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: That's right. Furthermore, industry has made

remarkable progress in India which was an importer

of Japanese industrial goods, and at present she

has even become a competitor of Japan in the

exportation of cotton thread and cotton cloth.

Smith Then, in the future, Japanese trade has to be

dependent upon the United States much more than

in the pre-war period,,isn't that so?

Yamamoto: You are absolutely right.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 55

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 55

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Trade with the countries of the Asiatic continent,

who were the biggest customers of Japan, is not

going smoothly.

2. Japanese trade received a heavy blow as a result

of the Second World War.

Trade is indispensable for Japan and she cannot

keep on going even for a day, if she does not carry

it on.

Express the following in English:

1 . * 1 ff ) ) 1 7 )4 92 1a4 cr

ts e 9 -tt

L,re- t6; ,)

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

2. /PT 0 e5 11: 19 it 'AR q.- tirht.

3. 13+14 e"x-, -1-t \ )ffi)..L-t. t -4-4\
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 55

d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 55

e, Grammar Notes

1. ni mashite, "more than --":

Masu which is the conclusive base of mashite means

"to increase", but following nouns ni mashite

ally means "more than --".

Examples:

a. Shinamono no nedan wa kyonen ni mashite takaku

narimashita.

The price of commodities became higher than

last year.

b. Kotoshi wa kyonen ni mashite kootsuu-jiko ga

ooi desu.

There are more traffic accidents than last

year.

c. Sengo wa senzen ni mashite booeki ga sakan ni

narimashita,

Trade became more active after the war than

before the war.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 55

f. Word List, continued

koogyoo seihin

yunyuu koku

menshi

mempu

kyoosoo aite

sae

--ni mashite

tayoru

mattaku

sono toori

59

industrial products

importing country

cotton thread

cotton cloth

competition; rival;'
competitor

even

more than
(See Grammar Notes)

to rely upon

truly; positively

just as you say



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 56

a. Dialogue

'Economic Problems of Japan'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 56

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 56

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : How is Japanese household economy?

Yamamoto: Japanese household economy is not so comfortable.

Although Japan is not inferior to the advanced

countries of Europe in regard to the productive

power of industry, the international ranking of

japan is amazingly low from the standpoint of

comfort of living of each individual person. In

other words, the living standard is low.

Smith : In order to make living more comfortable, she

must improve her domestic economy, isn't that

so?

Yamamoto: That's right. In other words she must endeavor

so that the people can obtain necessities and

consume them as abundantly as possible.

Smith : in order to do that, first of all, it is necessary

to increase production and to make it so that

all the people will share in the benefits.

Yamamoto: That's right. Furthermore, in order to increase

production, first of all, it is necessary to

raise the efficiency of production. And secondly

it is necessary to develop scientific technique
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 56

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

and increase capital goods.

Smith : What in the world are so-called capital goods?

Yamamoto: Capital goods are such things as raw materials,

facilities, machinery-and so forth that are

necessary for the production of goods.

Smith : Oh, I see. I think that in order to increase

capital goods it is very important to make

consumption as rational as possible and save.

Yamamoto: I am of the same opinion. And if accumulated

funds are not used for production through

banks, it is impossible to improve household

economy and raise living standards.

Smith : If old damaged machinery is continued to be used

like in Japan, it is not possible for quality

'manufactures to be produced economically.
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Lesson 56

c. Reading Text
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Classroom instruction
Lesson 56

Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. In the end it boils down to the fact that the

living standard of the Japanese people is low.

In order to improve economic life you must increase

production.

3. If you continue to use old damaged machinery, you

cannot produce quality goods economically.

B. Express the following in English:

-,5

1.4 It

-8 4 17 i7t k`it g=s 5

.t lc n 3 ; 4,\".kt73

3. 7b A` e" V i 7V t.'N't)

1 43t)17111- < yx ?;k_7>--t- t3 4-)t

C I t 13 4s- eP

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 13*A,67

2, 1C 5c °) 'vY " 4 ,9

3. h /. )z 1 't" -5 1. fj: i )11.- if *rX 9

4. /;_
1 1-" 1. r<X iipet 11"

4- 9 4- )/-\
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Lesson 56

d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 56

e. Grammar Notes

1. Niwa, "in order to; to; for":

Following substantives and the conclusive base of

verbs, niwa means "for; to; in order to do --".

Examples:

Watakushi niwa sore ga ichiban

For me that is the best.

b. Benkyoo suru niwa hon ga iru.

In order to study, you need books.

c. Booeki suru niwa sempaku ga hitsuyoo de aru.

In order to trade, ships are needed.

Yoo ni suru, "to try to do such-and-such";
"to endeavor to do such-and-such":

Following the conclusive base of verbs, yoo ni suru

means "to make it so that --- or "to try to do such-

and-such".

Examples:

a. Motto benkyoo suru yoo ni nasai.

Try to study more.

b. Katai mono o tabenai yoo ni shimasu.

I'll try not to eat hard food.

c. Yutaka ni shoohi suru koto ga dekiru yoo ni

shinakereba narimasen.

You must endeavor to be able to consume

abundantly.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 56

e. Grammar Notes, continued

3. Tewa, "if":

Following te-form, the particle wa often means

ifIT

Examples:

a. Sakana wa furuku tewa ikemasen.

If fish is old, it won't do.

b. Ammari benkyoo shitewa karada ni warui desu.

If you study too hard, it is bad for the

health.

c. Yoru osoku made okite itewa, asa hayaku

okiraremasen.

If you stay up till late at night, you won't

be able to get up early in the morning.

4. Kekkyoku -- to iu koto ni naru, "in the end it boils
down to -- ":

Following the conclusive base of inflecting words,

to iu koto ni naru expresses the idea of "it boils down

to -- in the end". This expression is usually preceded

by kekkyoku or tsumari meaning "in the end".

ELElesan:

a. Kekkyoku benkyoo sureba joozu ni naru to iu

koto ni narimasu.

In the end it boils down to the fact that if

you study hard you'll become good.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 56

e. Grammar Notes, continued

b. Kekkyoku onna wa otoko yori chikara ga yowai

to iu koto ni narimasu.

It boils down to the fact that women are

weaker than men, after all.

c. Tsumari bimboonin wa soko e ikenai to iu koto

ni narimasu.

It boils down to the fact that the poor cannot

go there.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 56

f. Word List

keizai seikatsu household economy;
domestic economy

seisanryoku productive power

lcokumin people; nation

hitorihitori each individual

yutakasa richness; comfort;
abundance

--to iu ten dewa from the standpoint
of --

1.4Q ?AK kokusaiteki international

0 4i1_, jun-i ranking

1;\ e 3 < l e odoroku hodo amazingly

7K 11:- seikatsu-suijun living standard

1: 1 t niwa in order to --
(See Grammar Notes)

1 J lr 3 koojoo suru to improve

A, k hitobito people

74, 1-,-. x.711- 5 to ni ireru to get; to obtain

l'S 3 ---' < narubeku as -- as possible

7j t -4- 3 shoohi suru to consume

;* K "4-5 yoo ni suru to try to do --
(See Grammar Notes)

1 N'i2 ,k, -4-3 zoodai suru to increase
y

ik t 1 ;?kl 3
onkei o ukeru to receive benefits;

to share in the
benefits
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 56

fe Word List, continued

mazu dai-ichi ni first of all

nooritsu efficiency

dai-ni ni secondly

kagaku gijutsu scientific technique

seisanzai capital goods

ittai on earth; in the
world

4- fad gooriteki na reasonable;
retainable; logical

chochiku saving

dookan desu to be of the same
opinion

-rz. 4 i9 x. tc. takuwaeta saved; accumulated

1 1. shikin fund

---/AL-C --o tooshite through --

1- 4/ hoomen line; source

X<1- 6 takaku suru to raise

L 1 -rz A., /%:' itanda damaged

---/ 11 -- tewa if (See Grammar Notes)

)1" *' 5 hakaru to plan; to design

Ne jg kekkyoku -- to in the end it boils
iu koto ni naru down to --

K fi: (See Grammar Notes)
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 24

a. Student Instructions and Guidance

See Page 21, Language Laboratory Exercise 23.

b. Word List.

-t Ad <

zairyoo material

-- no hoka niwa other than - -

ikite iku michi means of living

miidasu to find
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 57

a. Dialogue

'History of Japan'
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Lesson 57

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 57

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : About how many years does the history of Japan

go back? (About how old is history of Japan?)

Yamamoto: It goes back about two thousand six hundred

twenty years. However, there was a period

called the age of gods before that, but about

how long that lasted nothing definite is known.

Smith Today, the emperor is considered a symbol of

the nation, but did Japan have emperors ever

since the time of the founding of Japan?

Yamamoto: That's right. Japan is proud of the fact that

she has had an unbroken line of emperors for

ages eternal ever since the time of the found-

ing of Japan up to the present. The first

emperor was Emperor Jimmu and the present

emperor is the one hundred and twenty fourth

emperor.

Smith : Did the emperor conduct the affairs of state

from ancient times in Japan?

Yamamoto: It is so in a sense, but nobles who served

directly under the emperor used to conduct the

affairs of state a long time ago. But since
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 57

b. Dialogue ranslation, continued

the nobles began to neglect the affairs of

state, the Samurai who lived in the provinces

and were well informed on the affairs of the

peasantry came to control administration. In

other words, it changed to military government.

Smith After military government started, the so called

Shogunate was established, isn't that so?

Yamamoto: That right. The first feudal government was

the Kamakura Shogunate and it was started

around the end of the twelfth century. And

military government continued until the Me:tji

Restoration,

Smith: The Edo Shogunate is also called the Tokugawa

Shogunate and continued on until the beginning

of the Meiji Era, isn't that so?

Yamamoto: That's right, After the Meiji Era, the

Shogunate collapsed and political power

reverted to the emperor.

Smith: Was the capital of Japan located at the same

place all the time?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 57

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: No., up until the Nara Period the capital was

moved whenever the emperor changed, but from

the Nara Period a fixed capital became a

necessity, so they built Heijookyoo in Nara and

made it the capital.

Smith: About how many times was the capital moved

since then?

Yamamoto: After that the capital was moved to KyOto and

lastly it was moved to Edo. And the name Edo

was changed to Tokyo.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 57

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I have lived in Monterey ever since I came to

California.

2. He has been in bed with illness ever since he

came back from Japan.

3. In Japan whenever the emperor changes the era name

(NENGOO) changes.

B. Express the following in English:

\, N, 1, 3 9 4-

2 . fc,t. L" h lc )-Y<, ,m-

3. //ft 17( \-4t1 h\s' -t41 9 4 1., t.

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. /->7' 4--,f it 4\ k 9

2. /0c 'C 43<, t fq- ,*(1 *A: L 4-

3. )3 4. lc I A?4 4` t h`"

(6 9 t L fc h
4 4k L tc

5. 11 $/111 ,N

7. 1)t, f/t; J: 9 .1:
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d. Exercises, continued

N/N *4ttr4 1` 9

9. :41--)
o .rA, -1:/" 1-"\.

10. 13 IS 0) AT J59 J:I/t:4N

11. p t r IZ :2 -7 -)S 41- L .76"

12. A41):. ?c. 1- Lk

13. max. p 11 I j e /\`' ck) 41- .
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 57

e. Grammar Notes

1. Kara zutto, "ever since - tt

"doing - - continuously since --"

Following nouns which refer to time and also

following the to - form of verbs, kara zutto expresses

the idea of "ever since - -" or " doing - -

continuously since"

Examples:

a. Ichigatsu kara zutto ame ga futte imasu.

It has been raining ever since January.

b. Sanji kara zutto hataraite imasu.

I have been working continuously since three

o' clock.

c. Ano hito wa Nippon ni itte kara zutto onaji

tokoro de hataraite imasu.

He has worked in the same place ever since he

went to Japan.

2. Kinjoo-tennoo, "Present emperor"

In Japan when the emperor dies he takes on his

Era name, but until then he is called "Kinjoo Tennoo".

For example, when the present emperor dies he will be

called "Shoowa Tennoo" because the name of the present

era is "Shoowa".
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 57

e. Grammar Notes, continued

3. goto ni, "every", "each", "whenever" "everytime"

Following nouns and the conclusive base of verbs,

Soto ni expresses the idea of "every", "each, "

"whenever". When zoto ni follows verbs, sometimes the

word tabi is inserted between the verb and ,goto ni.

Examples:

a. Densha ;Na sanjippun goto ni demasu.

The street car leaves every thirty minutes.

b. Ichigo o masu goto ni goyen harawanakereba

narimasen.

You must pay five yen whenever you add one

word.

c. Machi e iku tabi goto ni okane o tsukaimasu.

You spend money every time you go to town.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 57

f. Word List

rekishi history

kamiyo the age of gods;
mythological age

jidai era; period

7' tennoo emperor

;) 45 4: .) shoochoo symbol

1:Q kenkoku founding of a nation

tooji at the time of -

_ 4-12 ' kara zutto ever since - - -
(See Grammar notes)

fc_

.-j( t4 t.

bansei-ikkei
no unbroken line of

emperors for ages
eternal

- irai ever since

konnichi made up to the present

hokori to suru to be proud of

dai ichi dai the first

kinjoo tennoo present emperor
(See Grammar Notes)

aru imi dewa in a sense

oomukashi

seiji

a long, long time ago

affairs of state;
administration

seiji o toru to conduct the
affairs of state,
control administra-
tion
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Lesson 57

f. Word List, continued

jika ni

tsukaeru

kizoku

okotaru

chihoo

noomin

ni kuwashii

bushi

buke-se iji

bakufu

juuni seiki

Meiji Ishin

seiken

miyako

nara-jidai

kawaru

goto ni

utsusareru

kotei shita

84

directly, personally

to serve

nobility; nobles

to neglect

country; province

peasant; farming
populace

to be well informed
on

Samurai; warrior,
military class

military regime;
military government

Shogunate; feudal
government

twelfth century

Meiji Restoration

political power

capital

Nara Period
(8th Century)

to be relieved; to
be replaced

whenever (See
Grammar Notes)

to be moved

fixed
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 57

f. Word List, continued

tojoo capital

Heijookyoo Heijookyoo

saigo ni lastly; finally

na ga aratame-
rareru name is changed

yagate soon

okori beginning

taoreru to collapse (vi)
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a. Dialogue

'History of Japan',-continued
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : A new Japan was born after the Meiji Bra, isn't

that so?

Yamamoto: That's right. From this time on Japan took

steps toward the modern age by new acceptance of

western culture

Smith : From around this time, the movement for people's

liberal rights became active in Japan, too,

isn't that right?

Yamamoto: That's right. In the eighteenth year of Meiji

(1885) Japan set up a cabinet system modeled

after the system of constitutional government in

Europe, and cabinet ministers assumed their

share of respons'bility over administration of

the various ministries. And in the twenty

second year of Meiji (1889) the constitution

was established and the first election was held

the following year and the first Diet session

was held.

Smith : About when did Japan appear on the international

stage?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: The international position of Japan was

elevated after winning the Sino-Japanese and

Russo-Japanese Wars, and in 1910 Japan annexed

Korea and became to be recognized as the

greatest power in East Asia.

Smith : Japan was defeated in the Second World War and

suffered severely materially, but I think as far

as making the people reflect on their blunders,

she got much benefit from it.

Yamamoto: I think so, too. A new constitution was

established and human rights came to be respected

and the freedoms of speech, religion, and

assembly recognized. At the same time the

position of womanhood improved.

Smith : Since Japan has now finally become a democratic

independent nation and a constitution and laws

established for the sake of happiness for all,

the people will probably be able to attain

well-being.
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c. Reading Test
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 58

d. Exercise

A. Express the following in Japanese.

1. As far as copying things is concerned the

Japanese are very good at it.

2. Japan was hard hit materially in the Second World

War, but as far as making the people reflect on

their blunder, she got much benefit from it.

3. Japan produces goods by importing raw materials

from the United States.

B. Express the following in English.

- t 1, 1":. 615 7 > <

L

2. 0 1 "1 IX, 4.k Ifr* /ci4 h"

3. V rr

1-1 t. q't- 4: -5 17-

C. Answer the following in Japanese.

2. -) 4- 6 /1-4 4k---

tt -t" h`
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d. Exercise 9 continued

3. A2 rcj: -th o" -t

t,
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Q 4'" 4 1, k o".
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 58

e. Grammar Notes

1. Meiji Juuhachinen, "eighteenth year of Meiji"

The Meiji Era lasted for forty four and a half

years, that is, from 1867 to 1912. So, in order to

convert the years of the Meiji Era to western calendar

years, simply remember the base year 1867 and add the

Meiji Era year. For example, to convert the

eighteenth year of Meiji to western calendar years,

add the number eighteen to 1867 and you will get 1885.

If it is the forty third year of Meiji add forty three

to 1867 and you will get 1910.

2. - - ten ni oite wa; "as far as -- is concerned"

"from the viewpoint of - ?I

Following the conclusive base of inflecting

words and nouns plus no, ten ni oitewa expresses the

idea of "as far as such - and - such is concerned",

or "from the viewpoint of such - and - such".

Examples:

a. Yoku benkyoo suru ten ni oite wa Sumisu-san

ga ichiban desu.

As far as studying hard is concerned, Mr.

Smith is the best.

b. Jinkoo no ten ni oite wa T6kyT5 wa sekai ichi

no daitoshi desu.
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

As far as population is concerned, Toky5 is

the largest city in the world.

c. Shigen no hoofu na ten ni oite wa Beikoku wa

sekai ichi desu.

As far as the abundance of natural resources

is concerned the United States is number one

in the world.

3. - - koto ni yotte, "by doing such - and - such"

Following the conclusive base of verbs,

koto ni yotte expresses the idea of "by doing such -

and - such".

Examples:

a. Nippon wa gaikoku to booeki suru

koto ni yotte tatte itte imasu.

Japan is kept going by trading with foreign

countries.

b. Nippon wa seiyoo bunka o ukeireru

koto ni yotte kindai e no ayumi o

fumidashimashita,

Japan took steps toward the modern age by

accepting western culture.
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

c. kodomo wa hanasu koto ni yotte kotoba o

naraimasu.

Children learn words by speaking them.
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Lesson 58

f. Word list

seiyoo bunka

ukeireru

kindai

ayumi o
fumidasu

rikkenseiji

Western culture

to accept ;to
receive

modern age

to step forward;
to take a. step

forward

constitutional
government

jiyuuminken-undoo movement for
peoples' liberal
rights.

Meiji Juuhachi 18th year of Meiji
nen (1885) (See

Grammar Notes)

soshiki

naikaku seido

daijin

kakushoo

seimu

buntan suru

koto ni yotte

yo kunen

senkyo

dai-ikkai
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organization;
system

cabinet system

cabinet minister

different minis-
tries

political affairs

to allot a work;
to take over a
portion of work

by doing--(See
Grammar Notes)

the following year

elect -ion

the first
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Lesson 58

f. Word List, continued

gikai

hirakareru

kokusai butai

toojoo suru

Nisshin Sensoo

Nichiro Sensoo

takamaru

heigoo suru

kyookoku

yabureru

busshitsuteki
ni materially;

physically

to suffer severly;
severely affected,:
to be hard hit

diet session

to be convened;
to be held

international stage

to appear; to enter
the stage

Sino-Japanese War'

Russo-Japanese War

to be elevated,
to rise

to annex

a great power

to be defeated

dageki o ukeru

ayamachi

hansei saseru

mistake; blunder

to make --
reflect on

-- ten ni oitewa so far as -- is
oncerned; from
The viewpoint of
("See Grammar
Ik'Aes)

uru tokoro ga
ooi to !ain much from:

tt get much
b:nefit from
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f. Word List, continued

shinkempoo

jinken

tattobareru

genron

shuuka.i

josei

tachiba

yooyaku

minshuteki na

dokuritsukoku

koofuku

hooritsu

ichiin

heiwa

katsuyaku suru
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new constitution

human rights

to be valued; t to be
respected

speech

gathering; assembly

women; womanhood

position

finally; at last

democratic

independent nation

happiness

1 FA W

one member

peace

to play an active
part.



Language Laboratory Exercise
Exercise 25

a. Students Instructions and GuidArce
See page 21, Language Laboratory Exercise 23.

b. Word List

-vN

dai-ippo

hageshiku kawaru

sandai-kyookoku

gunjin

seiryoku

kuchi o dasu

kachuu ni
makikomu

to yobareru

tsui ni

Dai-ichiji Sekai
Taisen

99

first step

to change radically

three powers of the
world.

soldier; military

power

to interfere; to
meddle

to drag into;

to be called --

finally; at last

World War I
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a. Dialogue

Film Teaching Unit 'Future of Japan'
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Lesson 59

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 59

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Today, Japan is the most important area in the

Far East, isn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. Japan is not only the vital link

in the sea defense line of the United States,

but is also a nation that has to lead the free

people of the Orient.

Smith But before Japan can fulfill this role in the

Far East, she must first solve the economic

problems with which she is plagued, isn't that

right?

Yamamoto: You are right. Today, having lost her colonies

and powerful navy, Japan is trying hard to keep

economic balance by rebuilding her merchant

marine and establishing a favorable balance of

trade.

Smith: Since the outbreak of the Korean Incident, the

economy of Japan has shown signs of activity,

hasn't it?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 59

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Japan was taking orders for military uniforms,

military gear, heavy equipment and other things

from the United States. But the Japanese

government still Cannot solve the basic

economic problems facing Japan.

Smith : What about her relations with the countries of

South East Asia?

Yamamoto: The various nations of South East Asia cannot

forget the past military and economic

penetration of Japan and are still reluctant to

increase trade with Japan.

Smith : Unless Japan can somehow secure export markets

among the free nations of Asia, there is the

fear of the Japanese political world swinging

to communism, isn't that right?

Yamamoto: Japan has been exposed to many democratic

concepts and practices after the Second World

War and has adopted some of them.

Smith : The survival of the present system of representa-

tive government depends on the ability of the

Japanese government to solve Japan's basic

economic problems.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 59

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. If you don't know Japanese very well,. you cannot

fulfill the role of Japanese teachers.

2. Japan is trying hard to maintain economic balance

by establishing a favorable balance of trade.

3. Since the outbreak of the Korean Incident, the

economy of Japan has shown signs of activity.

B. Express the following in English:

C

1.. )3 '9 11<*-1/ 3*51-- M2141 A14-5,t131;

LI 11' -0

3. e,: ot) Lie Li v13 ptr]1 14. *Vt- M

Answer the following questions in Japanese:

tdLZy3 L a i t

2. q- ig lb tk .0) irj 4-4 -r,: 5 .L5- )

3. 19 09--` 0,, .1 1,1 5 Mid 1 4q °

4 1-3 *It ).A. 1= 1.-( Pk. A'4-- 2tHZ__ -fr6 42-T7,

1,1 t 44`0
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Lesson 59

d. Exercises, continued

5.011-574
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 59

e. Word List

kyokutoo Far East

chiiki area

kaijoo
booeisen sea defense line

kusabi o
nashite iru to be a link

jiyuu minzoku

shidoosha

- ni oite

free nations(races)

leader

in, at

yakume o hatasu to fulfill a role

keizai mondai

kaigai ryoodo

kyooryoku na

kaigun

shoosentai

economic problem

colony

powerful

navy

merchant marine

yushutsu chooka favorable balance
of trade

antei o tamotsu to keep balance

doryoku suru

Choosen-jihen

kakkizuku

gumpuku

gunji kigu

juusoobihin
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to endeavor

Korean Incident

to show sign of
activity

military uniform

military gear

heavy equipment
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 59

e. Word List, continued

chuumon o toru to take an order

soredemo mada

chokumen suru

kompon-mondai

shokoku

kako

kako ni okeru

gunjiteki

shinryaku

Iasureru

tsuushoo

chuucho suru

j iyuukoku

still; yet

to face

basic problem

various countries

past

in the past

military

penetration;
invasion

to forget

trade

to hesitate; to be
reluctant

free nations

dooka shite somehow or other

yushutsu shijoo export market

mot omeru

seikai

kyoosan shugi

katamuku

osore

minshu shugi
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to seek; to secure

political world

communism

to lean toward;
to swing to

fear

democracy

a.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 59

e. Word List, continued

v

f.: 3

gainen

jitchi no

aru bubun

saiyoo suru

daihyoosei
seiji

sonzoku suru

sonzoku ikan

- ni kakatte
iru

concept

actual

some part

to adopt

representative
government

to maintain; to
retain

survival

to depend on -

naru beki should become
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a. Dialogue

Film Teaching Unit 'Future of Japan', continued
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Dialogue, continued
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Lesson 60

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : I understand several political groups have

introduced various plans at present in Japan in

order to solve economic problems.

Yamamoto: Yes, some Japanese leaders think that in order

to make Japan a power in Asia once again, Japan

has to rearm and become good friends with the

United States.

Smith : In other words, they think that they would like

to expand the Self Defense Forceswith the aid

of the United States and form a well equipped

military force, isn't that so?

`Yamamoto: That's right. On the other hand, there are

those who think that it is disadvantageous for

Japan from the standpoint of interests to go

hand in hand with United States.

Smith : They would adopt a policy of improving the

economic position of Japan by taking a neutral

position and carrying on free trade with any

country, isn't that so?
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Lesson 60

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right. They believe that neutrality

is the only safe solution for Japan. There is

still another political faction in Japan, and

they say Japan must become a socialist nation

and join the communist bloc.

Smith : Should Japan be prostrated economically, it is

certain that the communist party will attempt to

seize political power.

Yamamoto: You are right. In order that such a thing will

not happen, the United States and other free

nations of the world must aid Japan so that her

economic problems can be solved.

Smith : In other words, at present there are three

courses open for the people of Japan, namely;

to go hand in hand with the United States,

secondly, to take a neutral position and lastly,

to join the communist bloc.

Yamamoto: That's right. And you may say that depending

on which one of them the people of Japan choose,

the course of history of the entire world will

be determined.
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c. Reading Text
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Lesson 60

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese.

1. Should Japan become prostrate economically, it is

certain that the Communist Party will attempt to

seize political power.

2. Some people think it is disadvantageous for Japan

to go hand in hand with United States from the

standpoint of interests.

3. Is neutrality the only safe sclution for Japan?

EXpress the following in English.

1. 6 .;(-5./?6`..--4-- 1 e I -t f2 V%

74-': 119 M, I: IT o
-rj:.irit is- ris

2. *c..4 Ag-h = i cr: < ;k4-41 r4(

41.= 9 -rc- 111;\ ' 3

1- 3 4.ic

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese.

1. Ag" 9 Afr )1 1=.

to -r

1 r; rd 41-

2. 4 42. )1 J-h z Y"/N,

VL
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d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom. Instruction
Lesson 60

e. Grammar Notes

1. -- to sureba, "Assuming - - ", "should - ",

"if in case - - ft

Following the conclusive base of inflecting

words, to sureba expresses the idea of "assuming

such-and-such happens" or "should such-and-such

happen" or "if in case such-and-such happens

Examples:

a. Anata ga ikanai to sureba watakushi ga

ikanakereba narimasen.

Should you not go, I would have to go.

b. Koko kara Nyuuyooku made nisen-gohyaku-

mairu aru to sureba, hikooki de gojikan

gurai kakarimasu.

Assuming that there are two thousand five

hundred miles from here to New York, it

would take about five hours by plane.

c. Moshi tenki ga yokatta to sureba anata wa

ikimasu ne?

Should the weather be good, you would go,

wouldn't you?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 60

f. Word List

seitoo

an

an o mochidasu

futatabi

saigumbi suru

enjo

Jieitai

soobi suru

guntai

teikei suru

rigaikankei

furi na

karera

chuur itsu

jiyuu-booeki

hooshin

anzen na

kaiketsuhoo

shin jiru

seiji bunshi

shakai shugi
kokka

hihei suru
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political party

plan

to introduce a plan

again; once again

to rearm

aid

Self Defense Force

to equip

military forces

to go hand in hand

joo from the standpoint
of interests

disadvantageous;
unfavorable.

they

neutrality

free trade

policy

safe

solution

to believe

political element

socialist state

to be exhausted;
to be prostrated
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Lesson 60

f. Word List, continued

to sureba assuming that (See
Grammar Notes)"

kyoosantoo communist party

nigiru to seize; to take
hold of

kokoromiru to attempt

sone to no other

michi ways; course

zensekai whole world

nariyuki course; destiny;
outcome

sadamaru to be set; to be
determined
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 26

a. Student Instructions and Guidance

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked
"Language Laboratory Exercise 26, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List printed on
the next page. These words did not appear in the
preceding lessons, but they are used in this exercise.

(3) Report to the language laboratory where a
film MP 30-8657, FUTURE OF JAPAN, 9-minute running time,
will be shown.

(a) View t' film twice while listening
each time to the pre-reco led Japanese script synchronized
with the action of the picture.

(b) Supply your own narration on the film
in Japanese while it is being shown once more without the
pre-recorded script.

(4) Listen to the tape, Language Laboratory
Exercise 26, and answer questions within pauses. Keep
listening and answering over and over until you can
answer the questions within given pauses.
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 26

b. Word List

--to kookan ni

toriireru

shihai suru

ryookai

osowaru

nozomu

noogu

Oobei

Teikokushugisha

torinozoku

Chuukyoo

Soren

to o musubu

ochiiru

han-kyoosanshugi

kakkotaru

Chuuka Minkoku

Kankoku

shihai no ato

ryoohoomen

shinrijoo

senryakuteki ichi
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in exchange for- -

to bring in

to control

territorial water

to be taught;
to learn

to hope

farming implements

Europe and America

Imperialist

to eliminate

Communist China.

Soviet

to ally with

to fall into

anti-communism

firm

Republic of China

Korea

vestiges of contml

both phases

phychological

strategic location
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Lesson 61

a. Dialogue

'Japanese Political System, Diet'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : The Diet is the legislative organ of the nation

that represents the people, isn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. The main functions of the Diet

are to make laws to review the budget and to

appoint the Prime Minister.,

Smith : The U. S. Congress is a bicameral system

consisting of the Senate and the House of

Representatives but how is the Japanese Diet.

Yamamoto: The Japanese Diet is also a bicameral system

consisting of the House of Councillors and the

House of Representatives. Until the new

constitution was established, it was divided

into the House of Peers and the House of

Representatives but after the new constitution

was formed the House of Peers disappeared and

the House of Councillors was formed.

Smith : Then the United States Senate corresponds to

the Japanese House of Councillors, doesn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. And the United States House of

Representatives corresponds to the Japanese

House of Representatives.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

In the United States both the Senate and the

House of Representatives are composed of

members selected from among citizens,but is it

the same in Japan, too?

Yes, that's right. They are composed of members

widely selected from among the people regardless

of their sex.

Smith : How is the election of members carried out?

In order to select members the whole country is

divided into electoral districts and the number

of the members is alloted to each electoral

district in proportion to the population.

: What is the fdll strength of members in both

In the House of Representatives there are four

hundred and sixty-seven members and in the House

of Councillors there are two hundred fifty

members.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

: Oh, is that right? In the United States the

Senate consists of two members elected from

each of fifty states regardless of the size

of population so the prescribed number is one

hundred, but in the House of Representatives

the number is alloted to each state in proport-

tion to the population. At present the

prescribed number of members of the House of

Representatives is four hundred and thirty-

seven.
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c. Reading Text
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Irrespective of the size, the price is the same.

2. The number of rooms will be alloted in

proportion to the number of students.

3. The Diet is a legislative organ which represents

the people.

B. Express the following in English:

of) .J\"
,3

2- FL.4 *- 1) LA.' t

3-
t " 1)F -t-c 9 , 1:4-

it:;& Pc_ Jr. AL `JL

C. Answer the following question in Japanese:

1. I -c-1" 1\

2 ( :1"1 -rs r 1 a 'C1/, rj: -74-1

4 (;7 <15'1

5 . pt 6) 1 t tjt Pet

6. Esc, ft it w //
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d. Exercises, continued

8. A lc c" it t",;) -Tot ;6rs,

t lit 4-) it t ON.

12. Vit ),
13 . I ,g1 69 I ti 4t`
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e. Grammar Notes

o towazu and -- ni kakawarazu are both used in

the same sense. They follow substantives and mean

"irrespective of", "regardless of", or "without

distinction of".

Examples:

a. Konnichi Nippon dewa danjo ni kakawarazu

o towazu

senkyo suru koto ga dekimasu.

Today in Japan one can vote irrespective

of sex.

b. tashoo ni kakawarazu

o towazu

irrespective of the quantity.

c. hiyoo ni kakawarazu

o towazu

regardless of expense.
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f. Word List

(JO "t Kokkai Diet

4': -1- 3
daihyoo .suru to represent

ji, :7/' ril rippoo kika.n legislative organ

-q., If
--I -Tr yosan budget

W4 shingi deliberation, review

qkA,

7 A gikai congress

V(J-41 A, If jC tk naikaku-
soori-daijin prime minister

3 I" 5 shimei suru to appoint

...r. rt Jooin Senate

-TN' }' Ka in House of
Representatives

niinsei bicameral system

Sangiin House of
Councillors

Shuugiin House of
Representatives

Kizokuin House of Peers

Shimin citizen

giin members (of Diet)

tii Vk; 's )it-5 soshiki sareru to be composed of;
to be organized

1z:4-kt-5 --ni wakareru to be divided into

1-1k

cT, /

0

--o towazu
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regardless of;
without distinction
of; irrespective of
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f. Word List, continued

.e2 senkyoku electoral district
L_

--): L rcbc --ni shitagatte in proportion to;
in accordance with

9 5

ice. 71-7 4-"

wariateru to allot; to allocate

kakusenkyoku each electoral district

teiin full strength; fixed
number of personnel;
prescribed number

mei numeral classifier
for person
(same as "'lin")

tashoo number; amount; a little

--ni
kakawarazu regardless of;

without regard to

- ,j 1) "X --oojite in proportion to -a_

). )'/*) kakushuu each state

*/\ A 9 it -,
ka.ra naritatsu composed of--

A "Vii fukuzatsu complex; complicated

--;.-

7i k\ shihoo judiciary

If-T. -3(- gyoosei executive,
administrative

J'S e 5 tsukasadoru to conduct; to
administer

A r41 kikan organ; institution

k t-) IX A--*
erabikata method of choosing
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f. Word List, continued

kotogara matter

kettei decision

kahansuu majority

sansei approval

seiritsu suru to be effected; to
be brought about

ninki term of office
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a. Dialogue

'Japanese Political System, Diet' I continued
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a. Dialogue

'Japanese Political $ystem.Diet', continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: About how many years is the term of office of

the members of the Congress?

Smith The term of the members of the House of

Representatives is two years and the term of the

members of the Senate is six years. But in the

Senate, one third of the members is re-elected

every two years.

Yamamoto: It resembles that of Japan a little. In Japan

the term of the members of the House of

Representatives is four years and the term of

the members of the House of Councillors is six

years. However, the latter re-elects, half its

members every three years.

Smith : Is the House of Representatives ever dissolved?

Yamamoto: Yes, it is. When the Cabinet deems that the

opinion of the House of Representatives does

not represent the opinion of the people

accurately, it dissolves the House of

Representatives and conducts a re-election.

And depending on what sort of men the people

select as their representatives, the new
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Dialogue 'Translation, continued

opinion of the people manifests itself in the

House of Representatives.

Smith : If so, it must be said that the House of

Representatives reflects more clearly the

opinion of the people of the time than the

House of Councillors, doesn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. For that reason greater power is

given to the House of Representatives than to

the House of Councillors.

Smith : In what sense is that?

Yamamoto: For example, when the opinions of the House of

Representatives and the House of Councillors

do not agree, it has been decided that the

opinion of the House of Representatives will

prevail.

Smith : When the House of Representatives is dissolved,

there is a general election of the members of

the House of Representatives, isn't there?

Yamamoto: Yes, a general election of the members of the

House of Representatives must be carried out

within forty days from the day of dissolution,
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

and the Diet must be convened within thirty

days from the day of election.

Smith : Is the House of Councillors ever dissolved?

Yamamoto: No, when the House of Representatives is

dissolved, the House of Councillors is

adjourned.
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c. Reading Text
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. When the House of Representatives is dissolved,

a general election of the members of the House of

Representatives must be conducted.

2. Half of the members of the House of Councillors

is re-elected every three years.

3. There are times when the opinions of teachers

and students do not agree,

B. Express the following in English:

vis3-1'44 11- t 1";

3. tt q '11

hN" ,0 at
J:<-)-, t, -c t 1"

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. IR X13Ltk a) /1_ $1 la" ?i- 1"

2. ?'t, 11 0)

sA .0) -A )a7j -r #N.3.

4. % n 'r_AJ
-L

V-

5. "/- ta- r- 11.714)t. 141-

6.
16t's 1,;\q%-.4 t"-) l 9 .P0
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d. Exercises, continued

7. 1"11 R
t h.

1/\.
rAi

urff t ;t:T s" ted.: 9

10. , ? ) i3 \ i ; ) r i 1 / . i 1 Ik
1. It" 6-, 9

11. )1; -/k\ 11" 4 13 -"Z"

12, }ft * 11 /K rs- iz 4\

13, rt159 ot- t a) 1 kft -)1' 35: al) t .#
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e. Grammar Notes

1. te-form of a verb plus itadaku:

itadaku by itself means "to receive", but when it

follows a te-form, it expresses the idea of receiving

a favor or kindness from a person superior to you. It

is translated as "to have so-and-so do something for

me", refer to Grammar Notes No. 4, Lesson 2, Vol I,

page 16.

2. goto ni, "every --"

Following nouns or numbers denoting a period of

time, goto ni expresses the idea of "every --".

Examples:

a. ichijikan goto ni

every (one) hour.

b. yonen goto ni

every four years.

c. nishuukan goto ni

every two weeks.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 62

f. Word List

ninen goto ni

sambun-no-ichi

kaisen suru

chotto

koosha

hansuu

kaisan suru

tadashiku

naikaku

yarinaoshi o

doo iu hito

arawareru

every two years
(see Grammar
Notes)

one third

to re-elect

a little;
slightly

the latter

half

to dissolve

justly;
accurately;
honestly

cabinet

suru to re-do

what kind of
people

sono toki sono
toki no

utsusu

shite miru to

ataeru

itchi suru

143

to appear; to
be revealed;
to manifest
itself

of the time;
at that time

to reflect; to
describe;
to depict

then; if so

to give

to agree
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f. Word List, continued

tooru

soosenkyo

shooshuu suru

heikai

inai ni

mainen

ikkai

jookai

kaiki

rinjikai

hiraku

tokubetsukai

tennoo heika

144

to pass; to be
admissible

general. elettiOn

to convene; to
call

adjournment;
close

within

every year

once

regular session

period; session

special session

to open; to hold

extra-ordinary
session

emperor
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Language Laboratory Exercise
Exercise 27

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

See Page 21, Language Laboratory Exercise 23

b. Word List

j j\e 1-; nan to mo iemasen cannot say anything
definite.

zensha the former

Daitooryoo the President

kengen authority; powers

byoodoo equal
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a. Dialogue

'Administrative Organ'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith The fact that the Cabinet is an organ which

performs the administration of state in

accordance with the policies and the laws set

by the Diet, is the same in both Japan and the

United States, but how is the Japanese Cabinet

organized?

Yamamoto: The Cabinet is composed of the Prime Minister

and other ministers of state. The Prime

Minister is the head of the Cabinet and is

nominated in the Diet.

Smith It is almost the same as the United States

Cabinet, isn't it? However, in the United

States, instead of calling them ministers, we

call them Secretaries. Also the Prime

Minister corresponds to the President.

Yamamoto: In the United States, tte people select the

President by election, and in Japan, in

principle, the President of political party A

will be appointed as a Prime Minister when the

political party called A occupies more than

half of the seats in the Diet.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith Who selects the ministers of state?

Yamamoto: The Prime Minister selects the ministers of

state. However, more than half of the

ministers of state have to be selected from,

among the members of the Diet.

Smith What kind of ministers are departmental

ministers?

Yamamoto: They are ministers who are selected to be the

heads of governmental offices such as the

Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Education,

Ministry of Welfare, Ministry of Commerce and

so on from among the ministers of state.

Smith The United States Cabinet is not responsible

to the Congress, but how about the Japanese

Cabinet?

Yamamoto: The Japanese Cabinet bears collective

responsibility to the Diet. And also when

the Diet considers that the Cabinet is not

good, it will cast a vote of non-confidence

saying that, "it no longer has confidence

in the Cabinet".
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith What happens on such occasions?

Yamamoto: When this vote of non-confidence is cast, the

Cabinet will either speak to the Emperor and

have him dissolve the House of Representatives

within ten days and carry out a re-election

appealing to the people to decide it, or

resign en masse.
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c. Reading Text
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The Japanese Cabinet bears collective

responsibility to the Diet.

2. There are times when the Cabinet has to resign

en masse when a vote of non-confidence is

rendered.

3. More than half of the ministers of state have

to be selected from among the members of the

Diet.

B. Express the frilowing in English:

1. t L /.4 6 z:/it

Cr; -/1).1- L -r(i9 cv) o t'k- 4N"

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

1. t to r:): -Z

3. 1=1 -( 4:7,, 1/.9 41 Z L
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d. Exercises, continued

4. &-tk t41-1V1 -t-i; 9 07 S 4

5. . .I,, 1

6- Iv I t <7a- 4- 6:- ( R Is'\

£ (X

0 I

9. e

10. /1\ 7-1-'1.t: 2-4-

rj: I)
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e. Word List

kokumu daijin

choo

chookan

kootoo

giseki

soosai

kakushoo daijin

Ookurashoo

Mombushoo

Kooseishoo

Tsuusanshoo

yakusho

ukemotsu

wakete ukemotsu

sekinin o motsu

rentai sekinin

154

minister of state

the head;the chief

the Secretary;
chief

"A" political
party

a seat in the Diet

president

departmental
ministers;
ministers with
portfolio

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of
Education

Ministry of Welfare

Ministry of
Commerce and
Industry

government office;
public office

to be in charge of

to take over a
portion of work
upon oneself

to be responsible

collective
responsibility;
solidarity
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e. Word List, continued

ou to bear; to assume;
to accept

shinyoo suru to have confidence in;
to trust

fushinnin
ketsugi vote of non-confidence

uttaeru to appeal to

soojishoku resignation en masse

dochira ka
ni suru to do either one 'or

the other

--- --ni motozuku to be based on;
to conform to

1,4) moshimo if

5k 4-3 hiketsu suru to reject; to vote
down

teishutsu suru to present;
to introduce

mitomeru to recognize

3

1,P, (36 2.

AP. -5 cr,

t

omou yoo ni

tootei

tasuu no

to the full; as much
as one likes

at all; by any
possibility

majority

gensoku principle;
fundamental rule

shikumi arrangement;,
design; plan
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e. Word List, continued

giin naikaku
sei

parliamentary
government;
cabinet
government

7/4
.J.:_ 1/

hooan bill; measure
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a. Dialogue

'Judiciary System'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith In the United States, the principle of

independence of judicial power is respected,

but is it so in Japan, too?

Yamamoto: Yes, it is. Such things as the government

putting pressure upon the judicial function,

or the Diet interfering with the work of the

courts of justice are not permitted.

Smith : Judicial power is, of course, exercised by the

courts of justice, but in Japan what kind of

courts are there?

Yamamoto: Beginning with the summary courts which handle

simple incidents, there are the family courts,

the district courts, the higher courts and the

Si .th

supreme court.

How is the == upreme court organized?

Yamamoto: The supreme court of Japan consists of a chief

justice and fourteen justices.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : Are the justices of the supreme court elected

or appointed?

Yamamoto: The chief justice of the supreme court is

appointed by the Emperor based on the

nomination by the Cabinet, and other justices

are appointed by the Cabinet and confirmed

by the Emperor.

Smith What sort of things does the Supreme Court do?

Yamamoto: The supreme court determines whether the laws

passed in the Diet, administrative decrees

made in the Cabinet, departmental ordinances

and regulations made in the various ministries,

and their dispositions are in conformity with

the constitution or not. If they are judged

as unconstitutional, even if they are laws

passed in the Diet, they will become void.

Smith What do family courts do?

Yamamoto: It is the function of the family courts, as

their specialty, to deal with matters

pertaining to families and to juveniles.
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c. Reading Text
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The Diet cannot interfere with the work of the

courts of justice.

2. The Emperor appoints the chief justice of the

supreme court based on the nomination of the

Cabinet.

3. The supreme court determines whether the laws

passed in the Diet are in conformity with the

constitution or not.

B. Express the following in English:

1. .:A"\ \ g) o -Lr 71"v%

-t-(_ 9 3fir_J ic 5t-4- -t -11-11 9

2. eX1 1- 5 .1* /It e 4)-Yf- 1 z. Ni t 3 t

1, t s" K 9

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

1. 1 t ";] /1)- )f) 1";- 5 144-

2. (R k(; .11

4&.
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d. Exercises, continued

3. / t:)--

6. "-k s*71 tV(l irg \"-5 A. 0;

8. tsci -*'1 in- 1J--

10. Pf-i -to is tt Ili
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e. Grammar Notes

tatoe---demo, tatoe---temo, t3 even if - - ft

nno matter - " or " granting that it is - -".

Following substantives and preceded by tatoe,

demo expresses the idea of "even if --", "no

matter --", or "granting that it is --".

Examples:

a. Tatoe sore ga hontoo demo watakushi wa

sore o shinjimasen.

Even if it is true, I don't believe it.

b. Tatoe donna kanemochi demo, sore o kau

koto wa dekimasen.

No matter how rich he may be, he cannot

buy it.

Following ku-form of true adjectives (i -

adjectives), conjunctive base of verbs, and preceded

by tatoe, temo expresses the idea of "even if",

"no matter --", or "granting that it is --".

Examples:

a. Tatoe donna koto ga attemo, ikimasu.

No matter what happens, I'll go.

b. Tatoe donna ni muzukashiku temo, watakushi

wa sore o narau tsumori desu.

No matter how difficult it may be, I intend
to learn it.
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f. Word List

shihooken

dokuritsu

omonzuru

appaku o kuwaeru

sayoo

saibansho

kanshoo suru

jiken

kan-i saibansho

katei saibansho

chihoo saibansho

kootoo saibansho

saikoo saibansho

saibansho
chookan

oyobi

hanji

nimmei suru

ninshoo suru

judicial power

independence

to respect;
to value

to put pressure
upon

function; process

court of justice

to iuterfere

incident; affair

summary court

family court

district court

higher court

supreme court

chief judge

and

judge

to appoint; to
designate

to confirm; to
authenticate

seirei administrative
decree
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f. Word List, continued

shoorei departmental
ordinance

kisoku regulation

shobun disposition

tekigoo suru to be in
conformity with

kettei suru to determine

ihan suru to violate

hanketsu suru to judge; to pass
judgement

";. t tatoe--demo

5Q:

<

even if it is.
(See Grammar
Notes)

mukoo ni naru to become null;
to become void

shoonen boy; juvenile

shori suru to deal with

semmonteki
ni yaru to specialize in;

to make a
specialty of

3 --ni kansuru pertaining to

arasoi dispute; quarrel

sabaku to pass judgement,

to judge

hanzainin criminal

-/1-1 keibatsu punishment;
penalty
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f. Word List, continued

iiwatasu

dandan no
yoo ni

167

to pass; to
sentence; to
pronounce

in steps;
terrace



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 28

a. Student Instructions and Guidance
See page 21, Language Laboratory Exercise 23

b, Word List

9

-- lc 5y; v

7J

,1-1+-A7

std 5

ikunin ka no

yahari

--ni kankei
no fukai

hantai suru

chikara

aratamete

Gaimushoo

Yuuseishoo

Gaimu Daijin

meirei

hassuru

jitchi ni
okonau

kakyuu no

jooso suru

168

some

likewise; also

closely related to --

to oppose

power

anew; again

Ministry of Foreign
Affairs

Ministry of Postal
Affairs

Ministry of Foreign
Afiairs

order

to issue

to put in practice

lower

to appeal
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a. Dialogue

'Political Parties'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Lesson 65

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : In democratic countries it is natural to have

two or more political parties, but how many

political parties are there in Japan?

Yamamoto: There are the Liberal Democratic Party,

Socialist Party, Democratic Socialist Party,

Communist Party and others, but the big ones

are the Liberal Democratic Party and the

Socialist Party.

Smith : It is not desirable to have too many

political parties from the standpoint of

conducting the affairs of the state, is its

Yamamoto: That's right. When the number of political

parties becomes too many, the strength of

individual parties becomes that much less,

Smith : On that point the United States is very good,

because there are only two political parties,

namely, the Republican Party and the Democratic

Party. When one party comes into power and

becomes the government party, the other party

as the opposition party, criticizes the methods

of the government, and if the policy of the

political party that has control of political
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

power comes to a standstill, the opposition

party will gain victory in the following

election by getting the majority support of the

people, and thus it rises to power and becomes

the government party.

Yamamoto: In Japan today the Liberal Democratic Party

which is the majority party, is in power and has

organized the cabinet.

Smith : What happens when none of the parties is able to

occupy more than half of the seats in the Diet?

Yamamoto: On such occasions, there are times when two or

more political parties unite with mutual

understanding and form a coalition cabinet.

Smith : But, then there probably are many cases when

they disagree with each other and cannot carry

out a strong policy, aren't there?

Yamamoto: That's right. For that reason in reality it is

most desirable to have a system where you have

two big political parties who alternately take

charge of the functions of government.
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c. Reading Text
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. It is not desirable to eat too much from the

standpoint of health.

2. The Republican Party gained victory in the last

election with the support of the majority of the

people.

3. There are times when two or more political

parties unite and form a coalition government.

B. Express the following in English:

1. )(')t CCh`"h-f-0 < o

2.

3 12 414 M A L 7 t 1-1-1-t\TC r41
4- 4-) -ts it L, -h 9 'L'f-1- 4.6

4: t;
C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

2 TIAA -.0",3 4- it It L -rt6N.
3.

4, "Stli \' Lh t, 1:44

is ;frt. -)Z 1: s) 4 .1" \

--- -7 0 ( Jjtj
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d. Exercises, continued

5. tA4. iv.>czt

0 4: fir: 94.
6. 13 i" 4j,T

--4-/\

7. sk, (7) at)

8. vt7. NI a) --Yt 4q1".4-e
9. t"A,".tY. 4"-r'y

10. Y( (t-') 1J: h` 9

h
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 65

e, Grammar Notes

1. --no ue kara itte, "from the standpoint of --"

Following noun plus no and the conclusive form

of verbs, ue kara itte expresses the idea of

"from, the standpoint of --".

Examples:

a. Amari tabesugiru koto wa kenkoo no ue kara

itte amari yoku nai desu.

To eat excessively is not very good from

the standpoint of health.

b. Gasorin o tsukaisugiru ue kara itte ookii

jidoosha wa yoku nai desu.

From the standpoint of using too much

gasoline the big cars are not good.

c. Nippongo o narau ue kara itte kono hon wa

taihen ii desu.

From the standpoint of learning Japanese

this book is very good.
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f. Word List

Jiyuu-minshutoo

Shakaitoo

Minshu-
shakaitoo

-- no ue kara
itte

konomashii

hitotsu
hitotsu no

soredake

sono ten wa

Kyoowatoo

Minshutoo

ippoo

seitookan

yotoo

yatoo

tahoo

yarikata

hihan suru

tantoo suru

177

Liberal Democratic
Party

Socialist Party

Democratic Socialist
Party

from the standpoint of
(See Grammar notes)

desirable

individual

that much

on that point

Republican Party

Democratic Party

one side

among political
parties

government party

non-government party;
opposition party

other side

a way of doing;
doings; method

to criticize

to take charge
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Lesson 65

f. Word List, continued

yukizumaru

shiji

shoori o
shimeru

tasuutoo

hanashi ai

rengoo suru

renritsu
naikaku

to come to a dealock;
to come to a
standstill

support

to win; to gain a
victory

majority party

conference;
consultation

to unite; to coalesce

coalition cabinet

iken ga awanai to disagree with
each other

shikkari shita strong; sound; solid

seisaku policy

jikkoo suru

hontoo wa

kawariatte

katachi

nozomashii

178

to realize; to put
into practice

in reality

alternately; by turns

form

desirable; advisable
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a. Dialogue

'Elect ion'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Elections must be fair and just, don't you

think?

Yamamoto: That's right. If it is such that elections are

influenced by money and benefits, there is no

hope that truly enlightened politics can be

realized.

Smith : In order that elections are carried out fairly,

they must be carried out as inexpensively as

possible, shouldn't they?

Yamamoto: That's right. In Japan, the government and

local public organizations bear expenses., and

hope for fair and just elections.

Smith: Pertaining to expenses spent for elections in

Japan, is there anything clearly stipulated in

the law?

Yamamoto: Yes, the law sets a limitation on expenditures

disbursed for elections and if more than that

is expended, the candidates and campaigners

will be punished.

Smith : Probably there are a lot of election violations
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Lesson 66

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

in japan too, but what kind of violations are

most common?

Yamamoto: Buying off with bribery is by far most common.

And next to that is the house to house visit.

Smith: The thing that you have to consider very

carefully in elections is what to place empha-

sis on, the political party or the individual.

Yamamoto: There is no question about it. I think that

the people confronting elections, first of all,

must decide which party they will choose.

Smith : I think so, too. And after that the procedure

should be for them to carefully consider the

individuals from among the candidates who are

running as candidates from the same electoral

district and select the best man out of them.

Yamamoto: In Japan, on election day, the people go to

polling places, receive their ballots, write

in the name of the person whom they think is

the best, and place the ballot in the ballot

box, but is it so in America, too?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith Well, it is just about the same. In America,

ordinarily, persons who vote place a mark

besides the name of the person whom they think

is the best, since the names of candidates are

already written on the ballot. At times, how-

ever, they must write in the name the same as in

Japan.
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c. Reading Text
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Lesson 66

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. In order to work hard, one has to be healthy.

2. If it is such that elections are influenced by

money and profit, fair elections cannot be

carried out

3. If candidates and campaigners spend more than

the limitation set by law, they will be

punished.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 7 -c<, -r

2. i -r" t *If 1-c" K 43/M

3. lq 7 _\ X ii`i=) 41.-K "t 1/ 6 Ilk 1.W''t

111A 1-19

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

1. it 191 -c" r Ile. IT" cs 9 -1

3. --c 1 24- `7) 5 A,

L -t v 1- /;\
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d. Exercises I continued

4. \-3 t 1t5 AA t v -t .1 j

ti 131 17;7 tz. .0%

5. 1 f-57, -c" -.1" &N.

6. vi < A_ -E. rs pi-At ir fx 6

1- 11: 4,E1 -c" -4" e 0

7.

;K. 9

8. 4 6 3 ir/9,

tlbo
10. 174 7" *Vit.° No
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 66

e. Grammar Notes

e nakereba naranai, "must be - - "

"has to be - tt

Following substantives, de nakereba naranai

means "must be such-and-such".

Examples

a. Nippongo 0 oshieru no niwa Nippongo ga

joozu de nakereba naranai.

To teach Japanese, you must be good in

Japanese.

b. Senkyo wa koomei de nakereba naranai.

Elections must be fair and just.

c. Sonna shigoto o suru hito wa otoko

de nakereba naranai.

Persons who do such work must be male.

2. yoo dewa, "if it is such that"

Following the conclusive base of verbs and

auxiliary verbs, yoo dewa expresses the idea of

"if it is such that --". This expression is

concluded by a negative form.

Examples:

a. Sore ga dekinai yoo dewa, sensei ni wa

naremasen.

If it is such that you cannot do that,
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Classroom. Instruction
Lesson 66

e. Grammar Notes, continued

you cannot become a teacher.

b. Kane de ugokasareru yoo dewa, koomei na

senkyo wa dekimasen.

If it is such that they are influenced by

money, fair elections cannot be carried out.

c. Fune ni you yoo dewa, ryooshi ni wa

naremasen.

If it is such that you get sea-sick, you

cannot become a fisherman.
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f. Word List

koomei fair; just

--de nakereba
naranai must be -- (See

Grammar notes)

4: kane money

izb.1 tjz rieki profit; benefit

-Wii h`- 711- ugokasareru to be changed; to be
influenced

131 5 No akarui clear; light,
enlightened

1' -L ))'t- jitsugensareru to be materialized;
to be realized

1 5 v> '3C:./2;` akarui seiji enlightened politics

-'5.1.- '7)-
nozomi hope

2 ff-1., koosei just; fair; impartial

)f. hiyoo expense; expenditure

h 5 hiyoo ga kakaru expensive; costly

chihoo kookyoo
dantai district public

organization

keihi expense; cost;
expenditure

futan suru to bear; to assume

kisuru to look forward; to
count on; to expect

akiraka ni clearly

kitei shite aru is stipulated
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f. Word List, continued

seigen o
kuwaer u

koohosha

undooin

basserareru

senkyo ihan

baishuu

kobetsu hoomon

jimbutsu

omoki o oku

ta"t. v shika nii"
soo desu

--ni nozomu

sono ue de

rikkooho suru

junjo

toohyoosho

toohyoo yooshi

t oohyooba ko

toohyoosuru

namae

190

to place a limitation on

candidate

election campaigner

to be punished

election violation

buying off with
bribery

house to house visit

character; personality;
the quality of a man,
individual

to place emphasis; to
value

I'm positive of it;
there is no question
about it.

to face - -, to confront

after that

to run as a candidate

sequence, order,
procedure

polling place

ballot

ballot box

to cast a vote

name
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U. Word List, continued

sude ni already

kakiireru to write in

yoko side

shirushi o
tsukeru to mark

yoo dewa if it is such (See
Grammar notes)



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 29

a. Student Instructions and Guidance
See page 21, Language Laboratory Exercise

Word List

/3. ;'L 6

toosen(suru)

mezasu

hooritsu ni
fureru

kane o maku

kokoro o awase

iten suru

senkyoken

yuusuru

tooroku suru

gemmei suru

mushozoku

192

23.

election (to be
elected)

to aim at; to have
an eye to

to infringe the law.

to spend money;
to strew money

with one accord

to move

right to vote

to possess

to register

to declare; to
signify; to assist

independent,
unaffiliated
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a. Dialogue

'Diplomatic Relations'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

: In the civilized world of today, it is utterly

impossible to hope for the sound development

of a nation without having relations with other

countries, isn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. Today the mutual interests among

nations are complicated and furthermore are

constantly changing, so it is necessary for

them to always negotiate with each other aid

talk over matters with each other.

Smith : In other words, it boils down to the fact that

diplomacy has the important function of bringing

various nations together, doesn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. Since diplomacy is a method of

solving problems peacefully and differs from

solving problems by force, it must be carried

out by methods in keeping with that spirit.

Smith : In other words, each nation must mutually

respect each other's independence according to

the stipulations of international law, and must

also recognize that they all are equal.
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Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: That right. And nations must abide by

treaties concluded between them, and endeavor

not to violate them. I feel that if this is

done, international relations will proceed

harmoniously and it will be possible to bring

about a peaceful world.

Smith : At one time when problems occurred between

nations, diplomacy was carried out only among

the nations that were directly related to. the

problem.

Yamamoto: But in such cases, diplomacy was apt to be

influenced by force, wasn't it?

Smith : That's right. However, later on it developed

so that even nations not directly involved in

that problems conduct discussions through

diplomatic procedures as arbitration and

mediation.

Yamamoto: Such diplomacy develops more and more as

relations between nations become closer, and

today occasions when representatives of various

nations gather and hold conferences and debate

problems have increased.
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c. Reading Text
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. At one time (before) diplomacy between nations

was apt to be influenced by force.

As the interests between nations become

complicated, the problems of diplomacy become

complex.

3. It is impossible to hope for the sound growth

of a nation without relations with other

countries.

Be Express the following in English:

, NIA e
evIn K f:;: \ blr

2 It It .ack <

,=9

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

tcg

2. to 41- -z -t \,
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d. Exercises, continued
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e. Grammar Notes

1. --zu shite, "without doing such-and-such"

Following the negative base (first base) of

verbs zu shite expresses the idea of "without doing

such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Asahan o tabezu shite hataraku no wa karada

ni warui.

It is bad for one's health to work without

eating breakfast.

b. Gaikoku to koosai sezu shite kokka no

kenzen na hattatsu o nozomu koto wa fukanoo

desu.

It is impossible to hope for the sound

growth of nations without relations with

other countries.

c. Kusuri o nomazu shite byooki o naosu koto

wa muzukashii.

It is difficult to cure sicknesses without

taking medicine.
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

2. - -achi, "apt to", "liable to".

Following nouns and the conjunctive base

(second base) of verbs, gachi expresses the idea of

"apt to do ?
OM

Examples:

a. Rokugatsu wa uten gachi desu.

It is apt to be rainy in June.

b. Kono byooki wa kodomo ni okorigachi desu.

Children are liable to catch this disease.

c. Senkyo wa kane de sayuu sare gachi desu.

Elections are apt to be influenced by money.

30 --ni tsurete, "as", "in proportion to".

Following nouns and the conclusive base of

verbs, ni tsurete expresses the idea of "as",

"in proportion to".

Examples:

a. Jikan ga tatsu ni tsurete, kataku narimasuo

As time goes on, it becomes harder.

b. Kanemochi ni naru ni tsurete, shimpai ga

ooku narimasu.

As one becomes richer, anxieties increase.
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e. Grammar Notes, continued

c. Koogyoo no shimpo ni tsurete, kokka

wa hattatsu shimasu.

As industry advances, nations develop,.
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f. Word List

bummei no yo

koosai suru

--zu shite

kokka

kenzen na

fukanoo

taezu

tsune ni

kooshoo suru

gaikoo

yakuwari

buryoku

shikata

seishin

fusawashii

kokusaihoo

shimesu tokoro
ni yotte

tagai ni

civilized world

to have relations, to
associate with

without doing such-
and-such (See
Grammar notes)

nation

sound; healthy;
wholesome

impossible

constantly; always

always

to negotiate; to
confer with

diplomacy; diplomatic
relations

role; part

military force; force

method

spirit, mind,
intention

suitable, in keeping
with

international law

according to the
stipulation; as
stipulated; as shown

mutually
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Word List, continued

sonchoo suru

izuremo

shoonin suru

jooyaku

mamoru

katte

okiru

sayuu sareru

chuusai

chootei

--ni tsurete

kankei ga
fukaku naru

toogi suru

kaigi

daihyoo

204

to respect; to esteem;
to value

all

to recognize

treaty

to abide by---

once; before;
at one time

to happen; to occur

t- be influenced

to have a tendency of;
apt to; liable to
(See Grammar Notes

arbitration

mediation

as; in proportion to
(See Grammar Notes)

relation becomes
closer

to debate; to discuss

conference

representative
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a. Dialogue

'Diplomacy'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : According to the stipulations of international

law, each nation has the right to protect her

own nationals from foreign countries and at the

same time has the obligation not to interfere

in the internal affairs of foreign countries,

isn't that right?

Yamamoto: That's right. For that purpose nations who

have concluded treaties mutually exchange

diplomatic officials and consular officials

and have them conduct diplomatic and commercial

affairs.

Smith : Diplomatic officials and consular officials

have different functions, have they not?

Yamamoto: That's right. Diplomatic officials represent

the home country and handle diplomatic affairs,

and there are the distinctions of ambassador

plenipotentiary, minister plenipotentiary,

charges d'affaires, and acting ministers and

others.

Smith : What are the duties of consular officials?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 68

Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Consular officials have the duty of protecting

commerce and navigation and the duty of protect-

ing their own nationals residing abroad.

Smith However, diplomacy should not be handled only

by diplomats and statesmen, should it?

Yamamoto: That's right. It is desirous that the people

at large also participate in diplomacy.

Smith : You are able to work for the first time for

goodwill between nations when peoples mutually

exchange opinions, you see.

Yamamoto: Yes, I see. There is an incident as an

example of that. They say, in 1954, at the

Asiatic Athletic meet held in Manila, the

attitude of the Japanese athletes was so happy

and light that they were called "the best good-

will ambassadors" by the Philippine people who

were not friendly toward the Japanese after

the war.
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Lesson 68

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith I'm very happy to know that, today each nation

has realized that such events prove very

sucessful for goodwill among nations.
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C. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 68

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Diplomats represent their own countries and

handle diplomatic matters.

2. Each nation has the obligation not to interfere

with the internal affairs of other countries.

3,, The Philippine people have not been friendly

toward Japan after the war.

B. Express the following in English:

le
'$

1 -s: )t-1 fr3 L R 41,

g4(-Ji

1-37-R41*kkli; a#)

3, (g hN" iz ci6

Co Answer in Japanese the following questions:

0

g-

k' t V 1 t k-

rfaT hN t,

,AL 1.t

4. ,,z-18 r l t'" ';11 4: h\e,

5.
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d. Exercises , continued

6. yi-'Z s II- 3:9N- 3 0.) 11

Lki\
7. rS,

8. 3

10. ..)fi 0 131 5 t, 1- Ift 74 t°A...4` y Y %C.r
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 68

e. Grammar Notes

1. --no betsu ga aru, "There are the distinctions of --"

Following substantives no betsu ga aru expresses

the idea of "there are the distinctions of --".

Examples:

a. Gakkoo niwa shoogakkoo, chuugakkoo,

kootoogakkool daigaku nado no betsu ga

arimasu.

In schools, there are the distinctions of

grammar school, junior high, high school,

university and so on.

b. Gaikookan niwa taishi, kooshi nado

no betsu ga arimasu.

Among diplomats there are the distinctions

of ambassadors, ministers and so on.

2. --te hajimete, "only after", "until"

Following te-form of verbs, hajimete expresses

the idea of "only after --", "until --".

Note that if you use "until --" the verb following

to hajimete must be translated as negative.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 68

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

a. Benkyoo shite hajimete joozu ni naru no

desu.

You will become good only after you study

hard.

You cannot become good until you study hard.

b. Shimbun o yonde hajimet'e anata no chichi ga

nakunarareta no o shirimashita.

I knew of your father's death only after

I read the newspaper.

I didn't know of your father's death until

I read the newspaper.

co Nippongo 0 oshiete hajimete Nippongo ga

muzukashii to iu koto ga wakarimashita.

I didn't know that the Japanese language

is so difficult until I taught it.

I found out that the Japanese language is

difficult only after I taught it.
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Lesson 68

f. Word List

jikokumin

hogo suru

naisei

--to dooji ni

aimu

gailwokan

ryoojikan

kookan suru

jimu ni ataru

shokumu

one's own nationals

to protect; to defend

internal affairs

and at the same time

duty; obligation

diplomatic official

consular official

to exchange

to conduct affairs; to
manage the affairs

duty; function

hongoku one's own country;
home country

zenken taishi ambassador plenipotentiary

zenken kooshi minister plenipotentiary

dairi taishi charges d'affaires

dairi kooshi acting minister (charges
d'affaires)

--no betsu ga
aru there is the distinction

of (See Grammar Notes)

kookai navigation

zaigai
jikokumin own nationals stationed

abroad

seijika

215

politician; statesman
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 68

Word List, continued

ippan kokumin

sanka suru

--te hajimete

shinzen

hakarareru

ichirei to
shite

kyoogi taikai

senshu

taido

41-.2 --ni kooi o
motsu

shinzen
shisetsu

moyooshi

ninshiki suru

kooka ga aru

yorokobashii

people at large; average
people

to participate

until, only after, (See
Grammar Notes)

goodwill

to be able to strive for;
to be able to work for

as an example

athletic meet

athletes; champions

attitude

to be friendly toward;
to be pro--

goodwill ambassador

meeting; gathering; event

to recognize

to prove fruitful, to
prove successful

joyful; happy



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 30

a. Student Instructions and Guidance
See page 21, Language Laboratory Exercise 23.

Word List

mokuteki object, purpose

1f r x. c7) kokusaihoo-
joo no

U.V0c -/k

Kokusai
Gakusei Kaigi

Orimppiku
Taikai

from the viewpoint
of an international
law.

International
Students
Conference

Olympic Games

Sekai Bukkyooto
Taikai World Buddhist

Conference
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Lesson 69

a. Dialogue

'United Nations Organization'
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Classroom. Instruct ion

Lesson 69

a, Dialogue, cont inued

N1;". V I.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 69

Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: At present, when solving problems among nations,

the nucleus organization is the United Nations,

isn't it?

Smith : That's right. The United Nations was organized

in the light of the failure of the League of

Nations, and as I understand it, it is superior

to the League of Nations in many respects.

Yamamoto: The United Nations was organized with the

purpose of maintaining cooperation and peace

among nations, but how is it organized?

Smith : In order to accomplish its objectives, the

United Nations is made up of the General

Assembly in which all the member nations

participate and discuss, and the three Councils.

Yamamoto: What sort of work has the United Nations

accomplished up to the present?



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 69

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith The United Nations, after the Second World War,

has done such things as giving relief to Jews

and many other people, distributing food to

those suffering from the shortage of food, and

giving guidance on agricultural techniques to

the people in the backward regions.

Yamamoto: It has played a part in bringing peace too,

Smith

hasn't it?

Yes, it has. When Indonesia became independent,

the Netherlands tried to suppress it by force,

so the Security Council sent delegates and had

them put an end to the war. And also at the

time of the Korean War, it sent a force made

up of troops of various nations.

Yamamoto: The United Nations has not yet done sufficient

work in regard to the reduction of armaments,

has it?

Smith Well, I suppose not. Especially in the world

of today where atomic bombs and hydrogen bombs

have appeared, it is necessary to prohibit

their usage as weapons of war, or to control



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 69

b0 Dialogue Translation, continued

atomic power internationally, but it has not

accomplished any conspicuous results pertaining

to such matters,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 69

C. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 69

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The United Nations was organized with the

maintenance of cooperation and peace among

nations as its objectives.

2. In many respects, the United Nations is superior

to the League of Nations.

3. At the time of the Korean War, the United

Nations dispatched a force made up of troops of

many nations.

B. Express the following in English:

)

2. (4 PTA V o'' < 9 AL k/1

)s 0Q mt5,i+ 1:14:

3 rg h 3:--) / t 1

If=z -zt kt A.

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

1 edi)tt -ykt5

z 6 /i61.

2. I P. -s .r l PLitfl 4,"pit-C

v 4: 4



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 69

Exercises, continued

3.

5. (N t *13 t"4, 1th 4", -8 L-c4L-1-cho

7.

8.

10.

/t --' 5f < aT r_Tr7 hN)K4.. -4-

t"/Cri i/4.1*\0
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 69

e. Grammar Notes

1. n "on the occasion of--" u when",

"at the time of"

Following nouns plus no, and the conclusive

form of verbs, sai ni expresses the idea of

"on the occasion of " 7 "when" "at the time of".

Examples:

a. Watakushi wa hitsuyoo no sai ni, some o

tsukaimasu.

In case of need, I use it.

b. Mondai o kaiketsu suru sai ni, taisetsu

desu.

It is important when you solve problem.

c. Goshuppatsu no sai ni mata ome ni

kakar imasu.

I'll see you again at the time of your

departure.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 69

f. Word List

--sai ni

--ni kangamite

Kokusai Rengoo

Kokusai Remmei

shippai

ooku no ten de

Kokuren

kyooryoku

mokuteki o
hatasu

kame i koku

sookai

rijikai

Yudayajin

kyuusai suru

--ni kurushimu

haibun suru

okureta

shidoo

227

on the occasion
(See Grammar Notes)

in view of--; in the
light of

United Nations

League of Nations

failure

in many respects

United Nations
(abbreviated form.
of Kokusai Rengoo)

cooperation

to accomplish the
objective

member nation;
participant

general assembly

council

Jew

to give relief to;
to help

to suffer from

to distribute

fallen behind;
backward time

guidance; coaching



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 69

Word List continued

Indoneshia

dokuritsu suru

Oranda

osaeru

Anzen Hoshoo
Rijikai

iin

ha ken suru

yamesaseru

gumbi

shukushoo suru

genshi bakudan

suiso bakudan

buki

kinshi suru

genshiryoku

kanri suru

medatta

seika o ageru

hei

228

Indonesia

to become independent

Netherlands

to suppress; to check;
to stop

Security Council

committee; delegate

to dispatch; to send

to make one stop; to
make one put an
end to

armaments

to reduce

atomic bomb

hydrogen bomb

arms; weapon

to prohibit

atomic power

to control; to
supervise

conspicuous;
prominent

to realize results;
to accomplish
results

soldier; troops



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 69

f. Word List, continued

kurikaesu to repeat; to
duplicate

hairyo consideration; care

--ta ue de after doing such-
and-such

kihonteki jinken basic human rights

kokusai rengoo
kenshoo

han-i

kankoku suru

229

United Nations Charter

limit; scope

to advise
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Lesson 70

a,, Dialogue

'World Peace'
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Lesson 70

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 70

b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: The fact that scientists of the United States,

England, and Italy finally succeeded in

releasing atomic energy toward the end of: the

Second World War is often compared with the

discovery of fire, isn't it?

Smith : That's right. And if mankind can skillfully

utilize this energy, it is said that the

material civilization of mankind will make

rapid progress.

Yamamoto: However, unfortunately the very first

utilization of atomic power was made for the

purpose of mass destruction, and mass killing

and wounding.

Smith : Thus, atomic and hydrogen bombs made their

appearance as new weapons, and furthermore,

the opposition of the two worlds has really

become violent, because not only the United

States and England but also the Soviet have

begun to carry out the production,

experimentation, and storage of such weapons.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 70

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: That's right. For that reason, two movements

started. One is the movement aimed at inter-

national supervision of atomic power, and the

other is the movement to prohibit atomic weapons.

Smith : The nucleus of these movements is the World

Peace Conference, isn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. It is very gratifying to know

that the people of the whole world have arisen

in this manner concerning the prevention of a

new world war and the maintenance of world

peace.

Smith : It certainly is. As I understand it, recently,

nations belonging to both camps are endeavoring

for the utilization of atomic power for peace

such as, the utilization of atomic power for

medical research and atomic motive power.

Yamamoto: That's right. The powers of the world such as

the United States, England, and the Soviet can

make great contribution toward the welfare of

mankind only after they cooperate closely by

mutually exchanging theory and techniques and

by striving for superiority of utilization of
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 70

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

atomic power for peace and not striving for

superiority of their atomic weapons.
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Lesson 70

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 70

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. If mankind can skilfully utilize atomic energy,

the material civilization of mankind will

probably make rapid progress.

2. Unfortunately the very first utilization of

atomic power was made for mass destruction and

mass killing and wounding.

3. The opposition of the two worlds became intense.

B. Express the following in English:

1. gf- (fl /7 0) =f. 4:0 -:-1 if] a) 4t.
4"--)

2. h 1).) 14- P.E. 1)/

3 it , Pt -1 1 J ;1i3. 14 t 17 '/RA

I)

C. Answer in Japanese the following questions:

1. 1-g- /

tc a) 11

2. Tek *77 a, )5rr-: -74-. 1J 0 if) =1-r A-) 42 4: 14:.

3 -2 a) ki.t. :;f--- a r" 1. < rj,- 11.

4. ,t4- L fj. As,
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d. Exercises, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 70

e. Grammar Notes

1. naraba, "if"

Following substantives and the conclusive base

of verbs naraba expresses the idea of "if". It

express the same idea as nara which was introduced

in Lesson 18.

Examples:

a. Anata ga soo iu naraba, shimpai wa nai

deshoo.

If you say so, there is probably nothing

to worry about.

b. Ano hito ni sore ga dekiru naraba,

watakushi ni mo dekiru deshoo.

If he can do it, I can probably do it too.

c. Hitsuyoo naraba kainasai.

If it is necessary, buy it.
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f. Word List

Bel United States

_El England

4-r I Italy

IC t---4- kagakusha scientist

15?-, 4- 1_, 1 v fr" genshi enerugii atomic energy

1* M kaihoo release

A lk -P 3 seikoo suru to succeed

1., it" 1, It" shibashiba often

K hi fire

-7'4- 19fc /Li hakken discovery

T' t i. Al- tatoerareru to be compared

A, 0 jinrui mankind; human racet umaku successfully;
skilfully

--naraba if (See Grammar
Notes)

).-N 1 K 1 busshitsu bummei material civilization

A a. fa'g lc 7/kik 4- 3

z

hiyakuteki ni
hatten suru make rapid progress;

to take long
strides.

da ga but; however

fukoo nimo unfortunately

tairyoo hakai mass destruction

tairyoo sasshoo mass killing and
wounding

239
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 70

f. Word List, continued

shin heiki

gensuiba ku

jikken

chozoo

tairitsu suru

iyoiyo

undoo

genshi heiki

kokusai kanri

sekai heiwa
hyoogikai

booshi

iji

tachiagaru

tokuchoo

kinrai

ryoojin-ei

--ni zokusuru

igaku kenkyuuyoo

240

new weapon

atomic and hydrogen
bomb

experiment; test

store; storing

to oppose to each
other; to be pitted
against each other.

really; more and
more

movement; campaign;
crusade

atomic weapon

international control;
international
supervision

World Peace
Conference

prevention

maintenance.
preservatIon

to rise

characteristics

in recent times;
recently

both camps

to belong to --

usage for medical
research
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 70

f. Word List, continued

genshi dooryokuyoo

heiwa riyoc

taikoku

yuuretsu

arasou

riron

kimmitsu na

fukushi

tadai na

kooken

usage for atomic
motive power

utilization for
peace

Power; large country

superiority or
inferiority;
relative merits

to dispute; to argue

theory

close

welfare; well-being

great; considerable

contribution;
service

TAKE EXAMINATION NO. 5 BEFORE STARTING LESSON 71.
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PREFACE

The NON RESIDENT LANGUAGE REFRESHER COURSE, MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE UNIT, 210 HOUR COURSE, JAPANESE LANGUAGE,
VOLUME V, contains Lessons 71-90 for classroom instruction and
Exercises 31-39 for language laboratory practice.

Each Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" consists of the
following sections:

"a. Dialogue"

"b. Dialogue Translation"

"c. Reading Text"

"d. Exercises"

tt e. Grammar Notes"

"f. Word List"

The "Dialogue", written in conventional writing, is
arranged so as to give the student a number of new words and
a number of new ways of saying things. Certain KANJI "Chinese
characters", considered more difficult for the student to
recognize than others, appear with their readings to facilitate
his reading.

The "Dialogue Translation" is intended to convey the
meaning of the Japanese sentence, rather than to be a word-for-
word translation. Where possible, idiomatic English sentences
are given. However, in some cases, if the Japanese sentence
were translated into idiomatic English, an important feature
of the Japanese sentence meaning would be lost. Therefore,
the student should not be alarmed even if some of the English
versions appear stilted.

The "Reading Text", written narratively in conventional
writing, reworks and manipulates the vocabulary and patterns
of the "Dialogue" to provide the student with a resume of the
"Dialogue".

The "Exercises" are intended both for bilingual practice
of translating from one to the other and for drill in directly
answering questions given in Japanese, and they are based
primarily on the content of the "Dialogue".



The "Grammar Notes" deal with selected grammatical features
in the "Dialogue". They are intended merely to enable the
student to get a clearer picture of these grammatical features
and functionally apply and assimilate them through practice.

The "Dialogue", "Reading Text" and certain parts of
"Exercises" in each Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" are
pre-recorded together with necessary student instructions for
use in the event that native speakers of Japanese are not
available as instructors.

Normally every third hour is to be spent for individual
language laboratory practice whether qualified instructors
are available or not.' The material for laboratory practice
is based primarily on the contents of the "Dialogues" covered
in classroom during the two preceding hours. The bulk of the
laboratory material including student instructions is also
pre-recorded. However, some portions of the laboratory
material have been prepared in written form and these are
printed under "Language Laboratory Exercises" normally after
every second Lesson for "Classroom Instruction". Each pre-
recorded "Language Laboratory Exercise" consists of a dialogue
and a series of questions.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 71

a. Dialogue

Film Teaching Unit - "Japanese Self Defense Forcz:".
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 71

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 71

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith What sort of things did Japan do in preparation

for her becoming an independent nation?

Yamamoto: In 1950, she organized the so-called Police

Reserve and in order to train police officers,

taught them the techniques of self defense.

Smith This so-called Police Reserve was transformed

into the Safety Force in 1952 and it further

became the Self Defense Force of today in 1954,

isn't that right?

Yamamoto: That's right. The Self Defense Force today

consists of three branches, namely, the Ground

Self Defense Force, Maritime Self Defense Force,

and Air Self Defense Force, and both the number

of personnel and equipment have increased

conspicuously.

Smith What kind of training do they give at Camp Fuji?

Yamamoto: There, the day's training begins with morning

gymnastics. Then they shift to bayonet drill.

And they also conduct training in firing of

recoilless rifles and howitzers, the operation

of tanks, and the firing of tank guns.

3



Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 71

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Practice in semaphore signaling is done for

both training and exercise, isn't it?

Yamamoto: Certain things are done for the training and

exercise, but certain things are done just

for the exercise.

Smith

Yamamoto:

Where is Camp Kashii?

It is in Fukuoka in Kyuushuu and there the

members of the Self Defense Force receive

training on parachutes from American

instructors.

Smith I hear that among the American instructors

there are many who have the experience of

jumping two to three hundred times.

Yamamoto: That's what I hear.

Smith I assume you already know, but in Second

World War, airborne units played a conspicuous

part by attacking the enemy rear, cooperating

with infantry units, and by transporting

supplies and infantry units of friendly forces

after occupying enemy airfields.

4



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 71

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: That's right. For that reason, in any country

today, the training of airborne units is

emphasized very strongly.

Smith How long does the training at Camp Kashii

last?

Yamamoto: The training ends in two weeks. At the

graduation ceremony they receive badges

together with diplomas, and with this they

become full-fledged paratroopers.

5



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 71

C. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 71

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Airborne Units occupy enemy airfields and trans-

port infantry units and supplies of the friendly

force there.

2. The day's training begins with morning gymnastics.

3. In any country today, they place great emphasis

on the training of airborne units.

B. Express the following in English:

p4c. 'it Vito
2 4 4 r;1 A- fib it *j cf) *fr 1 ic

TeL 1%2 4,t-c v
3 1`' -t"11 kithicE , 41/1 F*,v-Z 0, *1-*

t'') ;-f-Yci 41- at. t., '*)t) t/VE 69 'IM=t 1- 69

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1.

L \

2 ia ( 7) 0 4ff. t`

3 . 1 7° LI^ i-"l P,
4. g-) -V It lq Z1 ->&"7 v /.%*

5. _t` Uxil 1)*1--)c,
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6. )/` ,1

7. r

8.

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 71

d. Exercises, continued

1< V\ -t0)

9. L, 70 9) *t. 117 e",9 4b._ Izt -r.\

10. Ir-I-;\: a) 134- 4,ff -t) 42 lo -t-
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 71

e. Word List

jumbi preparation

Keisatsu Yobitai Police Reserve

jiko booei self defense

yoosei suru to train;
to educate

keisatsukan

kunren

Rikujoo Jieitai

Kaijoo Jieitai

Kookuu Jieitai

soobihin

asa

juukenjutsu

muhandoohoo

ryuudampoo

shageki kunren

sensha

soojuu

senshahoo

tebata shingoo

renshuu

9

police officer

training

Ground Self Defense
Force

Maritime Self
Defense Force

Air Self Defense
Force

equipment

morning

bayonet drill

recoilless rifle

howitzer

firing drill

tank

manipulation,
operation

tank gun

semaphore
signaling

practice; drill
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 71

e. Word List, continued

undoo

kyookan

rakkasan

kooka suru

keiken

goshoochi

kuutei butai

hohei butai

teki

koohoo

koogeki suru

hikoojoo

senryoo suru

mikata

ho kyuuhin

katsuyaku

sotsugyoo shiki

sotsugyoo shoosho

ichininmae no

rakkasan hei

katsudoo

keisatsu nimmu

10

physical exercise

instructor
(military)

parachute

to jump; to drop

experience

you know
(honorific)

airborne unit

infantry unit

enemy

rear

to attack

airfield

to occupy

friendly forces

supplies

action; activity

graduation ceremony

diploma

full-fledged

paratrooper

activity

police duty
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 71

e. Word List, continued

- - ni kagirareru to be limited to -

Hoantai Safety Force

Kaishoo suru to rename; to
change a name

jimmei human life

zaisan property; wealth

koodoo suru to act; to conduct
oneself

booei defense; protection

11
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 72

a. Dialogue

Film Teaching Unit - "Japanese Self Defense Force".
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 72

a. Dialogue, continued
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Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 72

b. Dialogue Translation

Not far from Camp Fuji they were doing a

slightly different kind of military rehearsal,

weren't they?

Yamamoto: Yes, that was a war game conducted by the

Third and the Fourth Division of the Ground

Self Defense Force joined by American Military

Advisors.

Smith What sort of a thing is that?

Yamamoto: This is a common device used by military

commanders to study various tactical and

logistical problems, and in this military

rehearsal, communications between headquarters

and the front lines constitute the essential

element of success.

Smith What kind of training do they do at Camp

Yamamoto:

Asahigawa in Hokkaidoo?

That's where the Second Division of the

Northern Corps is garrisoned, and such units

as engineer units, communication units,

artillery regiments, and aviation sections

receive training.

14



Smith

Yamamoto:

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 72

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

A new camp was built near the city of Sendai,

wasn't it?

Yes, that is the Camp Tagajoo. Occasionally

they have parades in honor of visiting

Japanese and American government officials.

Smith At Rumoi which is on the west coast of

Hokkaidoo there is an infantry post, isn't

there?

Yamamoto: That's right. From there every year the

members of the Self Defense Force set out for

ski training.

Smith Perhaps the mission of infantrymen on skis

is the same as that of ordinary infantrymen,

but to fight on skis, special techniques are

probably necessary.

Yamamoto: That's right. They receive such training as

sliding down from hill tops and setting up

mortars and heavy machine guns.

15



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 72

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith Today through the aid of the American Govern-

ment, the Japanese Self Defense Force is able

to use new weapons, and is ready to move out

anytime in case of national emergency, isn't

that right?

Yamamoto: it probably is so. However, the first duty

of the Self Defense Force is to defend the

people of a newly born democratic Japan.

16



Classroom Instruction.
Lesson 72

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 72

d. Exercises

A. .4xpress the following in Japanese:

1. Communications between headquarters and the front

lines constitute the essential element of success.

2. The first duty of the Self Defense Force is to

defend the people of a newly born democratic Japan.

3. The members of the Self Defense Force can use such

new weapons as guided missiles, rockets, jet

planes and so on thanks to the United States

Government.

B. Express the following in English:

;/ .4:-( 1,1 -I:

2. 7,5..e '+0) is A

"q"*1.7 Q-A/

3. i° -t-)- re] 1, -1--c t
3 z

k LI PA N'a

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1 k)\-, 1 tl \ 4?) AI_ 1 1: t-,17 ;ft 1," v1 r"

t",1- Y 9
"g: -z

2. 4-A,e) -6 -16-

3 i1
)5)cc;

18



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 72

d. Exercises, continued

4. Jx, 3 ? Nei--3-P c;D

5. h --C" Ne",4_,11':K 1;01

6. 4J-N <K. t n.72 hA" A I, hN

7. A 4`,1) PIK t NC" t
8 . 4') 1* 4. t Nr=.- m , "1

13t. 72

9 . is .. ril:( ei)

10. r-c h\N%

19
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 72

e. Word List

enshuu maneuver;
military rehearsal

gunji komon military adviser

kankutai division (GSDF)

kami no ue no war games
sensoo

shikikan

senjutsujoo no

koohoo-
gyoomujoo no

kenkyuu suru

commander

tactical

logistic

to study;
to make research

shireibu headquarters

zensen front line

tsuushin communication

seikoo success

yooso o nasu to be an essential
factor

Hokubu Hoomentai Northern Corps

chuutonchi

kooheitai

tsuushintai

tokka rentai

kookuuhan

butai

20

garrison

engineer unit

communication unit

artillery regiment
(GSDF)

aviation. section

military unit

ALA



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 72

e. Word List, continued

---

Nichi-Bei Kanri

keii o hyoosuru

kan-etsushiki

seikaigan

futsuuka butai

nimmu

saka

suber ior iru

hakugekihoo

juukikanjuu

suetsukeru

no okage de

ittan kankyuu
no baai

shutsudoo suru

minshu Nippon

mamoru

yuud ood an

jettoki

roketto dan

21

Japanese and American
government officials

to pay respects

parade

western coast

infantry unit (GSDF)

mission; duty

hill; slope

to slide down

mortar

heavy machine gun

to install; to set up

thanks to - - ;

by one's aid

in case of
emergency

to move out

democratic Japan

to protect; to defend

guided missile

jet plane

rocket



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 31

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language
Laboratory Exercise 31, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List printed on
this page. These words did not appear in the preceding
lessons, but they are used in this exercise.

(3) Report to the language laboratory where a
film TV 319 JAPANESE SELF DEFENSE FORCE, 30 minute running
time, will be shown.

(4) View the film once while listening carefully
to the pre-recorded Japanese script synchronized with the
action of the picture.

(5) Listen to the tape, Language Laboratory
Exercise 31, and answer questions within pauses. Keep
listening and answering over and over until you can answer
the questions within given pauses.

b. Word List

Tri , zenshin predecessor

F A 4:1- futsuuka infantry branch
(GSDF)

Itr 4 tokka artillery branch
(GSDF)

I pi- kikooka armored branch

kakuka various branches

..iix vi chishiki knowledge

\-17i:a)t5 senaka ni noseru to carry on one's
back

22
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 73

a. Dialogue

'Local Self Government'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 73

a. Dialogue, continued
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Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 73

b. Dialogue Translation

What sort of thing is local self government?

Yamamoto: A country is divided into zones, such as

prefectures, cities, towns and villages, and

the problems of the respective zones are

solved by representatives elected by the

inhabitants of the respective zones. This is

called local self government.

Smith In order to carry out local self government,

local public bodies are established, aren't

they?

Yamamoto: That's right. Cities, towns, villages and

prefectures are public bodies.

Smith Who conducts the administration of public

bodies?

Yamamoto: In cities, towns, and villages, there are

councils, and regulations relating only to

these zones, such as on plans of the city,

town, and village offices, wages of the

staffs, plans of the fire departments, school

tuitions and so on, are decided by deliberation



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 73

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

of the members of the councils who are

representatives of the inhabitants.

Smith The city, town and village councils, like the

Diet, make decisions on the budget, check the

closing of accounts and make decisions on how

to collect local taxes, don't they?

Yamamoto: Yes, they do.

Smith Which organs carry out policies set by the

city, town and village councils?

Yamamoto: They are the city, town, and village offices.

Smith Who selects mayors of cities, towns, and

villages?

Yamamoto: Mayors of cities, towns, and villages are

elected by the people. However, headmen of

wards in TOkyo" Prefecture are selected by

ward councils.

Smith Since mayors of cities, towns, and villages

are not selected from among council members,

there are probably many instances when their

26
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 73

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

opinions differ, isn't that right?

Yamamoto: That's right. When mayors of cities, towns,

and villages have contrary opinions in regard

to regulations and budgets passed by councils,

they can state the reasons for their opposi-

tion and ask them to deliberate the matters

once more.

Smith Can councils cast votes of non-confidence in

mayors of cities, towns, and villages?

Yamamoto: Yes, they can. However, mayors can also

dissolve councils.

27



Classroom. Instruction
Lesson 73

C. Reading Text
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tsreem Instruction
Lk:sson 73

U. cises

A 'tatch thy, English terms in 7o1

terms in Column and place,, tho n

Japanese

(.-; correct

Japan 'se tquivalent in the t each

English

b *

c:,

U.

Column

Prufoctures

city office

town mayor

local tax

Town office

local government

public bodies

h. city council

(

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

head of the ward ( )

ward council ( )

cr

5

0.

Express the foll::ving in English:

1.

\Si rA,

r,.

r

xa i4

2n

4

\



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 73

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:
1. 1 11 ti .t>-7% /?-'11 01.1. -4"

2 .3F >ki ra: z "Ad 'CC 1K) 43 1)

3 si* 11 h\" 'ri."

4. ill-7111-4;i' .40; -k e
5 .

6. tt ."4.
7. AL if 11' rx, 4. -

8. *4-4-4, 1.1. t \r

-4*

9. )Dr4t 2i-N4 t" 4 -24k-)k 3 -hN°

t tN,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 73

e. Notes

1. Todoofuken, "Prefectures"

TO stands for reiky6 Prefecture

D00 stands for Hokkaidoo which is classified as

a prefecture.

FU s ands for urban prefectures. There are

ban prefectures, Osaka and Kyoto, in Japan.

dsfor all the other prefectures, There

two ur

KEN stan

2. Gikai

are forty- two such prefectures in Japan.

For local self government, there are ken-gikai,

ku-gikai, shi- i

Ken-gikai is equiv

ku-gikai "ward counc

kai, choo-gikai, son-gikai.

alent to state assembly.

it ". There is nothing in the

United States that corresponds to this.

shi-aikai - city counci

choo-gikai - town council

son-gikai - village counci

1

31
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Classroom Instruction
LL stun 73

f. Word. List

chihoo jichi local self government

todoofuken prefectures
(See Notes)

shichnoson city, town, and village

kuiki area; district; zone

sorezore respectively

juumin inhabitants

jishin self

gikai assembly; parliament
(See Notes)

shiyakusho municipal (city) office

yakuba town or village office

shokuin faculty; staff

shooboodan fire fighter;
fire department

kessan closing accounts;
settlement of accounts

chihoozei local tax

t rikat?, method of collection

shichooson mayor of city,
town and village

k.uclicc headman of a ward

kug kai ward council

kuichigau to be contrary to;
to clash

32
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 73

Word List, continued

kaketsu suru

joorei

to pass

local government law;
regulations; rules;
ordinance

-A 5 noberu to state; to express

33



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 74

a. Dialogue

'Local Self Government, continued'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 74

a. Dialogue

'Local Self Government, continued'

v) < cP-5 9 -t h
, 1 t )crk,1-
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 74

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith Is the set-up of prefectures the same as that of

cities, towns, and villages?

Yamamoto: The set-up of prefectures is practically no

different from that of cities, towns, and

villages.

Smith Prefectures stand between the state and cities,

towns, and villages, and on many occasions,

act as a go-between for both sides, isn't

that right?

Yamamoto: That's right. In case of disasters in cities,

towns, and villages, prefectures ask the state

for lump aid. And it is the prefectural

governor who acts as a go-between on occasions

when the state gives permission to cities,

towns, and villages to borrow money.

Smith How are governors of prefectures selected?

Yamamoto: Governors were formerly appointed by the

Minister of Hume Affairs, but today they are

elected by the people.

36



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 74

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith What are the functions of prefectures?

Yamamoto:

Smith

Prefectures are local public bodies that

include many cities, towns, and villages over

a wide area and they build high schools,

mental institutions, food inspection

facilities and so on, and do work that cities,

towns, and villages cannot perform or work

that are not appropriate for them to perform.

Where do prefectures conduct their administra-

tion?

Yamamoto: There is a prefectural office in each of the

various prefectures and carries out its

administration there.

Smith How many prefectures are there in Japan?

Yamamoto:

Smith

_
There are the prefecture of Tokyo, prefecture

of Hokkaido°, two urban prefectures of Osaka

and Kyoto, an6 forty two other prefectures.

So, in aii there are forty six prefectures.

What kinds of organs are there in a prefecture?



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 74

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: There are the Election Board, the Board of

Education and others, and they perform various

functions so that elections and education are

properly carried out.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 74

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction.
Lesson 74

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. On many occasions, prefectures act as go-betweens

between the state and cities, towns, and villages.

The Board of Education performs various functions

so that education can be properly carried out.

3. Prefectures are local public bodies that include

many cities, towns ami villages over a wide area.

B. Express the following in English:

1

fTh 41'; 1.

4::r --lz"

ict

..k\ 7.7*

4
T

C. Answer the folluwing questions in Japanese:

3 .

_
.t

4. *-'4-1

5. ti Z

t.of

ri, W
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 74

d. Exercises? continued

7. 7c. -tp < t \

8.

s t
10.

E L. 4: ti`

11 \x, rs: -p 0
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Classroom Instruction

t-% 7\ f":""

Lesson 74

e. Word List

kawaranai

chuukan

nakadachi

71,

tc19-C

saigai

tor imatomeru

torimatomete

5tc yookyuu suru

sha kkin

kyoka suru

chiji

1)$ Naimu Daijin

< 7 t O) ikutsu mo no

fukumu

seishin byooin

te, V.12` shokuhin kensa

tekitoo na

Tochoo

Doochoo

fuchoo

42

to be no different

middle

agency; mediation;
go between

disaster; calamity

to arrange in order;
to gather

in a lump

to demand, to request

debt; loan

to permit; to approve;
to grant

governor

Minister of
Internal Affairs

many

to include

mental institution;
lunatic asylum

food inspection

appropriate; suitable

TOky6 Prefectural
Office

Hokkaidoo Prefectural
Office

urban prefectural
office



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 74

e. Word List continued

Senkyo Kanri
Iinkai

Election Board;
Election Control
Committee

A Kyooiku Iinkai Board .of Education;
Education Committee

kyooiku education

zembu de in all; altogether
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 32

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language
Laboratory Exercise 32, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List on the next
page. These words did not appear in the preceding lessons,
but they are used in this recorded exercise.

(3) The tape contains a dialogue and a series of
questions based on the dialogue. They are recorded in
the following order:

(a) The dialogue is recorded once by native
speakers at normal conversational speed for comprehension
only.

(b) The dialogue is again recorded by the
native speakers at normal conversational speed but with
pauses for student imitation and repetition. Keep
listening and repeating over and over until you have
become entirely familiar with all the details of pronuncia-
tion and can imitate them in your own repetition within
given pauses.

(c) The dialogue is again recorded at a
little faster speed for comprehension only.

(d) Next, a series of questions and answers
pertaining to the dialogue is recorded at normal
conversational speed with pauses for student response and
comparison. Listen to the question and immediately give
your answer during the pause given. Then listen to the
approved answer supplied and repeat it during the pause
whether your answer was right or wrong.

(e) Finally, the dialogue is recorded again
at a faster speed for your comprehension, and it is
immediately followed by the same series of questions with
pauses for your responses.
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Yangt:r1:: Laboratory ;:xorcis(!$
Exercise 32

Word List

taishoo shit2 in contrast to -

how?

special ward

to obtain consent

scikvuu ic.quest: dLmand

akuin official

K..aishoku dismissal

ni r21:(:rs ly

ryoc'sha b,th parties

to become disordrly

fuu ni
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 75

a. Dialogue

'Court Trial - Civil Case'

x is -Lio b-4 A

-r" L T: 1<. k 5

4.4,
x : -*A ir 3

I --fr I s{-t- ors Z51,7
I rr doN

, ASH I,: I r-c, t It) t s) 4 1.7

A A
-ft'l Vf A", -xof t

-)-r"-f-, vc,04-4,1.5-tiz-_--7,1.-c v 4\s'

r)c, e41'f It CA-1;

itJ i) I' 5 Vf -c

+7- -4-

; A Cc, tft.),- A k j." Izt 1/ LI. 1 0 to

dA

4k A1 lit 1 * "4-5 v)-1-:. -1: z tt

2-) .T" t. 5 t:

11. sq tv; 1. t 1,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 75

a. Dialogue, continued
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Smith

Yamamuto

Clas,"7-

b. DialoguL Trinslation

inert are u. kinds of laws, aren't there?

therr ar- , I-Dwever, they can be diviaed

implv ini: public law anJ private law.

Smith I. y;cu break dwn ublic law and private law

rurtl-lcr, w.at iLds arc tilere?

YamamGt: In public law, chre are constitutional law,

criminal law, the co_o of criminal procedure,

the code civil procedure, and in private

law, there are civl law and commercial law.

Smith S.:,Lakin g laws that have direct relationship

living, they are the code of

pr-Aure and ths2 code of civil

.7.yrr.7 -cen't thcv;.2

\,;,.';qamLt:): 17:4a:.1-1
-o In case disputes occur in th

privat,- =Tsi people, 1-h7, necessity (1:

)x-terminin;: by trial whose claim is riht

Y*Lat arr: ii!-uits?

48
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 75

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Civil suits are law suits from commerce, loans,

marriages, inheritances and other courses and

they fall within the jurisdiction of the

courts.

Smith Won't you please explain civil suits by an

illustration?

Yamamoto: Let's assume that person A demands that person

B return money that A had loaned. In response,

if B insists that he has no recollection of

borrowing it, or that he is certain he has

already returned it, A starts a lawsuit.

Smith Then, it results in the court taking up that

dispute, isn't that so?

Yamamoto: That's right. The court summons A and B and

after listening to the claims of both sides,

and investigating witnesses C and D and

documentary evidence, it judges which claim

is right and renders a decision.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 75

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 75

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Civil suit is a law suit resulting from commerce

loans, marriages, inheritances and other causes.

2. Civil suits fall within the jurisdiction of the

courts.

3. A insisted that he has no recollection of having

borrowed money from B.

B. Express the following in English:

ifil tiff V4-; -c -3-

2. R, Slf 4 t)17 . 411-
4-"" Vf

3. Z., //` I)

L k L

/.k 1 t #H) " rz2'

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. ?ft. < /7Y-1.7' t IvFj. "NT 7YN" .)

&- " rci- e A ) h,
4 -- tz .9) 73 /; (7) 5=6 A 5 FJt--.. 4 I

1" 4- '*\,.

5. tfc t;14 C;. -c-4-t\
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6.

7.

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 75

d. Exorcises 7 continued

L. .z -,

ir

8. fj," 3;4' *P-7 ( 7*Urq).1) tr" 1, :7 ta.

9. krf I tfr"X- rjA"

4.
10
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1: a simply

ke hoo publio: law

shihoo pr ivate law

criminal law

iji ss)shAloo code of criminal
procr:Jurt!
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P ;7:0

-
minji sushoohoo cod, of 'ivil

r
1- -.4 *.r.

mi7poo

hi ohoo

,:nr war no

ni,Thinichi no ; ily
:lib! no

proceduro

civil law

commzcci'.,1 law

1-,ur

shiseikatsu

hi i
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sooz,Au

privato
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La.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 75

e. Word List, continued

soshoo law suit

kankatsu jurisdiction

zokusuru to belong;
to fall within

ichirei o ageru to cite an example

kasu to lend

A, B, C, DKoo, Otsu,
Hei, Tei

kaese

saisoku suru

katei suru

kar iru

oboe

hensai suru

shuchoo suru

toriageru

yobidasu

soohoo

shoonin

shooko shorui

handan suru

hanketsu o
kudasu

kihonteki

54

return (imperative)

to demand

to assume; to suppose

to borrow

memory; recollection

to return

to insist

to take up

to summon

both sides

witness

documentary evidence

to judge

to render a decision

basic

A



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 75

e. Word List, continued

shoosuru to designate; to call

roppoo the six codes

tekiyoo suru to apply
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 76

a.
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)ialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 76

b. Dialogue Translation

What are criminal suits?

Yamamoto: Criminal suits are law suits for the purpose

of passing judgment on persons for such

crimes as murder, arson, armed robbery,

assault and battery, threats, counterfeit,

fraud, and embezzlement.

Smith Criminal suits fall within the jurisdict :.on

of the courts just as civil suits do, don't

they?

Yamamoto: Yes, they do. Among the courts that carry

out civil and criminal trials, there are four

levels, namely; the supreme court, the higher

courts, the district courts, and the summary

courts. And also ranked with the district

courts, there are the family courts which

handle domestic problems and juvenile

protection.

Smith Criminal procedure begins with the search for

crime, doesn't it?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 76

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: That's right. Public procurators carry out

necessary investigation in order to discover

offenders and gather evidence. Also, there

are times when they request the appearance

of suspects and investigate them.

Smith Who indicts in criminal law suits?

Yamamoto: Public procurators become plaintiffs and

Smith

indict.

What sort of thing is done in preparation for

a public trial?

Yamamoto: When there is an indictment, the court serves

the accused with a copy of the indictment.

Then it sets the date of the public trial

and summons the accused, and also notifies

the public procurator and attorney.

Smith What is the procedure of a public trial?

Yamamoto: The judge does not investigate the case

himself, but he judges the guilt or innocence

of the accused based on the argument in court

between the public procurator and the accused
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 76

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

or his attorney. And at the end he gives his

decision.

Smith o Persons with the decision can

Yamamoto::

appeal within set period of time, cantt they?

Yes , oi- course. the:v can.

60
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 76

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 76

d. Exercises

A. Match the English terms in column A to the Japanese

terms in column B and place the number of the correct

Japanese equivalent in the space provided after each

English term.

Column A Column B

a. murder ( ) 1. VC 9:
b. fraud

) 2. M
c. offender

) 3.

d. arson
( ) 4. 4, A.

e. threat
) 5. IT,

f. suspect
) 6.

g. counterfeit ) 7. ItL Ic
h. armed robbery

) 8. *it tt
i. crime

) 9. At_

j. assault and battery ( ) 10. "
k. public procurator ( ) 11.

1. accused
) 12. gz

m. attorney ( ) 13. /C
n. the person himself ( ) 14. 423

o. plaintiff ( ) 15. 4:k
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 76

d. Exercises, continued

B. Match the Japanese terms in column A to the English

terms in column B and place the number of the correct

English equivalent in the space provided after each

Japanese term.

Column A

e.

h.

i.

j.

63

Column B

1. to argue

2. to complain

3. to arrest

4. guilt

5. to search

6. to indict

7. to gather

8. to arraign

9. to summon

10. to appeal



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 76

d. Exerciscs, continued

Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1.
1

, 4-1 - V-A.4

3 .

A,.) -4- J.%

4 , "../ 1 ?if.

5

6.

c; 4_, -co *,1

)

/1-4 rif . frj

*. .1Y7

7 i-)1
,

;;1.1, 1 Z ;4' , -T-7-. (-S ') -I" --i--. "./' \

4,-,, .,--.1 7, _'411/141- ._ 1.- -c i-k Y-1 f.:1'1. 1 l'."A., (:-; .- t- il8. i -

9,4 -',....; .-4) ,.,'.. I l i 6 1 )2 7 , 4 : , ,. :.) t 7,\
, ,

kti,

10.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 76

e. Word List

keiji soshoo

satsujin

hooka

gootoo

ooda

kyoohaku

gizoo

sagi

ooryoo

hanzai

sabaku

- - to dooyoo ni

minji

keiji

yonkaidan

kateinai no

keiji tetsuzuki

soosa

kensatsukan

hannin

shuushu suru

65

criminal suit

murder

arson

armed robbery

assault and battery

threat; intimidation

counterfeit

fraud

embezzling

crime

to pass judgment;
to judge

similar to - - -

civil affairs;
civil case

criminal case

four steps,
four levels

domestic

criminal case
procedure

search

public procurator

offender; criminal

to gather
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 76

e. Word List, continued

torishirabe

higisha

shuttoo o
motomeru

kiso suru

genkoku

koohan

kisojoo

toohon

hikokunin

sootatsu suru

kijitsu

shookan suru

bengonin

tsuuchi suru

saibankan

hootei

giron

yuuzai

muzai

fufuku na

ittei no

66

investigation

a suspect

to request the
appearance

to indict;
to bring charge

plaintiff

public trial

indictment

copy

accused

to send; to serve;
to dispatch

set date

to summon

attorney; counsel

to notify

judge

court of law

argument

guilt

innocence

dissatisfied

set; fixed



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 76

e. Word List, continued,

kikannai ni

higaisha

kokuso

jishu

jiyuu

soosaku suru

taiho suru

kooso suru

67

within a period

victim

complaint; accusation

the person himself

self-surrender;
confession

reason

to search

to arrest

to arraign;
to prosecute



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 33

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

Refer to page 44.

b. Word List.

3

hoo law; regulation

- - no ten from the stand-
kara itte point of - -

from the view-
point of

daiji na important

seishitsu nature; character

kubetsu distinctiOn;
difference

gyoosei administrative
soshoo litigation

ni to be put on
fuserareru

kookai no open to the public

dai isshin the first trial

tsuzukeru to continue;
to carry on
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 77

a. Dialogue

'Disasters'
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Lesson 77

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 77

b. Dialogue Translation

I hear that Japan is outstanding in the world

for great numbers of disasters.

Yamamoto: That's right. From olden days Japan has often

suffered great damages from storm and flood,

disasters, earthquakes, tidal waves, fires,

volcanic eruption and others.

Smith Among those natural calamities what causes

the greatest damage?

Yamamoto Probably damages caused by wind and flood are

the greatest. I understand that in Japan

damages run on the average of one hundred

fifty billion yen to two hundred billion yen

yearly.

Smith What are the reasons for Japan to have so

much storm and flood damages?

Yamamoto: Probably typhoons are the main cause. Typhoons

strike Japan every year repeatedly and cause

storm and flood damages.

Smith What other reasons are there?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 77

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Japan has many mountainous regions in addition

to being narrow and long, so the rivers are

short and the flow is swift. And the mountains

on the upper reaches of rivers are steep, so

even though there are forests, when heavy rains

come down, water flows wildly and causes damage

somewhere.

Smith C The greatest causes of the repeated extensive

flood damages in Japan after the war are said

to be due to trees being over-cut and to

neglect of afforestation and dike construction

work.

Yamamoto: That's right. There are countless numbers of

examples of small disasters being turned into

big disasters because preparations and cautions

against natural calamities had been neglected.

Smith There are also many earthquakes in Japan too,

aren't there?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 77

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Yes, there are. Japan has many volcanoes

and is located in a zone where the ground is

unstable, so earthquakes are especially

numerous.

Smith The biggest earthquake on record in Japan is

the Kantoo earthquake of 1923, isn't it?

Yamamoto: Yes, it is. This big earthquake caused

extensive damage covering the prefectures of

Tokyo, Kanagawa, Chiba, Ibaragi, Saitama,

Tochigi, Shizuoka, Yamanashi and Nagano,

destroying five hundred twenty thousand houses

and killing over ninety thousand people, and

the greater portion of Tokyo and Yokohama was

destroyed by fire.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 77

c. Reading Text

13 '1) 44 t(a) 17,01J t
3-Ni- , b A( t, 4

1" L it" 41 41,

-C *71 K 5 41) t." 3/L.)( v-z, -e,

4/71 ft. 1-9 67 le 9 ),-V

t 4 It \4; rikkl )k -1(b"- lq t .4C1

rk4 7.K 1*. LIA if." 5) 4 1 )1 b.,"

stiN < t 7K tl 1= fa`

11-\ *" 9-117 1" 21( r+ 5 , e 71( hN" :;k41_
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 77

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The biggest earthquake on record in Japan is the

Kantoo earthquake.

2. There are many earthquakes in zones where the

ground is unstable.

3. Because preparations and cautious against natural

calamities had been neglected, small disasters

were turned into big disasters.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 145- ) h '....f ;it 1% .k 7K t 4:)K .r6-

I:I bof-kkfit -we

2. 13 As. It + ?K:ft '#(., 9(

t, z ti 91 t
3. -t,\,k *it .1- g ,ktr 1.5 i) (911 :K*
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 77

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:
1. tj .1. o 1.4 it %e",:

2. 13 K11 fs ir"

3. -1K. C2 0 fc,a) 17 1" 4-43)1 K4 0It i';,1-C-ON

4. --c" 1/- " " v )f, 71(.1-

-th\
5. i? *07.g...*-1- If_43

6. (7) '&3 9 --th \

7 1, LI" 1, te 9 -Y AA- 2K 1 t

iN

8. f'd: 3 v.) t c "Z" -6

9. ItC 'PT -c-

10, 715, 3tW, 1t

(7.) h`" 9 L
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 77

e. Word List

;K a fuusuigai wind (storm) and flood
damage

45: jishin earthquake

tsunami tidal wave

Vc kaji fire

)`',
funka volcanic eruption

t' koomuru to suffer; to receive

tensai natural calamity

kingaku money; a sum of money

4 nen heikin yearly average

oku a hundred million

taifuu typhoon

1 4. nankai mo many times, repeatedly

f osou to attack; to strike;
to visit

J;'4 hikiokosu to cause; to bring about;
to create

;1L 1U nagare flow

kyuu swift

kawakami upper reaches of a river

L kewashii steep

3 Euru to come down; to rain

NC 2 Y..
dotto all at once; with a rush;

wildly

7g, mizu water
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 77

e. Word List, continued

nagaredasu to stream out; gush
forth; to flow out

dokoka ni to someplace; somewhere

daisuigai extensive flood damage

teiboo kooji dike construction work

sonae preparation

chuui caution

shoosai small disaster

taisai big disaster

rei example

kazu kagiri
naku aru

there are countless
numbers

chitai zone; region

jiban (chiban) ground; foundation

antei stability

yuushi on record; in history;
irai no since the dawn of

history

Kantoo Jishin Kantoo earthquake

--ni watatte covering; extending;
spreading over

tookai kaoku houses destroyed

higai damage

ko counter (numeral
classifier) for houses

shisha dead people
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 77

:1-Word List, continued

J.. X 5 koeru to exceed

kasai fire

*Rt 1'5 shooshitsu to be destroyed by fire
suru
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 78

a. Dialogue

'Prevent ion of Disaster'

Y. L Z, /z
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Lesson 78

a. Dialogue, continued

-( 0) 71- t" 4-) z
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 78

b. Dialogue Translation

Today, various matters are being studied as

countermeasures to disasters, aren't they?

Yamamoto: Fortunately, today with the development of

science, it has become possible to prevent

disasters to a high degree. However, you

can't say that the countermeasures are

sufficient yet.

What sort of things are being carried out as

countermeasures to storm and water damages?

Yamamoto: At meteorological observatories, they forecast

the courses of typhoons as well as the velocity

of wind and the amount of rainfall. Afforesta-

tion and construction of new dikes are also

carried out in order to prevent floods.

Drainage plays an important part as a

countermeasure for flood damages, doesn't it?

Yamamoto: Yes, it does. Flood damages can be lessened

Smith

by perfecting drainage.

Are countermeasures for earthquakes being

carried out in Japan?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 78

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Yes, recently the study of earthquake-proof

methods has become very active. In cities

like Tokyo where earthquakes are frequent,

earthquake-proof buildings and fire-proof

buildings are being constructed vigorously.

Smith After earthquakes, tidal waves are prone to

occur but what should be done to prevent

tidal wave da ages?

Yamamoto: Well, as passive methods there are such

things as preparing alarm signal devices and

informing people about the coming of tidal

waves; making routes of evacuation from the

seashore to the higher ground in the rear

mountains and moving villages to safer places.

However, the essence is to make it so that

earthquakes can be detected in advance, and

sufficient countermeasures against tidal

waves can be mapped out

Smith What other things are being carried out as

countermeasures to disasters?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 78

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: On Mt. Asama there is a volcanic research

station of Tokyo University, and it predicts

volcanic eruptions. Also in Yamagata

Prefecture there is a laboratory that

examines the quality of snow and proceeds with

various scientific research as countermeasures

to snow damage.
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c. Reading Test
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 78

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Drainage plays an important part as a counter-

measure to flood damage.

2. At meteorological observatories, they forecast the

courses of typhoons as well as the velocity of

wind and the amount of rainfall.

3. In cities where earthquakes are frequent, earth-

quakeproof buildings are being constructed.

B. Express the following in English:

1.

2.

3.

A7N°
--el 5§1-4-7 t";

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. tps L

2 . Pt-<"t,51- h\",er-1. rs: el- 2

3 l= 4<- ( A- Cs ,t,Z__".k:;-,]

4. 51**

5 . 0) (* 46,T t." 4

6.
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Lesson 78

d. Exercises, continued

7 . .*K.* 1 e4

9. 91- k.1:f-, *4- , "Al- r; ;1-)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 78

e. Word List

taisaku

kagaku

yoboo suru

kishoodai

shinro

fuusoku

koosuiryoo

yohoo

shinsetsu
kooji

haisui

kambi

yakuwari o
enzuru

shinsa i

taishinhoo

toshi

taishin
kenchiku

taika
kenchiku

ukemi no

keihooki

88

countermeasure

science

to prevent

meteorological
observatory

course; route; way

velocity of the wind

amount of rainfall

forecast

new construction work

drainage

completion; perfection

to play a part

earthquake disaster

earthquake-proof method

city

earthquake-proof
building

fire-proof building

passive

alarming device
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 78

e. Word List, continued

totonoeru

urayama

koochi

hinan-michi

buraku

utsusu

kompon

yochi suru

tateru

kazan
kenkyuujo

kazan
ba kuhat su

setsugai

kagakut eki
kenkyuu

susumeru

yamu o
enai

89

to prepare

mountain in the back

high ground

evacuating road

village; community

to move

essence

to detect in advance;
to predict; to foresee

to map out; to make

volcanic research station

volcanic eruption

snow damage

scientific research

to proceed

cannot help



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 34

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.
Refer to page 44

b. Word List

lc

tiIgs

Vt "

3 5 P

hidoi me ni au to have bitter
experiences; to
meet a terrible
fate

gai

hidoi

damage

serious; heavy;
terrible

okiai out at sea;
offshore

mirumiru uchi fast; in an instant
ni

atto iu ma ni before you know;
in an instant

sarau to sweep away;
to wash away

nami wave
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 79

a. Dialogue

'Sanitation'

-rt. 1.-5-0 rX t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 79

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 79

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith Summer is considered to be the season when

contagious diseases and food poisoning break

out in large number , isn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. In summer there are so many

food poisonings that summer toxication is

compared to winter colds.

Smith

Yamamoto:

Smith

What toxications are most common?

In Japan food poisoning by fish and shellfish

are most frequent, because Japanese people

eat a lot of fish and shellfish.

What kinds of contagious diseases are

prevalent in summer?

Yamamoto: Dysentery, typhoid fever, sleeping sickness,

Smith

polio and others are prevalent.

In Japan, summer is considered to be the

season of dysentery, but I wonder why there is

so much dysentery in Japan?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 79

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: It is because there are many places in Japan

that do not have water service and have to

use well water for drinking. The spread of

dysentery is due to the deficiencies of

sanitary supervision of drinking water wells.

Smith I hear that the number of polio cases has

increased in Japan, too, these days, but polio

seems to be prevalent in summer, doesn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. It is prevalent when the

weather is warm, and in Tokyo it breaks out

in large number from May to November, and

especially in July.

Are there preventive vaccines in Japan?

Yamamoto: There are alright, but since the holdings are

insufficient, Japan has to rely on foreign aid.

Smith What kind of sickness is sleeping sickness?

Yamamoto: This is a more dreadful sickness than polio

and the death rate is high, and it is said

that even if they live, twenty percent of

the children either become mentally
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 79

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

incapacitated or become physically abnormal.

Smith Is there a preventive vaccine for sleeping

sickness?

Yamamoto: Yes, there is. Since this sickness is

communicated by mosquitoes, if you have

yourself inoculated around June, your body

will become immune to it from the rainy

season to midsummer which is the mosquito

season.
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Classroom Instructicr
Lesson 79

c. Reading Text

;I: 3 ik '47 e7: T" c/) /f 57; r

4-r-A ir 7 A A=7

L\ 0Z !--s:

?); \--17 »\"

°
-,, 11 X. < J4-71 1-,7) cc 3 t IT"

--e /;"j " i I

jk, e_ OL.0 9 -it
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Classroom Instruction.
Lesson 79

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in. Japanese:

1. I did go (I went alright) , but he wasn't at home.

2. Contamination of foods and drinks is often done by

flies and other insects and rats.

3. Sleeping sickness is a dreadful sickness and has

a high mortality rate and even if you live, you

either become physically abnormal or mentally

incapacitated.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 1 ?I; J: -2 "( At -4- 3 t 1"

1>I- ') 4 L

/4- /* Nk, ;))it
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 79

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1.

2 0 -("It 4 J m 4'5 t .y/\"

3. 4c .1" 11: fj: At, 9 t \" 5717' 1"lh
4, "./\,,r3* h'\`' .51(.1f-r 4 \

6, vg 0 -2 e ek L 4 hN

7, )3 AY-. 1<- .p%17 A "t

8, II t I .4- " ti td .-("

9, ,,115,- t 1/4t -c 4-

10, h` RI- 11 \I\ -2 LI --t"

11, 0 ftki ) °) 7 1i :J '41" h

12, t .er)ch -e" S) 9 t if

O
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 79

e. Grammar Notes

1. Aru koto wa aru ga, "to be sure there is but", or
"there is alright, but -"

The pattern "Conclusive form of verbs, adjectives and

auxiliary verbs plus koto wa plus conclusive form or

masu-form of the same verbs, adjectives or auxiliary

verbs plus F2 (adds emphasis to the verbs or adjectives

and is translated as "to be sure you do such-and-such,

but", "you do such-and-such alright, but --", or

"there is such-and-such alright, but --".

Examples:

a: Watakushi wa sakana o taberu koto wa taberu ga,

amari suki dewa arimasen.

I eat fish alright, but I do not like it very much.

b. Watakushi wa komban iku koto wa iku (ikimasu) ga,

sukoshi osoku narimasu.

I'll go tonight alright, but I'll be a little late.

c. Takai koto wa takai ga, shina ga ii desu.

It is expensive alright, but the quality is good.

d. Tabeta koto wa tabeta ga, oishiku nakatta.

I ate it alright, but it wasn't good.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 79

e. Grammar Notes, continued

2. --kara ni kakete, "from. - to - - "

"covering -- and --"

The pattern "noun plus kara plus noun plus ui kakete"

expresses the idea of "from -- to -- ", or "covering--

and --". Nouns mentioned in the above pattern must

be nouns denoting time or place.

Examples:

a. Nippon dewa rokugatsu kara shichigatsu ni kakete

ame ga yoku furimasu.

In Japan it rains a lot from June to July.

b. Kare wa Choosen kara Manshuu ni kakete ryokoo

shimashita.

He travelled covering Korea and Manchuria.

c. Watakushi wa haru kara aki ni kakete Nippon o

ryokoo shimashita.

I travelled Japan from spring extending over to

autumn.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 79

f. Word List

natsu SUMMer

densenbyoo contagious disease

shokuchuudoku food poisoning

tahatsu suru to break out in large
number

season

cold (sickness)

fishes and shellfishes

to be prevalent; to rage

poisoning; toxication

dysentery

typhoid fever

sleeping sickness;
encephalitis

polio

to be prevalent; to rage

water' service

shiizun

kaze

gyokairui

hayaru

chuudoku

sekiri

choochifusu

nihon-nooen

shooni-mahi

ryuukoo suru

suidoo
shisetsu

idomizu

inryooyoo ido

eisei kanri

yoboo
wakuchin
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well water

drinking well

health supervision;
sanitary supervision

preventive vaccine



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 79

f. Word List continued

i. A 6 aru koto to be sure there are;
wa aru there is alright, but

(See Grammar Notes)

..4-. -; temochi holding

Z 4? 0 kowai dreadful

T'l 1.".. 1!- shibooritsu death rate; mortality
rate

t:. I- h` 5 tasukaru to be saved; to live

4t7 1M 4 1' chinoo teika mental incapacitation

)IK 4;, z -1- ijoo o okosu to become abnormal

ka mosquito

4g:\ 4- 5 densen suru to be communicated

1 ff A V- yoboo chuusha inoculation

). h` 3 desakaru to be a season for

AL manatsu midsummer

___ d/.43___1. b. --kara--ni from--to (See Grammar
kakete Notes)t4 men-eki immunity

* 41J g- sekirikin dysentery germs

54i 4P- '-': *I- b osen sareru to be contaminated

iK <0"k inshokubutsu food and drinks

11 hae fly

4. TN f9 konchuurui insects

is f")). nezumi mouse; rat

11- ;i-h --k tokkooyaku specific medicine
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 80

a. Dialogue

'Sanitation, continued'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 80

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 80

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith What kinds of contagious diseases are there

in winter?

Yamamoto: Among winter contagious diseases there are

scarlet fever, diphtheria, influenza and

others.

Smith Scarlet fever seems to be common, among

children, doesn't it?

Yamamoto: Yes, even adults catch it, but children about

Smith

five to ten years old catch it the most.

Every year when winter comes, diphtheria

begins to act up, doesn't it?

Yamamoto: Since this sickness spreads all over the

country and is a public menace, in Tokyo

Prefecture, the Board of Health is distributing

vaccines to various health offices within the

prefecture and is establishing a preventive

system.

Smith Influenza breaks out frequently in the western

coast area of the United States.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 80

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: I hear that in the United States they call

this Asiatic flu.

Smith In Japan, a movement to convince elderly

people of health precautions, the necessity of

medical examinations, caution towards the

afflicted and methods of treatment and so on

has become active recently, hasn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. That is because recently adult

sicknesses have come to ran:: higher than

tuberculosis as the cause of death.

Smith What kind of sicknesses are adult sickness?

Yamamoto: Adult sicknesses are sicknesses common to

elderly people such as cancer, heart diseases,

apoplexy and so on

Smith There are various kinds of cancer, but what

a-e the most common cancers?

Yamamoto: Breast cancer, intestinal cancer, stomach

cancer, uterus cancer are the most common

cancers, but fortunately they can all be

discovered at an early stage
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 80

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

In America, ever since an article saying that

the greatest cause of lung cancer was

cigarettes came out in the newspapers, a panic

was caused among smokers.

Yamamoto: This is not a winter sickness, but so-called

radiation sickness has developed as a new

sickness of the atomic age.
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Lesson 80

c. Reading Text

4 /A ivy (1- ?,1-120 /),
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 80

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Cancer can be cured if you discover it at an

early stage and treat it.

2. An article that the greatest cause of lung cancer

was cigarettes was mentioned in the newspaper.

3. Recently adult sicknesses have come to rank higher

than tuberculosis as the cause of death.

B. Express the following in English:

I. 7 ')
.A <%, I z

'7 17 Jr 44c- iVe_J I, -t 5",1.q

-t 1-

2 /t ,0c; L A t

3 A. .t`" ("S °) 21- a 10

%4 5 rt A- I, r-;

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. .74 --3k 44_ co h`" 4- .1-.0.,

L.. :9 , , 1 .4 y" t

5-3 ,1 ,)Z i3(3)-- <0

rs \T-7.j
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Word List

shookoonetsu

jifuteria

infuruenza

kakaru

sal

wazurau

abaredasu

zenkokuteki ni

hirogaru

kyooi

Biseikyoku

tonal

Hokenjo

haifu suru

T-boo

hassi

scarlet fever

aiphtheria

influenza

to catch (sickness)

numeral classifier
for ages

suffer from; to be
taken ill; to be
afflicted with

to begin to act up;
to begin to rage

all over the country;
throughwIt .iae land

o spread

menace; threat

Board of Health

wlthin Tokyo

health offices

distribute

precautionary system

arra on

br-ak

-1 1



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 80

e. Word List, continued

kenshin

hitsuyoosei

ijoosha

chiryoo

tettei saseru

seijin-byoo

kekkaku

--ni kawatte

shiin

jooi o
shimeru

gan

shinzoobyoo.

noosotchuu

nyuugan

choogan

igan

shikyuugan

saiwai ni
shite

sooki

hakken suru

haigan

112

medical examination

necessity

afflicted;diseased

cure; treatment

to convince; to be
thorough

adult sickness

tuberculosis

in place of -

cause of death

to rank high

cancer

heart disease

apoplexy

breast cancer

intestinal cancer

stomach cancer

uterus cancer

fortunately

at early stage

to discover

lung cancer



C Classroom Instruction
Lesson 80

e. Word List, continued

tabako

kiji

kisai suru

kitsuenka

daikyookoo

makiokosu

genshi jidai

gembakushoo

113

cigarette; tobacco

newspaper article

to report; to
mention

smoker

panic; consternation

to bring on; to cause

atomic age

radiation illness



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 35

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.
Refer to page 44

b. Word List

L

)3. t 5

ril

sakari

ittai ni

mazushii

to ga todokanai

gesui setsubi

nennen

fueru ippoo

kyuugeki ni

kans hin

114

height

generally

poor

to be beyond one's reach

sewer system

every year; from year to
year

keep on increasing

abruptly; suddenly;
radically

concern; interest
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 81

a. Dialogue

'Religion - Buddhism and Shintoism'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 81

b. Dialogue Translation

What are the main religions of Japan?

Yamamoto: They are Shintoism, Buddhism, and Christianity.

Smith

Yamamoto:

Smith

What is Shintoism?

Shintoism is a national belief peculiar to

Japan, and is a religion that worships gods.

The places where the gods are enshrined are

called shrines.

About when was Buddhism introduced to Japan?

Yamamoto: It was introduced to Japan about the middle

of the sixth century. As Buddhism spread, it

exerted great influence not only upon religious

beliefs but also over the thinking of the

populace, and accelerated the progress of art.

Smith Are there various sects in Buddhism?

Yamamoto: Yes, there are, but the main ones among them

are the Joodo -sect, Joodoshinshuu -sect,

Nichiren-sect, Shingon-sect, Tendai-sect,

Zen-sect and others.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 81

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith About how many followers of Buddhism are there

in Japan?

Yamamoto: Well, let me see. According to the 1957 survey,

the total number of temples and churches was

89,000 and the number of believers was about

37,210,000.

Smith Freedom of religious belief is recognized in

japan, isn't it?

Yamamoto: The Tokugawa Shoogunate had a policy of

suppression of Christianity, but today freedom

of religious belief is guaranteed as indicated

in the new constitution.

Smith Today, the study of Buddhism is carried out

vigorously not only in the Orient but also in

Europe and America, isn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. The number of researchers in

Buddhism in Europe and America has increased,

and in their leading universities, courses in

India and Buddhism have been instituted and
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 81

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

modern scientific study of philology and

theology is being conducted and fruitful

results are being obtained.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 81

d. Exercises

Express the following in Japanese:

1. In Japan freedom of religious belief is recognized.

2. The study of Buddhism is being carried out

vigorously not only in the Orient but also in

Europe and America.

3. Buddhism accelerated the progress of art.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 42N 4:)( t It' it' r , A.

2 1( J: ->(-? c- N.,

ab.," =4 *L Z. 1,

3 . "ft, 1- 7-17-- );-7E

C. Answer the following quest ions in Japanese:

1. )( Lt ,51 -r."

2. 13 IA C: I t Nex,/, (.11- -c" e

3 t A 3 =-1i \. 4-

:4. 4J-\ ti 7N., -

5 t

L

-e's JP) ') -4" h\

6. i A -it !t -7) l iL 7G 1)%
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 81

d. Exercises, continued

9. 4c..1" ti 2.\ "P"trs 41-

10. L6"
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 81

e. Word List

A- 9 A 1- )0( kirisutokyoo Christianity

koyuu no peculiar to;
characteristic;
organic

minzokuteki racial; national,
ethnic

41./F
shinkoo faith; belief; creed

Nti kami god

suuhai suru to worship

matsuru to enshrine; to deify

jinja shrine

jinguu shrine

, 4-6 denrai suru to be introduced; to be
handed down

4 roku seiki sixth century

it, 4. 6
hiromaru to spread;

to be propagated

k kangaekata way of thinking

14`T bijutsu art

fid )1` unagasu to accelerate

shuuha sect; denomination

5t" Joodoshuu Joodo-sect

ijr--r; Joodo Shinshuu Joodoshinshuu-sect

Nichirenshuu Nichiren-sect

S Shingonshuu Shingon-sect
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 81

e. Word List, continued

c 31k Tendaishuu Tendai-sect

1-N Zenshuu Zen-sect

1 t shinto member; believer;
congregation

--nendo the year - -

jiin temple

kyookai church

gookei total

shinkyoo religious belief

dan-atsu suppression; oppression

hoshoo suru to guarantee

bukkyoogaku study of Buddhism

kenkyuusha researcher

kooza course, chair

soosa suru to process; to manage

gengogaku philology

shuukyoogaku theology; study of
religion

kindai modern scientific
kagakuteki study
gakumon

seika fruitful result

1,73f, 1)4:

Q1-.7 10414
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 82

a. Dialogue

'Christianity in Japan'
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71)7 TK I, t --7

-o 7k 1

:;-f- 7\ \a

a) >4 qb ILK 20i-17 12\

)1T- 177, L ")

-( ->

a) .7k 77,1 'z1 is z. 41c 1)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 82

a. Dialogue, continued

7 2: : 1-1;,4 F )7 tot J.Q $7( iL
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L \

";--t.- -rc

--("1- L *. 1-7,
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Yamamoto:

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 82

b. Dialogue Translation

About when was Christianity introduced to

Japan?

It was propagated by a Catholic missionary in

1549, and at one time it spread widely as, far

as Western Chuugoku and Kinki Areas with

Kyuushuu as a center.

Smith Has Christianity been practiced continuously

in Japan ever since then?

Yamamoto: No, about eighty years after that, it was

wiped out in the Shimabara Rebellion. After

that during the period of the Tokugawa

Shoogunate there were only a handful of

believers hidden in one corner of Kyuushuu and

they were kept under severe oppression.

Smith About when did American missionaries visit

Japan?

Yamamoto: After the conclusion of the Shimoda Treaty in

1858, American Protestant, Episcopal Church

and Presbyterian Church missionaries visited

Japan.
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Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 82

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Wasn't it after the First World War that

Christianity really prospered?

Yamamoto: That's right. After the First World War, along

with the development of Japanese economy,

Christianity influence spread. Christian

education was organized and the re-translation

of the New Testament which was translated

in the first year of Meiji was completed.

Smith I hear that in the Shoowa Era, Christianity

was severely oppressed by nationalism and

militarism.

Yamamoto: That's right. However, just before the out-

break of the Pacific War, the Japan

Protestant - Christian Association was organized

by the union of thirty odd denominations.

Smith

Yamamoto:

What Christian denominations prosper in Japan

today?

The Protestant and Catholic churches hold the

majority of the Christian believers in japan.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 82

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith About how many Christian members are there?

Yamamoto: There are over five hundred twenty thousand.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 82

c. Reading Text

49 r tip 1 ;4--: iv 1- r

%)-1-1 17 V4i

L tiC)P" ,(_J tt 712 -
y..t.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 82

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. After the start of the Shoowa Era, Christianity

was suppressed by strong militarism.

2. Christianity was first propagated in japan by a

Catholic missionary.

3. After the First World War re-translation of the

New Testament was completed.

Bo Express the following in English:

1. tx. h'' > 'm t 7$ %x

2 1 14-1-\ K. ( 3) X 1- 1 't 'T4'1

3% \ 7°\75-7. /77:/1 fr'N

35, A 1 Az,

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. k 3) 7. 1- b` iz 140 rA

2. 4-; hYR a V( tcf, )/ -r
3. 1)7. 1 X1 1 1 /1. ;If /1-. I- r: \,

4.

5.

6

7 2( c) 7i5(

\ 7 Z 04- 4-\

')
.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 82

d. Exercises, continued

7. 13;77
jj

L tc.

i Y r.;

9. 1.?+ 4C- -C.' 1t /-j` ; )

FIK/i\\

v`..

11. 1 tt21.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 82

e. Word List

dendoo sareru

katorikku-kyoo

senkyooshi

fukyoo suru

Kinki

ryuufu suru

Shimabara
no Ran

ikkaku

sempuku suru

nomi

appaku

--no moto ni
okareru

raikoo suru

Shimoda Jooyaku

teiketsu sareru

Purotesutanto

Episukoparu
Kyookai

Chooroo Kyookai

--kei

;0 igo

133

to be propagated

Catholicism

missionary

to propagate

Kinki area (Osaka and
Kyoto area)

to spread

Shimabara Rebellion

corner

to lie hidden;
to be hidden

only

oppression; pressure

to be placed under;
to be kept under

to visit (by ship)

Shimoda Treaty

to be concluded

Protestant

Episcopal Church

Presbyterian Church

--faction; group;
to be affiliated with

after



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 82

e. Word List, continued

1,51

t It t.111

fukyoo suru

--ni tomonatte

kyoose i

Kir isutokyoo
shugi
kyooiku

seibi sareru

Meiji shonen

yakusu

to propagate

along with - -

Christianity influence

education on Christian
lines

to be organized well

the first year of Meiji

to translate

shinyaku zensho New Testament

kaiyaku

Shoowa nendai

kokka shugi

gunkoku shugi

boppatsu

chokuzen

sanjuuyo

goodoo

Nippon Kirisuto
Kyoodan

soshiki o miru

- -wa mochiron
no koto

dendoosho

- -suu
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retranslation

Shoowa Era

nationalism

militarism

outbreak

immediately before

thirty odd

union; combination

Japan Christian
Association

to be organized

needless to say about--

mission (religion)

number of



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 36

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.
Refer to page 44

b. Word List

eikyoo o oyobosu to affect; to exert
an influence
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 83

a. Dialogue

'Advance of Science'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 83

a. Dialogue, continued

0 th 4.1 4:11 4P1 x:121 4.i, I) ).'t -' /j -2
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 83

b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: After the turn of the twentieth century, science

and technology have made remarkable progress,

haven't they?

Smith Yes, they have. The development of aircraft

has been especially phenomenal and supersonic

jet planes and giant passenger planes capable

of non-stop flights over the Pacific have made

their appearance.

Yamamoto: In the latter half of the twentieth century,

various countries of the world have come to

direct their efforts to the development of

rocket propulsion.

Smith That's right. Therefore, the fact that the

Soviets first succeeded in launching a satellite

has epoch-making significance.

Yamamoto: Although she was a little delayed, the United

States also succeeded in launching a satellite,

and today in a race to demonstrate their

capabilities, the United States and Soviet

Russia have expanded the area of their compe-

tition to space, not satisfied with just the

surface of the earth.
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Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 83

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

That's right. We have finally entered the

space age.

Yamamoto: If we proceed at this rate, human space travel

will probably be realized in the near future.

Smith The twentieth century has also become the age

of nuclear physics.

Yamamoto: If atomic energy can be utilized not merely for

military use but in peaceful industrial fields,

it would no doubt bring about revolutionary

changes in the living of modern man, don't you

think?

Smith That's right. At present, atomic energy is

already being utilized for the generation of

electric power and as the motive power for

thermal engines and radioactive isotopes are

also being produced cheaply in abundance by

nuclear reactors and are being utilized in the

fields of medical science and agriculture.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 83

c. Reading Text

- -CL I I -C 4 \ 'I

II 11 t t. ti 41 I tr" t L, is 21t-44
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 83

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. In the latter half of the twentieth century, various

countries of the world have come to direct their

efforts to the development of rocket propulsion.

Today, radioactive isotopes are produced cheaply

in abundance by means of nuclear reactors.

3. With the advancement of nuclear physics, revolu-

tionary changes in the living of modern man have

been brought about.

B. Express the following in English:

1. A, rtgl "ff t xt, vv. /k- A5 t
,"2 )11- 3 t Z 3 -17 1" 1: )7N" la_ A-- -C 4: 1,

2 it .ir" itc

3- t;c th 4 =

31 41 X,t lilt 4-,

Co Answer the following questions in Japanese:

:ff:La is I 1, 12 1 VI -rss- v'

7-'
Jr

2 ti "A, fa 41A, k 4-) t L .,

3 0 t Ej l J: -t
t

1.). (JEI
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 83

d. Exercises, continued

4, Y" ,e) i *N" .( 5(i ti -r-- '1".
sh t ip

5. iR ;f1.1 a) 33- 11-" t:. t
6. fit -4- )7 tt -*II )41 *it

7. -3--h i

'C "A- rs bk. i:- 147 1,z. 4=41 4J
+LI t

8. %/11.4i"i051.4/ Icicl-fa. .r-17"

it rhs ts42-0,4 t-r\c,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 83

e. Grammar Notes

1, okure wa shita ga, "although behind time", or

"alaiough late", "It was late alright, but"

Instead of the simple past tense, sometimes the

pattern "Second base of verbs + wa shita ga" is

employed to place emphasis on the verb.

Examples:

a. Iki wa shita ga, amari omoshiroku nakatta.

Although I went, it wasn't very interesting.

b. Tabe wa shita ga, amari oishiku nakatta.

I ate it alright, but it wasn't very good.

C. Hayaku oki wa shita ga, nani mo shinakatta.

Although I got up early, I didn't do anything.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 83

f. Word List

gijutsu

kookuuki

choo-onsoku no

hitotobi ni suru

oogata

ryokyakki

koohanki

roketto suishin

kaihatsu

chikara o sosogu

jinkoo eisei

uchiage

kakkiteki

okure wa

technique; technology

aircraft

supersonic

to make a non-stop
flight

big; large; giant

passenger plane

latter half

rocket propulsion

development

to direct one's effort

satellite

shooting; launching

epoch-making

shita ga although behind time;
although late (See
Grammar Notes)

Bei-so ryookoku the United States and
the Soviet Union

jitsuryoku koji

kyoosoo

display of capability;
show-off of
capability

race

chikyuujoo the surface of the
earth

monotarizu not satisfied

uchuu
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universe; space
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Lesson 83

f. Word List, continued

ba

hir ogeru

uchuu jidai

kono chooshi
de iku to

uchuu ryokoo

tookaranu

genshikaku
butsurigaku

gun jiteki riyoo

sangyoo hoomen

gendaijin

daihenkaku

motarasu

hatsuden

netsukikan

dooryoku

genshiro

anka

hooshasei
dooigenso

igaku

hishoo saseru

jitsugen
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scene; area

to expand

space age

if we proceed at this
rate

space travel

not distant; near

nuclear physics

military usage

industrial field

modern man

revolutionary change

to bring about

generation of electric
power

thermal engine

motive power

atomic reactor;
nuclear reactor

cheap

radioactive isotope

medit791 science

to cause to fly

realization;
materialization



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 84

a. Dialogue

'Science in Daily Life"
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 84

a. Dialogue, continued
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Lesson 84

b. Dialogue Translation

Yamamoto: With the advancement of science, various things

have been electrified, haven't they?

Smith That's right. In the United States, electric

kitchens are just about standard equipment in

newly built homes.

Yamamoto: What is an electric kitchen?

Smith It is a kitchen in which all the facilities are

electrified like electric refrigerators,

automatic dish washers, electric stoves, electric

rice cookers, garbage disposals, electric venti-

lation fans and so forth.

Yamamoto: In Japan too, in recent years homes with western

style kitchens have increased in number, so

there are many homes equipped with electric

kitchen appliances.

Smith I suppose in such homes, living has become very

comfortable thanks to improved kitchen facilities.

Yes, it seems such instances are very frequent.

Electric refrigerators, automatic washing

machines and dryers which were formerly

considered to be luxury items have become



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 84

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

necessities of life today, haven't they?

Smith Not only the kitchen appliances but also all

household appliances are improving day by day.

Yamamoto: The vacuum cleaners, electric heaters and electric

clocks not to mention radios, television and

transistors which we use daily, are all gifts

of modern science.

Smith These are not used in homes, but recently

electronic computers and electronic microscopes

that utilize electrons have made their appearance.

Yamamoto: By devising and creating new things in this

manner, our daily living will keep on improving.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 84

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 84

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Living has become very comfortable thanks to im-

proved kitchen facilities.

2. With the development of science our living is

becoming more comfortable as time progresses.

3. Things which were formerly considered to be luxury

items have become necessities of life today.

B. Match the Japanese terms in column A to the English

terms in column B and place the number of the correct

English equivalent in the space provided after each

Japanese term:

Column A

a. til,/,hic,f+

b. t V/ 31a- 54t*

C . 41-4 AS, 'A-

d. 't ( -14 rA
e . tit
f.
g. irk, 41

h. t It *A%

ft
ir V

(

C

C

C

C

C

C
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Column B

vacuum cleaner) 1.

) 2,

) 3.

) 4.

) 5.

) 6.

) 7.

) 8.

) 9.

) 10.

electronic computer

electric ventilation
fan

electric refrigerator

electronic microscope

automatic dish washer

electric kitchen
appliances

electric heater

electric clock

dryer



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 84

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 74,= lo It psi < ,
.it-5 't it It -e% %4'

it te 11-V rs--)1 t ho

2 t ts #11" V it t" t -rj-h,,,

3. r As, -r" 4 g2. t 14 A. to 5

I's: 9 -4 L. fic.. hD

4. ti" Isfra) ;3`44A < )t r 9 I 0'0

5. Ail It r-A, )1\' 420 t vItL

6. -1" It 4 4, rs t" 4 4: L. *. h,

7. A> la ..01t A 3 1"4"

9. g I z. it t"A, fci. vN" A 9 4

10. i L\'` V;(///A it 'X 41 1.41" A 5 11" irs ,) loth \,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 84

e. Word List

kenchiku suru

denka daidokoro

tsukimono

jidoo saraaraiki

denki konro

denki gama

deisupoozaa

kanki fan

zembu

denki chuuboo
kigu

sonaeru

kaiteki

zeitakuhin

denki sentakuki

kansooki

seikatsu
hitsujuhin

katei kigu

hi ni bi ni

terebi

denki soojiki
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to build; to construct

electric kitchen

accessory; something
inseparable (from);
standard equipment

automatic dish washer

electric stove

electric rice-cooker

garbage disposal

electric ventilation
fan

all

electric kitchen
appliances

to be equipped with;
to equip; to install

comfortable; pleasant

luxury item

automatic washing
machine

dryer

necessity of life

household appliance

day by day

television

vacuum cleaner
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 84

e. Word List, continued

denki danbooki electric heater

denki dokei electric clock

tamamono gift

denshi electron

denshi keisanki electronic computer

denshi kembikyoo electronic microscope

kufuu suru to devise; to design;
to invent

kaizen suru to improve

soozoo suru to create

don don rapidly; to keep on

jissai seikatsu real life

jidai to tomo ni keeping pace with the
times; as time
progresses

miryokuteki na charming; attractive

Take Examination No. 6 before studying Lesson 85.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 85

a. Dialogue

'Labor'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 85

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 85

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : About when did the labor movements start in

Japan?

Yamamoto: From around nineteen twenty-eight the working-

class started a movement to seek improvement of

labor conditions, and since then, the opposition

of capital and labor has gradually become intense.

Smith : From around that time, labor unions were organ-

ized in Japan too, weren't they?

Yamamoto: That's right. But the government did not

recognize them and maintained a strict supervi-

sion over them. It was after the Second World

War that the labor unions were recognized by

law.

Smith In Japan, after the war, the labor unions

developed vigorously, but what was the main

reason for it?

Yamamoto: That was because the movement to improve post

war low wages and high cost of living became

intense.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 85

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : In order to realize their objectives, the labor

unions often negotiate with management but what

happens when the negotiations end in failure?

Yamamoto: In order to realize their claims, the labor

unions start labor disputes on many occasions.

Among labor disputes there are those accompanied

by physical action and those that do not bring

physical action.

Smith : What kinds are there bringing about physical

actions?

Yamamoto: There are strikes, plant lockouts, sabotage

and others.

Smith : If strikes are conducted, labor cannot earn

wages and management has to suspend operations, so

both sides will suffer considerable loss,

won't they?

Yamamoto: That's right. In the present age, all enter-

prises need three essential elements of labor,

capital and management and with mutual co-

operation efficiency increases and profit can

be realized.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 85

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The movement to improve post war low wages and the

.high cost of living has become intense.

2. When negotiation between labor unions and manage-

ment falls through, the labor unions in many occa-

sions start labor disputes.

3. In order to realize their claims, labor unions

often carry out strikes and plant lockouts.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 191 t 4*A- 1121,1 t AA011

A:10 a) r 3 t"--4-h% ,

rz 4i= .1-4 YX 1r 3 vz h L ,

2. tt ,'% 111: it' A -7

;ft] I fe4- 3 4- Vii', 4:3 ,

3. ' 4-',Viy Ali4 it -ktt )7\ fk

;11- t ,Y) "0" L < .43( i 1. t / v 4: I I.:.

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 4-1:- "th 1P:(::?.- -7 a) I it t- 1. t b.

2. '1h 1V) 11.-)fh f3)-1 1A1 rz. V
3. 1) 1Vb Al)/ t i; ,) L. tc ,/%

4. V/ 4117 jP" ct \c rrA z.' .

5. `;/ '9) " r
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d. Exercises, continued

6. 13 715- filz "it flh ov% =1 Is e; t
Z

7. '4/.7 4-114 ):f17-t--4111

A -7

8. f S.3;r.-;.-A Di. Ith t.- i se"4 rs $\"

-ft
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 85

roo

r

e. Word List

doo undoo

oodoosha

taiguu

kaizen

shihonka

tairitsu

roodoo kumiai

tor ishimaru

shuusengo

ikioi

hijoo na ikioi
o motte

teichingin

seikatsunan

shiyoosha-gawa

fuchoo ni owaru

shuchoo

kantetsu suru

roodoo soogi

soogi kooi
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labor movement

working-man; laborer

treatment; reception

improvement

capitalist; financier

opposition;
confrontation

labor union

to maintain supervi-
sion over--;
to supervise

after the war

force, power, energy

vigorously

low wages

high cost of living;
difficulty of living

management (side)

to fail; to fall
through; to end
in rupture

stand; contention;
claim

to accomplish;
to realize

labor disputes

strike; physical
action of disputes



:c.

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 85

e. Word List, continued

tomonau

doomei higyoo

sagyoosho heisa

taigyoo

chingin

jigyoo

teishi suru

kutsuu

gendai

roodoo

shihon

yooso

rijun

uru

roodoo jooken

dakyoo

seiritsu suru
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to bring; to be
accompanied by

strike

plant lockout

sabotage

wages

work; project;
operation enterprise

to stop

pain; suffering

the present age;
modern age

labor

capital

essential element

profit; benefit

to obtain; to realize

working conditions

compromise

to materialize;
to be concluded



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 86

a, Dialogue

'Unemployment'
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Classroom Instruction

21, As.

7;X

AL%

Lesson 86

a. Dialogue, continued

ith < I -4- x. -c. t% t
?k 37:1- ItLI t IF f.;1; 49,1>it
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 86

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith What are the direct causes of unemployment?

Yamamoto: Well, perhaps a countless number of things may

be cited, such as depressions, reduction of

seasonal enterprises, reduction of armaments,

administrative readjustment, stagnation of

export, surplus population.

Smith Approximately what is the number of the unem-

ployed in Japan?

Yamamoto: We have a yearly average of about four hundred

fifty thousand, but if we include the latent

unemployed, it would probably be much more

than that.

Smith What do you mean by latent unemployed?

Yamamoto: They are the unemployed that do not reveal

themselves such as those dependent on their

Smith

families, those unable to earn enough wages

to live although they have jobs, those

dissatisfied with their jobs, etc.

What kind of unemployment counter measures

are carried out in Japan?
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Yamamoto:

Smith

Yamamoto:

Smith

Yamamoto:

Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 86

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Pubiic employment agencies and public job

guidance agencies are provided.

What do such agencies do?

At public employment agencies, they recommend

jobs to the unemployed free of charge and at

public job guidance agencies, they re-educate

the unemployed and teach laborers the knowledge

and the technical ability iecessary to find

employment.

Are public enterprises being undertaken for

the unemployed in Japan?

Yes, the State and prefectures have started

such public undertakings as the improvement

of roads, rivers, bridges, harbors and the

development of the source of electricity, and

have given the unemployed the opportunity to

work.

Don't you think that the unemployment insurance

system probably is the most important as an

unemployment countermeasure?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 86

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: I think so. Unemployment insurance provides

the unemployed with living expenses for a

prescribed period of time as an insurance

benefit so that they can maintain their liveli-

hood until they can be re-employed.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 86

c. Reading Text

I 4.4- 40)/*, tr..1 t 11? lt-lt a) log vitA mor.

vol ftz. 1-1 N7 1t4ril tj tr --tk

1 1r, la 4: /-11 .kAXA1-1*-e L t 47) rs et "z

1." 7. 1;\ 1;113k Irt.,Z.Pfr virel. 44-

Y.1.4- (7) A- It. ;1: fs z ?'"; K

IA t' t L t 51: -k11(46.-

t fs it 1%1 t t kAkX:ib**Ifik

ttl ') )JL. E IL 4* t 3 4- b` 3 X ;) #1

44:1%; ,1-T
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 86

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Depressions, reduction of seasonal enterprises,

stagnation of exports, over population, etc. are the

direct causes of unemployment.

2. At public unemployment agencies, they introduce

jobs to the unemployed free of charge.

3. In Japan there are many workers who are dependent

upon their families.

B. Express the following in English:

1 il- 44X WI' 4-Pri Y"ItZ *43(11
f . 4th St: 1$4 Nie ra:

41E. t
2, 19 It Y-gX.4. ;614 4Fit k t

3, t4g:1-4)k ct ytAA-Ipoo+-roM-4-3t-eUk
rt 41- -4-3 1. iTN" It 3 .1: lc Arl

t k 1.4 fs *1-,

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. r(')C0)Ag...z 3

2, 13 +lc (t t", VI. 941-

3, ;4111-. `c. t I* 4n /"4"h',,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 86

d. Exercises, continued

4. YC1 t L Z rk rd i'`*":12).4 7 311-

v

5. * TW,j4X C t r"A-ts t 1-* 4.6%

6. TrA-* -- -t" it t"/...ts L

7. *-tt yot-g- 09 r"A., rs )4-k-* #ut -*N"

ibit.1 thNo

8. *("1 t/ Z t it 401-rtto.

9. /tilt 4g*; Pt it Vt/%-' ts ittivt t -t-
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 86

e. Word List

shitsugyoo

musuu ni

fukeiki

kisetsuteki na

shukushoo

gumbi shukushoo

gyoosei seiri

yushutsu fushin

jinkoo kajoo

osoraku

shitsugyoosha

senzai
shitsugyoosha

yakkai ni naru

kazoku

shoku ni hairu

fuman na

shoku ni tsuku

hyoomen ni

kookyoo shokugyoo
anteisho

kookyoo shokugyoo
hodoosho

172

unemployment

innumerably

depression

seasonal

reduction

reduction of armaments

administrative
readjustment

stagnation of exports

surplus population

perhaps

unemployed

latent unemployed

to be obligated; to
be dependent on

family

to get a job

dissatisfied

to take office;
to hold a job

on the surface

public employment
agency

public job guidance
agency

VI'W"lit:4,1-14-"Z"



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 86

e. Word List, continued

shokugyoo

saikyooiku

shuushokujoo

sazukeru

kookyoo jigyoo

hashi

kaishuu

dengen kaihatsu

kikai

shitsugyoo hoken

seido

saishuushoku suru

ittei kikan

hoken kyuufu

seikatsuhi

ginoo

173

job; occupation

re-education

for finding employment

to give; to teach

public enterprise;
public works

bridges

improvement

development of the
source of electricity

opportunity; chance

unemployment insurance

system

to be re-employed

prescribed period
of time

insurance benefit

living expense

technical skill



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 37

a. Student Instruction and Guidance
Refer to page 44.

b. Word List

"it it--4-5

roodoo mondai

hassei

sangyoo kakumei

labor problem

outbreak

industrial
revolution

shihonshugiteki na capitalistic

daikoojoo big factory

ippanteki ni naru to become
popularized

to change

close

henka suru

missetsu na
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 87

a. Dialogue

'Population Problems'

194sIt/-13, Avo)3,11111:-ILA.--C to 3 6, -rt.):

IR:4A , 4,1k , "T% * Yq 1"A 3

t 49411 0 d.

A; : Amt 5 ik <I),

dA 45* /C 1 t 9 409
5*
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 87

a. Dialogue, continued

P41-tql. -, 3-.1:1 01 711- irit 1 VI

I gsi ?.)- /13 )k, -t-Ta-a) /cAz.?)

t -co iavom 4\- 511,

01- 5 0 -V% -4-

41. It It la 4c -c i .fin::' %P -I" tAi

)7 It 7J: h z h\ it- 3 ift. )-frt
ktj- Li t.A. 4-ktip (\3 N"*tA
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to,

Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 87

b. Dialogue Translation

Today, Japan is suffering from over-population,

isn't she?

Yamamoto: Yes, she certainly is. It is said that the

social economic difficulties of Japan, such as

the living standard not improving, difficulties

of getting employment, unemployment, severe

housing shortage and so on are all caused by

over-population.

Smith The population is a group of human beings that

form a society in a certain region and live

there conducting their activities, but what

relation does this so-called over-population

have with society?

Yamamoto: In the final analysis, over-population means

that the population is too large in relation

to the resources, food, industry and so forth

of the society.

Smith But the point of explaining population problems

by a quantitative comparison of population and

food is not recognized today, you know.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 87

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: Yes, that's right. It is because in modern

society, the production of food and other

commodities is carried out under the economic

conditions of the time and as long as those

conditions are good, production of both food

and other commodities can be multiplied several

scores of times in twenty five years (in a

quarter of a century).

Smith What is characteristic population problem of

present day capitalistic society?

Yamamoto: It is the problem of relative number of

employment opportunities for the productive

age population, and if the equilibrium is not

maintained, over-population problems manifest

themselves in the forms of increase of low

income earners, poverty, and unemployment of

of some people.

Smith What is the productive age population?

Yamamoto: In Japan, it is the population, of the age

group between fifteen to fifty-nine who can

workjout of the total population.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 87

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith It boils down to the fact that over-population

means that the productive age population is

relatively overabundant in relation to the

economic strength or the productive power of

the people and the volume of employment created

by this, doesn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 87

c, Reading Text

-1-, 7K. 44_ .(7)/ r. 4ka.

'1.% .e 3 .3 6 la345. 4) 4% a

lit. 01. IN 11 11.4111 r 4-) At 4".
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Xi- I/ /C e ;; 4.'" 3 t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 87

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Difficulties of getting employment, unemployment,

housing shortages, etc. are caused by over-

population.

2. To explain the population problem by a quantitative

comparison of population and food is the old way

of thinking.

3. As long as economic conditions are good, food

and commodities can be multiplied several or

scores of times in a quarter of a century.

B. Express the following in English:

1. )1*-- t7
4.. t *t.

kv r,.11 At t < 711.6 ) 4-"1"4"..

2 , A ed r,; 5 r k/*, txl

3. X.k-* 4* 4 A )3 rvigel Lt

01 0 1" 1r
C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 131 ti) -;-fr (4 In Ili rt r7) 1" 4-i,

2. /;.; 5 1- ) Li.1) 1.1 (74- 71; Z. .o

t1 "

4 , 3

.). A "3)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 87

d. Exercises, continued

5. Iv 0 rtil g A.V t /0.441 lizi-trt4

6. 1/L4--4, 1-21 t At"e, tt A v 731,(2-

e it

-rs r'%4 -s kkiriAN.7 Arpti elt,vb *t.
o

8. 1"1')0

9. A \/ *`" laj.49 "k" t b%/".
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 87

e. Word List

shuushokunan

juutaku fusoku

shinkoku

shakai keizai

seizon suru

katsudoo suru

shuudan

shigen

jinkoo mondai

ryooteki na

taihi

--no moto de

--sae yokereba

suubai

suujuubai

shihonshugi shakai

tokuyuu na

seisan-nenrei

koyoo kikai

daishoo

kinkoo

183

difficulty of getting
employment

housing shortage

severe

social economy

to live; to be in
existence

to conduct activities;
to be active

group

resources

population problems

quantitative

comparison; contrast

under

as long as -- is good

several times

scores of times

capitalistic society

characteristic;
peculiar

productive age

employment opportunity

relAtive size; number

balance; equilibrium



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 87

e. Word List, continued

kinkoo ga toreru

teigaku
shotokusha

hinkon

--to iu katachi de

soojinkoo

nenrei

kekkyoku

keizairyoku

koy ooryoo

sootaiteki ni

--suru hazu
de aru

184

equilibrium is
maintained

low income earner

poverty; pauperism

in the form of

total population

age

in the end; after all

economic power

volume of employment

in contrast to

ought to be; should;
expected to be
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 88

a. Dialogue

'Over- population Counter - measures'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 88

a. Dialogue, continued

214- Pt A 5)*4 t JA"-h-g It; h
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 88

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith Japan is burdened with an enormous surplus

population and is compelled to devise counter-

measures, isn't she?

Yamamoto: That's right. And as counter-measures there

are only two methods of either decreasing

population or increasing the volume of employ-

ment by increasing the economic population

supporting potential of the country.

Smith As methods of decreasing populace,what kinds

are there?

Yamamoto: One is emigration and the other is to lower

the birth rate by birth control.

Smith Emigration is probably the most effective

method because a portion of the excess

population is sent out, but it is probably

difficult to find colonial areas that would

accept large numbers of emigrants, isn't it?

Yamamoto: Yes, it is. Even now there are many countries

that hokla feeling of distrust and even warn

against the overseas expansion of the Japanese.
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Smith

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 88

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Even if emigration were permitted, it probably

would require a large number of ships for

transportation and would cost an enormous

amount of money, wouldn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. Consequently, emigration would

not be effective as an over-population counter-

measure for Japan that has a natural population

increase of over one million per annum.

Smith What about birth-control?

Yamamoto: Birth-control is being popularized rapidly at

present, but it requires a considerably long

period of time before it takes effect in the

form of actual population decrease, so rather

than solving surplus population problems

immediately, it has the greater urgent

effectiveness of alleviating high costs of

living, resulting from many children.

Smith Assuming that emigration and birth-control

are of no use for the immediate solution of

over-population problems, the only thing

left is to raise the population supporting

capacity of Japan economically, isn't it?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 88

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: That's right. In order to do that, the expan-

sion and increase of the scale of industry

with emphasis on export industries must be

realized.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 88

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 88

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Japan is compelled to devise some counter-measure

for her enormous surplus-population.

2. Even now, there are many countries that hold a

feeling of distrust and even warn against overseas

expansion of the Japanese.

3. As methods of decreasing population, there are

emigration and the lowering of the birth rate by

birth control.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 41 RI it -et *v h"

it 14:111A.v tt It th *" ts .

2 *It roc It-4- ek 9 1. t"3 t

3. 17 *A1/ 51 f9V i t i 253 AV"

+tit )t4', Yt .X...7)1t co) r

- t rzit,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 88

d. Exercises,continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. .fs. xt.1-11 :.1 'V. 4" .*% t Z , t"A f.;

2 A. kJ' t L el .)**A\c,

3 \J 5.4k, 17, 4.
i

54.-; t t t Cr.I'A9-t- t.40

4. ;fr tx :.;f7 < **,

Ylk- /N" S: ) it rj- t"ct oN
5. Lk, 11. 1:3 4c t,t it likv.1 A irq-

C A 4: 3)-c* 4N" -ty. -z"-t

6. -13 ,k .7,) it 4/0 I. 17N" Y.:"3) A 9 /7.

7. "L $11 l3 h`" 0 A
:I" IL 4-1 t-4: 413 Pal t

8. 4. `ti *11 f4k fa t-" A .) -t

9. 4`, " 4A 2/.11 ic .2) t7)

10. t.% a r 3

11 1 -4s .7) ,4. _ h :5 :4:4-9 rj:

t ') -4 -4.-
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 88

e. Word List

41. 7 is boodai na enormous; swelling;
bulky

7`*` A. 3 kakaeru to hold; to carry;
to be burdened with

fac 4, h nanra ka no some

L° koojiru to devise;
to conceive

Y56 tr--W-10t5 hitsuyoo ni to be compelled to;
semarareru to be under the

necessity of

4 h fuyooryoku supporting potential

3 ', -4- herasu to decrease

JI) 3 takameru to increase; to
elevate; to raise

, 4..1it izure ka no either

49,7
imin emigration; emigrant

fk sanji seigen birth control

;IA )t shusshooritsu birth rate

4 tIC t 6 teika saseru to lower

Si 9 okuridasu to send out

t4:h 14v kookateki effective

ijuuchi settlement; colony

- 7 i- kaigai shinshutsu overseas expansion;
overseas emigration

7t7r,
m keikai, precaution; caution;

admonition

"1".;1; fushin distrust

nen fecling
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 88

e. Word List, continued

idaku to harbour; to hold;
to entertain

imada ni still; even now

tatoe--ni shitemo even if - - were

yur us u to permit

tairyoo no large quantity of

- - o hitsuyoo
to suru

kyogaku no enormous sum of

shizen zookaryoo volume of natural
increase

kooka effectiveness

fukyuu suru to spread, to be
popularized

actual

decrease; drop

considerable

long period of time

to require; to need

immediately

many children

to result from

to alleviate; to
relieve

immediate; urgent

to be of use

to need; to be in
need of

jissai no

genshoo

sootoo na

chookikan

yoosuru

tadachi ni

tashi

--kara shoozuru

kanwa suru

toomen no

yakudatsu
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 88

e. Word List, continued

nokoru tokoro only thing remaining
wa - shika nai is -

kibo scale; scope;
structure

expansion

with emphasis on - -;
with - - as nucleus

kakudai

- o chuushin
to shite
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 38

a. Student Instruction and Guidance

Refer to page 44.

b. Word List

5 M. -> ryuunyuu inflow

2k, iA: 14- senjuusha natives; predecessor

4 )41 'K 344- koyoosuijun employment standard

"t' tA--N-'12 -...- 4 L 5 obiyakasareru to be threatened

In t 4, kakkoku tomo every nation

t. 4 Mkt,. 3 osoreru to fear; to be afraid

211! td dootokuteki na moral; ethical

lk lb r. akueikyoo bad influence;
harmful influence

51 k4" Slfr hantairon objection; antagonism
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 89

a. Dialogue

'Security and Social Insurance'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 89

a. Dialogue, continued

It "#11h-gi );f4- ),Ck IC 4\ ii\-) s) k1214-1 L .)

L titr is-) 1,z. 4F, t -&
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 89

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith What do you suppose are the causes of insecurity?

Yamamoto: Unemployment, sickness, disasters, old age

and so on are the main causes.

Smith I hear that tuberculosis is the national

sickness of Japan, but what do you suppose

is the reason?

Yamamoto: That's because there are a lot of tuberculosis

Smith

patients in Japan.

What do you suppose are the causes of

tuberculosis?

Yamamoto: It results from malnutrition due to low wages

and incomes, inferior working conditions,

overwork and others.

Smith What is being done in Japan as a plan to

eliminate living insecurity?

Yamamoto: There are social insurance and social aid

as plans to eliminate living insecurity.

Smith What is social insurance?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 89

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: It is an insurance system based on the spirit

of mutual aid by all the members of society

in case of reduction or exhaustion of income

due to sickness, injury, death, old age,

unemployment and so on.

Smith : . What kinds of insurance are there in social

insurance?

Yamamoto: There are health insurance, casualty insurance,

annuity insurances and so forth.

Smith

Yamamoto:

Smith

What is health insurance?

It is a system of providing the expenses

required by workers when they become ill, get

hurt, or have births through insurance. And

the insurance payments are shared equally

between workers and employers.

What is casualty insurance?

Yamamoto: It is insurance to assist in injuries,

sicknesses and deaths arising out of accidents

while performing duties, and it is customary

that expenses are borne only by employers.
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Smith

Yamamoto:

h.,. rn..-

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 89

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

What kind of insurance is annuity insurance?

It is social insurance to guarantee the

income of workers when their income is lost

due to inability to work through old age or

sickness or injury.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 89

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 89

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Tuberculosis results from malnutrition due to low

wages and incomes, overwork, etc.

2. Unemployment, sickness, disaster, old age and so on

are the main causes of living insecurity.

3. Health insurance payments are shared equally between

workers and employers.

B. Express the following in English:

1. la 4s. 49 *.k ?* it 4: 1; Q7)-- i", fA
A, t 41,5 -c fs Itri A

2, 2V- ?it .1- it 3 ,

t t t fcg 3 *ifit 11%,

myki 440 tg 9 , IV( X *N" kfa.- *Lt:

st Pri t 4 .0- -4- 3 vit

3.

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 71; *cc m 11" -rte.
2 01 13* t1 VOX- t V+) ;11- -t 3 1t

:7 :IX-I-IP.
3. t 04, M 1t 10 tip.

4. 5-t 1; :1 < ** -e'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 89

d. Exercises, continued

5 rt z: it r".<,

6. /=-1;

7. t 1<, ?1; L it Y0 A, k7;

8. Ilt 4jk tit II e 41L L 4: tip,

9 t it e"A-rs t
10. (44. III: )f) zt L t .3
11. Ik 4 Ak t it to 1 'A: Pik -c.%
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 89

e. Word List

seikatsu fuan

shippei

roorei

kokuminbyoo

teishuunyuu

--ni motozuku

eiyoo fusoku

retsuaku na

kado roodoo

--ni yurai suru

nozoku

hoosaku

shakai hoken

shakai fujo

fushoo

shiboo

roonen

heru

shuunyuu

nakunaru

shakai zen-in

205

living insecurity;
insecurity of life

illness, sickness

old age

national disease;
national sickness

low income

due to - -

malnutrition

inferior

overwork

to be derived from;
result from; to
originate in

to eliminate

plan; scheme

social insurance

social aid

injury

death

old age

to decrease

income

to exhaust; to be
gone

entire members of
society



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 89

e. Word List, continued

soogo fujo

tasukeau

hoken seido

kenkoo hoken

saigai hoken

nenkin hoken

osan suru

makanau

hokenr yoo

seppan suru

gyoomujoo no

jiko

tsuurei

ushinawareru

shotoku

hoshoo suru

fujuubun

shokujoo

shoonin

kekkaku kanja

206

mutual aid

to help each other

insurance system

health insurance

casualty insurance

annuity insurance

to give birth

to provide; to furnish

insurance payment

to divide into halves;
to go fifty-fifty

in performing one's
duty

accident

ordinary; customary

to be lost

income; earning

to guarantee; to secure

inadequate

workshop; shop

merchant

tuberculosis patient



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 90

a. Dialogue

'Social Security'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 90

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 90

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith Social aid is also one of the plans to

eliminate insecurity, but how does it differ

from social insurance?

Yamamoto:

Smith

Yamamoto:

Social aid is what might be called social

welfare service, and the state or district

public organizations make financial payment

to the impoverished and help them individually.

More concretely what is it?
,44

It is protection for persons lacking the bare

necessities of life, medical treatment and job

guidance for the disabled, admission of the

weak minded to institutions and so forth.

Smith What results may be brought about by increase

in the number of the unemployed and a general

stalemate of national livelihood?

Yamamoto: It may paralyse the functions of unemployment

insurance and social insurance and bring forth

enormous numbers of the poor and the needy.

And all this may soon result in the standstill

of social aid services, too.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 90

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith So, to meet this situation, the necessity

to guarantee livelihood, based on theories

and systems differing from those of the past

was recognized, wasn't it?

Yamamoto: That's right. The social security system was

created for that purpose.

Smith Won't you please explain the social security

system more concretely?

Yamamoto: The social security system is a system to put

a "full employment policy" into operation on

one hand for the purpose of reducing the

number of unemployed, and on the other hand

to seek living stability of the people as a

whole by consolidating social insurance and

social aid which had been separately conducted

in the past in order to maintain economic

order.

Smith Is the social security system being

administered successfully in Japan today?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 90

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Yamamoto: As an actual system we have various types

of social insurance, livelihood protection

ordinances, juvenile welfare laws and others,

but as matters stand at present, it is not

budgetarily blessed and a systematic social

security system has not yet been firmly

established.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 90

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 90

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The increase in the number of the unemployed and the

general stalemate of national livelihood will

bring forth enormous numbers of the poor and the

needy, and paralyse the function of unemployment

and social insurances.

2. As a result of the stalemate of social welfare

services, the necessity of guaranteeing livelihood

based on principles and a system different from

those of the past came about.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 410 rhed = -4* 3 - '4)7 74- 1: x--t- /2; tit Oh

4 1"6, 0 -- -7 1"1"

2. ! 3.1q-1, 41; f!f. *i A it E3 1tt

;t: t Art -r, t 71:) ra t
AP *t 1C -t At x,

3. /k4;1-j- ilt /AN Alt. 9-h t et, V' v;

vs L
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 90

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. ffh Y-11. e" As rcg t 1"
2. 414.1sh "A. rs 1"-OP

4. 3F.t./w6 u...4--4A 6) 0.- I: in L Z y",.

5. 10: t / It N.
6. la 4c *114 t

7. 14.t, 134 -r it 4;44; P474-: *IA 4P" t 411,

1. t "4"h`e

8. 4"t #)/ *%-/-14;!"iv-k t L :;;11-44 t
L RJO t 14 3 :.H.)1 c 4q i" ,4.6

9. Xob 1-4-A 3toit 4 15 -c" t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 90

e. Word List

---to yobareru

seikatsu
konkyuusha

zaisei shishutsu

kobetsuteki ni

gutaiteki ni iu

ishokujuu

kot okaku

hogo

shintai
shoogaisha

i-ryoo

shokugyoo hodoo

shisetsu

seishin
hakujakusha

s huuyoo

zempanteki

yukizumari

kinoo

mahi saseru

hinkonsha

215

to be called;
to be termed as

poverty stricken
person; person
struggling for life;
impoverished; pauper

financial payment

individually

to put it concretely

necessity of life;
food, clothing and
housing

to lack

protection

disabled; crippled

medical treatment

job guidance

inst itus ion

weak minded

admission

general; universal

stalemate; standstill

function; faculty

to paralyse

+he poor and needy



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 90

e. Word List, continued

jitai itself

jitai situation

juurai heretofore; in the
past

genri principle

shakai hoshoo social security

--masen ka won't you - -

kanzen koyoo full employment
seisaku policy

jisshi suru to put in operation;
to enforce

tahoo de wa on the other hand

keizai chitsujo economic order

barabara ni separately

tooitsu suru to unify;
to consolidate

sootai to shite on the whole;
in general

genjitsu no actual

mokka no present

seikatsu hogohoo livelihood protection
law

jidoo fukushihoo juvenile welfare law

--ni megumareru to be blessed with

tooitsuteki na systematic; unified

kakuritsu sareru to be established
(firmly)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 90

e. Word List, continued

--ni oojite in response to

Mb

kakushu no

217

various



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 39

a, Student Instruction and Guidance
Refer to page 44.

b. Word List

/It 1 JC: gendai no modern

s: --nl kanshin to be concerned with;
o motsu to be interested in

retsuaku sa inferior quality

218
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PREFACE

The NON RESIDENT LANGUAGE REFRESHER COURSE, MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE UNIT, 210 HOUR COURSE, JAPANESE LANGUAGE, VOLUME VI,
contains Lessons 91-106 for classroom instruction and Exercises
40-46 for language laboratory practice.

These Lessons and ExerciSes constitute a part of the advanced
phase. Their primary aim is to put the student into as many
military linguistic situations as possible .thereby enabling him
to maintain and develop advanced and technical vocabulary and
prepare him for a military language assignment.

Bach Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" consists usually of
the following sections:

"a. Dialogue"

"b. Dialogue Translation"

"c. Reading Text"

"d. Exercises"

"e. Word List"

The "Dialogue", written in conventional writing, is
arranged so as to give the student a number of new words and
a number of new ways of saying things. Certain KANJI "Chinese
characters", considered more difficult for the student to
recognize than others, appear with their readings to facilitate
his reading.

The "Dialogue Translation" is intended to convey the
meaning of the Japanese sentence, rather than to be a word-
for-word translation. Where possible, idiomatic English
sentences are given. However, in some cases if the Japanese
sentence, were translated into idiomatic English, an important
feature of the Japanese sentence meaning would be lost.
Therefore, the student should not be alarmed even if some
of the English versions appear stilted.



The "Reading Text", written narratively in conventional
writing, reworks and manipulates the vocabulary and patterns
of the "Dialogue" to provide the student with a resume of the

"Dialogue".

The "Exercises" are intended both for bilingual practice
of translating from one to the other and for drill in directly
answering questions given in Japanese, and they are based
primarily on the content of the "Dialogue".

The "Dialogue", "Reading Text" and certain sections of
"Exercises" in each Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" are pre-
recorded together with necessary student instructions for use
in the event that native speakers of Japanese are not available
as instructors.

Normally every third hour is to be spent for individual
language laboratory practice whether qualified instructors
are available or not. The material for laboratory practice
is based primarily on the contents of the "Dialogues" covered
in classroom during the two preceding hours. The bulk of
the laboratory material including student instructions is
also pre-recorded. However, some portions of the laboratory
material have been prepared in written form and these are
printed under "Language Laboratory Exercises" normally after
every second Lesson for "Classroom Instruction". Each pre-
recorded "Language Laboratory Exercise" consists of a dialogue
and a series of questions.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 91

a. Dialogue

'At the Airport'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 91

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 91

b. Dialogue Translation

Time 1961

Place Fort Ord, Hunter Liggett Military Reservation

Characters: Mr. Kate, a visitor from Japan, a member of

the House of .Representatives.

Capt. Smith, escorting officer.

CAt the Monterey Municipal Airport)

Smith: Pardon me, but are you Mr. Kat5?

Kate : Yes, I am.

Smith: 'I am Capt. Smith. I came to meet you as I've been

instructed to escort you.

Kate : Oh, is that so! Thank you for your trouble. I am

very grateful.

Smith: Well, then, shall we go?

(KatU and Smith get in the waiting staff car.

The following is a conversation carried on in the

car.

Smith: Mr. Kate, when did you come to the States?

Kat-6 : I just arrived in San Francisco the day before

yesterday.

3



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 91

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith: My, is that so: Then you are really fresh in the

States, aren't you? I suppose you have been to

Hq, 6th Army already.

KatU : Yes, I have. And they put me up in the Presidio

guest house last night and the night before.

Smith: Is this your first time in America?

Katb" : Unfortunately, that is right.

Smith: What do you think? It is not much different from

Toky-6, is it? - - - a city like San Francisco?

KatB : No, not at all. It's just wonderful, I tell you!

The roads, especially, are beyond what I imagined.

I was really astonished!

Smith: Is that right? Talking about highways, the

California highways are so good that they are

considered the best even in America.

4



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 91

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 91

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. I was instructed to escort you.

2. I stayed at the guest house last night.

3. I was astonished at the splendid roads.

4. He is wearing an American Army Captain's uniform.

B. Express the following in English:

2, A t .411, t o 4:;fz ,2) 1E:3 * AL * '% 4-er k`/

11 ir,

3. A, it 14- g : ;L t, tr.

4. *0 cl,) C 0!) t): t" 3 418 ii-1 4N"

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. -"A. 6) 4 e AL t- ') t Z k e'
56 t t° 0

2. - t /1/ )1/ PC ft: it A) I':
A it 4 al Tv'f.

3 t -z"

4. bu A., ;1(:, -C 3-PC -r *11

crti, 4,11-. -e" p
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 91

e. Word List

hei-ei

gun-yoochi

Tai-i

kuukoo

annai gakari
shookoo

shirei

bakuryoo
jooyoosha

ika

shachuu de

kaiwa

hoyahoya

Dai-Rokugun
shireibu

kyakusha

tomeru

barracks; camp; garrison

military reservation

Captain

airport

escorting officer;
guiding officer

instruction; directivet
order

staff car

the following

no in the car

conversation

to be fresh

6th Army H.Q.

zannen nagara

taishita kawari
wa nai

subarashii

soozoo ijoo

.rikugun

guest house

to lodge;
to accommodate

sorry to say;
regrettable

not much different

splendid; remarkable;
wonderful

more than one's
imagination

army
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 91

e. Word List, continued

fuku o tsuketa

se no takai

hakujin

shirushi

noritsukeru

kare

machiai-shitsu

ooisogi de

sageru

kyorokyoro

mikakeru

wore the uniform

tall

caucasians

mark; sign; symbol

to ride up to

he

waiting room

in a great hurry

to carry

to inquiringly

to see; to catch
sight of

tsuka tsuka to directly to;
straight to

futakoto mikoto two or three words

tachisaru to leave; to depart

tookyoku a person in authority;
authorities

to meet

two nights' stay

a higher commander

menkai suru

nihaku

jookyuu
shikikan

mukae ni deru to go out to meet -

fukai inshoo to be deeply impressed
o ukeru

8
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 92

a. Dialogue

'At thethe Airport' , continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 92

a, Dialogue, continued
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Classroom' Instruction
Lesson 92

b. Dialogue Translation

Katz Another thing that deeply impressed me is that in

America, for some reason, everything seems bright

and spacious. Even the little towns along the high-

ways are not crammed and squalid like those you see

in Japan. I get the impression that they are

extremely clean.

Smith: I see. However, there are still many filthy places

in America, too, you know. I believe as you travel

throughout the States there will be various things

which will cause you to be disappointed.

Katli : Do you think so? From what I have seen so far, I

can't quite believe you.

Smith: By the way, I heard that you're a member of the House

of Representatives. If you don/t And, what is the

purpose .of your coming to America at this time?

Kat-6: Yes, I am in charge of investigation and research

covering a certain field as a member of the Military

Affairs Committee of the House of Representatives.

In this respect, I was hoping that I would be shown

the actual condition of military training in America

from before when, fortunately, at this time I received.

11



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 92

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

an invitation from the Department of Defense of the

United States, so -

Smith: Oh, is that so? At any rate, I wish to welcome you.

I will do my best to guide you around.

Katb- : Thank you. Please -

12
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 92

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. In America everything looks bright and spacious.

2. Even the little towns along the highways are not

cramped and squalid like they are in Japan.

3. There are many things which will disappoint you

very much.

4. If you don't mind (telling me), what is the

purpose of your going to Japan at this time?

B. Express the following ideas in English:

1. + tr. ltbo9 tc. z 3 -c" it 4 A. t's # t

41itt-tx-ta.

-13-1 1.2 lo

3. -f 340 =1 t,-t bk 4

4. " 1Xi 49,k *14 14 wig -h% t, g bt L-tc

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. iiviAit 7)41)k oihatr it voi L't %/ e
ti) IPt.4,

2 -110*(3G it -Or k Liez. t, ft.ho
3, *v 11c, It t'." 3h. 6) *47 t At IQ *t.
4 ; . ) 1 4 i r k I it lc t 3 4- -c" .4-N.



Classroom.Instruction
Lesson 92

e. Grammar Notes

1. --ta tokoro, "while---; when; or but"

Following the past tense of verbs, to! koro or

tokoro ga expresses the idea of "while--; when - - -;

or but"

Examples:

a. Umaku iku daroo to omotta tokoro ga shippai

shits.

While I thought it would go well, it failed.

b. Ame ga furu daroo to omotta tokoro, ii tenki

ni natta.

I thought it would rain, but it turned out

to be nice weather.

c. Nippon e ikitai co omotte ita tokoro, kondo

ikeru kikai ga dekita.

While I was hoping to go to Japan, the

opportunity has come up at this time which

enables me to go.

15



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 92

e. Grammar Notes, continued

2. Honorific suffix reru, rareru.

. Following the first base (negative base) of verbs,

reru or rareru describes the actions of a second or

third person who is recognized as being in a position

that is superior to the speaker's.

Reru follows the first base of regular verbs;

Rareru follows the first base of semi-regular and

irregular verbs,

Examples:

a. Ano kata wa Nippon e ikareru.

He is going to Japan.

b. Ano kata wa Amerika ni korareru.

He is coming to America.

C. Sensei wa maiasa rokuji ni okirareru.

Teacher gets up at six o'clock every morning.

16
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 92

f, Word List

nan to naku

hiro biro to
shite iru

endoo no

gomi gomi shite
iru

seiketsu

kanji

naruhodo

ryokoo suru

gakkari suru

ima made mita
tokoro dewa

shinjirare nai

Shuugiin-giin

tobei

Gunji Iinkai

ichi-in

bun-ya

choosa

ken kyuu

tantoo suru

17

somehow

to be spacious

along the road (route)

to be dusty;
to be dirty;
to be squalid

clean; sanitary

feeling; impression

I see:

to travel

to be disappointed

from what I have
seen so far

can't believe

Member of the House
of Representatives

coming to the States

Military Affairs
Committee

a member

a field (sphere)

investigation

research; study

to take charge (of)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 92

f. Word List, continued

--no kankei de

gunji-kunren

jitsujoo

saiwai nimo

Kokuboo-shoo

annai suru

kanete kara

omaneki

--ta tokoro

yurareru

in relation to;
in connection with

military training

the actual situation

fortunately

Department of Defense

to guide; to show;
to escort

from long ago

(yTar)invitation

while; (See Grammar
Notes)

to be shaken;
to be rocked;
to be rolled

hanashi ni to engage in a lively
Nana o sakaseru conversation

kitanai

yasuyasu to

maneki

shisatsu

anaai-yaku

seiwon

reru or

dirty; filthy

with ease; easily

invitation

inspection;
observation;
studying

guide

main gate

raieru honorific suffix

18

(See Grammar Notes)



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercises 40

Student Instructions and Guidance

1. Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language
Laboratory Exercise 40, Japanese",

2. The tape contains a dialogue and a series of questions
based on the dialogue. They are recorded in the following
order:

a. The dialogue is recorded twice by native speakers
at normal conversational speed for your comprehension only.

b. The dialogue is again recorded by the native
speakers at normal conversational speed but with pauses for
your imitation and repetition. Keep listening and repeating
over and over until you have become entirely familiar with
all the details of pronunciation and can imitate them in your
own repetition within given pauses.

c. The dialogue is again recorded without pauses
but at a little faster speed for your comprehension.

d. Next, a series of questions and answers
pertaining to the dialogue is recorded at normal conversational
speed with pauses for your imitation and repetition. Repeat
the question, and then repeat the answer supplied. After you
have mastered the answer, you should try listening to the
question and immediately giving the answer you have learned
in the pause originally left for your repetition of the
question. Then listen to and repeat the given answer whether
your answer was right or wrong.

e. Finally, the dialogue is recorded again at a
little faster conversational speed for your comprehension,
and its riaediately followed by the same series of questions
with pauses for your answers.

19
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 93

a. Dialogue

'At Fort Ord'

A t 0
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 93

a. Dialogue, continued

trvik -("4-h z711.-

4 -to\ 1'9 yhtliA t a lc ts / t t
: 1 z" tt 0 14. 44 Ptir I, to% I Pt of
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 93

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith: Here we are. This is Fort Ord. This is the main

gate.

Kato : Is this the place! I saw this place from the

plane as I flew over. It's quite huge, isn't it?

Smith: That's right. The 5th Division of the 6th Army

was stationed here once, but the organization

has completely changed. They are training recruits

mostly now.

Kato : That is infantry training, isn't it?

Smith: Yes, that's right. It is the first phase of basic

training.

Kato : What do they officially call the headquarters of

this place?

Smith: Well, let me see. It is called "Headquarters,

U. S. Army Training Center, Infantry and Ft. Ord,

California.

Kato : Then, there is no such thing as a Division

Organization, is there?

22



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 93

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith: No, there isn't. Since the pentomic or a five-

unit division was organized to replace the

triangular division, the mode of training the

recruits naturally changed. There is no Pentomic

Division here, but the recruits are organized into

Pentagonal Brigades and Groups. After completing

their first phase of basic training, they are

assigned to a Pentomic Infantry Division, a

Pentomic.Airborne Division or a Pentomic Armored

Division.

Kato : I see. They will use nuclear weapons in future

wars so combat training will become complex,

won't it?

Smith: You're right. Besides, they've just begun training

under the new organization, so it's an immense job.

23



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 93

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 93

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The 5th Division was stationed at Port Ord once.

2. The recruits receive their basic training at the

U. S. Army Infantry Training Center.

3. The triangular division is now replaced by the

pentagonal division.

4. Nuclear weapons and missiles may be employed

extensively in future warfare.

B. Express the following in English:

1. i 1.*._ 's:it -.tt it% ;') *147111 estweii t 14%

2 , 4'f< #; 9S. 4t 4 sk nf it V41" it I.-- 431.

tiO Air pr< *t m if; vl 4: 4t #,

3 *BE- tAVAC 942 it] r t \c' :1- .7 94, t v4- 4.-t
v1 1-

4. .9 t rs. .t% trj- 0 pent (A. -fro) t *tit/-
6, atomic (4, +t) 411.7 At z 41; tc 146, -rte
-r -4- *' a-2 ^a w I7 917 I. Y IXII"A 11- At<44) (1,

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. I't.-C(6 9+ i 1 14 61 t.42 L 1 /

2. 4-4 ,

3 . 1- *-03C t t"-) r i h`

4- Li 9til1 1 -wer *1.4) 71. It _it it r"4,q

11- 4t)fi t,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 93

e. Word List

Dai Go-shidan

chuuton suru

hensei

shimpei

kiso-kunren

dai-ikki

seishiki ni

hohei

kunren-jo

shidan hensei

(The) Fifth Division

(to be) stationed;
garrisoned

organization

recruit(s)

basic training

(the) first phase
(period; step)

formally; officially

infantry

training center

divisional
organization

pentagon hensei pentagonal (pentomic)
no shidan division

gotan-i (hensei pentagonal division
no) shidan

sunawachi

san tan-i
(hensei no)
shidan

that is to say

triangular division

(ni) totte to take place of;
kawaru to replace

kunren yooshiki

shizen (ni)

iwayuru

26

mode of training;
style of training

naturally;
automatically

the so-called



ClassrocwInstruction
Lesson 93

e. Word List, continued

Pentomikku
shidan

ryodan

gun

shuuryoo-go

hohei shidan

kuutei shidan

kikoo shidan

hennyuu sareru

kaku heiki

sentoo kunren

misairu (-dan)

gendai-sen

sempoo

bunsan suru

kidoo-sei

sugureru

karyoku

ma ni awanai

27

Pentomic division

brigade

group

after completing

infantry division

airborne division

armored division

to be assigned

nuclear weapon

combat training

missiles

modern warfare

tactics

to deploy; to disperse

maneuverability

to be superior

fire power

to be of no use



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 94

a. Dialogue

"Introduction to Commanding General"
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 94

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith : Here we are. This is the headquarters.

Major General Parker, the commanding general,

is waiting for us, so we will drop in and say

a few words. Then, I will show you around the

Port.

Smith : General Parker, I have just returned, sir.

I brought Mr. Kat5, sir.

General: Ah, Wanks for your (trouble of) coming all the

way to visit us: I am General Parker. Good to

see you! I was expecting you.

Kat-6 I am KatO. I am sorry to trouble you so much at

this time, but I have accepted your kind offer

and come to observe your post.

General: Oh, no, not at all. I'm afraid we will not be

able to entertain you as much as we wish to, but

please take your own time and observe (the post)

during your one week's stay. If you need any-

thing, please do not hesitate to ask Capt. Smith.

Katb" : Thank you very much, General.

29



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 94

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith : Well, then, Mr. Kat5, shall we go? General,

I will take Mr. Kato to his billet first and

then escort him around the post.

.1.4.iFekA



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 94

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 94

d. Exercises

A. Bxpress the following in Japanese:

1. This is the headquarters of Pt. Ord. Major General

Parker is the commanding general.

2. I have accepted your kind offer and come to

observe your post.

3. If you need anything, please do not hesitate to

ask Capt. Smith.

4. I will take Mr. Kato to his billet first and

then shoil him around the post.

B. Express the following in English:

1. * 3) 41.- , , .° -- 1", *0 ik e
A50)t-ititot Ur"'

2, 4aj t t.t% o t1 4t ti, e
t," -5 -4" it=-r l, 4 9

L -;e.

3. 51 4t It It :4P A'a Z 1p 3-; I ;.1 -14.13 s* t% h Ar

'tf 4, e 7 4'

q t,

r Ak 4- Tt,

4. 4. A.. t Itt,* 44- ik )12#

Int, fc
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 94

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. c;141. t teitTletchN.

2. )-4/ °Y. 4t It Y°i,t iivt-1-4,4e* 5 t

v 4' .

3. * * k "7 * i` 1-:" °' 13 1./1 1t

49*

4. * -12 * bv +: ti it " r:,

6 I: fi.,1v% -r4s.
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Lesson 94

e. Word List

shooshoo

kakka

kengaku suru

nyuuyoo no

shukusha

demukaeru

taimai

Dokushin Shookoo
Shukusha

shukuhaku suru

empoo

gokuroo des'hita

meiwaku, o kakeru

mooshi tsukeru

kotoba ni
amaete

maemotte

meijirU

34

major general

your excealency
(term of respect
for general officers
in military)

study and observe;
inspect

necessary; needful

a billet; a quarter

to meet

stay; sojourn

IL O.Q.

be billeted;
be quartered

a distant place;
a long way

many thanks for your
trouble

to put one to trouble

to direct;
to instruct

I shall accept your
kind offer and 4'
to avail oneself of
one's kind word

beforehand;
previously

to order, to give
instruction to
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 94

e. Word List, continued

sewa o suru to look after;
to aid; to render
a service

kozappari shita neat; tidy; smart

abiru

yukkuri suru

iinokosu

35

to bathe in;
to be washed by

to take one's time;
to take one's ease

to leave a message;
to leave word



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercises 41

a. Student Instructions and Guidance

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language Laboratory
Exercise 41,Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List on the next page.
These words did not appear in the preceding lessons, but they
are used in this recorded exercise.

(3) The tape contains a dialogue and a series of questions
based on the dialogue. They are recorded in the following order:

(a) The dialogue is recorded twice by native speakers
at normal conversational speed for your comprehension only.

(b) The dialogue is again recorded by the native
speakers at normal conversational speed but with pauses for your
imitation and repetition. Keep listening and repeating over and
over until you have become entirely familiar with all the details
of pronunciation and can imitate them in your own repetition
within given pauses.

(c) The dialogue is again recorded without pauses but
at a little faster speed for your comprehension.

(d) Next, a series of questions and answers pertaining
to the dialogue is recorded at normal conversational speed with
pauses for your imitation and repetition. Repeat the question,
and then repeat the answer supplied. After you have mastered the
answer, you should try listening to the question and immediately
giving the answer you have learned in the pause originally left
for your repetition of the question. Then listen to and repeat
the given answer whether your answer was right or wrong.

(e) Finally, the dialogue is recorded again at a
little faster conversational speed for your comprehension, and
it is immediately followed by the same series of questions with
pauses for your answers.
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 41

b. Word List

Namboku Sensoo

shoogun

hoohei-tai

sensha-tai

enshuu-chi

Sentoo Jikken
Kaihatsu-jo

Shiidekki

ryaku suru

ooyoo suru

shin-senjutsu

37

Civil War (USA)

general

artillery unit

tank unit

maneuver area

Combat Experimental
Development Center
(CEDEC)

CEDEC

to abbreviate

to apply

new combat tactics



Classroom.Instruction
Lesson 95

a. Dialogue

'Conversation on Mess Facilities'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 95

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith: Mr. Kato, are you there?

Katz : Oh, Capt. Smith. Please come in.

Smith: Were you able to rest at least a little?

Kati; : Yes, thanks to you, I have completely recovered

from my travel fatigue.

Smith: That's wonderful! It's already pretty close to

the noon 'hour, so let's go fo the Officers' Mess

for lunch.

Kato` : All right. I feel a bit hungry, so that suits me

fine. I'll accompany you.

Smith: Have you been eating only western food all the

time since coming to the States?

Katb- : Yes, that's right.

Smith: Don't you wish you had some Japanese food?

Katli : Of course. Forgive me for saying this, but I am

bothered by having to eat western food three times

a day.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 95

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith: I can understand. When I was stationed in Japan,

I once went way out in the sticks on a temporary

duty assignment. I had only Japanese food to eat

for one week. It was unfamiliar to my taste, and

I really suffered. You are in a spot exactly the

opposite of mine right now.

Kato : I am to inspect various military installations in

the United States extending over four months from

now. However, when I think that I can't have any

Japanese food during this time, it is disheartening.

Smith: No, don't worry about that. Recently, things

Japanese are booming in the States, and Japanese

restaurants are established all over. They'll

serve you delicious Japanese food.

Kaii3 : Is that so? That's reassuring news!

Smith: Well, then, I'll invite you to the Ginza in

Monterey tonight. Tempura served there is tastier

than that served at the Tenkin in T5467.

KatV : Well, that is very kind of you. Western food is

very tasty for us Japanese if we eat it once in a

while, but everyday is a little too much.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 95

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith: Yes, you're right. Japanese food is delicious

once in a while for me, too, but every day would be

a little difficult .. .. unless one gets accustomed

to it, you know. Now, I'll show you around the

post.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 95

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Were you able to rest at least a little?

2. Thanks to you, I have completely recovered from my

travel fatigue.

3. It is getting pretty close to noon, so let's go to

the Officers' Mess for lunch.

4. I'm bothered by having to eat western food three

times a day.

B. Express the following in English:

3 4
2. t) 3 1? 9c.?*1-111, IA- t <

4'1

-7" A .1" 5 Pt I:: 13 4- P)-I.7,
s. v% i t /ir< ....v.-tr. 4./ <

4. ;It iek -t" 1-*.x
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Lesson 95

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 3P4 + hF As ON" 41 513 -4"

d) it r". I" #N,

2. *17 t f* Yr ;tit 4- 111- tt

3. * 4, x*r Ak 5

tt
4. hv -;r. 4., 1 4D-- d."4/N 9 -t

A I) t tz. hc,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 95

e.. Grammar Notes

1. Ne at the end of an incomplete main clause, expresses

the idea of something contrary, or agreement which is

self evident or understandable.

Examples:

a. Yooshoku mo tokidoki taberu to oishii desu ga,

mainichi dewa ne.

Western food is very tasty if you eat it once in

a while, but every day is not so good.

b. Ame ga furanai to ikeru no desu ga, konna ni ame

ga futte wa ne.

We can go if it does not rain, but if it rains

like this we cannot.

c. Ano seito wa yoku benkyoo sureba dekiru no desu

ga, amari benkyoo shinai kara ne.

That student will do well if he studies hard, but

since he doesn't study, he doesn't do well.
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f. Word List

yasumeru

tabi no tsukare

Shookoo Shuukai-jo

sorosoro

yooshoku

onaka ga suku

sando sando

heikoo suru

nareru

suru
r.sassuru)

shinchut: surf.

yowar u

jibun

rya ken kimmu

gyaku no

gunji shisetsu

shisatsu suru

kokorobosoi

Nippon buumu

4 7

to be able to rest

travel fatigue

Officers' Mess

gradually; slowly;
by degrees

western food

to grt hungry

tbree times a day

tc be at one's witts
imd; to be stumped

co be used to eating

to 17.r.derstand;
to sympathize

t .,ccupy
to be stationed

to be perplexed;
) be troubled

time; time of year

temporary duty

reverse; opposite

military

to inspect

helpless;
discouraging

japan boom (things
Japanese being
very popular)
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Word List, continued

itaru tokoro

Nippon ryooriya

chikarazuyoi

umai

taizai-chuu

unzari suru

kokoroboso-garu

kobosu

tobiagaru hodo
yor okobu

machidooshii

48

everywhere, all over

Japanese restaurant

reassuring

tasty

during stay

to be sick of;
to be tired to death

feel discouraged

to complain;
to grumble

to leap for joy

to be impatient for;
to long for
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a. Dialogue

'Facilities at Port Ord'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Dialogue Translation

Smith: This building is a barracks. The soldiers live in

the squad room and the NCO's live in the NCO rooms.

Kato : Is this what they generally call quarters?

Smith: Yes, it means the place or building where soldiers

live. It is also called, "billets". Now then,

this is a soldiers' mess. Only NCO's and privates

eat here.

Kat1r: Then, this means that the officers eat at the

Officers' Mess, doesn't it?

Smith: Yes, that's right.

Katli : Who does the cooking?

Smith: The cooks (mess soldiers) who have received special

training in cooking do it. The Mess Officer

supervises all matters pertaining to messing, and

the Mess Sergeant assists him.

This is a company supply room. Various kinds of

supplies needed by soldiers are kept here.

Kat15 : Do they keep firearms, too?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith: Talking of firearms, they only keep such things as

pistols, rifles or carbines and machine guns.

Mostly helmets, canteens, gas masks, cots, blankets,

sheets and foot lockers are kept here, and the

soldiers get supplies here.

Kat"6. : Mentioning supplies, such items as uniforms, rifles,

and rations are supplies, too, aren't they?

Smith: Yes, that'is so. Now then, let's go to the company

orderly room. Within this building, there is the

company orderly rocha. In the office is the CO, and

under him are the First Sergeant and the company

clerk.

Kat5 : What are those two soldiers doing?

Smith: You mean those over there? They are reading the

bulletin board, The soldiers have to read the

bulletin board once every afternoon.

Inside of this building is a day room. Soldiers

enjoy and utilize their free hours effectively

without disturbing others by playing cardS, pingpong,

pool, reading, writing letters to their homes and

playing guitars.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Kat3 : In short, this is the soldiers' recreation room,

isn't it?

Smith: Yes. Going to movies, playing baseball, playing

basketball and also.dancing'are all recreation.

The orderly room, the company supply room, the mess

hall, the day room and the barracks which we've

inspected just now are included in the company area.
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c. Reading Text
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Soldiers are eating in the company mess hall.

2. The food a soldier has in one day is a ration.

3. Helmets, canteens, gas masks, cots, and foot

lockers are supplies.

4. In the orderly room are the CO, the Company 1st

Sergeant and the company clerk.

B. Express the following in English:

1. Nia Pc t . 1 t Wit* t..-

2. 147P&k.'t 1" (0 .tif lit e) It V

oNAd t-4:10

4. .N1'11 4c-4.- 5,r. *lit At 11$z 7fiwil 0 J
)= A 9 it lr.

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1 M. ,i-.09 e"z. -c"AtAK,.-t.?

2, it z" -4-e'`
3. tx.R4,1.9k4to.v.int.

_ _-
1.0-1;-.9 h%

4. A-mlt /kit t-tth--.
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d. Exercises, continued

5. to' p4, to: * 4:40g. L

6. 413** a) -ftekt. iitA *4- IsNi.

7. *rht ...*A---4.FL ez r I) H. iNe

8. NI7P**1-cmt te4.e Ink * 14thN.
9. ** It hb" lial-PEI Pc ti

e_ 1" WIF t L *INN..

10. -It .*-rA t i ig.r -ONG

de
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e. Word Lisi

heisha

shokuji o suru

buntai-shitsu

kashikan

kashikan-shitsu

neoki suru

eisha

shokudoo

ryoori

choori

kooshuu

suijihei

kyuushoku tannin
shookoo

kyuushoku

kanri suru

suiji-gunsoo

tasukeru

hokyuu-jo

hokyuu-hin

kaki

shoojuu

kaabinssjuu
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barracks

to eat

squad room

NCO

NCO room

to live

billets; quarters

mess hall;
dining room

cooking

preparation of food;
cooking

(a training) course

cook (military)

mess officer

supply of food

to supervise

mess sergeant

to help; to aid

supply room

supplies

firearms

rifle

carbine
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e. Word List, continued

kikan-juu

tetsuboo

suitoo

gasu masuku

moofu

shibutsubako

juu

ryooshoku

machine gun

helmet

canteen

gas mask

blanket

foot locker

rifle

ration

chuutai,jimushitsu company orderly room

chuutai-choo

chuutai-soochoo

chuutai-shoki

kokuchi-ban

goraku-shitsu

tamatsuki

kyoozur u

dokusho suru

kyoori

jiyuu jikan

yuukoo ni

yakyuu
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company commander

Company First
Sergeant;
Company Master
Sergeant

company clerk

bulletin board

day room

pool (game)

to enjoy; have fun

to read books

home (native place)

free hour

effectively;
profitably

baseball
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e. Word List, continued

chuutai chiiki

suiji tooban

jagaimo

kawa o muku

sara

joonin no

ichinichi bun no

nana-ryooshoku

torampu
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company area

KP duty

potatoes

to peel (the skin)

plate; dish

permanent; regular

one day's portiOn

seven days' ration

playing cards



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 42

a. Student Instructions

b. Word List

and Guidance.

futsuu

naka-boo

uwagi

dantai

han-nagagutsu

heijoo-fuku

ryakuboo

tangutsu

sagyoo-fuku

betsu ni aru

sagyoo.6boo

gaishutsu suru

sei-boo

natsu-fuku

fuyu-fUku

momen

igai

wariai ni

toosu

kimmu suru

seifu

ifuku teate

me imoku
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See page 36.

ordinarily

helmet liner

jacket

web-belt

boots

service uniform

,garrison cap

low-cut shoes

fatigues

to have separately

fatigue cap

to go out; to go
off post

service cap

summer uniform (suit)

winter uniform (suit)

cotten cloth (fabrics)

other than

relatively

to get by;
to go through

to serve

government

clothing allowance

name (pretext)



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 42

b. Word List, continued

kyuuyo

tokubetsu teate

shookoo

ninkan

ifuku-hi

ichiji-kin

slaifuku

kitei doori

pay; salary

special allowance

commissioned officer

commission

clothing expense

lump sum of money

civilian clothes

in conformity with
regulatioLs
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a. Dialogue

'Facilities at Port Ord, continued'
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a. Dialogue

'Facilities at Fort Ord, continued'
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b. Dialogue Translation

Kat6 : This building looks like a hospital, doesn't it?

Smith: No, it is not a hospital. It is a dispensary.

They examine sick soldiers and treat them here if

the illness is slight. However, if it is a serious

illness they send them to the army hospital.

Emergency patients are sent by ambulance.

Kat5 : That wide place over there seems to be the parade

ground, but are they using it for other things?

Smith: 'Yes, they also use it for individual training or

close order drill. Then there is another wide

parade ground at the south end of this camp which

is being also used as a take-off and landing field

for helicopters and light planes.

Kat5 : Talking about airplanes. What kind of aircraft

is the American army using?

Smith: Since the purposes are liaison, observation and

transportation of personnel, supplies and equipment

to combat zones, small crafts are used mostly.

Kati) : If you say small craft, what kind are they for

instance?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith: Well, for instance, there are the L-19 observation

planes, the L-23 command planes, the UIA utility

transport planes, etc. As for helicopters, there

are the H-13 reconnaissance planes, H-19 and H-40

utility planes, H-21 and H-34 light cargo planes

and the medium cargo planes.

Katar: If that is the case, they don't use army planes

directly for combat, do they?

Smith: It has been that way until now, but recently

after the army units became pentagonal organiza-

tions, methods to use certain types of helicopter

for direct combat are being studied and experimented

extensively. Therefore, perhaps it will not be

too far away in the future when helicopters will

participate in direct combat.
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c. Reading Text
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c. Reading Text, continued

< tt4 t3.1* 4' A. 0) el* iy
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The purposes of army airplanes are liaison,

observation and transportation of personnel,

supplies and equipment to combat zones.

2. Recently the army has been conducting research

and experiments on the use of helicopters directly

in combat.

3. They do not use army planes directly in combat.

4. It is in 'the near future that helicopters may

participate in combat.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 1' 1"-z- IL M t ^ ker ti>
t t

2. ;IitcAo tt-L rt, 0= _II t,
3, 4t, .4 it Ap-irm 13c4tt kO*03(.4zt`tit`'`
4. it W.4t 414 rt.: 34- 0

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. It' 1§; t :2 0, r"4., tJ Pfj -C-th ,

2. ..* a a, AA k, Al, el" tt 3.t 5 Or z 4t.

41-hl.D

3. *2,N1 oe r 4tinti -A; 51.1z. 41)z 4-4-h.

4. to" x--T* t -4" = igt it _1-:.,isx.j-10 t
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d. Exercises, continued

it.14.4 10,-+ meik-47 ve
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3 *N" It 1) I.- rt b'.
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e. Word List

shinryoojo

rikugun byooin

kyuubyoo

kyuukyuusha

dispensary

army hospital

an emergency sickncss

ambulance

kan-etsu shikijoo parade ground

kakko kyooren

misshuu kyooren

shiyoo suru

hashi

kei-hikooki

richakurikujoo

renr aku

kansoku

din -in

sakusen chitai

kogata-ki

kansoku-ki

tayoo-ki

shiki-ki

ippan yusooki

teisatsu-ki

kei-kamotsu
yusoo-ki
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individual training

close order drill

to use

edge; end

light airplane

landing strip

liaison

observation

personnel

combat zone

small sized plane

observation plane

utility plane

command plane

utility transport
plane

reconnaissance plane

light cargo transport!
plane
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Lesson 97

e, Word List, continued

chuu-kamotsu
yusoo-ki

rikugun yooki

soo surq to

sentoo

sakan ni

itareri tsukuseri

kari ni

--no ten dewa

rei ni suru

hitteki suru

chotto shita

kempei-tai hombu

reihaidoo

nichiyoo-hin

shokuhin

hambaisho

goraku kikan

shuuyoo suru

eiga-kan

taiikukan

medium cargo
transport plane

army plane

if that is the case

combat

vigorously;
extensively

perfect; thorough

tentatively;
provisionally

from the standpoint of

to take as an example

to stand comparison
with

respectable;
fairly good size

MP Headquarters

chapel

daily necessities

food stuffs

a store; a shop

recreational
facilities

to accomodate;
to seat

movie theatre

sports arena;
gymnasium
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e. Word List, continued

kashikan
shuukaijo

ianjo

heiin shutikaijo

juujitsu shita

toshokan
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NCO mess

recreation center

service club;
soldiers' club

full; complete

library
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a, Dialogue

'General Layout of Port Ord'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Kat5 : That place over there where the jeeps, the

passenger cars and the carryall trucks are parked

is a motor-pool, isn't it? What's the building

located on the opposite side of it?

Smith: Do you mean that building with a tall steeple?

That is called a chapel, but in Japanese you

might call it "Reihaidoo" or something of that

sort, I believe.

Incidentally, I haven't come across anything like

a chapel in the camps or garrisons of the Japanese

Self-Defense Forces. Is there anything like that?

Kato : I regret to say that there isn't any, yet.

There is an American flag raised high on the flag

pole in front of the barracks. When do they

raise it?

Smith: At reveille. Soldiers rise with the 0600 hours

bugle call. Then they fall into formation at 0610

at their company area. The flag is raised then.

This is reveille. Also, there is roll call during

this time.

Kat5 : Then, what time does the flag come down?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith: At 1700 hours. At this time, the soldiers fall

into the last formation of the day. This is

retreat. Then one hour from 1800 to 1900 is supper,

after which is free time until taps at 2200.

Oh, it's five already% It is the time when the

day's work ends. I'll take you to your quarters.

I suggest that you take a shower and relax. Supper

at the Officers' Mess is from five to seven, but

today, as I have promised you, I will take you to

a Japanese restaurant in town. I'll come after

you at about six o'clock. Well, then, I'll see

you later.

Katb" : Is that so? I'm sorry to cause you so much trouble.

I'll accept your kind offer and will be waiting for

you. Goodbye.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 98

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The motor pool is where jeeps, passenger cars,

and carryall trucks are parked.

2. The building with the tall steeple is the chapel.

3. Have you come across anything like a chapel in the

JSDF garrisons?

4. An American flag is hoisted high on the flag pole

which is in front of the barracks.

B. Express the following in English:

1. !at 0) "4 N`' t t di*L.t.r.
'); 144t 'xi- M. 1 I 47 *.t.) .115t1 tt6- 71.1

/.4 *N" 111,5;14-46 1.0 Z. ,i't-tN's (A tit-44 411%
3. i-3.1:4 i --13 0, T4.--A 0 0:-.5 *Al --ir"1-0

Ix ia fx 5 t .4r-,-Pgtt Kilt/ 10 4-4. is

L 4: ir.

C. Answer the following questions in japaneie:

1. 4s, ig t*. i340fi, I 1 81 t v1 t N.

2. 14 *IA flp1;" .14 f* td 44-

ifi lit Lc t

3. 6,4r: Irr -e it kAl.t ta KPM-trit,

4. 51 9:1 7.y J . ° it kit,
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Lesson 9

d. Exercises,

5. 13 75- ,r) a) \47

1112 t14- -c"

z. t rs

6. t 4:1 ".k.

uction

8

continued

`2) :94' 1
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 98

e. Word List

jooyoo-sha

jinka ryooyoo-sha

chuusha suru

hantai gawa

sentoo

eiju-chi

soo itta mono

hatazao

kokki

agaru

kakageru

kishoo

kishoo rappa

seiretsu suru

passenger car

carryall truck

to park

opposite side

steeple

fort; camp
(permanent);
garrison

such thing

flag pole

national flag

to go up;
to be hoisted

to hoist; to fly;
to display flag

rising (in the
morning)

reveille (first
bugle call of the
day)

to fall in;
to form in line

kokki keiyoo shiki reveille (flag
raising ceremony)

tenko

kokki kooka

roll call

taking the flag
down; retreat

kokki kooka shiki retreat

shootoo rappa

80

taps (ladt- bugle
call of the day)



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 98

e. Word List, continued

1411*- Al

Ilte- =A 3

kagyoo work; job

yakusoku doori as I promised

nochi hodo later

jieikan a member of the
Self-Defense
Porces of Japan

einai seikatsu army camp life

nozoku to look in

tai-in member(s) of
SDP units

tappuri fully; amply

chooshoku o suru to eat breakfast

genshuku na solemn

Hinomaru no hata Japanese national
flag

the tip; the point

a band

to play (music)

The National Anthem
of Japan

shunkan very moment

to resound far
and wide

all at once;
all together

"Attention" (command)

keirei suru to salute

sentan

ongaku-tai

kanaderu

Kimi-Ga-Yo

nariwataru

issei ni

ICJ o tsuke"
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 98

e. Word List, continued

kaishi

hagemu

kakuji no

go

shoogi

suisoo no
uchi ni

yakan gakkoo

kayou

yurusareru

gakushuu

orosu

start; commencement

to work hard at;
be Assiduous

individual;
one's. own.

(the game of) "go"

(Japanese) chess

while playing

night school

to attend; to go to

to be permitted

study; learning

to lower;
to bring down

TAKE EXAMINATION NO. 7 BEFORE STUDYING LESSON 99.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 99

a. Dialogue

'Drill'

;1". ;3 iff 4E '1,`%' MCA 1. " 3

3(1.,\Orlst41..iLt00

: -eV` tw).trj, L

x; x: a C. it 9 ^MIt 4 moot
t 104:1-0

1-piz.Tt 0\0.5- ic 41- 0 /k.rt-Ft. it 0,

04-41cit Ivi-0 I-1*o)
r* 4t-) 6) /i.- bc it dig4- 0 4- ?gz it -0 r:

3-L -F it e
t *Piiikie-i< L 4: -4-

A rt.<04 h" pilsc t tt. ikx 3

-e' it 1E9 t Ad. -714

04- it ?$< Nt- )k 1- Pt- "0- `3A

t 4

*v : im*-46." /" R-f* 3 eA- -J-t c 411441- 431-- it

-("1-4`

14' It 4 pg.*. Z A. 0) '13i (-,) 111 .3t. -21 41- 1

1. A_

A0-3 ,11,_ t- /1)-4:1- -r" .t 1"4,t1- 4,, c:1)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 99

a. Dialogue, continued

X ; x. : -,11.4 /IN i t ,ic$1 M.4* t h`*:

fIV r p& it #4,11%. m 1"'rstilt
0' *TA. t 3 04- AA. t et) t

114 diN" e 3 tor

-tt- Z. 712 i t h e4j.ta, t 1-1 < of> t
AL

gr- ../4-1cct
At. 1111- t, 9 AI 3 t
P;94 -4-. 41,-",f)141 ttt\''T 4-)-"<"C t

-c vi 4, lit -r"



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 99

b. Dialogue Translation

Smith: Mr. Kato, now I shall take you to the place where

the recruits are having dismounted drill.

Katy : Please, by all means.

Smith: This is the place. The soldiers are having a

squad drill and a platoon drill.

There are three squads in a platoon. Therefore,

there are three squad leaders. The squad leader

stands on the right end of his squad when the

platoon is in line formation. And when the platoon

is in column formation, the squad leader is at the

head of his squad.

The platoon sergeant takes his position on the left

end of the rear squad when the platoon is in line.

Even when the platoon formation changes to column,

he merely changes his facing direction to the right

but his position does not change.

The platoon leader takes his position six paces in

front of the center of his platoon when the platoon

is in line.

Kati)" : What is the position of the platoon leader when

the platoon marches in column?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 99

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Smith: When a platoon marches in column as a unit in a

company, the platoon leader marches at the head of

the file on the left flank. Meanwhile, the platoon

guide changes his position to the head of the file

on the right flank and leads on.

Kat-6 : What is the rank of a platoon leader?

Smith: Usually he is a Second Lieutenant but there are

cases when a First Lieutenant is the platoon leader.

Kat6 : There are two platoons drilling over there, see?

Each of those two platoons seems to be in a different

formation. What kind of formations are they?

Smith: The platoon on this side is in line formation. But

the platoon on the yonder side is marching in

column formation.

Kat"6": There seem to be various speeds when a unit marches,

aren't there?

Smith: There are. First, there is "quick. time". It should

be 120 steps per minute With 30-inch steps. This

does not differ too much from our usual brisk

walking. Then "double time" - 180 steps per minute.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 99

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

They march in double time with a 36-inch step. It

is about an easy run. Besides (these), there is

the "route step" in dismounted marching. (While

marching in route step) one is not required to march

in cadence and he may sing and talk. As for the

rifle, one may carry it the way one likes.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 99

co Reading Text

'fit 4: 4t 4-t co VC At 1 -4" UAL A M.4ti:Sks

kirs 1111 fr )14- 3

it-21 uc -."-( N41; 11-1-1(-

4-PgItAtt 3 t fl(
1"114-P4-(eltt A\?4:-S:

A, L. (-( V.; 1,v) v4IFI, t43. s, *L.

M. ALT VI-At m-rr., 371

W. Pt Vt -C )1\ (k. °).1)Nrt-(--t2..

A*4 3 o `+' Pg A Pk.< h" L. 3
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 99

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The recruits are having dismounted drill.

2. The soldiers are having a squad drill and a

platoon drill.

3. The squad leader stands on the right end of his

squad when the platoon is in line formation.

4. The squad leader is at the head of his squad when

the platoon is in column.

B. Express the following in English:

1.
t 47 13* 13*-ffl t t.-( "

fri1-/r*6, 1 L

2 4 M.*. it A ?4( Pt 44* t r 1.< 14.

3. A M40:14 AL 0 4...IL -Am

4. .b? 4- I t ifiL. 65 *6 fiR 1,4

Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. fikilOAN:At t t r 46T hN.

)fr" 14 3 r *"

A .1 -I-I- 6N

3. A M.. 0 01.. 0 41-A. pkiz.- 1 > 0

Att P't 1" )6 °

4 \ 1'1 If"X, f63.- 1a m 13$< hN
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d. Exercises, continued

5. 43( *.*34.10 Nt. r&-trtio.
6 . /I P e c r e. riY. Ut 41 /"i"
7 tt 1111 Az* i 4)t 7 43 Mc- 9 ?4( *4.1

X' it+) 1,

8. 1-
a) 144- -311:. 114 rt 431. /"

Ih it 'A I,
rio§sr.9.

10 r elt A L /" t r" 3 9 40 9 b' 0



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 99

e. Word List

toho kyooren

buntai kyooren

shootai kyooren

buntai-choo

ootai (taikei)

juutai (taikei)

sentoo

shootai sennin
kashikan

kooretsu

ichi suru

migi hashi

hidari hashi

shootai-choo

muki o kaeru

chuuoo mae

roppo

kooshin suru

juuretsu kooshin

ichi-butai

go

kyoodoo

kyoodoo suru

91

dismounted drill

squad drill

platoon drill

squad leader

line (formation)

column (formation)

the head; the lead

platoon sergeant

rear rank

to take position;
to be located

right end

left end

platoon leader

to change direction

front center

six paces (steps)

to march

march in column

a unit

a file (a rank)

platoon guide

to guide; to lead



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 99

e. Word List, continued

;/- j- Shooi Second Lieutenant

Chuui First Lieutenant

4X. 4 4. 6
kyooren suru to train; to drill;

to exercise

-4- Alt). (. 6) 1.)
temae (no hoo) this side

Lis._ 4 sokudo speed (rate of)

IlL t haya ashi quick time

4" ho pac'

44-- in, hohaba width of one pace

--.Y -'.s. t -41- <
sassa to aruku to walk fast;

walk quickly

Air, )3_ kake ashi double time

=r-nit._.
toho kooshin marching on foot

(P) 1,
michi ashi route step

IA
hochoo time; cadence

-3.Yz tgi k 4> )b ..`t

hochoo o awaseru to keep in cadence

4-- 114 a)
kakko no individual

th 41; doosa movement; motion

tli ;1* 'A juu soohoo manual of arms

Ili
ichi dan a group; a unit

i.)-. i1 -4- 6
kyoodoo suru tc be in cooperation

with

chuutai kyooren company drill

ketsugoo suru to conjoin;
to connect

4:7 111(1.,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 99

e. Word List, continued

kihon butai basic unit

niretsu double line; two rows

--yori mushiro rather than--
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100

alogue
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 100

a. Dialogue, continued

1 x's vb A- 'Y t -2 4: 4 rj: (A Ad.

-rz it r I, ik ', Lrr. M A ok
4431
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 100

b. Dialogue Translation

Kates' : Today is Saturday and yet the soldiers are running

around busily from early in the morning. Is there

going to be something?

Smith: Yes. There will be an inspection.

Katti : What is an inspection?

Smith:

Kato

Smith:

It is to inspect (check) the appearance of the

soldiers, condition of clothing and equipment and

their arrangement. This type of inspection is

usually held in most of the posts, camps and

garrisons on Saturday mornings.

Who does the inspection?

In most cases the company commander does it, but

in some cases the executive officer does it, too.

There are times also when the platoon leaders

inspect their own platoons.

Ka-CU : In such cases, what do they inspect in particular?

Smith: Well, let me see. The inspection of the position

of the soldiers, the position and arrangement of

the foot lockers and the shoes, and the arrangement

and the spaces between cots are typical things.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 100

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Katb" : Then, there are other matters also to be inspected,

aren't there?

Smith: Of course. Inspection extends over all activities.

KatTs : It may be a silly question, but what do they

accomplish?

Smith: That's not -a silly question at all. First of all,

it helps greatly to point out the unit's weak

points. Then, the wrong and erroneous items.

discovered are corrected immediately. In combat

zones, inspections become all the more important.

KafF : Then, what other inspections are there?

Smith: Well, there are a good many kinds of inspections,

such as inspection of the proficiency of a whole

unit in map reading, inspection of a squad concern-

ing its maintenance of equipment, inspection of

all motor units and the maintenance crews.

Kato` : I see. It's quite a job, isn't it?
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Lesson 100

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 100

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Is there going to be something?

2. This is an inspection of soldiers and equipment

in the barracks.

3. The Company Commander is inspecting the appearance

of the soldiers and the condition of their clothing.

4. This type of inspection is usually held in most of

the posts, camps and garrisons.

Express the following in English:

1. k 41t(i `4711c-gc.. t -4" at 'tit &-.01.**,
ifek g 5 t t

2. kiklt/k5tithichlr-71 "4:to

3 *it it rti( 46 *, g -4"3 *

-rz -4- it rs

4. 4t A. v kv 40; t .)17 1,4r1".

Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. *i ""Ev 4-1". "t'S Li:* it 1.k -cothe,

20 At, 4) 9 k r fs Aki--ttc,

3. 1% ,K 42k -e1 t 15 t L * ofrN

4: )11. *N° t/ thSo
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 100

e. Word List

hashirimawaru

tenken

gaikan

irui

soogu

hairetsu

kensa suru

tsuujoo

eijuchi

fuku-chuutaichoo

kankaku

mohanteki

zen katsudoo

mokuteki o
tassuru

tsumaranai

shiteki suru

hakken suru

ayamari

teisei suru

sentoo chiiki

issoo

100

to run around

inspection; checking

appearance

clothing

equipment

arrangement

to inspect;
to examine

usually

fort

company executive
officer

interval; space

typical

all activities

to accomplish one's
purpose; to attain
one's goal

silly; insignificant

to point out

to discover

error; mistake

to correct

combat zone

more; all the more
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 100

es Word List, continued

chizu kaidoku

nooryoku

soobi Chin)

seibi

jidoosha-han

seibi-han

soobi tenken

teiki no

shiki-kan

kaki no

kinoo

chanto

koodo

ichiyoo na

hyoojun

jisshi

suikoo sure

tairetsu

temoto ni

sorotte iru

tainai no

shokun

101

map reading

ability

equipment

maintenance

motor unit

maintenance crew

showdown inspection

regular; prescribed

commanding officer

the following

function

perfectly; neatly

high degree

equal, identical

standard

execution;
enforcement

to carry out;
perform

ranks

at hand; on hand

to be complete

in the unit

gentlemen; my
friends; you



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 100

e. Word List, continued

kanzen

yagai

kanzen yagai
tenken

gijutsu

102

full; complete

field

full field inspection

technique; technical



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 43

a. Student Instructions and Guidance. See page 36.

b. Word List

kakko no doosa individual movements

toho kunren dismounted drill

jojo ni gradually

katei phase

shugan to suru .to make (to consider)
as main objective
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 101

a. Dialogue

'March, Bivouac'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 101

b. Dialogue Translation

Kato : See the group of soldiers with full packs in front

of that barracks? It looks as though someone like

the platoon leader is inspecting them - -?

Smith: Oh, you mean that one? It seems to me that they

are about to go on a hike. That's why the platoon

leader is holding an inspection of their field

equipment.

Kat5 : It's already 6 p.m., and you mean to tell me from

now - -?

Smith: Yes. They are going on a night march.

Kato : How far are they marching?

Smith: Well, it's training and also at night, so -it

couldn't be over five miles.

Kan- : Say it is five miles, how long will it take?

Smith: It depends on the time and situation, but usually

the marching speed of a night march on the road

is two miles per hour. Therefore, if you figure

that it will take two and a half hours, you shouldn't

be wrong.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 101

Dialogue Translation, continued

Kat6 : And, what do they do when they reach their

destination?

Smith: First, they put up their tents.

Kafii : After that they are in bivouac for the night, aren't

they?

Smith: Yes, that's right.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 101

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. There is a group of soldiers with full packs in

front of the barracks.

The platoon leader is inspecting the troop's field

equipment.

3. The soldiers are going on a night march.

4. The hike is at the most five miles.

B Express the following in English:

1. A aq, p4 1 t v% .r 4-4"410

2. 4AL, )13: lrA ILA" it

Nel 4-4",
3 14-4(it g .54k,/
4. 1 1 : t r. ),L, 47%7 .)JS 5 t

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. fottir-TT til:ANK-rt 11 rs Ojt *14th:
2. ifVf- "(it Y"9)4.-.0 trilit 1, -0.
3. -*AL:kill _ICU- IT \f- 0 Alt it )34- ful 1,71

--c" h%

4. 10 151J 1 v) .0% y tt 4%-fr t,*
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 101

e. Grammar Notes

1. --to iu noni, "although it is - - -

"in spite of the fact that it is - -"

Following nouns, the conclusive form of verbs and

adjectives, and the conclusive form of auxiliary verbs

such as ta, da, nai, to iu noni expresses the idea of

"in spite of the fact that it is - -" or "although

it is - -".

Examples

(a) Moo haru da to iu noni, mada yuki ga futte

imasu.

Although it is spring already, it is still

snowing.

(b) Gogo hachiji da to iu noni mada akarui.

Although it is eight p.m., it is still light.

(c) Ano hito wa yoku taberu to iu noni yasete

imasu.

In spite of the fact that he eats well, he

is skinny.

2. de (conjunction) - "and"

When de comes at the beginning of a sentence and

used as a conjunction, it expresses the meaning of

"and",
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 101

e. Grammar Notes, continued

Examples:

(a) De, anata wa doo iimashita ka?

And what did you say?

(b) De, mokutekichi e tsuite kara nani o shimasu

ka?

And, what do you do after you reach your

destination?
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ClassrpomInstruction
Lesson 101

f. Word List

kanzen na kojin
soobi

karageru

toho koogun

yagai-yoo
kojin soobi

--to iu noni

yakan koogun

yama de

dooro koogun

temmaku (tento)

temmaku o haru

de

roei

senjutsuteki
seikoo

koogun-ryoku

toho de

kooryo suru

kyoogi

shookyokU-teki

boogo-hoo

buns an

111

full pack

to pack up

foot march

field pack

although it is
(See Grammar Notes)

night march

at the most

march on the road

tent

to pitch tent;
to put up tent

and (See Grammar
Notes)

bivouac

tactical success

marching capability

on foot

to consider

doctrine

passive

protective measure

dispersion
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 101

f. Word List, continued

kyoochyoo suru

dan-yaku

tankyori

chookyori

idoo suru

yooi

himitsu

sooki no

jukuren no teido

112

to emphasize

ammunition

short distance

long distance

to move

preparation

secrecy

early (stage)

degree of proficiency



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 102

a. Dialogue

'Basic Training'

VT #`%.1..K.>14. t,-( 5 e.:3 I t-kt vl k ;s.?

t trig 000 *s" A 9, A

-est, zit v)t Vs.

r* eA 5 ct >f,111.4:t

L t II: 4) 4-Kt , t ,

44-4 1 it 41.- Pgz 14 tt.J Vt.*
tut t "kt. iz-

2"/%43(A: *;11-4% tt'31

t:,
71- iz 44. 1,11A:t tirr 6-4,444f45,

0 11; 9 t- 64- 69 -'51( 4 frplq

0 4

4\7 * -II; -g 5 0) it tz" -1"-4` hs.

A A
* N.7 r"AlrotAltl"thle
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 102

a. Dialogue, continued

0 key personnel t 4.) t v%4-to
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 102

b. Dialogue Translation

Kato' : You have shown me the place where the recruits are

drilling, but what other places of training are

there?

Smith: There are all kinds. I intend to escort you to

these places in sequence, but first of all, there

is the obstacle course where the area is filled with

hurdles, fences, ditches and other obstacles. It

is used to train soldiers in overcoming similar

obstacles in the field and to develop their quick-

ness, endurance and agility.

Next, there are rifle ranges where the soldiers

receive training in firing rifles. Incidentally,

the individual drill and the close order drill

which you have seen before, and then the marching

and the bivouac, which I've explained already,

are all parts of basic training. Besides this,

the soldiers also receive training as part of their

basic training in the making of foxholes, the

technique of throwing hand grenades, the method

of camouflage, the cutting of wire entanglement,

the digging out of land mines, the care of small

arms, etc.
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Classroom. Instruction
Lesson 102

b. Dialogue Translation

Kat157: Isn't there any class work?

Smith: Yes, there is. It is included in their training.,

Katz : Primarily, who trains the soldiers?

Smith: Cadres.

Kato : What are the cadres?

Smith: They are the nucleus of an organization, generally

irrespective of their ranks. They are also called

the key personnel.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 102

c. Reading Text

is-p Ft Azit *kr t3ti

AIR Tile) 10)***iik it (A
4Lq4-opip3f 4.1 t 3 -N,"1/4.< jE:# As5 415,4(..0

3/34%

it -c v 5, *1-1. 1" 11

tot T. -P,A1.4:4; t # ti-, -co 5 -- vc

4p ilk e Jy- 1)3. ic td 4'p 44- t 11"5 ON°

3 tt"): pi at A %%-441 14. It fk, 9 et nil 4'''a 14-

A, (4 115--e 114( qi*if-c\li-j AVF It * t 171'3 1?-i,-41

Aff 1,< Plc 43 .t.T. rc.

11 A, -et 3. lit I, , ?tot 491 4-3i X

till 44, t (A r P frit MP t-01 r
-t-r.rg i'VAIR t 4717 1,X it .41"1/'*, $Ci vi it 44-$11

A T P 11f lt/ ilt 4 fit 4) 147 11 VI 5,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 102

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japant'sn:

1. I went to the place where the recruits were being

trained.

2. The obstacle course is filled with hurdles, fences,

ditches, and other obstacles.

3. The obstacle course is used to train soldiers in

overcoming obstacles in the field.

4. At the rifle ranges the soldiers receive training

in firing rifles.

B. Express the following in English:

1. it-44 A-94s- 0 , if-41 51- -11 ;Irt

TA *IA t .tttL 9(

t fcr;*4. Sol tt .--uffr te,

2. t 0_
3 ..A. 1 R 4 40 it t.

4. .t PrA..3), it t41 $01 t 3 A-4--1"/..

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

I-, 14-19---40-4-h

2. t ./c.1
A, 2_

vx T:

/P 11.

3. 7k-Az

4. tg 0 till tt *)11 t (111 V7 9. 0 15 11-,'-

a 154' gitz h 1% 3 t ko
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 102

d. Exercises, contjnued

5. I fr 1 4? ri; o toil tt Itoy$,/ it4-att-t to 4 t 4`

6 a la 4947 it 01 Isth`.
7, ti11.4 co la bv t 49- -rtio,
8. -rP e it 46i 1114- istoN.
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ClaSsroom Instruction
Lesson 102

e. Word List

shoogaibutsu
kunren joo

kyoorenjoo

haadoru

saku

goo

yasen

uchikatsu

binsoku-sei

nintairyoku

kibin-sei

yoosei suru

shoojuu shageki-
joo

kakko entai

shuryuudan

toohoo

gisoohoo

tetsujoo-moo

jirai

horidashikata

shookaki

teire-hoo

gakka

120

obstacle course

training field

hurdle

fence

ditch; trench

field (operation)

to overcome

quickness

endurance

agility

to train; educate

rifle range

foxhold

handgrenade

technique of throwing

method of camouflage

wire entanglement

land mine

technique of digging
out

small arms

how to care

class work



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 102

e. Word List, continued

aima aima ni

kikan jin-in

ippan ni

kikan

soosetsu

seido

kokka soodooin

heiji no

jitsuryoku aru

motozuku

niki

saishoo

sootoo na

nokori no

han-i nai

kanri jimu

junkan kunren

yobun no

shikaku

121

at intervals (between)

cadre; key personnel

generally

nucleus; basis

general outline

system

national mobilization

peacetime

effective

to be based on;
to be due to

two stages

minimum

adequate

remaining

within the limits

administrative duty

cycle training

additional; extra;
excessive

qualification
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Laporatory Exercises
Exercise 44

; or x.0 Guidance, See page 36,

to pass (time) ;
to spend (time)

wrong; improper

responsibility

fu. inconvenient;
uncomfortable

mawari one's person

frsok complaint;
dissatisfactiorA

tDpuei pa dreary; prosolu

duojoo ur to sympathi.c

seiri putting in order

utJRaami -value; charm

n ;'* IS.- Onal Inc ompr el te.us

mysterious

A,; don:1..671, mono how will it bei'
desiaoo ka
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 44

c. Grammar Notes

Dooshite + Abrupt or plain conjectural form (5th base)

+ ka to omotte imasu expresses the idea of

"I'm wondering how to - OM MI OW
t

To form an abrupt or plain conjectural form of:

a, Regular (Yondan) verbs, drop the vowel ending

(u) of the conclusive form and replace it with

oo. Exception to this rule is the tsu ending

regular verbs. If the verb is tsu ending,

replace su with oo.

Examples:

yomu - yomoo

kaku - kakoo

tatsu - tatoo

b. Semi-regular (Kami-iehidan and Shimo-ichidan)

verbs, drop the ending ru of the conclusive

form and replace it with /22.

Examples:

taberu - tabez22

akeru akeyoo



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 44

c. Grammar Notes, continued

c. Irregular verbs, suru and kuru just memorize

them:

suru shiyoo

kuru koyoo

Examples:

1. Dooshite tabeyoo ka to omotte imasu.

I'm wondering how to eat it.

2. Dooshite ikoo ka to omotte imasu.

L'm wondering how to go.

3. Ichinichi 0 dooshite sujosoo ka to

omotte imasu.

I'm wondering how to spend the day.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 103

a. Dialogue

'Weapons Pool'

/ la it 9:1 is

a 1" t. If, vi ou t
iht -"

h` 9 13 tt - -;4.1.Li c e /4.

x 6. l v' v1-1)( 9 ka 4 LIP k ft, A, 1."

1"4- vr

4-K v "t .

-tric fcl.,1 04:4' o fg*-4 g 9-I =rs

L-tco

110 t vi iq t 441' tict k v > >h < 13

A x to 4"' <1; 4-4 $5 it
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 103

a. Dialogue, continued

IZ 4$; t to
Vrt. r+94:14:,

a

:X : %). "),y it la* iv\ Le 40 41.1

4 i 1" I-41 . it ymAx *44 -rt.
v" 1 3 Z < a

*17 t -("4" 4' itiSt 1"-te 4: 3 1,4

2fitior L m 5 6) it 1,7

At -rt. z.`"tka
4:tta7i; 11 49

fst+ Azi-Y*1

-t-k t Ad.A. V*4t1t)\4E)65
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It #t-ti-vIt -to z 0 4,-Fi+
ie .1 311. t

if. VI +06 Eh

tt t t '4 4i14-01). t 4;12 t

v 4'1".
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 103

b. Dialogue Translation

Kato : Capt. Smith, thanks very much for yesterday, it

was really an enjoyable day. My face - - look at

it! It's completely sunburnt! The sunshine at the

beach is certainly strong, isn't it?

Smith: Indeed, you have a. nice complexion. You look

very healthy and it's good.

Katz : By the way, what area am I to be shown today?

Smith: I am to escort you to the weapons pool of this

post today. I have made contact by phone.

Kat5 : I see. I am sorry to cause you so much trouble

all the time.

Smith: Looks like the jeep is here, so let's go.

KatZi : Is the weapons pt011 that you mentioned a while

back and which I am to see today, different from

the ordnance depot?

Smith: No, it's roughly the same, but the pool is smaller

in scale. Especially here, it is under the juris-

diction of the G-3 Section, and it maintains and

supplies weapons necessary for training. The

ordnance depot is under the corps.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 103

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Here we are. Let's get off.

Smith : Sergeant, I am Capt. Smith who called you .a

little while ago.

Sergeant: Oh, you are the one. I've been expecting you,

sir.

Smith : This is Mr. KatV. He is here from Japan to

inspect military installations in America,

Sergeant: Oh, is that so. I am SPC Adams, pleased to meet

you.

Kato" : I see. I am Kato. I am happy to make your

acquaintance.

Sergeant: Well, then, i will show you around.

This. (here) is a .30 caliber M1 rifle. It is

a gas-operated clip-fed, air cooled, semi-auto-

matic shoulder weapon. Its weight is approxi-

mately 94 pounds. Rounds are inserted in a clip

which holds 8 rounds. This rifle has, as for

a sight, a fixed front sight and an adjustable

rear sight. This part is called the barrel.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 103

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

This part is the stock. This is the muzzle and

this is the trigger. This is the safety. And

this is called the sling. The opening inside

the barrel is called the bore and the rear part

of the barrel is called the receiver.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 103

c. Reading Text

4).}. ec, it *"4 415*-4--

-Cl' t 4t. X co 33:f. );.. 121 v,5

tt 5* 0. t* 1 r. 1' it )/Ny e' vs9

>- PV 0) it -rk 1 t vto A, 3-, .

-re IT oitit MD 4 z/--)- 1" 5 , k, .0) ox t
(qt 4:At -e% ZAA-

it A , Vi X 49 till AZ* -C15 3 -r
A Pft. 9, tie %4 in lc k-tt:4-11-. k iv<

z. A. 3 vt: :7 1c 1011 As,t-t- 3 le% k.tv t"A 3. %i 1 t,t

A tikA 4r14- tiLt t 1111 t L it it ir t's tC Z.

I's. 'pit It" 6 fs. ti% 0 Ne" fj: .044--et z ir,.111 10:. 5 t's

tt Mvrt" LI 1 fS rc; to et I: Vta st.)..4-1.1;-, 1/40,

L r h" 4t4r:b1 -t" S5 5,

0. 14 ;14-it tc.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 103

d. Exercises

Express the following sentences in Japanese:

1. The weapons pool is roughly the same as the

ordnance depot except for its scale.

2. The weapons tool is under the jurisdiction of the

G-3 Section.

3. The weapons pool maintains and supplies weapons

necessary for training soldiers.

4. This is a 30 caliber M1 rifle.

Express the following sentences in English:
1. \V 3r.4 t )fi *. Wit. t rci "rt-
2 . M /1 v t :it fa 'Ott 11%
3. m di. eit 0) At 1* iPJ tch 4%,

4. of *A x 4if of. 4. it le. 164.1.

Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. fri---11 4,tru 1: it x"x/ta v,4*

2 tt, o barrel 6') -t-th..

3. 4 It muzzle (I 15** i" t
4. 41 t it *VII is" 4q1"--4*

5. VLW t 9 k A3 Xt #07 1.
6. 06 M' Jr ! It 1:: .7)`.

7, (*I lit co rk 11L. 1" h

8. m It 6) /kik it v337 t. 1--#.16,,,

Na7 4 1-4. tN
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 103

d. Exercises, continued

, 1 t ap5 g)t., Afr 4x, it k e

di It /k- 44- Nz. o" till it.t it tr. lit I *c

Atst 4 t-rip,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 103

e. Word List

yukai na pleasant

hiyake suru to get sunburnt

umibe seaside, beach

nikkoo sunshine

buki puuru weapons pool

renraku o tsukeru to make contact

buki hokyuu shoo ordnance depot

kankatsu-ka under the jurisdiction

'hokyuu supply

gundan corps

gunsoo sergeant

ittoo gunsoo sergeant 1st class

kookei caliber

emu ichi-gata M1 rifle
shoojuu

gasu riyoo gas-operated

soodanshi kyuudan clip-fed

kuurei air-cooled

han-jidoo shiki semi-automatic

kata uchi juu shoulder weapon

juuryoo weight

komeru to load (bullet)

hatsu classifier for rounds
of bullet

shoojun-gu sight (instrument)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 103

e. Word List, continued

kotei-shoosei

choosei shoomon

juushin

juushoo-bu

juukoo

hikigane

anzen soochi

oikawa

juukoo

bito o -bu

koobu

dan-yakutai

zenchoo

jinsoku na

kikaiteki kinoo

shashu

shatei-nai no

ten-mokuhyoo

kuiki-mokuhyoo

seikaku na

shuuchuu suru

rookoo ni

134

fixed front sight

adjustable rear sight

barrel (rifle)

stock (rifle)

muzzle

trigger

safety (rifle)

sling (rifle)

bore (rifle)

receiver (rifle)

rear; back part

cartridge belt;
ammunition belt

total length

rapid; fast; swift

mechanical function

rifleman

within range

point target

area target

accurate

to concentrate;
to converge

good; successfully;
favorably



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 103

e. Word List, continued

bunkai disassembly

kumitate assembly

shageki suru to fire, to shoot

shoobutai small unit
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 104

a. Dialogue

'Rifle Ammunition'

z z t 91-t A, h -

t g' 4 t) fl L -4,,
*- tt v% 5 IT- 4,C 0) 01 A. 4A_.:

-diet VrA *N" 42. totA
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4-tt hN" 45 9 t

51t- h`" M4"-tz

c" ka

lt ti a lC 'et,
fC:A .§* 6* Ira 30'1 )451 IA" t )3 v

It 1.,N, 4 :7 to
9--76"'

Pe.; it .4-k , ti° :fL t vire,

m YE rtz k 01

/1145- ts t %

tj \sr? x )1/ rt"

--1- , t 12A 11 "4- L
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 104

a. Dialogue, continued

1"It lici"--titA -CON.

4: -71." tot itA A9 t 4tAgoN",

\iv ,ft t 9
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 104

b. Dialogue Translation

Sergeant: Have you any question so far concerning

this rifle?

Kan- : Well, let me see. Then, as for the ammunition,

what kind can be used?

Sergeant: The ammunition used in this rifle varies depend-

ing upon the purpose. To mention a few main

ones, they are the ball (ammunition), the tracer,

the blank, the rifle grenade cartridge, the dummy,

etc.

Kat-6 The one you say the ball is for anti-personnel

firing and for marksmanship training, isn't it?

Sergeant: Yes, that's right.

KatT : I believe the tracer is for observing fire and

signaling, but oftme0Wilmil.M1014.00111,0

Sergeant: Yes, you're right, but it is sometimes used for

incendiary purposes, too.

KatT : What is the blank mainly used for?

Sergeant: The blank is for simulated fire and for signaling

and firing salutes.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 104

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Kato : I see. One more, Approximately what is the

maximum effective range of the Ml rifle?

Sergeant: Generally speaking, it is supposed to be 500

yards.

Kato If that is the case, I wonder how much would it

be in meters - - It's about 457 meters,

isn't it?

Sergeant: Well, the meteric system is a little beyond me,

you see.

Kato : Then, about how much is the rate of fire!

Sergeant: There is no definite maximum rate of fire.

However, if it is a well trained rilleman,the

can fire about 16 rounds to 24 rounds per minute.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 104

c. Reading Text

/re.1 65 -solo KAAK-c"A3., it

4.1*.d) 134-4N < 511 :C. )1A- 1%. rr; -1" 3 . z s-13 9

tali". 4-c" r i l < A k op k. 1" J5 3

45 :7 9 t if y 4: < P it . 1'1 3 " <

3 v"hwrsi:ktv t 01"A 3 /'

4.5 3 47 ti a tc:iir -T2,--3.k It ig s;Ft,

13,091" 5o t 21 rz. 14 iz

/6 b%' 5 711.. I.: 1: k 11-o t

tt --4"--:1 g a

711. I C. 1 t -4 AZ 1 t A. 04- tkia)

413c_ t *. 1" , r J r <

z?-1. N"-t- t -4- 11 %/NI-At ,k.t;) -c" A 5 It, 9

11/L tt Op4 I, 10,2 t h" 4c 5 4: -el L Z -A- 4/

*2 It'' k fei, it it ,4-4r K7 t

4ir X< <17 3 -el 5
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 104

c. Reading Text, continued

e .1; tkIlk t; 4: It t 401., *11°7
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A. Express

1. The

ing

2. The

the

the

3. The

and

4. The

and

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 104

d., Exercises

the following in Japanese:

ammunition used in the Ml rifle varies depend-

upon the purpose.

ammunition used in the M1 rifle is the ball,

tracer, the blank, the rifle grenade cartridge,

dummy, etc.

tracer bullet is for observing fire, signaling,

incendiary purposes.

blank is used for simulated fire, for signaling,

for firing salutes.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 19 tki A( k i Nci" SIAM It tt ra -14""c"*.

2 \-1 ?f&' 1"1-41)-ktt irstk 1* t? 9 41:4.,1

3. j: 4 toi A:t .?" k. fj: , eel "I" `217 *

4. A iv it A:A lc 1 --- 24 -t"

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. V,f. ic it 14.211. it t Sit VA

*-0' A4: 4-4-N

2. -1.° it, -4 taK it t 3 54- it ltri ts, v-tiro.

3. --lt, 1 t fc 3" Z w' 1 h.

4 ittA.RstIc )411(- rs A Lt. tNe
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 104

d. Exercises

5. r 14 J14-* Ole till tit 4".41- 5* t 1 v14 te.

6. 1,46 rif0 Yt- ic ts ort 3 :it; tN"

5 b) 4:-4° JP.

7. M 41A IttA k th At SP. *ft 1:

6 Af: "4"#u

8. 41-A. ,1 et fik 44- ita It to mrth.

tv It* 3 .1"1-:ef 1" 144: -co 4 h%

10. Irt) lc it '4 it W'it *t-sr/lc, e' S o h,
11. r"4- " 'ike itvf 'Pitt= 1.Yve't 4 < tr.14-1

12. ?* It St '04"ri2ti- )P 11, ic 4,p),, it pit* slut
di6 filjK 11-114 v% t

13. 44- ..fox L rs 0 lit -c" srx.4-t r Ft
?$6.4v/P" *-4-h%
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 104

e. Word List

futsuu-dan

eikoo-dan

kuuhoo

shoojuu tekidan-
yoo yakutoo

gisei-dan

taijin shageki yoo

shageki jutsu

shadan kansoku

shingo

shooi

mogi shageki

reihoo

saidai

yuukoo shakyori

meetoru-hoo

nigate

shageki sokudo

shoojuushu

hassha suru

jookan

shikyuu suru

144

ball (ammunition)

tracer (ammunition)

blank (ammunition)

rifle grenade
cartridge

dummy (ammunition)

for use against
personnel

marksmanship

fire observation

signaling

incendiary

simulated fire

salute (firing)

maximum

effective range
(firing)

metric system

weak point; beyond
one's ability

rate of fire

rifleman

to fire

superior officer

to issue
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 104

e. Word List, continued

"iza" to iu baai at a time of

nakute nana-kuse every man has his
faults

emergency

seimitsu ni precisely

essentials

good advice

proverb; old saying

to be too late for

hands and feet

to cultivate

habit

to understand;
to apprehend

to blindfold

to progress;
to improve

name; nomenclature

yooryoo

chuugen

kotowaza

imasara--nai

teashi

yashinau

kuse

nomikomu

mekakushi suru

jootatsu suru

meishoo

hakki suru

inochi

jissen

oboeru

145

to exhibit;
to display

life

actual combat

to memorize; to
learn by heart



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 45

a, Student Instructions and Guidance. See page 36.

b. Word List

ftk o I's kit" shiite ieba if anything; if
forced to say

t, "31 :7 1.:"As joodan desu I'm just kidding

*-144% lY 4
kikoohei armored (branch)

A A 0 lit TA baka no kotchoo extremely foolish;
the height of folly

r" 5 modoru to go back;
to return

11=1- =IT tili igt shageki kunren training in
marksmanship
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 105

a. Dialogue

'Small Arms'

* tPt., t * tit
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 105

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom. Instruction
Lesson 105

b. Dialogue Translation

Sergeant: Well, then, let's go to the next. This is a

carbine. This is a caliber 30 M2 carbine and

this one is a caliber 30 M3 carbine. We don't

have them here, but there are beside these, the

M1 and the M1A1, too. However, they are already

obsolete and are not in use too much by the

active service troops. I think, though, the

reserve troops are still using them quite

extensively.

Katz Is that M2 quite different from the M1 carbine?

Sergeant: No, not too much. It is basically the same as

the M1 model, but it's just that some of the parts

have been modified, and also newly designed parts

have been added. Because of these improvements

the caliber 30 M2 carbines can be fired either

automatically or semiautomatically by adjusting

the selector.

Kato : Then, what is different comparing the M3 and the

M2 models?

Sergeant: They are both identical, except that the top

of the receiver of the M3 model is designed to
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 105

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

accomodate a special sighting equipment.

Kat6 : What is the special sighting equipment?

Sergeant: It is the snooperscope. It is also called a

sniperscope when attached to the M3 carbine.

Katz : How does it function?

Sergeant: It is a kind of a portable telescope using

infrared rays by which one can see through the

darkness of night or through a dense fog.

Kato : The carbine resembles the caliber 30 M1 rifle

at a glance, doesn't it? It's just smaller,

isn't it?

Sergeant: Yes, I know. In the first place, comparing it

with the 9.5 pounds weight of the Ml rifle, this

one (carbine) is 5.53 pounds so it is almost

4 pounds lighter, you know.

Kato` : Which one is superior in firing?

Sergeant: Each merit has its demerit, I'd say. The M1

rifle is larger and heavier, so it is a little

inconvenient in handling, however, since its

effective range is 500 yards, there is quite a
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 105

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

margin between the 300 yard carbine. Also,

because of the fact that the rifle is longer

and heavier, the rate of hitting the target

(accuracy rate) is much higher than the carbine.

The carbine is inferior in this respect, but if

fired automatically, it can fire 750 rounds to

775 rounds per minute. Therefore, one can say

that it has an outstanding advantage in fighting

at close quarters.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 105

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 105

%A ExercisesA

A. Select the correct Japanese equivalent out of the

three choices listed under each of the following

English words and circle the letter in front of your

choice:

1. active service

a tt 34-1

b. %O.,

C. 1°11 Vst

2, maximum effective range

a.

b. gill.

C. k.)v.ch

3. rate of hitting the target (Accuracy rate)

a. 4.01iAft.

b. 41

c. 1

4. fighting at close quarters

a. A:

b. itr

31)t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 105

d. Exercises, continued

5. sniper scope

a. Vir PL1311<tt

b. 12, 11 Vititt
c. ' tt ,

7. target

a. 14 15/V

b. 4,

C.

9. magazine

a. It V 314

b. tip 11-

154

6. sighting equipment

a. tiaa r1
b.

Y.RC.

8. automatic

a. '8 qk

b. 1§ V A;
c. fa 11.0

10. rate of fire

a. A 4-t&a.

b. tzr
.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 105

d. Exercises, continued

B. Match each item in Column A to the item in Column B
to which it is related, placing the number of the
correct Japanese equivalent in the space provided
in front of each English equivalent.

(B)

( ) receiver (of a rifle)

( ) fighting at close quarters

( ) magazine

( ) active service

( ) sighting equipment

( ) selector (a rifle part)

( ) clip (cartridge)

( ) semi-automatic

( ) cartridge case

( ) snooper scope

( ) maximum range (of fire)

( ) operate

( ) portable telescope

( ) ammunition

( ) rate of fire

( ) air-cooled

( ) caliber

( ) sniper scope

( ) self-loading

( ) carbine
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 105

e. Word List

gen-eki

yobieki butai

buhin

henkoo suru

honrai

kairyoo

tsukekuwaeru

kirikae gane

choosetsu suru

zenjidoo-shiki

shoojun-ki

anshi gankyoo

sogeki yoo
booenkyoo

an-ya

noomu

tooshi suru

sekigai sen

ooyoo

keitai gankyoo

itchoo ittan

hiraki

hyooteki
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active service

reserve troops

parts

to change

originally;
fundamentally

improvement

to add on; to attach

selector

to adjust

completely automatic

sighting equipment

snooper scope

sniper scope

dark night

dense fog

to see through

infrared rays

application;
adaptation

portable telescope

merits and demerits

margin

target



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 105

e, Word List, continued

meichuu ritsu

hikaku suru

kinsetsu sen

choosho

dansoo

hako(gata)
dansoo

gokansei

koozoo

dangan

yakkyoo

jidoosooten

katsu

--o tsuujite

keishiki

--o nozoki

tanshoo

kubi

157

rate of hitting

to compare

fighting at close
quarters

advantage

magazine

box magazine

interchangeability

construction;
structure

bullet

cartridge case

self-loading
(ammo)

furthermore

in; throughout

type; form

except; excepting

short and small

neck

V.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

a. Dialogue

'Small Arms, continued'
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Classroom ,Instruction
Lesson 106

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

a, Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

b. Dialogue Translation

Kati:7 The carbine is also a gas operated, auto-loading,

air cooled, shoulder weapon like the M1 rifle,

is it not?

Sergeant: Yes, you're right, sir. Only, it is different

from the M1 rifle in respect to the feeding of

cartridges. It is fed by a 15-rounds or a 30-

rounds box magazine.

Kat-6. May I hold that carbine for a second? Hmm,

yes indeed, this is light: It is ideal for a

person with a small body with short arms like

me, isn't it?

Sergeant: That's right, sir.

By the way, Captain Smith, hasn't a remarkable

rifle been invented again, recently, sir?

Capt. Smith: Yeah, you're right, Sergeant. If I'm not

mistaken, I think they called it the M14

rifle. I understand that this one was made

by adopting all the good features of the Ml

rifle and the M2 carbine. I also heard that

this is the one which will replace the M1

rifle in the future. I haven't seen it (at

all), yet.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

b. Dialogue Translation

Sergeant: Is that so, sir. I certainly would like'" to

see it.

Well, then, shall we proceed to the next? This

is a caliber .45, M1911 automatic pistol and

it is a recoil-operated box, magazine-fed, self-

loading hand weapon. The pistol fires a single

round at each squeeze of the trigger. Seven

cartridges are loaded in the magazine. This

one here is a caliber .45, M1911A1 and its

operation is exactly the same as that of the

M1911 but there has been a little improvement

of parts.

Kati) Mainly, what kind of soldiers carry this

weapon?

Sergeant: It is a side arm mainly for field officers or

higher, or for tank crews and MPs, etc. Now

then, the one over here is a revolver. It is

also called the Colt revolver, caliber .45,

M1917. There is the Smith and Wesson revolver

beside this one which is also a caliber .45,

M1917 model.

Kat3- What kinds of ammunition are used with that

revolver?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Sergeant: Five kinds of ammunition are used with pistols

(or revolvers). The ball, the blank, the

dummy, the shot and the tracer cartridges.

Kato What is shot cartridge?

Sergeant: It is loaded with chilled shots, commonly

called "steel buck shots". The shot cartridges

are used to hunt small game.

Katz What is that one there?

Sergeant: Oh, you mean that one? That is a caliber .30,

M1918 A2, Browning automatic rifle. It weighs

20 pounds and it is an air cooled, gas-operated

20 round magazine fed, shoulder weapon. There

is no difference in these respects with the

M1 rifle; however, this rifle is automatic

and cannot fire semi-automatically. Neverthe-

less, one can fire one round at a time depend-

ing upon how he pulls the trigger.

Kato` How about its rate of fire?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Sergeant: The speed of continuous firing can be regulated

in two ways, the normal speed and the slow

speed._ The normal speed is approximately

550 RPM and the slow speed is approximately

35 RPM.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

d. Exercises

A, Select the correct Japanese equivalent out of the
three choices listed under each of the following
Engiish words.
Circle the letter in front of your choice.

1. self-loading

a. ig A;1E4..

b. 1 ti
c. 13 lb 4- A.J

2. side arms

a. t
b. ;.!k *A;

g

3, automatic rifle

a. 1 +A ?l-tX4
b.

C. la Yi/

4. shot cartridge

a.

b.

c.

166

5. continuous firing

a ileAttt
b. 4

tl&

6. magazine fed

a. ig tft
b. f** X45:f-
c. `t4 Isft

7. revolver

a. 1V 31-t A**,
b.

C. A ,/zt ftt,tx

8. field grade officer

a. 4

b. 41- it
c. \f-K



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

d. Exercises, continued

B. Match each item in Column A to the item in Column B
to which it is related, placing the number of the
correct Japanese word in the space provided in front
of the English equivalent.

Column A Column

6. lir 4k

7. 5tt t4'51-

8. if(

9. t th 4
10.

ti

jidoo kenjuu ( ) automatic rifle

chakusoo buki ( ) continuous firing

koruto kenjuu ( ) automatic pistol

military policejidoo-juu ( )

renzoku ( )

shageki

kempei ( )

dansoo ( )

kyuudan

handoo shiki ( )

jidoo sooten ( )

tampatsu ( )

167

side arms

magazine fed

recoil system

self-loading

Colt revolver

single shot
(round)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

d. Exercises, continued

Circle the T if the statement is true or the F

if the statement is false.

T F 1. trtl 1 t )s 1"

T F 2
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

e. Word List

mattaku desu nee yes, indeed;
you are right

jidoo

motte koi

kenjuu (pisutoru)

jidoo kenjuu

hand oo -shi ki

sooten

automatic

ideal

pistol; revolver

automatic pistol

recoil system

load (ammo)

dansoo kyuudan magazine fed

chakusoo buki side arms

tampatsu single shot (round)

keitai suru to carry

sakan field grade officers

sensha tank

sensha jooin tank crew

kempei military police

revolver344A4141b kaiten dansoo-
shiki kenjuu

koruto kenjuu Colt revolver

Sumisu endo Smith and Wesson
revolver

it/

X; X x-:,1-" %.)

1J6 Weson kenjuu

bar adama

sandan

koo-sandan

shuryoo
jidoo-juu
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shot cartridge

shot cartridge

chilled shot cartridge

hunting
Automatic rifle
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 106

e. Word List, continued

renzoku shageki

medatanai

chikei

tenkoo

akujooken

kinsetsusen

kokufuku suru

totSUgeki

gekiha suru

kakuho suru

tokusei

migaru

choo-shatei

senjutsu kookuu
butai

kaku

kikoohei

shien suru

hikiguai

joosoku

kansoku

kagen suru

170

continuous firing

plain; unattractive

terrain

weather

bad condition

close combat

to overcome;
to subjugate

a charge; assault

to defeat

to secure firmly

characteristic

lightly outfitted

a long range (fire)

tactical air unit

to lack

armored troop

to support

how it is pulled
(trigger)

normal speed

slow speed

to adjust



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 46

114.

b., Word List

suirei shiki

nikyakuga

kikoo

jukuren shita

shashu

kara

chuushutsu

. soodan

gasukoo

gasu shirindaa

handoo riyoo

juu- juushin

tan-kikanjuu

171

water cooled system

bipod

mechanism

skilled;
well trained

gunner (MG)

empty

extraction (of
empty cartridge)

feeding of
ammunition (MG)

gas port

gas cylinder

recoil-operated

heavy barrel

submachine gun
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PREFACE

The NON RESIDENT LANGUAGE REFRESHER COURSE, MILITARY

INTELLIGENCE UNIT, 210 HOUR COURSE, JAPANESE LANGUAGE, VOLUME VII,

contains Lessons 107-124 for classroom instruction and Exercises

47-54 for language laboratory practice.

These Lessons and Exercises constitute a part of the advanced

phase. Their primary aim is to put the student into as many

military linguistic situations as possible, thereby enabling him

to maintain and develop advanced and technical vocabulary and

prepare him for a military language assignment.

Each Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" consists usually of

the following sections:

"a. Dialogue"

"b. Dialogue Translation"

c. Reading Text"

"d. Exercises"

"e. Word List"

The "Dialogue", written in conventional writing, is

arranged so as to give the student a number of new words and

a number of new ways of saying things. Certain KANJI "Chinese

characters", considered more difficult for the student to

recognize than others, appear with their readings to facilitate

his reading.

The "Dialogue Translation" is intended to convey the

meaning of the Japanese sentence, rather than to be a word-

for-word translation. Where possible, idiomatic English

sentences are given. However, in some cases, if the Japanese

sentence were translated into idiomatic. English, an important

feature of the Japanese sentence meaning would be lost. There-

fore, the student should not be alarmed even if some of the

English versions appear stilted.

0,
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The "Reading Text", written narratively in conventional
writing, reworks and manipulates the vocabulary and patterns
of the "Dialogue" to provide the student with a resume of the
"Dialogue".

The "Exercises" are intended both for bilingual practice
of translating from one to the other and for drill in directly
answering questions given in Japanese, and they are based
primarily on the content of the "Dialogue".

The "Dialogue", "Reading Text" and certain sections of
"Exercises" in each Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" are pre-
recorded together with necessary student instructions for use
in the event that native speakers of Japanese are not available
as instructors.

Normally every third hour is to be spent for individual
language laboratory practice whether qualified instructors
are available or not. The material for laboratory practice
is based primarily on the contents of the "Dialogues" covered
in classroom during the two preceding hours. The bulk of
the laboratory material including student instructions is
also pre-recorded. However, some portions of the laboratory
material have been prepared in written form and these are
printed under "Language Laboratory Exercises" normally after
every second Lesson for "Classroom Instruction". Each pre-
recorded "Language Laboratory Exercise" consists of a dialogue
and a series of questions.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 107

a. Dialogue

'Heavy Weapons'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 107

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 107

b. Dialogue Translation

Capt. Smith: Sgt. Adams, show us some heavy weapons

this time, won't you?

Sergeant Yes, sir. This way please.

Capt. Smith: Mr. Kat"6, the ones we've shown you so far

were small arms, but now we'll show you

the heavy weapons.

Kato I see. By the way, what are heavy weapons?

Capt. Smith: Heavy weapons are mortars, howitzers, guns,

heavy machine guns, recoilless rifles and

so forth which are usually infantry

equipment.

Katb- I see.

Sergeant This one here is a recoilless rifle. It

is a caliber 106mm, M40A1 model. It is

an air-cooled, breechloaded, single shot

rifle that fires fixed ammunition.

Kati5 What is meant by breechloaded?

Sergeant ! 3reechloaded means that it is a type of

rifle or gun which is loaded with the
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 107

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

projectile from the rear of the tube or the

barrel.

The standard mount for this rifle is the M79

tripod. With this the rifle can be placed on

a *-ton truck (jeep), also it can be used as

the mount when firing on the ground.

What is this thing like a machine gun attached

on top?

Sergeant: Oh, you mean this? This is called a spotting

rifle. The gunner uses this in determing range

and leads to the moving target. It is a gas-

operated, magazine-fed, semiautomatic rifle.

The rifle fires caliber .50 spotting ammunition.

Kalb- : . What are its firing targets mainly?

Sergeant: Mainly, tanks and personnel.

Kato- . It's trajectory is flat, isn't it?

Sergeant: Yes.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 107

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 107

c. Reading Text, continued
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)-2 sfk t 431. 1 41 diN e3 t M A
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 107

d. Exercises

A. Give Japanese equivalents for the following terms:

1. heavy weapons

2. mortar

3. howitzer

4. gun (general)

5, heavy machine gun

6. recoilless rifle

7. grenade launcher

8. rocket launcher

9. division

10, battle group

B. Give English equivalents for the following terms:

1. 1E it

2

3 -th

4. Afr 4-6

5 It
6. -4- 4T

7 .

8. C

9. t ;;Ci

10. 17-

7



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 107

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1,1 Ai V" ,t.) sj 4: -4-h,,

2 4i,g; -g*.kE, it _51,3- NV) /ii'.11 1- 1- 2.7 .%) 7 1Z 4-4 X

5-E

A 9 -I 17P1 11 I °To *i:,f1 -71 Q, N,

4 k .1:45 4-.4; =
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 107

e. Word List

Cfr I; k, 1-:. .) 41- goran ni ireru to show you

-1. --k- "iii... juu-kaki heavy weapons

-it ; hakugeki-hoo mortar

Plii T4* r;L: ryuudan-poo howitzer

/. n hoo gun

-1_ A Ni It juu-kikanjuu heavy machine gun

PEI: 1-, V)/ VEJ muhandoo-hoo recoilless rifle

4 k it- koosoo breechloaded

IC .Z 5* * kotei dan-yaku fixed ammunition

A7IL 14/
hooshin tube

*T. = -f-- hyoojun standard

cf -);* hA' hooga gun, mount

:=-- A-,t r 171C sankyakuga tripod

:-1-,% .;1_. sueru to mount (machinery)

.'c takuga a mount; a rest

4:1 .Z. VIJ hyootei-juu spotting rifle

A; 'el 4 hooshu gunner

-.:'.' YI 1-A *T. idoo mokuhyoo moving target

9-1,"(tit ;i:ti4111.) riido (sendoo a lead (a distance
kyori) ahead of a moving

target)

.
,A. heiin personnel

--i-

r:. .;i: ' hyooji-dan spotting ammunition

ri''...11;' .;ti dandoo trajectory

* -V, 'Yl- rt._ heisha dandoo flat trajectory

9



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 107

e. Word List, continued

shidan

sentoo gun

hombu

choo

tekidan
hasshatoo

rokettodan
hasshatoo

mon

tai-sensha buntai

sogeki juu

10

division

battle group

headquarters (up to
and including
regiment)

(numerical classifier
for small firearms)

grenade launcher

rocket launcher

(numerical classifier
for large caliber
fire arms)

anti-tank squad

sniper's rifle



Classroom Instruction
Lesson108

a, Dialogue

'Characteristics of Heavy Weapons'

T. 4344-3*A v% 4- 4- 4%.

91:f7 N4- trt, Pfc "f\%, /1% rg

1\. "I" LVE Pg 4-r

5 tA q .4"

*a t r cs, t r 9%17 da iz el r 1; SA: 1" t *2 .

7. 14% 4 7 7 1E '* VA, fiR to Ad 1" S.. 30)fr-

lik*K0(40 Vtitv,31/, Iltig],k14-r 11
-t .10 71 3

t
X x

fl

I; tLz4:94: Ltc -Ctt,
*17 : 45.-9 z *IN vi

x A -"-a z fit. it 12. 9 4444 VEJ

94'7 IfY 3f-,v'E, r$c -K,'e, -r, ;14?.i

1"-r. z 61 71- Yt A lc it i\ :")- 6f -V6,

i414 *N"

51tve, () c k r:, z 3

-Cf )ti* 4-) 41'11 t 9 -rN"-
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 108

a. Dialngue, continued

X

*17 t

r -77 si it
ZZ .)Z- a) *4) 41- t <VE1 :0

ft 10-1- it lEci cki

zj- 1. r z 3 P4 f GE,
vE4 4 a) tr 1.",:d_a_ 4- i)le 47 Ail

.;)L4-4-e,,vEtt 44- 4-44; ve, t .151 ict
tit, -2" 31-a

X

*
A X

.4 41- ,( 11-47 t 3 it-7 -77 1= qJ
4r" .)1) ;it it 0 "hvr, tz-itkv' t

-With &-z. 4-.4k `")101
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Classroom Instruction

4

Kato

Lesson 108

b. Dialogue Translation

Does the infantry have high trajectory

firearms?

Sergeant Yes, of course. The mortar is one of them.

Here is one. This is an 81mm mnrtar and is

mounted on a *-ton truck, as you can see.

You will find one in each 81mm mortar squad

of the weapons platoon, rifle company of

infantry division battle groups. There

should be three in all.

Kato That means there are three in a division?

Capt. Smith: No, I don't mean that. The infantry division

cavalry squadrons also have them, and there

should be approximately 74 in a division as

a whole.

Kato I see. Are there any other firearms that

deliver high-angle fire?

Capt. Smith: There is the howitzer. Sgt. Adams, let's

take him there.

Sergeant Very good, sir. This way please.

Kato This is it, isn't it? The SDF has this, too.

13



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 108 .

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith: That's right. This is a 105mm howitzer.

It is a cannon of the field artillery

howitzer battalion of infantry divisions and

it is a towed artillery piece. Besides

these, there are the 8-inch howitzer, the

155mm howitzer and so forth, among those

which deliver high-angle fire.

Kato What are the different points in particular

between a gun and a howitzer? I believe I

have some idea, but

Capt. Smith: Well, to explain briefly, in artillery, a

gun is a cannon above 30 calibers and has a

relatively long barrel. It operates with a

relatively low angle of fire and has a high

muzzle velocity.

However, a howitzer normally, is a cannon

with a barrel length between that of a

mortar and a gun operating with a relatively

high angle of fire. Its muzzle velocity is

medium.

Kat; Then, a gun is a flat trajectory gun and a

howitzer is a high trajectory cannon, aren't

they?

14



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 108

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith: Well, it means something like that.

Kato How does the gun crew carry out their tasks?

Capt. Smith: They are divided into an ammunition carrier,

a loader, a gunner, etc., and carry out their

jobs. Then again there is the antiaircraft

gun, one of the weapons that fires high-

angle. This gun has a very long tube, and,

as you are well aware of, it is used to fire

at aircraft.

15



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 108

c. Reading Text

A -I-- it 1-4r;

K. -# ;Itt I 1441 )7\

tt2-*I.IL Ak-,5-1905( X0.1' L)

-4- 4.1-, r. 3 hN" tg *it K. t

1\ts- t 4\ 4%., .;) Ait.a 'z L Z 4 3

41;74';'L it AL* 47 4: tit 141; A

t 3 ifl t e 5 N"

4 w IA a t IL 3 4- ess 3 4HL 401 If:

to 44-Allik at. g S fj: t 1-u 'J

t t t 410- Pfr Arc*. *I t lz 10 t
, ittt i'ff t :14 14(.

< 4-441)C 1 1 3 er 2s-V 1_11- A'A IP" t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 108

d. Exercises

A. Select the correct Japanese equivalent out of the
three choices listed under each of the following
English words.
Circle the letter in front of your choice.

1. mortar 2. antiaircraft gun

a AcIY ff. AvEJ

b.
,q1e.J

C.

a.

b.

c . .*Vai 51- ve.i

3. howitzer 4. high angle fire

a.
;trri A76

b. %E;

c .

5. low

a.

b.

C.

angle fire

1 41"

a.
)-13 )1=1- 41-S,

b.
ig-<4 *4-*

. V- #4- kt

6. muzzle velocity

a. )J

b. *73

c . ,t1 47J

7. towed artillery 8. battalion

a ;T- *f-

b . "VE,

C.

17



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 108

d. Exercises, continued

B. Select the 'correct English equivalent out of the
three choices listed under each of the following
Japanese words.
Circle the letter in front of your choice.

1. Aff 2. lk 591-

a. field artillery a, mortar squad

b. cavalry b. mortar section

c. section c. mortar platoon

3. x8; o q 4.

a. forward observer a. firearm

b. ammunition carrier b. gun

c. gun crew c. weapon

5. J1)' Ibc 4'3 6. Ail :AL A.,1

a. to disperse a. area target

b. control b. fire direction
center

c. to assemble c. forward observer
(section)

7. 1+ A ilk; 8. ?-yi 4-

a. shifting of fire a. loader

b. adjusting fire b. ammunition carrier

c. firing data c. gunner

18



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 108

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. A.-I--
11. -1-A- 41) "Alf- 1"tb,/q..J:11",:°)A:4T1,41

2 - X4i- gq; 1 x X ;3-lb pt

3. g_ 1: it 2111.. rAr; t 4N°

-5 -le

4. veJ-rit %z 35'e
5. 4t4- 0 4, LAtt t to- N%* ot 9 t 1" .4%,

6. 44 fif 4 M.A.& 1"t4`, Itzt4F., r th%

A 4-te

8. ,t7 41-4-%k6 ./) it -tit 4IT -4°4- t,
9. VIA-0,314-11: )1 it '6 3 IL Ri- 4k * ir 4',

10. it-/- *AL i r"A. E 01 4it!

R. 3, t ,

19



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 108

e. Word List

kyokusha dandoo

shasai

kihei

daitai

zentai to shite

high angle trajectory

mounted on vehicle

cavalry

battalion

as a whole

kooshakaku shageki high angle fire

yasen hoohei

kooshakaku
shageki-hoo

kahoo

ken-in-hoo

teishakaku
shageki

shosoku

koo-shosoku

chuu

heisha-hoo

kyokusha-hoo

hoosoku-in

dan-yaku-shu

soot en -shu

shoojun-shu

koosha-hoo

20

field artillery

high angle firing
gun

cannon (includes
guns, howitzers,
mortars)

towed artillery
(cannon)

low angle fire

muzzle velocity

high muzzle velocity

medium

flat trajectory gun

high trajectory
cannon

gun crew

ammunition carrier

loader (of ammo)

gunner (sighting)

anti-aircraft gun
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 108

e. Word List, continued

kaikatsu-chi

shuuketsu-chi

chiiki mokuhyoo

sugureta

seinoo

shahei

heisha kaki

zenshin kansoku
hei

hakugeki-hoo han

shageki iten

shageki shuusei

shageki shikijo

toosei

toosei no moto ni

shageki shogen

santei suru

santei-sha

21

open (area)

assembly area

area target

excellent

capability

defilade

flat trajectory
weapon

forward observer

mortar section

shifting of fire
(artillery)

adjusting fire
(artillery)

fire direction
center

control

under the control of

firing data

to compute

computer



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercises 47

a. Student Instructions and Guidance

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language Laboratory
Exercise 47, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List on the next page. These
words did not appear in the preceding lessons, but they are used in
this recorded exercise.

(3) The tape contains a dialogue and a series of questions
based on the dialogue. They are recorded in the following order:

(a) The dialogue is recorded twice by native speakers
at normal conversational speed for your compre-
hension only.

(b) The dialogue is again recorded by the native
speakers at normal conversational speed but with
pauses for your imitation and repetition. Keep
listening and repeating over and over until you
have become entirely familiar with all the details
of pronunciation and can imitate them in your own
repetition within given pauses.

(c) The dialogue is again recorded without pauses but
at a little faster speed for your comprehension.

(d) Next, a series of questions and answers pertaining
to the dialogue is recorded at normal conversational
speed with pauses for your imitation and repetition.
Repeat the question, and then repeat the answer
supplied. After you have mastered the answer, you
should try listening to the question and immediately
giving the answer you have learned in the pause
originally left for your repetition of the question.
Then listen to and repeat the given answer whether
your answer was right or wrong.

(e) Finally, the dialogue is recorded again at a little
faster conversational speed for your comprehension,
and it is immediately followed by the same series
of questions with pauses for your answers.

22



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 47

b. Word List

tc i lk.J sandan juu shot gun

,t saidai kookei largest caliber

heishu branch of service

1E ik juu-kikanjuu heavy machinegun

kei-kikanjuu light machinegun

6 minasareru to be regarded,
to be considered

hikakuteki relatively

tc" L tadashi but, however

f*- dangan hassha projectile firing
buki weapon

%E, hooga(sha) gun carriage

misairu hassha. rocket launcher
dai

1-4 11/ 'ITS

/ kanon gun

7t- $40 muron of course

23



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 109

a. Dialogue

'Rocket Launcher'

x x ./) <

. 473 1t 7. I. 4: L. ft 0 v't q" z
of.

ttel: V'T.v 5*9-it -rt, 4'41=

zr.y Pf JO 7A -r, m :It 1 A 411-c"1"
it f i g v% A C3 - 4!A t. Z P f:

)4 re- 311.

.7 *2

1Cikt.' Eit el, o to tolyt",

111.1" 491+ t.

'r V4. R4-1 !ft* )t 1/i it A. bi4f. )14 114-,
J.<

ft %l 44--* a 9 1\"4-...4_1 /0-09, §
c 3,x lig. 69 O. *It z la gr

t -4- 5 101- i mi-* 4- it -IA lzht 111._

Itglt 9 t% 1-4r-I-4N0

7 -e to 4 LI 14-4 0)4ell t t,

is td $11 *ok "4- )I2

*4
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 109

a. Dialogue, continued

' ;I( -5 t"1" , L &'1 4t. t +
L A $)

v t Z `.4 47i 49,k 1)F L

1 4A 4- -c :1-i,, 1* 4,g

to 1 t )fl L

1 3f- :14kz t 01%9 1' 34- z. .5r."

1 5*. "4- it 9 4. -t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 109

b. Dialogue Translation

Capt. Smith: Now, then, Sgt. Adams, will you show us the

next.

Sergeant Yes, sir. This way please.

These are rocket launchers, commonly called

"bazookas". This one is the 3.5 inch rocket

launcher, M20A1. This one over here is the

M20A1B1. Besides these, there are the M20,

M20B1, etc.

This weapon is made up of two tubes of

smooth-bore and is fired electrically.

Katii I see. Then, what are the firing positions?

Sergeant When firing the rocket launcher, it is usual

that it is fired from the prone, kneeling,

and standing positions, however, when the

launcher is fired at moving targets such as

tanks, at ranges up to 200 yards; the gunner

only needs to assume a comfortable position

that permits the greatest flexibility.

Is the rocket launcher also fired from the

shoulder?

26



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 109

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith: Yes, and the essentials of firing are general-

ly the same as those of other shoulder firearms.

0

It seems light for its size, doesn't it?

Capt. Smith: Because the tube is made of a special

aluminum alloy, you see. The weight is

almost 15 pounds, isn't it, sergeant?

Sergeant : That's right, sir. But the M20A1B1 only

weighs 13 pounds.

Kati)" How many men operate this weapon?

Capt. Smith: Two - one is the gunner and the other is

the loader.

Kat-o" What kind of ammunition is used?

Capt. Smith: Ammunition for rocket launchers is issued

as a complete rocket of fixed ammunition.

As for the kinds of rockets, there are the

HEAT rocket, the practice rocket, etc.

Kato What is the maximum range of the rocket?

Capt. Smith: Approximately 900 yards, I'd say.

Well, Mr. Katb7, so much for this place,

let's move to the next.

27



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 109

c. Reading Text

V '1"i f*- V- 4t 11 i"3 Ff -.)

It.",/ 1."1 3f- 43 r. 1" /i.7 I-

=AL iz .r ;IL

6,10 to As < Nv tr., 1- t 3

0
yAs)N

)51 11-6; 7Ik 41- 7;41
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Classrc,cm Instruction
Lesson 109

j. Exercises

A. Select the correct Japanese equivalent out of the three
choices istd after each of the following English words.
Circle the letter in front of your choice.

1. rocket launcher

a. "01;-

b.

C. \v 17".y I- 3 41.t

3.

2. firing position

a. A t

b. A+ 0 4. ;-1--

. IL- Ai-

moving target 4. firing from kneeling
position

a. 1.17 i *T, a.

b. b. 44-

c. :41/ c. t
5. high explosive

antitank rocket

a 5*-

b. \Pi'L f. A J b.

C.

6. electric current

a . 261-

C.
-t-P& k_ 44:f- i T. 401.

7. maximum range of fire 8. to ignite

b.

C.

44-

-A 2-1;

29

a.
:.k-,

0- 17),4.3

b. *. ',k -/- .')
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 109

d. Exercises, continued

B. Select the correct English equivalent out of the three
choices listed under each of the following Japanese
words.
Circle the letter in front of your choice.

1. 44 V2 49:

a. recoil

b. moving target

c. a flame

2. sat-

a. electric current

b. combustibles

c. high explosives

3. ir.v 51f. 4. 1:49 ".`t

a. a complete
rocket

a. kneeling position
(firing)

b. HEAT rocket b. firing position

c. practice rocket c. gunner

5 f c 6. k4 YE *g.

a. HEAT rocket

b. rocket launcher

c. antitank gun

a. maximum range of fire

b. minimum range of fire

c. tube of rocket launcher

7-It *4- i% 8.

a. rocket launcher a. electric current

b. high explosive b. high explosive
antitank rocket

c. complete' rocket c. propellant

30
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 109

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following question in Japanese:

1. )'X"--)/ J6 J t u 6, It X.,' L< A.

2.
)3 )1tY 6*- Rt T A 1 t < -0 i ; 1. 0 -t 1r4N.

3 )r7 .3* 4.-I-;% t 't L 1" 9-t Lt 136"..

4. \V 'TV 1- 34-iik 4411A 11 r"A. r VI-

5. 4, -0 la**, it rA., cx 4 *s" a) 4' at'

6- V 'T.y 1- 54- 46 -PzI" i 1 iltt If.' Kiri* t

-K

7. 17 *.ik- 44- iq .;()t=s.4%-ti,j t)k. 1"i'bN

8. 11.v 1- ElriA It 1 j Al: t lb%

9. -/ .., 5 *. lc i t" Cci.- (7) t 9

10 . A, 12, 4- 17 LT f* a) ft
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Classroo Tnstruction
Lesson 109

e. Von:: List

tsutsugata

kakkoo

kan

shageki no shisei

rissha

shissha

fukusha

shageki-s.iu

yuuzuu no kiku

tooshin

gookin

kanzen
rokettodan

taisensha yoo
bakuyaku
rokettodan

enshuu
rokettodan

saidai shakyori

ketsugoo suru

suishin yaku

32

tube shaped

smooth bore

tube

firing position

(firing from)
standing position

(firing from)
kneeling position

(firing from)
prone position

gunner

flexible

tube (of rocket
launcher

alloy

a complete rocket

high explosive
antitank (HEAT)
rocket

practice rocket

maximum range
(of fire)

tn cnmbine

propelling charge
(prpellant)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 109

e. Word List, continued

denryuu an electric current

tenka suru to ignite

kaen a flame

fuki dasu to emit

handoo recoil; reaction

toobu the head (part)

bakuyaku high explosive;
explosive

nenshoo-butsu combustibles

hoodan shell
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 110

a. Dialogue

'Grenade'

N:e ,V9
I 't St *4. t

*w* 4."01- -tik IV 4 ,

t 3 St t *4- I .;:(22g t
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z0,1444-kizott,4:,.

tt. t*,Atir 14- Vk fs& I z i°) 4- *41ei 34-

t it m z st7. t -tr t,
gi-).t 4-Q 1r%* , vr-rt =f.t, Nip gm;

4:4)- aft: 1.474-0

*v IL -c,t4tt.k g ;1 4.".41. ri r is* *J.-
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/it vA, -Tot
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 110

a. Dialogue, continued

-1:1 -c".09 410 tit ia cr 9 -*
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 110

b. Dialogue Translation

Sergeant A : This is the training aid section.

Katt7 Oh, my goodness, you certainly have all kinds

of things, don't you?

Sergeant A : Yes, we do. There are training aids which

utilize soldiers' visions such as charts,

illustrations, sand tables, models, etc.

The instructor educates recruits using these.

Capt. Smith: That's right, sergeant, won't you explain a

weapon using an illustration?

Sergeant A : All right, sir. Then I shall use this

illustration. This is a picture of a hand

grenade, a soldier holds this hand grenade

and pulls this safety pin. Then he throws

this at a target.

It will explode in 4 or 5 seconds after

throwing it.

Kato Then it is dangerous unless the soldier

throws the grenade as soon as he pulls the

safety pin, isn't it?

Sergeant A : No, even though he has pulled the safety

36
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 110

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith:

Kayo

Capt. Smith:

pin, it is safe because he is holding this

safety lever with his thumb.

I understand the hand grenade is a weapon

old in history, isn't it?

That's right. And it is a very simply made

thing. In addition to its being made simple,

it is convenient to carry around and it u s a

weapon for which there are many opportunities

for utilization. It is used chiefly in close

combat. There is also another type called a

rifle grenade which is projected from a rifle.

Talking about types, what types are there?

There are all types, shapes and sizes in

hand grenades. The selection for usage

depends upon the object. If fragmentation

as in artillery shells is wanted, fragmenta-

tion hand grenades are used. If an explosion

as in dynamite is desired, offensive hand

grenades are used. Besides these, there are

also chemical hand grenades. These are hand

grenades used to set fires or used when gas

and smoke are needed.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 110

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

What is the maximum distance of throwing a

hand grenade?

Capt. Smith: I cannot make an absolute statement but at

any rate, the soldiers practice to the extent

of being able to throw accurately up to a

distance of 35 yards. It seems most people

cannot throw over 35 yards accurately.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 110

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 110

d. Exercises

A. Give appropriate Japanese equivalents for each of the
following blanks:

sand table

2. ill "4: t Y; 1 Ce*

3. pl(l t

vision

hand grenade

safety pin

t 43c11-44 rnt

t 1111'1'3 ei

4. : ' 5 i t k \112 *4)- k 12-Pf 7
explode

5. yt It

1,1 5 it L'1,<, S5 9

vItt lk fr

danger

6. 4-41S ut lc it, v.1,4%

close combat

7.
6) 3: -5 r4. ` 1 t. t144- 1"

Shell fragmentation

8. ,J)

9. V3- t
defensive offensive

10. tt A \ N/N

maximum distance

40

bomb

1



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 110

d. Exercises, continued

B. Give appropriate English equivalents for each of the
following blanks.

1. This is

2. I will use the to explain the

weapons.

3. This is a picture of a

&

4. The soldier throws the hand grenade at a

IA

5. The hand grenade

seconds after throwing.

6. The hand grenade is a

rk
in 4 or 5

old in history.

7. A is projected from a

A VL, 4-tr

rifle.

8. Besides the fragmentation grenade, there is the

9. When soldiers go out on

ff -1:k. Al-

they usually carry hand grenades.
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d. Exercises, continued

10. Hand grenades used to practice throwing are called

41; -4- 444 31-
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Lesson 110

d. Exercises, continued

C. Select the ending that best completes the statement out
of the three choices.

. Circle the letter in front of

5.

a.

b.

c.

) b.

\

a.

your choice:

lk -co 51t- t el 1- to

JO iii- i° 51k oq

.3:11,t 11'3 1 gl 4 4f.

b.
413t tr" 1111 IC lir 'I L° 11- -t-re

1,1r-c tr% 4/k .t3 =i t 41 If t
.41 17"-t h' Di f-12-13 1" ff. L t.

s; Nma si-75 k 32% vf-e' -gt it (At

t L Z XL 44 0 tc )m t .

11- 11- 4A 0 4 t.

Z 1= t -4%

ja. 1Ci 1, 54- vb

b. lt

c - )2-1 4-41 5Ef a It vit

43
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d. Exercises, continued

6. 441.i ' 09 k Ift.

a. _It -c..

r -f 41'
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Lesson 110

e. Word List

kyoozai shitsu

zuhyoo

zukai

shaban

mokei

shikaku

kyooiku shizai

kyookan

anzen pin

bakuhatsu suru

kiken

anzen rebaa

oyayubi

shu to shite

kinsetsu sentoo

toosha suru

shoojuu tekidan

hahen kooka

hahen shuryuudan

dainamaito

bakuhatsu kooka

kagaku shuryuudan

tooteki

45

training aids section

charts

illustration

sand table

model

vision

training aids

instructor

safety pin

to explode

danger

safety lever

thumb

mainly; chiefly

close combat

to project

rifle grenade

fragmentation

fragmentation hand
grenade

dynamite

explosion

chemical hand grenade

throwing
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 110

e. Word List, continued

ichigai ni iu

seikaku ni

kusamura

usagi

nora neko

oppar au

boogyo

koogeki

sekkoo

koritsu suru

tayori ni naru

bakudan

kagaku yakuzai

enshuu shuryuudan

wanryoku

tooteki renshuu

46

to make a sweeping
statement

accurately

bush; thicket

rabbit

stray cat

to drive away

defensive

offensive

scout

to be isolated

dependable; reliable

bomb

chemical drugs

practice hand
grenade

physical strength

throwing practice



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 48

a. Student Instructions and Guidance. See page 22.

b. Word List

1;1

4.L

sooshoo a general term

kayaku powder

jippoo cartridge

sakuretsu suru to burst;
to explode

rootokoo shell hole

fuhatsudan a dud (shell)
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a. Dialogue

'Mines'

: x A)itt tato Itt *e t ti/ 4t4b1

*1,11054-.1ibt AOV I: cS *9 oir4 rs. Sic 34

v I X 4 I/ Cu 9 r tip .9 -1"-te
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141 1"tt Altt atf", It 4) #' I t 2 " 5
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*tv : t t" kv 9 t= v% it tJ Ne -vit.
19%* < iP 5 0-19'0%.

),%14%A., A 4046911 t5*9t 04)0-Call

MI AIM AIM

littt7h..ft.t4) r9Lt,1/"-t, 94. rsg t ;it 3

t < 4-4 it ,171 Alto 5(

tit 43 t.,) t -.C't o 2. *`g% 10,

itittX/ i.
41-1/", %$, I-. A. #ticf t9, t v
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1. 1 ` Z. it )trt rg t,IP 0 -ra

, -or
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Ad m 1 k. )49 s.71t t
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a. Dialogue, continued

it 1-t, It
t t '41C+ II -14

1-1- t 1" , tom" ti a) 14 )fi it)
z ti.)4 t 4,11)t2

ir 1: 4: L A. 11 < --rt 4 0)

rf:t ir" \tic fg t n 3

(5i ;11-0( y is A-zt L Z t t
VII

kl Z .#" %e fj: is
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 111

b. Dialogue Translation

Mr. Kati)" Capt. Smith, I feel that the land mine is a

weapon that played a rather important role

in recent warfare and yet is not talked about

too much. I would like to know a little more

in detail about this mine.

Capt. Smith: I see. Ask me anything. Although it is not

my specialty, I think I have a general

knowledge of it.

Mr. Katii Then the thing I want to know first is the

history of land mines. Have they existed

from long ago?

Capt. Smith: No, mines themselves are not very old, but I

believe the explosives used in mines were

discovered quite long ago.

Shortly after the discovery of explosives,

they were used to demolish enemy positions

and fortifications by sapping. This was the

beginning of mine warfare.

And about the latter part of World War I,

tanks appeared in the battle ground on the

newest weapon. Then a certain kind of mine

was developed to be used against these tanks.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 111

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

This is the origin of antitank mines.

During World War II, antipersonnel mines were

invented and these again were employed

extensively together with antitank mines.

Mr. Kat; The mine is a weapon chiefly used by the

engineers, isn't it?

Capt. Smith: No. Though land mine warfare has been

traditionally an engineer specialty, as the

scale .of its employment broadened and became

important, it developed so that i is employ-

ment could no longer be left exclusively to

the engineers.

Consequently, it has become important that

all troops must be adequately trained to

protect themselves from enemy mines and at

the same time to employ mines most effectively

against enemy attacks. Experience in Korea

further emphasized this requirement.
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c. Reading Text

"A& 1" k h`"Ac t;) =it tc

g) si; pri( Ng bt 0)4t v t=

,0) srA /r" , 1411C. a) 5-c, 1g .'ik dr!it

fsfl it 44 t, -4- t 3 4-47 t 41F-

pz t if *'1J Y)0 lt
rj: if" 2 it *\0*.1 t t < 12 .41 fj.

*LI /", 11-t- it "-F I ' 3f- 1 t

4A. p,ty,s.

-etiftlYm -te g

1: -57 1 At 0" 5 1 _k

? -c /47, < );fl 4L

i, 1,4t 17'" ,f) 1-4. 3 i-z.

t. 3,-, t -c <
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i 1 I

)4,:. 4-1(
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 111

d. Exercises

A. Give Japanese equivalents to the following expressions:

1. land mines

2. to play an important role

3. history of land mines

4. explosives

5. to demolish enemy positions

6. World War II

7. mine warfare

8. battle ground

9. antitank mine

10. antipersonnel mine

B. Give English equivalents to the following expressions:

1.

2. ig /a- t n
3. MC

4. At. m

5. -.r.t.4 ff%

6. A_ 4- N1--

7.

8. 11-;

9. .!_. %R;(7.1tel



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 111

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. t Alt 4t--t")( 57;11 vit-pp.

2. t," L -rz -CM; fk"- Li%

3. I; ek 41,"11 k arc

4. a it -4 Z tj 49 j1- )-el L.* t") L 4`

6. V-ht*- is L t it t)fg it 4aT

7. tA'fr7 t" ;-), lq'C't

10. )r

K 4t t
a) It 5T 1."
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e. Word List

semmon

hitotoori no koto

taigoo

chikujoo

bakuha suru

jiraisen

koohan

senjoo

shutsugen suru

taisensha jirai

taijin jirai

koohei

specialty

ordinary thing;
usual thing

sapping

fortification

to blow up; to blast

mine warfare

latter half

battle ground

to appear

antitank mine

antipersonnel mine

engineer

moto moto originally;
from the first

dentooteki ni traditionally

dokutoku no mono specialty

makaseru to leave in one's
charge; to give in
charge of

to protect oneself

mine field

breaching

to clear

trench warfare

mi o mamoru

jiraigen

toppakoo

seisoo suru

zangoos en
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 111

It
e. Word List, continued

i T rengoogun allied armies

1 ;IX sakusen campaign; operation

IL * ,ti juuyoosei importance

PA la 1' 3 kaisetsu suru to establish
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a. Dialogue

'Mines, continued'

ij NIt 4.3t I = -7 1 4-r

X A
, tt 11" 4) < -q 91j-)4-1C

V" X k 31t vi t -1k 13)41 1104-4-
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a. Dialogue, continued

y° A, fs. lc 41 all- Pe4StLIiiL /

t r<avit to hie. t" 41.

i)i 4r- t tcx < Itt. e
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b. Dialogue Translation

Mr. Kat; Then, this time, will you tell me about what

you might call the usage of land mines or

about mine warfare?

Capt. Smith: Well, let me see. There are all kinds of

mines and furthermore all nations of the world

including the United States are competing in

developing new ones constantly. So, to give

you a full account of everything is somewhat

difficult. Some are more powerful in relation

to their size than those formerly used. Some

are hard to detect after they are laid. Mines

have been invented which can be used more

extensively and in a greater variety of ways

than those existing heretofore.

In short, optimum simplicity in usage,

difficulty in detection by the enemy, and

further increase in explosive power are the

progress one sees in today's mines.

Mr. Kat5 What must a soldier know about mines?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith: Mines have become increasingly important

weapons to the soldier who uses them in

combat. On the other hand, they are a great

hazard to the enemy. Similarly, mines are a

greater danger to the soldier who does not

know and understand them. If the soldier

knows how mines work, how they are used on

the battlefield, how they are left by the

enemy in areas which they have evacuated

and how mines may be used as booby traps,

then the soldier will have less fear of mines

and less chance of being injured by them.

Mr. Kat'd Will you explain a little about the effective-

ness of mine warfare?

Capt. Smith: Mines are of great help in defensive opera-

tions because they slow up the enemy, can be

used to canalize the enemy movements, and

can lower the will of enemy soldiers to

fight by inflicting casualties.

Mr. Katc-i Of course, I believe mines are quite valuable

in offensive operations, but
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith: Of course, you're right. They can be used

to assist in the protection of assembly

areas prior to an attack, to permit the

holding of an area with a minimum of troops

while an offensive is launched by the main

force elsewhere, to protect flanks of attack-

ing forces and to protect attacking troops

during a halt in the advance.
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c. Reading Text

4rz.154-4:it

t < y)Y: ho 3 , 5 t ki 1 t" 0) it

lr 1W P*4 t 3 ilt 1: 134- 4 1E- IP tl,

Ak /if 6) k r 711- t'S r4g v t 41- 11." N117

yc, -us 3

.;11, 4. 0 it Lfl t 3 '45 -)7 14 4.

3,1- 1-.1-4- 111 t ?>it-,1 1,1 3 '114;1

4.-11,`30 ;11-#`9X?)50 q) LA %/v ?) is 41.z. 43 )1

1L '1"A kt *a° kt M 41g , jriiq, 1;t''

kt ) tr 'Kb t fx
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Lesson 112

d. Exercises

A. Select the correct Japanese equivalent out of the
three choices listed under each of the following
English terms.
Circle the letter in front of your choice:

1. explosive power

a. -K )7

b. *:

C.

3. main force

a .

b. AL 41' 1; -

c . th 415

5. to be injured

a. t t: 5

b. 44 "t

. 4-t Si A

63

2. to evacuate

a.

b.

c.

4. will to fight

a. '4).

b.

.

6. assembly area

a. * 1i, b %.t155(:

b. Vf ki:J

c. 4(,



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 112

d. Exercises, continued

B. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. +0,44.1z 3 1-t1 7P" or) 4-',1 t t e

:vs 14. 13 t Jr" A 9 t 44. it 1' -rte.
2. 4:41 cst- i2 ti ',t L 4: or.

3. 4.? N1 t -c rs,

4. 1 t 2 t Z1 t3: RI- 1" t 6.

5. 11)47N't-fJc.1._ L k Pt- < ;LZ 3 7%13k

t 1j-t"t`.
6. t l 1))iift 1) %.1k a) 134- %)- t

7. Pt IS 11 10-4,4-p P*. 45:1 tc L t h%

8. ith. 4.1,k o k itoc4x.,- ?FY, it

9. V it "z)-1° 3

t -4- #N

10. 1 - g 41-z 1"

t fr.

;
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 112

e. Grammar Notes

"should", "ought to"

The inflected suffix beki is a literary form that

is also used in colloquial speech. Suffixed to the

conclusive stems of verbs and followed by da or desu,

it means "should" or "ought to". In its inflected

forms beki is used in formal speeches.

Examples:

a. Sore wa iu beki kot- de wa nai.

That is not something that ought to be said.

b. Sore wa watakushi-tachi no shitte oku beki

koto desu.

That is something we should know.

c. Uchi ni iru toki demo reigi o mamoru beki da.

Even when you are at home, you should conform

to the proprieties.
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Lesson 112

f. Word List

beki

shiyoohoo

moosu made
mo naku

kisou

bakuhatsu ryoku

fusetsu suru

me ni tsuku

tettai suru

yoosuru ni

shikake jirai

shikakeru

fushoo suru

zenshin

idoo

kyokugen suru

sen-i

shuuketsu chiiki

engo

shuryoku butai

66

should (See Grammar
Notes)

usage; method of
using

needless to say

to compete; to vie

explosive power

to lay (mines)

to catch one's eye;
to attract one's
attention

to evacuate; to give
up (positions)

in short

booby trap (mine)

to set up;
to lay (mine)

to be injured

advance

movement

to canalize

will to fight

assembly area

protection; cover
(by fire)

main force



Classroom Instruction.
Lesson 112

f. Word List, continued

saishoosuu

sokumen

jokyo

dekuwasu

shin Bata

shochi

hyoojun ni au

shotchuu

jijitsu

tai-jooriku
sakusen

tetsudoo hakai

tai-kuutei

to wa
kagiranai

, . f 3,00,33S, tVAXAM,±,72

minimum number

flank

removing

to meet

new type

disposal

to meet the standard

always

truth

antiamphibious

blowing up railroads

antiairborne

not necessarily

TAKE EXAMINATION NO. 8 BEFORE STUDYING LESSON 113.

4
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a. Dialogue

'Characteristics of Mines'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Mr. Kato Incidentally, it may be out of place for me

to ask you this question as late as this but

what is a mine?

Capt. Smith: A mine is an explosive, or other material

such as a chemical toxic agent or incendiary

agent encased, and designed to destroy or

damage vehicles, boats, or aircraft, or to

wound, kill, or otherwise incapacitate

personnel.

Mr. Katz How is it detonated?

Capt. Smith: It may be detonated by the action of its

victim, by the passage of time, or by

controlled means.

Mr. Katz What is the inside construction of a mine?

Capt. Smithy Most mines contain a fuze which produces a

flame or concussion to start the detonating

action of the mine. A detonator is a small

but powerful explosive set off by the fuze.

The main charge in the mine is either a less

sensitive explosive, or a chemical toxic

agent or incendiary agent.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Mr. KatTi : . Isn't there anything like a safety device?

Capt. Smith: Yes, of course, there is.

Mr. Katz .
. About the fuze you mentioned a while ago

what situations are there for the fuze to

initiate action?

Capt. Smith: That depends upon the design of the fuze,

but when pressure is put on the fuze or when

a trip-wire attached to the fuze is pulled,

or when the pressure on the fuze is released,

or by vibrations, or by delay action, or by

electrical ignition, the fuze is set off.

Mr. Kat5 : . It's quite difficult to understand, isn't it?

It seems it is beyond my comprehension hear-

ing about it only a few times. But can you

tell me about the types of mines?

Capt. Smith: There are many ways in which mines can be

classified. A mine might be called a

chemical mine or a gas mine when its main

charge is some type of chemical.

The same might be called an antipersonnel

mine because it is designed against people
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 113

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

rather than vehicles. It might also be

called a metallic mine because it has a

metallic case. Actually a mine is only

called by the name needed to make clear what

mine is being talked about.

Mr. Kat6 : .
I see. Then we can classify mines largely

into two kinds, antitank mine and anti-

personnel mine, can't we?

Capt. Smith: Yes, that's right.
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c. Reading Text

t" t <it; t t ti" 3,
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c. Reading Text, continued

10. A t 111- tt< IA t it t62 kl3F

le4 kt 1.* I:

9 "7 t fez, t .



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 113

d. Exercises

A. Match Japanese terms in column A to English terms in

column B to which they are related and place the number

of the correct English equivalent in the space provided

after each Japanese term.

Column A Column B

a. 11 ( ) 1. flame

b. t ( ) 2. chemical toxic agent

c, Z 4: 1.6 ( ) 3. vibration

d. 1: ( ) 4. to destroy

e. Ar, 4 ( ) 5. action

f. 14-14 -4- 6 ( ) 6. delay action (mine)

g. 't-+ '1111F )f)-X ) 7. fuze

h. 41 It 6 ( ) 8. main charge (mine)

-k ( ) 9. to detonate

j. ( ) 10. chemical mine

k. )Vc ( ) 11. to kill or wound

1. ",k. ( ) 12. metallic mine

m. O'L ( ) 13. detonator

n. ( ) 14. incendiary agent

o. k ( ) 15. design (make)

16. pressure

17. fragment
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d. Exercises, continued

B. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. lc 1. et L Z 14- ;IC ) 1 tr. (1) t

2 . )" ;IA t L Z 0) 91- Pi v)-)/ %) t"
t 4`

3. 4 ta 4 vi74 1 t 1:: I 1 tth.,

4. k ` 1 1 ff 4 7 i k '! 1 1`'' 9 %

5 1)/ S +11q `')
N' *)7 I z. 4/" if]

6. 0 .kt., 69) it 1:7_ i.ta z

'`i 4j j V' -4"



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 113

e. Word List

1:`t1--4-11)fl kagaku chuudokusei chemical toxic
sayooyaku agent

shooizai incendiary agent

yooki case; container

sharyoo vehicle

sasshoo suru to kill or wound

muryoku ni suru to incapacitate

kibaku suru to detonate

gisei ni victim
naru mono

lr koodoo action

( ?A keika (jikan no) passage of time

+11-'1c. At -I% A kansei sareta controlled means
hoohoo

itKy raikan fuze

Vic. )41:611a kibaku sayoo detonating action

A*-1- shoogeki concussion

kibaku yaku detonator

;14 *_ shu-sooyaku main charge

/1; td binkan na sensitive

749 5 sayoo suru to act

atsuryoku pressure

J: 411- VA:.. shikake sen trip-wire

lk shindoo vibration

1A)1 ;fr.c enki tenka delay action
(mine fuze)

.411

rft.

4$4

Age t- 4-5
*A it 1= fs 3 t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 113

e. Word List, continued

kagaku yakuhin

kagaku jirai

kinzokusei jirai

kinzokusei

wadai

soochaku suru

raikan soochaku
jirai

hakka jumbi

raikan jokyo
jirai

kaijo suru

yuubaku

sasshoo kooryoku
hankei

hahen

yoogi kuiki

anzen tsuuro

anzenka jirai

himo

tessen

78

chemical

chemical mine

metallic mine

metallic (make)

topic
(of conversation)

to mount;
to attach

fuzed mine

preparation for fire

defuzed mine

to release

sympathetic
detonation

effective casualty

fragments

suspect area (mine)

safe lane

disarmed mine

cord; string

steel wire



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 114

a, Dialogue

'Booby Traps'

/" 4t`r, , 1?3 tic v Z i --2 'Yft L

3;--,41.Ltit.,x3*\0

1- :7' ., 7 ° lir 3

K I, tc. -C"th", 7°

3t1.- Nil

.9 7° t 111- e t 9Zif*

*`, tc Y 3 --x" t t's _iv -)..- X *)

t j° I C .4 7 . 4±. 1)-1: ir5.--,/v1 5

4 t 01- itc"

11. I
t"

X;7. : sdE IS i 1.4 *. r"Z Z" , L i.;4)

't) St" 1=- /1-t 1- 1,rt
14,iik t Trt lc 34 t, 4k5
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 114

a. Dialogue, continued

ott. L, 47)t. t di h. I" Lt tt, 11

11- t`*N-, v% 5 *%, X it fc,, 4,Z''0 3 %1*'r 0)*1 *-
11 0- It t < t g)

y"/., fs. it Ir"A. rEil 47. r

/b7 ;2-el-t) 11-71-2.

L, 4N 4: 4 *% -1" o t 1K. t: 9

L tc. I.,/ it o
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 114

b. Dialogue Translation

Capt. Smith: I have given you a general account of mines,

but while on the subject I would like to

mention a few more things about boobytraps.

Mr. KatiT Yes, by all means, please.

Capt. Smith: We have heard the expression "watch out for

boobytraps" used during the war but those

who hear this expression for the first time

would wonder just what a bnnbytrap is.

A boobytrap is a hidden mine or charge so

arranged that a slight disturbance of a

seemingly harmless object causes it to

explode.

Mr. KatiT For what purpose is it used?

Capt. Smith: They are devices used to delay, demoralize

and inflict casualties on enemy personnel.

Mr. Kat-6 : Just where are boobytraps placed and how are

they employed?

Capt. Smith: The answer to that is simple. Everywhere

and in anyway. You will find them in

abandoned equipment, buildings, vehicles,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 114

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

tanks and almost any other object and

installation. The enemy preys particularly

on the souvenir hunter. If one carelessly

picks up briefcases, rifles, or pistols to

mention a few, he is certainly in for it.

His life will be ended instantly. Often

times one will find the bodies of the enemy's

own dying and dead being boobytrapped - the

enemy's disregard for human life is proved

by this.

Mr. KatU I see. It's frightening, isn't it?

Capt. Smith: Yes, it is. If it is something that one

must have, one must never touch or move the

object without first carefully checking for

wires or attachments to a boobytrap.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 114

C. Reading Text

I < rz 3

.51- Z tj " Pi 1%% 7h. Ne'' 5 L. 1 Y" -5 1, z

1,"A" -A. sh .0- 9 is rut 4/i/No t 1;1 vl

1" -**4-a K L to 4-rik (.1":2, 3 Lt,1 0'?
yr a- lick l_t 411- t" 1.2 4i13 ;c 3

tAla o A.:1114T: 1;. 197'C S5 9 t .4%*\°% re.

" r 0 Aitkg)t3tapt;;) ill- 17 3

.i-tA 4/`" L. 4: I-

Al- t

1/" *1 A 9 t 1}-a o 6).-iztry.-1 0 1 ;c

;=)

A/`,' I v/ 9 t 0 y" 4A- 3 ?

2C *I I t t i) (. '*% I fX te r /1' f:j. 1,1 -1"

~N tir VIT X ? 1,1 A., A.,

Vt tci Ad' t /1'ir h'

.'" Y 1../ 3,('-c"* vlet kt.

Nfl4 iz 1. Z ,3 -t-t is

;It h N. z 3
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 114

c. Reading Text, continued

It 1:".%) 1- Z"t Nty iST 'ttlt

3 e t, lrk e *?t 11 J 1 t fs

'it 6 1/ ,7-.4t/-4%, 4 1" fi `b% re;
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 114

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese.

1. It is understandable (not unreasonable) that you

do not understand this.

2. A rifle is left leaning against the wall.

3. The slight touching of seemingly harmless objects

will cause boobytraps to explode.

4. Boobytraps are devices used to delay, demoralize

and inflict casualties on enemy personnel.

5. One will find abandoned equipment, buildings,

vehicles and installations boobytrapped.

B. Express the following in English.

1. 4 t .`r_ 311. t. t 9:F. -( "

2. NS t I Al iC ik itq(A t ;Z 4 I t.
3. -7"- itvgliC4- m *AA- t x3% m tk) t.f
4. Vii(it4t4-11-rit. 1.itiz lk J5 1-1.b.03

t I-9 4: I-,
C. Answer the following questions in Japanese.

1. 4)Z 41-17 Y";) ;) t t<-4-KL-1:Ltt./p.,
2. -7"- 1- t' 1 t 11. 10 11-

3. -7"-e- it ;50

4. .111- t Ne"hd rs ./) rz. 01- / a) 4 4-4%.
5.

1'-t "- I- , I° rs tj A9 lr
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 114

e. Grammar Notes

1. Hir000 mono nara - - "if one should pick up"

Plain conjectural form + mono nara expresses the

idea of "if one should do such-and-such".

Examples:

a. Ano hits nn warukuchi demo inn monn nara,

sore knsn taihen da.

If I should speak ill of him then indeed

there will be trouble.

b. toron mono nara

if one should take.

c. tabeyoo mono nara

if one should eat.

2. - - katte - - - "Did you say - -

katte following the conclusive form of inflecting

words expresses very colloquially the idea of "ka to

iimashita ka?" or "Did you say such-and-such?".

Examples:

a. Itsu iku katte?

Did you say, "when I am going?"?

b. Sore dake desu katte?

Did you say, "Is that all ? "?

c. Jirai wa osoroshii mono desu katte?

Did you say, "Are mines frightful things???
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 114

f. Word List

ki o tsukero he careful

mimi ni suru to hear

fushin ni omou to wonder; to think
it strange

impei suru to hide; to conceal

sawaru to touch

okuraseru to slow down;
to delay

shiki sosoo suru to demoralize

suteru to abandon

kinembutsu souvenir

ukkari carelessly;
absent-mindedly

hir000 mono nara if one should pick up
(See Grammar Notes)

sore koso then indeed there
taihen desu will be trouble

isshun ni shite in an instant

futtobu be blown off

shinikakaru to be dying; to be
at the point of
death

if6 *) tjz he to mo omowanai don't give a hoot;
to disregard

to o fureru to touch

ima living room

dooshite dooshite far from it

PEt1

Y z L Z
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 114

f. Word List, continued

muri rio nai be understandable

- - katte Did you say - -
(See Grammar Notes)

sumi corner

muzoosa ni casually

yuka floor

gaku a (picture) frame

yugamu be crooked

ukeau to assure
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 49

A. Student Instructions and Guidance. See page 22.

B. Word List

ir

lf

94

ittoohei private first class

nitoohei private second class

kibakukan detonator

kui stake

kukuritsukeru to tie on

shikaketessen trip wire

tsumazuku to trip over;
to stumble

harigane wire

jirai tanchiki mine detector

nawa rope

hipparidasu to pull out
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

a. Dialogue

'Military Symbols'

M
Y. , -7) T14 tii < -c Id°
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

a. Dialogue, continued

=f1.-1 (NC vitt, (..)
Om) t L .4" ., -1 -7 It 41. 11'1 A #c.41

1ft-A Pt( it, NI* 1" A 9 -17 i" 47

4- tit 1 ye., (=) m ,r, it (1)
11-4: vs --. 61) ili h"

1 1 t 1- X x. il(,v &

Oft ) 0.) 4:4 = jr, t .

t: 134- it mai 4/ ac4 TA01 vPia

t 4:4 vl 17. rj: 1: E. )

( X ) t4" ( e(_] #11-214 .0: it
( NM ) x yA x ) tc -7 ti 1-

(111`1 cli it *t.-ti-5(ED ) .0) 1- -r- '74

rtes ) a E. -Ft" ( )

sz /Ix t vs9 11.5f-zi-tt
,3)4 iz. v% t Jtt.

?ACA : e"' A t t ;1k ;`,C 14,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

a. Dialogue, continued

r4: )fi It- it -1-tp$c rrn
1- 1: 149 to 3 III g, 46 to % 114-

r. LI *I vA fic t a.)

1" 1 pviTIf y 15 x Ito ri %7* -r ratr.
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Capt. Smith:

Mr. Kati,

Capt. Smith:

Mr. Kate

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

b. Dialogue Translation

Mr. KatU, let's visit trainees receiving

classroom instruction today.

All right. What sort of things are they

studying?

They should be studying map reading and

military symbols.

: Sounds interesting. I'll be glad to

Capt. Smith:

Mr. Kato

Instructor :

accompany you.

This is the classroom. Please go in.

Thank you very much. Excuse me, then.

Map reading and knowledge of military

symbols have an unseparable relationship

in the army. Both are very important for

indicating vital information on situation

maps, military sketches, overlays, etc.,

by employing military symbols and conventional

signs or for writing operation plans, opera-

tion orders, reports and so forth.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

For example, please look at this picture.

This is a picture of a squad.

s ir
However, the one below is not a picture,

but it is a symbol for a military unit

similarly indicating a squad of soldiers.

In military maps, military symbols such as

these are used.

Again, the word "hill", the map symbol for a

hill , and the picture of a hill

---).--.,-Aa

95

all mean the same thing.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

bridge

Conventional signs are used also on military

maps like this:

river hill

The rectangle (

tunnel

building

) is the symbol for a

troop unit. These are symbols for troop

units of different sizes. That is,a black

circle ) means a squad and when this is

placed above a rectangle( 1-1) it

indicates a squad as a unit. Accordingly,

if two black circles ( ) are placed

above a rectangle, it indicates a section

) . If three are placed, it means

either a platoon or a detachment( 1
)

In order to indicate a company or a battery

one bar ( I ) is placed above a rectangle
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

For a battalion two bars are

placed (
)

When two or more

battalions are combined into one unit, they

make up a regiment or a group which is

indicated thus 0-1111 1
/

When two or more

regiments or groups are made into one unit,

they become a brigade or a regimental combat

team (RCT), an X is placed above a

X
Irectangle ( I) In order to indicate

a division two X's are placed above a

rectangle( FX-11 ) As for a corps, three

X's are placed above a rectangle. In other

words, it's like this When four

X's are placed above a rectangle, it

indicates army (112(211 )

Do you have any questions about what I have

explained so far?

Soldier A : I have a question, sir. You have explained

to us that you indicate vital information

On situation maps, military sketches,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

overlays, etc. by employing military symbols

and conventional signs. What I don't quite

understand is the difference between military

symbols and conventional signs.

Instructor: The term "military symbol" means a diagram

used for indicating unit, activity, equipment,

or installation. It is a general term for

symbols, signs, uumerals, letters, colors,

abbreviations or for those used in combination.

Soldier B : Then, what does it mean, sir, when you say

"unit symbol"?

Instructor: "Unit symbol" is, of course, "military symbol";

however, it is a symbol used particularly when

indicating a certain number of troops as a unit.

If a squad of troops is shown in this manner

) that is the unit symbol, and it

indicates one squad. Beside these one can

show branches of service, assignments and so

forth by unit symbols, but these will be

explained next.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Soldier C : One more question, please. What is a

"conventional sign", sir?

Instructor : "Conventional sign" is a standard sign used

in ordinary maps. Any more questions?

If not, I will proceed to the next.

a
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

c. Reading Text

1/47 /c Sic 4j.

Nil V% ti";ta

1 rk 1.:." tri4

41*/ Ng% 0 -A, .4, 4 6, v.-

lit it 41,111e 4< -c" fs < 1 it .,ft

/" +.;11 I': 1,, 17- k t$: 'f3 it Ito P*14- .3

0 it it. It 41 < * if, -frr it

3vii? °.) V- it- Yz I- g 01 4st 3 *. tv C-k" if, rt,
411' N$: .1) itr- t 1: It:, ' tr

o-"3 , pr)(. 191., p4; 5( it /,17 ?;4(

rjL1

Jlti Kit/)-A ?tfc

it 17 P$:

I kt. Xy- Wst, tY-)

It x it A J77s, 7d-t=
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

c. Reading Text, continued

it 1.14

(11 it 1.1131 .5( 1* 13

k m es ts, 41NA 11(1= CI: 9-kt.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

d. Exercises

A. Give the Japanese equivalent to each of the words or
phrases underlined.

2

There are nine soldiers in a single line formation.

. Military symbols are used on military maps.

3. The term "military symbol" means the MI

composed of a diagram, number, letter, abbrevia-) rT
tion, color, o y combination thereof.

4. Certain basic symbols are always used to indicate

the branch and the size of a military unit.

5. Military symbols illustrate many types of

military units, activities, equipment and
) C )

installations.

6. Symbols are extensively used in maps, sketches,CT
and overlays.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

d. Exercises, continued

B. Give the English equivalent to each of the words or
phrases underlined:

1. tfr I-I-pi- vilt tz 1610x* to it 9-474-0
)

2 ib$: srt. ?* Y. fit( 2 1.
) )

t J< < it ktv ti 1"1".

3. t T rcr 1:11--tct t ;y: ;t4 l 1_14 I. 'tit lc
) ( ) ( )

4t t
4. 4t& p* t .1+ -c-ktrt

)

st 44. :7 lJ -frr 1"4"

5. VF4.)t*it, 47Vfi tt*/ )\)"Arii(*" 4.<
) ( )

/(14 7)1%*rs. tont 1.1104-4 t tr-J4 1"

)

6. kl-4f/r 311-1, 1*6, *-431_ 5i; -4- 5 131-
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d. Exercises, continued

7. %11.- t *111. j 1" i34-. it *6. 411

)

v% t II 4- 0

8. z§1 X it ;K. 41. 45 X I* t
)

/4- It %).3.tp* *L*4 it ikii-rf- rs 41".
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)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

e. Word List

gakka kyooiku

chizu handoku

guntai fugoo

mikata

kyooshitsu

kirihanasu

ryoosha

jookyoo-zu

yoozu

oobaarei

juuyoo

joohoo shiryoo

chizu kigoo

zushi suru

sakusen keikaku

sakusen meirei

hookoku

gunyoo chizu

butai fugoo

oka
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classroom instruction
(theoretical
instruction)

map reading

military symbols

how to see (read)

classroom

to separate,
to cut off

both (the former and
the latter)

situation map

military sketch

overlay

vital

information

map symbols,
conventional signs

to indicate by
diagram

operation plan

operation order

report

military map

unit symbols

hill



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

e. Word List, continued

tetsudoo senro railroad track

kukei rectangle

butai tan-i troop unit

ni junjite according to

han section, team, detail

kuroi maru black circle

bunken-tai detachment

chuutai a company;
a battery

boo a bar, a stick

rentai regiment

moshikuwa or

konsei rentai regimental combat
team

sentoo dan combat team

gun army

yoogo a term, terminology

zukei diagram

suuji a number, numeral

kigoo sign; symbol

ryakugoo abbreviation

moji letters

hyoojun kigoo (standard)
conventional sign
(See chizu kigoo)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 115

e. Word List, continued

shozoku assignments

ichiretsu single line

gunshuudan army group

hoomen gun army group

kyooshitsu classroom
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

a. Dialogue

'Military Symbols', continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: Many military symbols are used on military

maps. The mark over a rectangle indicates

the size of a unit as was explained before.

This time, however, I will explain those that

indicate the branches of units by putting

various marks in the rectangles. Please

observe these illustrations. They illustrate

the basic troop symbols of main branches.

Armor unit

AA artillery unit

Field artillery unit

Engineer unit

Infantry unit

Chemical unit

Medical unit

Military Police unit

Ordnance unit

Quartermaster unit

A
SIM

MP



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Signal unit

Transportation unit

iii

When a symbol to indicate the size of a troop

unit and another symbol to denote the branch

of a unit are drawn in combination, you should

be able to tell instantly the size and the

branch of the unit.

In other words, when you draw three black

circles above a rectangle and draw an X

inside the circle, it becomes an infantry

platoon. Now, then, if one black circle is

drawn within a rectangle and one bar is drawn

above the rectangle, what kind of unit does

it indicate?

Does anyone understand this? Private A.

Private A : It is a field artillery battery.

Instructor: Thatts right. In other words it becomes like

this
I

you see.

Then, how should the symbol for an artillery

battalion be drawn? Private B.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Private B : I would draw two bars above a rectangle and

an A inside ftla

Instructor: Yes, that is correct. Any questions?

Private C : Sir, I have a little question. I have seen

Instructor:

a propeller like thing drawn inside a

rectangle and an L written vertically across

its center. What kind of unit does it

indicate?

This kind of symbol, isn't it---*

This 00 is a basic symbol related to

aviation and when an L is added

it shows an army aviation unit. Incidentally,

there are various other symbols that are not

illustrated in this diagram. For instance,

there are this to indicate an airborne

unit, and this 11 to denote a reconnais-

sance unit. Again, there are quite a few that

are combinations of basic symbols and other

symbols also. As an example, there is one like

this

it?

r-1 Private D, what do you make of
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Private D : That seems to me a combination of the infantry

troop symbol and the armor troop symbol.

Perhaps it is an armored infantry.

Instructor: That is right! Well done: Then what would

this be? Private E.

Private E : I suppose it is an airborne infantry unit.

Instructor: Fines Well, then, so much for this, and next

I will explain the ones that indicate specific

troop units,movements,equipment or installa-

tions by combining the basic military symbols,

conventional signs, abbreviations, etc.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

c. Reading Text

a.
irfrr 1*- JA. vkz,) it LJ

ON) 1.--9--z4pM

'45:4'6

4-p 4-, I', l3 C

O

14.-rm
1,47 16-r

t

411:1-.Mi* cozi f n 4p*

FF-d A-T'?* ,

F1 IX, ill' ac MP

) -t41 I 7 X

"141%(-?)1_?1"()1

AIM ( stilificf)

if) '1161

c,
LI

2?-,t lop- -14- it t AT, III'

TP, * x, , tfig,
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

c. Reading Text, continued

ic ;tho t rs -It NI* a. 21A3

o 5

01) HQI*1 Div l& --1W/71t1 Ar 415 t

HER 15< 1

414m tx. 4j! V.-A q4(

ATMine 002
kt 1Y, ,t-tJ vfl1

t ts 4,, t%. ts5t, tr19, tAt t

tP *N.7 k 5 + t6( rit
t .irr. 19, t r3( 1,5t,13A13



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

d. Exercises

A. What do the following military symbols indicate?
Express in Japanese.

1. G.7 11.

2'
IN MI
IIII 12.

4. 14. Et]

5.

6.

15.

16.

7. MP 17.

8. 18.

9 . Fr° 19.

10.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

d. Exercises, continued

B. Give English equivalents to the following terms.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

e. Word List

kagaku-bu butai

eisei-bu

heiki

heiki-bu

juhin

juhin-bu

yusoo-bu

puropera

yokogiru

kookuu

tate ni

rikugun kookuu
butai

kuutei butai

teisatsu

kumiawaseru

kikoo hohei butai

kuutei hohei butai

tokushu no

hombu chuutai

joohoo

joohoo oyobi
teisatsu shootai

119

chemical unit

medical (corps)

weapon

ordnance (corps)

munitions

quartermaster (corps)

transportation(corps)

propeller

to cut across

aviation

longitudinally

army aviation unit

airborne unit

reconnaissance

to combine

armored infantry
unit

airborne infantry
unit

special; specific

headquarters
company

intelligence

I & R platoon



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 116

e. Word List, continued

nozomi no desired

jikoo matters, items

nao still more;
furthermore

koo o aratamete in a subsequent
paragraph
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 50

a. Student Instructions and Guidance. See page 22.

Also take this book with you to the language laboratory
and refer to the following symbols during the laboratory
exercise:

(1)

(2)

X x
nnEnt5,f,

b. Word List

:, -14-1 ,t, +4 chikei chibutsu terrain features

t tta matomaru be complete
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 117

a. Dialogue

'Military Symbols, continued'

Ic -)t' 43(4- a* 6) IL it 14,1t

472-r iirrth it4 iz tf4- I ft, z
t.-ta l , 121

t t in -rc

4)4k t t1 -,1E.1 t its7i 11. LZ

14- Ifit3Yr t t 1=-9 vb -:0L '311

(441-** 4) fv g vlx, 1 4 -4
i* a 41.Ar t 31:1- t ,

4t t -W'' 0) tr_ 4v11 L 47-4%

Hq 1s- 41- ",-11 il(4c11'12M6)

'14- 101- L t 4-,P n. 0 $t t
fa:0*-r, 9, .;"..

7
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 117

a. Dialogue, continued

I. I,
%.

Alc, 41,1 tr" t 1A1C)12.701),
tit h Z. 6') 4-r 13A

lit it a$ -f- Ntrg* , 1-PM,S-A\egz
m 1"1%

ora 9 y al* 1:i:
xx

lar "1"*s.
4- * F *4 it it '*411.-t

1( : ;) t < < :-=-1*--Y:

D 41.11 -e% cr 9t
71-11; -r'

1C ;2v1-. 1"1-, z rti 41 4-f- 1171 t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 117

b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: I have mentioned previously that we record

information on maps, military sketches, over-

lays, charts, photographs, etc. by using, in

combination, the symbols that indicate sizes

or branches of troop units, and the signs,

such as letters, abbreviations, members, or

the symbols indicating equipment, installations,

troop movements and so forth. Now, at this

time, I will explain how these symbols and

signs are used in combination.

First, a number (unit number) or unit name is

written to the right of a rectangle to indicate

the parent unit of the unit the rectangle

represents. 15

The sub-unit is designated by its abbreviation,

number, or name. It is written to the left of

the rectangle .HQ 15 This is the

symbol indicating Headquarters company, 15th

Infantry Regiment and it means that the parent

unit of this unit is the 15th Regiment.

In other words, it is based on the following

diagram:
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 117

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Sub unit

Size
1

Branch Parent unit

Suppose here is a unit designated as Battery A,

405th Field Artillery Battalion. If (this is)

expressed in military symbols, it will be as

follows:
1

A 405

Next? I will give you another example

lA CD 27(M)

Private E.

Will someone explain this?

Private E : That means 1st Platoon, Company A, 27th

Medium Tank Battalion.

Instructor: That's it! It's simple, isn't it? Now, there

is this kind--+ 9. Private F, what do

you make of it?

Private F : That is the 9th Infantry Division.

Instructor: Well, let's see. A little more in detail

Private D?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 117

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Private D : Well, I suppose it is headquarters. It's

Headquarters, 9th Division, isn't it, sir?

Instructor: That's right, you're right: And during combat

this flag symbol F=3 is used also to indicate

a command post.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 117

c. Reading Text

Vir I= L z Mz it *Z4

t )334. 5 dlf 1/ Z. Ilet -c" tv tie-) "rc- Z

t 1. Sz,) -) 244-

'13 tri 4-4 . t: 51 II- 3 l<f 43" ))t -tX%

4-r Al It 3 t It 41 , 4130c. MI 1r5 it citt, t
N % t i t- * N1 x140, *tick +ti-

lt I A 5 tk , Or- NI Itc*4111 1 4-4 < kit
t fl9 it% , 7)- 0) it LI 4/ 4) vl tL e

4 It 1,7 t -51.g 1- et it 4E7 -t

it)m-eY3. 413(tv4:02fAvilt-vt4-ic11 )0/"
4137 iz 11- 5 t it , i= 61 3 1.) 0 II *IL -V7r<
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 117

d. Exercises

A. Give an appropriate equivalent (Japanese or English)
for each of the following blanks.

1. ittr r* 4c. 4-) 4) /t Y1-4,P1
(a) unit number

(b) parent unit

2 it
(a) sub-unit (b)

tr: ej

3.

4. 713114

(a) DIVISION Headquarter

(a) medium tank 0)) A

5 .
`!) ) It

(a) ;:k. (b) command post

4* vl

6.

7.

=11-" 171, *9 4 P-fr tt

(a) friendly forces

it P4 I- 3 t I I "ff

)'.01 .4' 3 t ,t WI 3 .

(b) enemy forces

(a) mine field (b) -1k kit

(c) road block
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 117

d. Exercises, continued

8. rA. Vi -c"

1 k 3,

t cr; Ir. it t
(a) 51' trt- t ,tA4

B. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1.
t. , A *A

2. *AT t Iv; -itrcfp 41:147f .V1 t ;k' 1 Z. headquarters

10;14- tip", 13* sierc t -15 =7 ii'" 40.

3. 4-ytj54-01 -- AT filk 3F-6155(it Vt-itfr

3 -4c4-pxls t 41x Nil./%-tolo -8:1".6%

4. 41) rt< t,z. -t Y. ) t

ykoil is 1112 1612_ or; ,1-4911 it A 6)

-r-t*so
5. `ft it 4q 4-itit-rmlt4,1.-vrtipo

6. -*A .kc A 17 P& P* te-b f
arfr 1-3t, L

7. a. 1: it , 4Pj t #`" P,),)-tte\
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 117

e. Word List

heiyoo suru

hyooji suru

oya-butai

ko-butai

ika ni shite

migi sotogawa

hidari sotogawa

zushiki

chuu-sensha

sentoo kan

shikijo

sankoo

kinyuuhoo

jittai

iro wake

shoogai kankei

bakuha-yaku

dooro heisoku
butsu

midor i -iro

odoku chiiki

tanshoku

130

to use in combination

to designate;
to indicate

parent unit

sub-unit

how

outer right side

outer left side

diagram

medium tank

during combat

command post (cp)

reference

method of writing
(recording)

actual state

classification
(by color)

(matters) relating
to obstacles

demolition charge

road blocks

green color

contaminated area

single color



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 117

e. Word List, continued

SA' 1 shikibetsu identification

' *11(-
tansen single line

k Itit fukusen double line
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 118

a. Dialogue

'Military symbols', continued

itfr atc. it NI 4#6 IT* % k 145. Itt t Skoll

*if
4 0 ) L t laq I to

itIzAl-rett*/;&-r" (0) t
*46911)6949m44 4-41cl:1-c e" 114 N=7,7 ip"

"A

*-4- gr 6, 17 I: x (m)

tiit ' td OP e 15

17, :..t tt ED It tX.,1. ;iv d **MIT,

Z. ;It it :17 iticr, et/ e 4if rft tifr 3K. e it

4rIrod*itfir-kfol-, 41. 0 It 5i; 3.44

g2 it SZ 41-1717

.W414 tt Pfr z 04-7): pfi 44- t

-1-.1

z 4t 91 40-7 Ir LA/- t 5 4-1, t AFA I =

L lc It L /

-1-12-. 4.; T^, k.,*
I

4,, z .1) r:. y Lr: i; a it
il ;Oz. L 4-ip_4 //kip) 6
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 118

a. Dialogue, continued

it i t MIT714

t3r,Liztoter Apo 4r
*31-17la Ili'71 "

415 11( k T4.- =6. it AT

*e. X15. 1= It 4- t C] r

-rY 6. trti p tr .74- t
#r is t< t ik t t, 044
t , ig) lc Pk., Jtjfc 1 / m tc-

k4,4s. 9 4: )1% rt<o) 5***

t Ar% lc it --> C17

pt.* A. 41 4- lc Z L
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 118

b. Dialogue Translatinn

Instructor: Symbols related to military units are roughly

as explained thus far. Sn next, I will explain

the gist of symbols concerning supply installa-

tions.

To begin with, what we must know is that a

circle (0) is always used to indicate a

supply installation. We are able to tell the

kind of supplies which are at the installation

from the symbols drawn inside the circle.

That is, if one draws the symbol 71 indicat-

ing engineer in the circle, it becomes like

this 0E) And this shows that there are

supplies necessary to engineer units at this

installation. Accordingly, this ED

indicates a medical supply point; this

indicates a quartermaster supply point;

this 0 indicates a signal supply point;

this 02) indicates an ordnance supply point;

this v4i indicates a transportation supply

point; this 6 indicates a water point

and so on.

When it is desired to show these supply

installations and the units that they serve,

together, it is done this way 1 g 15
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 118

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

This means the water point, 1st Battalion,

15th Infantry Regiment. Now, suppose there is

a symbol like this--*

you read this? Private B.

9 (Inn. How would

Private B : I think that is a symbol to indicate Signal

Supply Point, 9th Infantry Division.

Instructor: That is correct.

Now, as you already realize, the symbols to

indicate sizes of troop units are used in

combination with rectangles which indicate

troop units* II The symbols to indicate

sizes of units are also used together with
x

circles--* In addition to these, the

symbols to indicate sizes of units are also

used to indicate unit boundaries. In this

case, boundary lines are drawn on a map and

the symbols to indicate sizes of units are

put in the unit boundary lines. For example,

there are roughly three kinds. When indicating

an area of a platoon activity, it is done in

this manner. (1 To show the boundary

of a divisional battle area, it is done in
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 118

...,

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

this manner. Again, in order to

show the boundary of an army and its

neighboring army, this is how it is done.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 118

c. Reading Text

+3',V,i-tt .11 511.11: t t IA

l2 i q";11- Iv .o4't.fA i fc; 3xik 4s). Z .Jtv%

pvi It- Jt-r tg/ t3 It 13t4: z

4t*i/V 2g3ti '31 tr-'9" t"6v rc. r %

Ito ii-Pf;$: I= fs t

--v s- Is 4: t. its' *44 t), 10 *lif *Ni4- isfj t

47-4 it Is1 .0) 10 lc ;Pf )14-. Nro tr< 1- 11- _ sty- A-

$- L

e I-9 or,

1- tfk.t)

5 t .0) (M

la 4 API
O

W (Y°7"qz61) t 4. -c ,.4 71<Pff It

A tt ti 6, I t
4-) t 1-1) t 1?4,4_ 4.3t. v

vc tiC L*4- , '"4 4/1

I-
Dep t t 0( DeP ) 0

M- I t L 0 ( ASP ) n 41 t
-4 0 Bhd ) ale 13-4-*4* tt -31

0 ( DP , !Stp Xjt 41 ;1-.) 1=S-

si tr- < -)t A3alt .) 4- 4-1-IX

1f ci) z

WI t r: it- 4: 13 9 t b'",

S )14 4,7r, L! N4 I /c 4 L
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1,717,7717,7777777,77,r,

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 118

d. Exercises

A. Select a military term from those listed in the right
column for each symbol listed in the left column and
match them by putting the corresponding number in the
parenthesis provided:

1.

2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

g 5 ) pfr

8. g9 (INF) ( ) 3 *If, ft kir

9.

10.

11.

12. Q (ASP)

13.

) *Aft trft.

) 1*.it. 911,14 itiAti, 1-1.7 In/ 14

*lief *4-

) 14- -,4-1 17 IA *IV "4-
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 118

d. Exercises, continued

14. Q (Bhd) Arr? x3.47 LA *41%14, {j

15.15. 0 (Dp) C ) AN qc. i 1ph .Pk,

B. Give English equivalents to the following terms:
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 118

e. Word List

hokyuu shisetsu

en

himmoku

kyuusui jo

hokyuusur u

handoku suru

kyookai

kyookaisen

sen

mitoori

katsudoo chikyoo

sakusen chikyoo

--ni todomeru

hokyuushoo

dan-yaku
hokyuu.io

kyootooho

rinji shuusekijo

nuru

choyu tanku

140

supply installation

circle

supply items

water point

to supply

to read; to make out

boundary

boundary line

line

three varieties;
three kinds

sector of activity

battle area

to confine to

supply depot

ammunition supply
point

bridgehead; beachhead

dump

to paint

storage tank



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 51

a. Student Instructions and Guidance, See page 22.

b, Word List

q0$ tairyaku a gist, a resume

-- hs.z.A...) ichioo for the time being

z. A teigi a definition

A/1- 4- kihon fugoo basic symbol

Vi' ir A, 4 tashikameru to identify

I "LT 5 miwakeru to distinguish

,... 44 . sankakkei triangle

'ft 31g-il trer kansokujo observation post (op)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 119

a. Dialogue

'Military Symbols-Weapons and Vehicles'

t 1- 1: it 5: v.4% ri tr-

tl°' k lt v% e) 44c
4. it'll ;41 404- rs 13/1 itt.

L,

-("t , 0113111

,x I t Nib *4.0 Ili" =fin

4 k43totq-, 0-4
A lit I t 1111 v A 1 !-I- e

SC

1,79 1"-tbN,

. %A 51"4-. -t1-;, it t). t-t it 9

< 11) t tf j ( t tC4,

Ky t iP 17 451 teN,

4-1< is < 1, 1" L ,t:

.;1". ..), t 13 tr') t '1* ".)

t
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Instructor:

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 119

b. Dialogue Translation

Military symbols indicating weapons and

vehicles are also used on military maps, etc.

I will cite some basic ones from among them

and give you brief explanations.

I will begin with the basic symbols indicating

the classification of weapons.

This it is the symbol which indicates the

basic infantry weapon, that is, the light

automatic weapon.

This is the symbol for artillery

weapons. The next v is the symbol

indicating high trajectory weapons. In order

to indicate antiaircraft weapons, weapons

symbols enclosed in circiesare used. 0-0

Private A : Sir, is that the same as the basic symbol

used for supply installations?

Instructor: Yes, the shape is the same, "however, in this

case the circle is drawn a size smaller and a

symbol indicating a weapon is always drawn

inside, so, I doubt very much if one will

mistake this for installation symbols.

Now, then, the next is the symbol for self-
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 119

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

propelled weapons. The symbol for artillery

weapon is enclosed by this symbol; -(0)

This is used for tracked and halftrack

vehicle only. <>

As for antitank weapons, this symbol (A)

is placed on the base of weapon symbol

Rocket projectors are indicated by placing

this kind of a thing ('`) at the apex of

artillery weapon symbols . The symbols

for recoilless rifles and rocket launchers are

the same and drawn in this manner.---*

Private C : Why is it that the symbols for recoilless

rifles and rocket launchers are the same,

sir?

Instructor: That is because the recoilless rifle and

the rocket launcher are used mainly as

antitank weapons.

Now, if I were to explain all the symbols

pertaining to weapons, it would become too

specialized and would also take considerable

time, therefore, I have decided for the time

being to discontinue it around here.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 119

c. Reading Text

1: A- 1:2 t 1101- -r*jr 4-3 *IX
t; '70-C tA1311, kr. tt)ht fiC.4" t krit`t

A, lr 1--49.11 lc 44- igt t a Joi. 17 1- YlL

if, 3.5

t*.ii:1-3,A4gefsto 1`1 °P 14: -!t t )1-* *4
) 4- a 1 4 1! t.

vE.J ( 1 I V)

17 OE *
I %IL

'X ill 4%17"i

6 11- ') 4:4 t' qkt

fi ir 9 1*.

411

-7 LI 7k3g 4-3 t kit",

44 a) tri 4') iz t It.t L 10,i§11

t PA U ( -I-) N132 41t. Itzi a tf' 41",, 3"1

6.11. grAtiE, 3-,r1 i;k41.4' z;)L-it,
6
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 119

d. Exercises

A. Give Japanese equivalents to the following words:

1, self-propelled weapon

2. cannon

3, antiaircraft weapon

4, high trajectory weapon

5. tracked vehicle

6. heavy howitzer

7. recoilless rifle

8. antitank weapon

B. Give English equivalents or explanations to the
following words and symbols:

1. 3.5

2- 41

3. ifs

4.
10:4

5.

6. irs

7. V. t

8.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 119

d. Exercises, continued

9.
105

6

10, 30

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. VI-- -5- I I t. *It a A; :11 e'NA a) 4 tip,

2,

3, fct k t h--) 4- Is) t t to 11 tic.. 4 =r

4- ift?: riclh ))- .9 5cf Is] L"

. t -5

5. -K 4.a? fr& -k 4- 4k, 3, 0) IA 11
t 4-4 tr:Avl 1:13-***/%.

6. .7( t v% 134- te. -I -top
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 119

e. Word List

kanryaku na

kubun

kei-jidookaki

kyokusha kaki

taikuu kaki

kakomu

hitomawari
chiisaku

jisoohoo

sookisha

hansookisha

nemoto

chooten

yooryoo

keihoo

chuuhoo

juuhoo

kei-ryuudampoo

chuu-ryuudampoo

juu-ryuudampoo

kanonhoo

uchikiru
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brief

classification

light automatic
weapon

high trajectory
weapon

antiaircraft weapon

to surround

a size smaller

self-propelled gun

tracked vehicle

half-track vehicle

the base;

apex

the main point

light gun

medium gun

heavy gun

light howitzer

medium howitzer

heavy howitzer

cannon

to end; to finish

the root



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 119

e. Word List, continued

fumei

kasanete

doubtful; obscure;
ambiguous

again; repeatedly



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 120

a. Dialogue

'Map Reading'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 120

a. Dialogue, continued

eA9tt, 1.4 '47K-et/

tt : v% qr" Lv* 9 o fit, ill It It

0 lz -krt. sk .3:.* 'h 14.4; 0:1, 55_ tr.



Instructor:

Private A :

Instructor:

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 120

b. Dialogue Translation

It is very important for a soldier to have

knowledge of map reading. However, I will

reserve the details for another occasion,

and at this time will explain only those

matters which you, as soldiers, must know,

at least, As common knowledge.

Now, f st of all, I have a question to ask

you. What is a map? Is there anyone among

you who can give an answer to this question

in'a few words? Private A, how about you?

les;sir. A map is a picture of the earth.

That's right. A map is a scale drawing of

the whole surface of the earth or a part of

the eai\rth.

For example, there are maps which show the

whole of the North American Continent, and

maps witch show only an island like Kyushu of

Japan. Again, there are maps that show only

a very small part of the earth such as the

Fort Ord area.

Most maps are drawn as though the ground

directly below were observed from an aircraft.

So, when you look at a map, you must think
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 120

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

that you are high above the earth, looking

straight down.

Private ,B : Sir, I have a question. Do you mean to say,

then, that maps mean only those which are

drawn/

Instructor: kb, not all of them are so. Maps are usually

drawn as I have explained just now. However,

there are in addition those which are made

with photographs taken with a camera from a

pXane. These are called photomaps.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 120

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. topography

2. map is flat

3. surface of the earth

4. absolutely

5. map for operation use

6. map for strategy use

7. map for general use

8. field troop

9. movement

10. concentration

B. Express the following in English:

3.
.ta,

fFIik V

4. ik 151;: --g\i/

5. 1<-1

It ;'<

A

6. " .t.t./ 4.)
,7.

8.

2 r
(
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Lesson 120

d. Exercises, continued

9, fr ;h t -t-

10, t Vi6

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. :rtrL, 14 7) fr, I t < It *AI:. `C
4:77 fj -r Tr,

2. Ili) It 1 sj-V',

3. ,0) t4 t 47'13 IL tc: I:

4, E LI- I -IA 43-- //" t t 3 t's ;

5. .pt.: al it t .0) j t-)7, /- 4->p,

6. 14 =2 .7) -cop,

7. .'t"L it} 4,15, t.

oktv,
9. t, I`4 t ;P-- \-4k *-C% t I- 11.1 4:

10. -C to 4t 17`,,
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Lesson 120

e. Word List

yuzuru

jooshiki

chikyuu

hyoomen

jimen

shashinki

shukushaku

shashinzu

chihyoo

shakudo

bengijoo

taishoobutsu

chisel

heimen

wankyoku suru

zettaiteki ni

bunrui

kitei

senryaku(yoo)
chizu

158

to postpone;
to reserve

common sense
(knowledge)

earth; globe

surface

surface of land;
ground

camera

scale (map term)

photomap

surface of the earth

scale (map term)

for conveniences
sake

(the) object
(a concrete thing)

topography

plane; flat

to curve; to bend

absolutely

classification

specification;
regulation

strategic map



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 120

e. Word List, continued

ippan(yoo)chizu general map

yasen butai field troop (unit)

senjutsu (joo) tactical (standpoint)

kanri administration

shuuchuu concentration
1

daibutai large unit
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 52

a. Student Instructions and Guidance. See page 22.

b. Word List

naanda

nen o osu

sate wa

inemuri suru

furafura suru

soko nan da

what!

to call one's
attention to;
to remind someone
of - -

then; so then

to doze; to snooze

to feel dizzy

that's the point;
that's it

PA t kikimorasu to miss hearing;
.

to fail to hear

71c < "t: %.% mizukusai be reserved;
be not frank

f-
heika arms; line branches

bu services

If' _, ote -age da you got me;
I give up

rtt-
ra sentoo chikyoo boundary

(zone of action)

doonari barely;
somehow or other
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a. Dialogue

'Map Reading' , continued
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a. Dialogue, continued
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a. Dialogue, continued

14. kt-4-- losf.

15. g- V4-

16.

17. ,tt

alyi
,,"

Od II°
I 10

W 1.1*

1110 le

0
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a. Dialogue, continued

24.

25.

7'

-t- JL
26. 10k 1-1 *411R- mouromp

27. *,I Vf<,1:3f+' 11100100

28. tfy

29.

;:t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 121

b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: There are quite a few things that may be

called maps, but there is the topographic

map as one of the most important ones for

soldiers. You, as soldiers, regardless of

your branch of service, must thoroughly learn

the use of this topographic map. For this

purpose, first of all, it is important that

you become familiar with what the various

symbols used in topographic maps represent.

Ground objects or features are usually shown

on maps by symbols resembling them simply and

clearly. The symbol may vary in size accord-

ing to the size of the map but it will still

be the same shape.

Did you have a question, Private C?

Private C : Yes, sir. Map symbols are printed on the

map from the beginning, are they not, sir?

Instructor: Of course.

Private C : Then, military symbols are written in after-

wards, aren't they, sir?

Instructor: That's right. They are written as the occasion

demands. However, most of the time an overlay
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Private E :

Instructor:

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 121

b. Dialogue Translation,continued

is used and they are written on it.

Any more questions?

Yes, I have, sir. It seems various colors are

used in topographic map symbols but is there

some sort of regulation on it?

There is. For instance, blue is to be used

for things related to water, such as lakes,

streams, swamps, etc. Green is used to

indicate vegetation, namely, woods, orchards,

grasslands, jungles, etc.,and brown is used

for contours, cuts, and fills. Red is used to

indicate main roads and, occasionally,

restricted or danger areas. For manmade

features such as buildings, bridges, rail-

roads, and ordinary roads which are not shown

in red, black is used. Sometimes, yellow is

used to indicate cities.

Now, I shall cite some of the most common and

basic map symbols and explain them:

1. school 2. telephone post

3. church 4. buildings

5. cemetery 6. farm land

7. rice paddy (blue)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 121

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

8. grassland (green) 9. swamp (blue)

10. orchard (green) 11. lakes & ponds
(blue)

12. woods (green) 13. stream (blue)

14. good road 15. dirt road

16. trail 17. bridge

18. railroad 19. road over railroad

20. road under railroad 21. grade crossing

22. cut (brown)

24. dam

26. smooth-wire fence

28. hospital

167

23. fill (brown)

25. crossroad

27. barbed-wire fence

29. road junction
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 121

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. communication between units

2. telephone pole

3. contour (line)

4, main road

5. restricted area

6. danger area

7. viaduct

8. road junction

9. crossroad

10. attack objective

B. Express the following in English:

-14- 4L egi t" rtY- 14 49 'ft

2. tr-

L. t. 1"

4. hN" -t" P) 4 It ):.4-g.9.,

T "fit t )7% 1. * tit!. 4-t 4-7 L

5. 1- tlk t g,K4, r )/ 41.i. tiEvi-- z "4-

,,/ :t -47

6. f+ CI -t j34:.

3 -co *.)1--) at Ar, t It -I' ,
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d. Exercises, continued

7. 1 t Nr- -c" 4-) r

1"

8. y: it a) 4-11, rk tit". s. 41, kti t"

< tt aft

9. I± 4 a) M* 11 er, 4 1. a LA- NiT-

r AV) Igv 1: -t

10 . lc it (A, jiff A.** -t3 -11-4P Nko)

ffift.1) 3 Pi)" tPv -71 < tv

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

7;1 40. r t -71c r,; 40) ii%%`A

2. t-ff1 .2) it v *%.7 # it *21, -Y-j3$0;

*t. -t"t

3. J 1 t 35' it ill °I) -It, )1 9

5. *- *#<. 1= t e" E t

6. *)1.4.1 *4* t 4' 1'z`"
7. J) 41 a) ivirek (/' )t 414-N-1(

? *fit a) 3 MT ko-yt f-)t

8. At y-- tc it `Ctk 5);- i7`...14 4

9. IV It /C 7- n t"4-bN, t /"1"

Ytf- fc ft *v 3 f- 'AVE10.
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e. Word List

chikeizu

chibutsu

insatsu suru

numachi

shokubutsu

aoiro

kajuen

kusachi

janguru

tookoo-sen

kiritori-bu

mori-do

kansen dooro

senyoo chiiki

kiken chiiki

futsuu dooro

denchuu

kenchiku-butsu

bochi

noochi

suiden

171

topographic map

ground features;
ground objects

to print (on press)

swamp; bog; moor;
marsh

vegetation; plants

blue color

orchard

grassland; meadows

jungle

contour (line)

cut (of railroad or
road)

fill; embankment

main road; arterial
road

restricted area

danger area

ordinary road

telephone pole

building

cemetery; graveyard

agricultural ground

rice field;
paddy-field
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 121

e. Word List, continued

ryookoo dooro

do(sha) dooro

rikkyoo

heimen koosa

damu

juujiro

tessen saku

yuushi tessen
saku

sar.zaro

ikkoo sure

zenshin mokuhyoo

koogeki mokuhyoo

mokuhyoo

shageki mokuhyoo

sagyoo

jinchi

tsuushin-hei

tsushin sentaa

dooro rosen

sekimu

172

good road

dirt road

viaduct; overpass

grade crossing
(railroad)

dam

crossroad

wire fence (smooth)

barbed-wire fence

road junction (fork)

give a thought to

march objective

attack objective

objective

target

work project

position

signalman

communication center

route

responsibility
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a. Dialogue

'Map Reading' continued
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a. Dialogue, continued
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a. Dialogue, continued

y:
C. /7"tr E ?-Ltd', it* or- ;) < 4.7

to 5 % e. t 17
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 122

b. Dialogue Translation

Private C: Sergeant, are you in?

M/Sgt Yep,

Private C: May I bother you a minute?

M/Sgt Yeh, come in.

Private C: Excuse me.

M/Sgt What can I do for you? Sit down, anyway.

Private C: Yes, thank you. Weren't you busy?

M/Sgt No, I've finished already. You look so worried.

Anything happen?

Private C: No, it isn't anything serious, but to tell you

the truth, there is to be an exam tomorrow on

maps.

M/Sgt I see. So?

Private C: As you know, Sgt, I am a candidate to enroll

in the NonCommissioned Officer Candidate School.

So, I must, by all means, get a good grade in

this examination or I'll be in trouble.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 122

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

M/Sgt That's right. It'll be advantageous for you

over-all to have a good record in everything

starting from now, don't you think?

Private C: Yes. So, I have a favor to ask of you.

Favor? Why so formal? What is it? If its

anything I can do .

I would like you to give me an oral exam on

maps. I think I've studied pretty hard, but

I still lack some confidence.

M/Sgt I see. Okay. You're here at just the right

time as I am not busy. Well, then, we'll try

testing right now, shall we? However, in

exchange, if you make an error on one question

you're going to treat me to a bottle of beer.

All right?

Private C: Well, that's a little ton severe, isn't it?

But I guess I can't help it. I'll treat you.

M/Sgt You really mean it? I'm just joking, don't

worry. Now, then, here we go:

What are "contour lines" for?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 122

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Private C: By contour lines, we are able to tell which

part of the land is high and which part of the

land is low.

M/Sgt Then, are the "contour intervals" the same on

any map?

Private C: No, they are different depending on the map.

So, when you read a map you must pay attention

to this point.

M/Sgt When you mention the height of a mountain,

what becomes the reference?

It is sea level. We phrase it like,

"So many thousand feet above sea level".

M/Sgt When contour lines are far apart, is the slope

of a hill steep or gentle?

Private C: It is gentle.

M/Sgt Then, how about this one? When a number of

contour lines touch each other, what does it

indicate?

Private C: It indicates a cliff and the more the lines
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 122

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

touch each other the higher the cliff is.

M/Sgt You can tell the shape or the height of a

mountain by contour lines, but whet else can

you tell by them?

Private C: You can tell saddles, direction of streams,

valleys, flat land, basins, depressions, and

so forth.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 122

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. From the contour line we know which parts of a

map are high and which are low.

2. We know from this map that the hill is 1,225 feet

above sea level.

3. Contours are smooth curves.

4. Contours run in the same direction.

5. The top of this hill is 1,225 feet high.

6. The base of this hill is 500 feet high.

7. A contour line is drawn for every so many feet

or meters in height.

8. The difference in height between contour lines

is the contour interval.

9. In a map the contour interval is written below

the drawing.

10. Look for the contour interval when reading a map.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 1:47 js 6. Ifir -1kr

2. L:- tilfc 7.
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8. 4, Yr kf

9. < it"
rte

10. 54- -tti.



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 122

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 14 69 Ne"') t' 47 4 , c"0 4151- t," 47 14

2. ;%,-"5-7 *N" .54 \lb t a wR A 3 134-
v -t

4. OK F4-1 r147 t" 3 it ,i41

5. *Nt Vic h`' ;S.* i'frz" < t/> t I

6. 1,( e't"-i;13--\.5riL41-to 3 ,' tt C' /.7J.) -4-4.

7. .rt 1;41 it till 1"1-4`.

8, 1 ,1-/ L1A t i'";"7 s7)

;r tJ L"

9. 91- 1- `.t. 19'10 1 1=17 tj-,R

,<*. ;It i# \:ti) 4-) L t Or, < 13" It 171
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 122

e. Grammar Notes

1. Kake tamae - - - "sit down".

Conjunctive base (second base) + tamae expresses

familiar command.

Examples:

a. Koko e kitamae.

Come here.

b. Moo sukoshi benkyoo shitamae.

Study a little harder.

c. Moo sukoshi nomitamae.

Drink a little more.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 122

f. Word List

soochoo

erai

master sergeant

serious; awful

shimpai soo na to have a worried
kao o shite iru look

Kashikan Gakkoo Noncommissioned
Officer Candidate
School

kaketamae sit down
(See Grammar Notes)

nyuugaku admission into a
school

ii ten o toru to make a good grade

seiseki record

banji everything

aratamaru to stand on ceremony;
to become formal

kootoo de orally

jishin confidence

ichimon one question
(problem)

ogoru to treat

hidoi strict; severe

dewa iku zo I'll proceed then

tookoosen kankaku contour interval

kijun standard; reference

kaimen surface of the sea;
sea level
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 122

f. Word List, continued

41C kaibatsu above sea level

if 3-1-- 4) shamen slope

IT 3 -)7 n' yuruyaka gentle; smooth

< -) ' '1" f''.77 kuttsukiau to stand close to
each other

//\''
gake cliff

f:°/.., dangai cliff; precipice

14 41', ambu saddle (of a hill)

id- tani valley; ravine

4 t ti heichi flat land

J.7
o- .tJ tonchi basin

< trtL kubochi depression

Aor m kyokusen curved lines

41t vt hyookoo standard elevation

'AL sa difference



Language Labor
Exerc

a. Student Instructions a

b. Word List

4 4,

.41

kiok

ara

atory Exercises
ise 53

nd Guidance. See page 22,

to ni suru

adankai

shikai suru

doshi doshi

gochoo

- - sa

ryookun

iken

kawakiri

ichiri

gimon

jinkoo
koosakubutsu

j ibutsu

186

memory

to renew

round table discussion

to preside over

in rapid succession

corporal

I assure you; indeed

both of you

opinion

opener; beginning

some truth; reason

doubt; question

man made objects

things; matters
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a. Dialogue

'Map Reading', continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 123

a, Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 123

b. Dialogue Translation

M/Sgt : You know pretty well, don't you? Well then,

we have a word "terrain". What's your explana-

tion on this?

Private C: "Terrain" refers to form of an area of ground,

and the different things in this area of ground

are its features, natural and manmade.

M/Sgt : For instance?

Private C: For instance, natural features are hills, streams,

valleys, cliffs, slopes, saddles, swamps, lakes,

ponds, etc.

M/Sgt : Then, what are manmade features?

Private C: . Roads, railroads, bridges, cuts, fills, build-

ings, tunnels, etc. are all manmade features.

M/Sgt : What other features are there?

Private C: Let me see. There are draws, clearings, bluffs,

peaks, ridges, crests, crest lines, and so forth.

M/Sgt : Those are natural features, I suppose. What

about the horizon?

Private C: Oops, that's right. The horizon is one of them,

isn't it? It is also called the skyline, isn't

it?

A/Sgt : That's right. It is also called the skyline.

Then?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 123

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Private C: Then, there are culverts, ravines, hollows,

banks

M/Sgt Just a minute. When you refer to the banks of

a river as the left bank or the right bank,

which side is the left bank and which side is

the right bank?

Private C: That is when you face upstream, the bank at

your left side is the left bank and the bank

at your right side is the right bank.

M/Sgt No, that's wrong. It's the opposite, isn't it?

Private C: Oh, yes, you're rights It's facing in the

direction of the flow, isn't it? I sure pulled

a bonez! One bottle of beer I take it?

M/Sgt You aren't going to get-away with only one

bottle of beer, I tell you. Well, joking aside,

what is a culvert that you mentioned a while

ago?

Private C: Culvert? A culvert is a large iron pipe or a

earthen pipe under a road, and water may run

through it.

M/Sgt Then, what's the difference between a ravine

and a valley?

Private C: A ravine is like a valley, but the difference

is that it is smaller than a valley, and in
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 123

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

most cases a stream has cut away the earth to

make the ravine.

M/Sgt What about a basin and a hollow?

Private C: The difference lies in their sizes. The basin

is large.

M/Sgt What is the difference between a peak and a

ridge?

Private C: A peak is like the top of a square tent, and a

ridge is like the top of a shelter tent.

M/Sgt You do quite well, don't you? Everything is

fine so far, but it's going to be difficult

from here on.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 123

C. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 123

d. Exercises

A. Put a check () mark in front of each of the following

terms which you think are manmade features, and a circle

( C) ) mark in front of each of the terms which you think

are natural terrain features.

B. Also give English equivalent for each term.

1. 3-.

0. 1V1... 1- tv
/I)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 123

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 17, 0.) tt 4a5

2. xn tz. t t It( k-/) -r" h\" t"/.- to

3. II- 4r :20) t 10Y.417 I:- Mit, ir S5

t T e"S5 t.t t t
*"

4. II1I13:4-1,2Ke'311ith4/1---Lottir.

5. ta t 0 47 4" .

6. ik 1))1 t 131 a: it -t.i t s. xv1 -t" t /P.

1" S5 0

8 a:7 i 4P's J t 3 *4,0: 7411t71;k

ig) r,a1 %-t VI

9. '41 ;1 t it j t \t"-, *-" T"t.if
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 123

e. Word List

1g ,Ae 0) shizen no natural

jinkoo manmade; artificial

)IN komizo draw

fit, kuuchi clearing

*"v% engai bluff

J.. T9, sanchoo peak

t :7 sanryoo ridge

LiA AlLo sanrei crest

9 ryoosen crest line

7,-k 11,X

- 4-1 )s.. ri

chiheisen horizon

kaikuusen skyline

ankyo culvert; blind ditch

kyookoku ravine; gorge; canyon

kishi bank (topog.)

ugan right bank

sagan left bank

hookoo direction

shippai failure; blunder

shippai, shippai I certainly pulled
a boner

---ja sumasanai zo I do not let you get
away with (it)

tekkan iron pipe

dokan earthen pipe; drain
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 123

e. Word List, continued

mooshibun nai

teppen

mizo

ai kai suru

teiboo

chikutei

unga

yoosuiro

heiya

musuu
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perfect; satisfactory

summit

ditch

to come together

dike

embankment

canal

irrigation canal

plain

numberless; countless



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 124

a. Dialogue

'Map Reading', continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 124

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 124

b. Dialogue Translation

M/Sgt What should we do to find ground distance on

maps?

Private C: We can measure it by using the scale drawn in

the bottom margin of the map.

M/Sgt What is scale, anyway?

Private C: Let me see. It means map scale and there are

three kinds. First, there is one of words and

figures. For example, "three inches equal one

mile", etc. Then there is the representative

fraction. In other words, "Scale: 1/25,000",

is an example. Next, there is the one drawn

like a ruler. This is called a "graphic scale".

M/Sgt Is the graphic scale in miles, meters, or yards?

Private C: Some are in miles,some are in meters, and some

are in yards.

M/Sgt Now, this time it's going to be about the

representative fraction. Suppose the represen-

tative fraction of map A is 1:25,000 and map B

is 1: 50,000, which is the larger scale?

Private C: Map B Oops, just a minute. That's

right, the larger one is A.

M/Sgt That's correct. It's a problem people often

make mistake.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 124

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Private C: How true! I almost made a mistake, too, by

being careless.

M/Sgt The next concerns the most used terms pertain-

ing to estimate of position of things on the

ground on maps. To begin with, what is a grid?

Private C: All the squares drawn on a map are the grid.

And a line in a grid system is called a grid

line.

M/Sgt Then, what are the figures on grid lines called?

Private C: They are called coordinates.

M/Sgt Very good! You needn't worry, it seems.

Private C: You think so, Sgt? Thank you.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 124

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 124

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The representative fraction is the scale of the

map.

2. On a map we read right up to get the coordinates

of a square.

3. The distance between grid lines is 1,000 yards.

We divide the square into ten 100 yard squares.

4. Sometimes more than one graphic scales are on a

map.

5. The representative fraction may be written in two

ways.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 14 49...t. 1" 4, ea Aft it 65 /706 z 11- 3

ttd KK it R -t" it %;11-4`

2. 41 1:25,000 Y 1:50,000

1:25,000 0) ff op" Rid

1" I

3. '19.v 1z' 1-0 j 41.1_ .t <It tlk 1"

4, S.... 4 4- 4 ,v -tra '14

5. /7-9 ;7:14_ ok ,0) .v Y./ ,-; 5 .

C. Give Japanese equivalents to the following terms:

1. scale

2, be equal to
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 124

d. Exercises, continued

3. ruler

4. square

5. system

6. field

7. isolated tree

8. sentry

9. grid line

10. easy to make a mistake



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 124

e. Word List

ig yohaku margin

zushiki shukushaku graphic scale

shukushaku ritsu representative frac-
tion

!it AL monosashi ruler

411- 1 ichi position, location

hantei judgement, finding

yO0g0 term; terminology

Y" 9 .v guriddo grid

-t seihookei a square

tW soshiki system

guriddo-sen grid line

AL 4:1N zahyoo coordinates

PT jissai actual

;, 9 ayamari yasui easy to make a mistake

If Rs nohara field

lft dokuritsuju isolated tree

/21 11;- sogekishu sniper

v7-4 hoshoo sentry
1) 1

174 A: tf-6
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 54

a. Student Instruction

b. Word List

and Guidance.

shikenkan

kootoo shimon

dai-ichi mon

kootei

sesshoku suru

koosa suru

taki

kaimen

r ikuchi

bunshi

bunsuu

205

See page 22.

examiner

oral examination

question no. 1

height

to touch

to cross (each other)

water fall

the surface of the
sea; the sea level
(Ref: Kaisui men)

land

numerator

fraction;
fractional number
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PREFACE

The NON RESIDENT LANGUAGE REFRESHER COURSE, MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE UNIT, 210 HOUR COURSE, JAPANESE LANGUAGE, VOLUME VIII,
contains Lessons 125-140 for classroom instruction and Exercises
55-60 for language laboratory practice.

Its primary aim is to put the student into as many military
linguistic situations as possible, thereby exercising his free
use of the language for individual communication and preparing
him for a military language assignment.

Each Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" consists of the
following sections:

"a. Dialogue"

"b. Dialogue Translation"

ss c. Reading Text"

"d. Exercises"

e. Word List"

The "Dialogue", written in conventional writing, i.. arranged
so as to give the student a number of new words and a number of
new ways of saying things. Certain KANJI "Chinese characters",
considered more difficult for the student to recognize than
others, appear with their readings to facilitate his reading.

"Dialogue Translation" is intended to convey the meaning
of the Japanese sentence, rather than to be a word-for-word
translation. Where possible, idiomatic English sentences are
given. However, in some cases, if the Japanese sentence were
translated into idiomatic English, an important feature of the
Japanese sentence meaning would be lost. Therefore, the student
should not be alarmed even if some of the English versions
appear stilted.

The "Reading Text", written narratively in conventional
writing, normally reworks and manipulates the vocabulary and
patterns of the "Dialogue" to provide the student with a
resume of the "Dialogue".

The "Exercises" are intended both for bilingual practice
of translating from one to the other and for drill in directly
answering questions given in Japanese, and they are based
primarily on the content of the "Dialogue".



The "Dialogue", "Reading Text" and certain sections of
"Exercises" in each Lesson for "Classroom Instruction" are
pre-recorded together with necessary student instructions for use
in the event that native speakers of Japanese are not available
as instructors.

Normally every third hour is to be spent for individual
language laboratory practice whether qualified instructors are
available or not. The material for laboratory practice is based
primarily on the contents of the "Dialogues" covered in classroom
during the two preceding hours. The bulk of the laboratory
material including student instructions is also pre-recorded.
However, some portions of the laboratory material have been
prepared in written form and these are printed under "Language
Laboratory Exercises" normally after every second Lesson for
"Classroom Instruction". Each pre-recorded "Language Laboratory
Exercise" consists of a dialogue and a series of questions.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 125

a. Dialogue

'Compass'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 125

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 125

b. Dialogue Translation

Capt Smith: Mr. Kati, now you have had a brief glimpse of

how the army conducts classroom instruction.

If you have any question, please don't hesitate

to ask.

Mr. Kati). Thank you very much. It has furnished me with

much information. However, there is one little

item I am desirous of knowing. That is, what

does a soldier do to judge direction in the

field?

Capt Smith: Oh, I see. If it is on that subject, fortunate-

ly, there is a class going on now in the next

room, so let's go there and find out.

Mr. Katz : If you please.

*************************************

Instructor: The principles and the essence of applying the

principles pertaining to determining directions

are as I have lectured so far. And I believe

it is no longer necessary to emphasize how

important it is for you to have a thorough

knowledge of the same. So, I will ask you

some questions for the purpose of reviewing

the parts that we have covered so far.

****************************
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 125

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Instructor: Do you use some sort of instrument to determine

direction on the ground? Private Green.

Green Yes, sir, we do. We use compasses.

Instructor: How is the graduation on the dial of a compass?

Yes, Private Parker.

Parker The graduation on the dial is divided into 360

parts, and this is indicated by degrees. There-

fore, there are 360 degrees on the dial. Again

there are some on which the dial is not in

degrees but in mils. The mil is the angle

subtended by 1/6,400 of the circumference of

a circle.

Instructor: That is correct. Now, then, what is azimuth?

This time, Private Thomas.

Thomas Azimuth is direction expressed as horizontal

angle, and is usually measured in degrees or

mils clockwise from north.

Instructor: Fine. Then, as for azimuth what kinds are

there? Private White.

White Yes, sir. There are the true azimuth, the

grid azimuth, the magnetic azimuth, the

forward azimuth, and the back azimuth.

Instructor: Very good.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 125

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 125

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. There are 360 degrees in a circle.

2. You are at road junction A on the map. You must

find the azimuth of tree B with your compass.

3. Walk to the tree and find the back azimuth to the

road junction.

4. When the forward azimuth is 60 degrees, your back

azimuth is 240 degrees.

5. There are 6,400 mils on a dial of certain compasses.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 05- ti c fs 9 t

2. "ff. '01 L f:A -Y A,

4 . 1 )11. 9 tqtr ,t 17'1 3

5. 7 "4 'c? )1/ It "2-- is y
.1- 6D .c1 /7 t,3

6 . 7-4 i 3 V( 1it 9 Z ;ft; t'` ,.

7 . 3 1 7c7 o

, Iv. L., 4.!
I 4. 7 / L

9 v '42.- -4 4- 3 I

l2 b
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 125

d. Exercises, continued

1: ;113 < RZ,.t

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. f* 1 t -I" 7 I 3 g Ij 10 -t Po

2, I-9
f It 4-L-t ,1 4-h%.,

3. .A1; A9 e) ig 4 ,Y1 g i/1
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 125

e. Word List

jugyoo

koogi

jukuchi suru

fukushuu

jishaku

daiyaru

memor i

do

miru

hooikaku

suihe i -kaku

tokei mawari

shin hooikaku

guriddo hooikaku

jishin hooikaku

zempoo hooikaku

gyaku hooikaku

enshuu

reido

ri

michi no

kakujitsu ni

shuppatsu ten

8

instruction

lecture

to be thoroughly
familiar

review

compass

dial

graduation; scale

degree

mil

azimuth

horizontal angle

clockwise

true azimuth

grid azimuth

magnetic azimuth

forward azimuth

back azimuth

circumference; circle

zero degree

principle; reason

unknown

surely; for sure

starting point
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 126

a. Dialogue

1Compasst, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 126

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 126

b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: On the ground the compass is used to measure

direction, but on a map what is used to measure

direction? Private Smith.

Smith On a map the protractor is used to measure

direction.

Instructor: That's right. By the way, is the scale on the

straight part of the protractor also in degrees?

Private Adams.

Adams No, sir. It is not so. It is in inches.

Instructor: The protractor is half a circle, but how many

degrees are there? Private Brown.

Brown It is half of a circle, so it is 180 degrees.

Instructor: That's right. Then, what is the scale on the

straight part of the protractor used for?

Private Jones.

Jones It is used as a ruler. It has graduation in

inches, so one can use it to measure distance

on a map.

Instructor: Now then, can you measure the angle between

180 degrees and 360 degrees with a protractor?

Private Watson.

Watson Yes, you can, sir. You bring the half circle

to the left and use the angle scale from 180

degrees to 360 degrees.
;1
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 126

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Instructor: That's right. Now, please look at this map.

33

32

46 47

There is a railroad bridge here, you see?

What would you do if you are to measure the

azimuth of the lone pine tree from the railroad

bridge with a protractor? Private Yamamoto.

Yamamoto : First, I will draw a line from the bridge to

the lone pine tree. And then, I will extend

the line toward the bottom so that it will

cross the grid line on the left. Then, I will

put the straight part of the protractor on the

crossed grid line and set the index, which is

on the middle point of the straight part of

the protractor at the crossing point. Thus,

13



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 126

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

I will read from the protractor the azimuth

from the bridge to the lone pine tree.

Instructor: Yes, xmry well done.

14



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 126

c. Reading Text

-z°11 fig t All 5 tf".. 74a

tit4.2,-,--c" It Jrit tp-7 g

L't tto t4 44, apt it *c it -*NA; )\-rif.t.-c"
5gii 5 v.. e% 4: 3 t,1 t i L r:. xi3:1 .

?4 -et AP.] 3 #-O'"i*,30 /.)t xi. 6) t wt-

fr. 1 ?/?- 1 I i PZ 65 td 0) 10 j 3 , Z ta 10

-t
3 . AL vit. xi

4". , 41- ," b" v I 3

t, 14 a) e 311 5 ,7"9.y 12' Al< 6) t. %1'1

2;A VII7 -t" *b. 13 0

%kr 05 oi; it 14 17_ v% , *L. it

7"q 1-" f2-4- /7-9 3e..4 1ti4

49 1*"".1.-rs,) t 3r.L1 to 5 0 Z. 65 17")),y t AA 3ti
"if t -k N7 sf (0 10 t 3 tz.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 126

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Magnetic north is the direction of north on the

compass.

2. The difference between grid north and magnetic

north is 8 degrees which is the grid magnetic

angle.

3. Declination is the difference in direction between

true north and magnetic north, or between true north

and grid north.

4. If the grid azimuth is 110 degrees and the G-M

angle 11 degrees west, the magnetic azimuth is

121 degrees.

B. Express the, following in English:

1. .)\4..")4:v /1`" 3k 1"9,y

2. A- 1/1<: -r- 4:42 '1) :73 Z " 3

3. icri t tit /"

?4

4. 4-)X I I 12- 3 z 7%'

'7° ').7 -r"

A3,

C. Give Japanese equivalents to the following terms:

1. compass

2. magnetic azimuth

16



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 126

d. Exercises, continued

3. grid azimuth

4. true north

5. north pole

6. magnetic north

7. grid north

8. G-M angle

9. 8 degrees

10, ruler



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 126

e. Word List

bundoki

han-en

i0Ogi

kakUdO

ippon matsu

tekkyoo

nobasu

shihyoo

shimpoku

hokkyoku

jihoku

guriddo hoku

henkakuzu

jii-emu kakis

yomitoru

protractor

half a circle

ruler

angle

lone pine tree

railroad bridge;
steel bridge

to extend

index (marking)

true north

north pole

magnetic north

grid north

declination diagram

Grid-Magnetic angle

to read

TAKE EXAMINATION NO. 9 BEFORE STUDYING LESSON 127.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 127

a, Dialogue

'Map Reading' , continued

43( rt4 t t 141= 'it 31711,=

if) X.. 09 112.". t *71 //%%;

431- %-;7 1,c 3 t
K.11" rs.

St t4 _r_ ei) t f51 3C, 5 4- k

1`.;J" S-,1114:t4N "7" G,

.7 ifflo5*-0tA'-t-t:,,-cv) 4- -4-0
Isc

X" :5 I, I*"

I'S -kt -r A

tig4-0;1;11-,-E. tffl

lc L t o It Lt 1: Z Wit, 14 69

Sic 1' J: 3 t, tt OL t-7-2 - 6) 13*

/" tt t -4" t, - s' -Sk

X it V). 1/1 kt. t Xv I 4 1.

104- 1.4 _t-p*ig At

VI- 3 t 2A 1 colt 43
4 I- i )11- 17\ 5 t-" 4: "
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Classroom Instruction
Lessola 127

a, Dialogue, continued

ehrt%
-4-,

aAsp-- t 4q

/ICE
6 t )tt..1,1 4. If) .k-t14 ic

k 745- 0 11"9 .) 1-" 1-47 te--

i;-r v% V 4\ rs 19 -fr s) .!t

A7TA Azt t 13-1-°) )1k k

7.--- V4- /), 1) 4- t. rz 4\
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 127

b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: Before you use the map and compass together,

what do you do first? Private Smith.

Smith : Yes, sir. First, yvu must place the map in a

position so that the positions and the directions

on the map are lined up with the positions and

the dIrections on the ground.

Instructor: What is the term for lining up the map with the

positions and directions on the ground?

Private Brown.

Brown : It is orienting the map.

Instructor: Yes, that's right. Then, according to the

first method of orienting a map, first of all,

what must you actually do? Private Adams.

Adams : First, with the map in front of you, you look

at the ground and the map at the same time.

Then you orient the map by inspection.

Instructor: Well done. Now then, by the other way to orient

a map, what do you do? Do you know, Private

Thomas?

Thomas : Yes, I do, sir. It is a way of orienting a map

by use of a compass. You will find a scale

marked off in degrees at the top margin of the

map. To get the magnetic north line with this

21



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 127

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

scale, you read the G-44 angle. Then draw a

line from the P point to that number of degrees

on the scale. This line is called the magnetic

north line. Using this line you will orient

the map with the compass.

Watson : What is that P point, sir?

Instructor: Private Yamamoto, can you explain this?

Yamamoto : Yes, sir, I think I can. At the very bottom

of grid line of some military maps is a small

circle marked P. This is called the pivot point.

This is used as the base point when drawing a

magnetic north line.

Instructor: Exactly. Well done. Did you understand,

Private Watson?

Watson : Yes, I have understood very well, sir.

22



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 127

1,1

c. Reading Text

14 g lc L r07)::- 'CV 11'5

*4241.1-:. -165 o- 45 b.

4 t q11,1. *t l5/"J5 3,
tit 1A1 K t 3 2,0-'; it t Lt.

ir" . lz =1°4115*- 8 It -e% 4v5

d4 t

-S- 34/ t4 Zit J.6 Sr( )c

%Ril 3 /"SS 3

41;it-t5 i5".,,*tS)3
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 127

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in English:
1. Q. t± (.).fl t!) 3 06A it fjj I:, 1.4 v%

A. Txs 4:y A-4 9)I I 4,

2. Q. e4 a) -1--; is.? = 45 6 t-CJ °( -c"tos.

A. e- fr,-

3. Q. 69 -SA- .p..* t t, Ak It -Pt 41::)st. L. I 04 tif,

A. 'f% 'J vz.t-11 *tit L't

4. Q. z. At /".4.,440

A. 111. I I

5. Q. kr% ,G if) tr I:, 6 le v) 6:-tt 414(161t
A. -f3 3z. -I--IL it A 9 t

6. Q. t Zot. j) X7 1: iT t 461.'1" 4"n",

A. 131- it 1:41 I) I" ,

7. Q. Z. 0) z I 4 3,1

A. 41. it A ti

8. Q. - `4'1 r",* L2 t 17`..

A. rr- Ir.' tri L "t t

9. Q 1-" v 1 4- h%

A. xf. " 1-" a Lt ti
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 127

d. Exercises, continued

10. Q. -4* 1-9 cz- it A 3K-tr"1 riA 51) t hNo

A. )\-tiftr.

B. Answer the following questions in Japanese:
1, t t

4,;j t vl -t4N,

t it v*-4.0
3. 1" it , 'C":7 LI (0 0) *Et% t tfc,

4. -rit, t 5 4.0K-Clila.

so 14 a it 447
6. .1- 4.3440.3

7. t Z P4 i t x. -el 4 t L3-4- . C,

L 0")11-11° S. 0 it VI -VtkNo
8. k Ictil via t 4-5 344icit
9. 440 It 4q it ottb,
10. e- t* ,0)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 127

e. Word List

zujoo no

joobu

itchi suru

hyootei

hyootei suru

genchi

jihokusen

pii-ten

jikushin-ten

kiten

arakajime

katsu sera ni

buttai

jishin

yakan

shisoku

26

on the map

upper part

to be lined up;
to be in accord with

orientation

to orient

actual place

magnetic north line

pivot point

pivot point

base point

before hand

furthermore; moreover

object; substance

hour hand of clock

during night

observation;
inspection



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 128

a. Dialogue

'Map Reading Review'

1"1 lc t Z 41- 1" '1"1.

v: ,% ffl 41; t. t.
1./.+ Zyc e 3 .#", z *K tZ it it

t *N7 tt OP, /J-N-21s 1,
. At 1M r" 311T4 eNti<,

t 1-147 Al< r14 &=Poto E.141

iqYtiv't 4-16. y"Ax=--

It IA trra11 J b 0 4:

VI-, .479- A t ! ri 3 1 tel'rr It 4;1 !zit vs
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4111 "f; vb th`o -1° `7 14-7 .

'7"

jr v7 1- -1;
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 128

a. Dialogue, continued

9 4- 4', ttegK 43- 1 59,13 Jr"

v% _/)1 It '7" )) 13)1

tA It, -4: 'tP -- 7/ --

tJ 14 1:- -t v) -c

tks 3 i" it , -g 7031,1 a aj
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 128

a. Dialogue, continued

)`1 t a) it t 3L m it
y: '7" 1=` 03 0, it

.t 14 It "Ad Cr

th, '7"9-

< t.
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Classroom Instruction.
Lesson 128

b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: Since matters pertaining to map reading have

been generally completed now, I will review

the main points of what we have learned so far,

particularly terms.

On a map we find contour lines. What can we

know from these? Private Yamamoto, how about

you?

Yamamoto : From the contour lines we know which parts of

a map are high and which parts are low.

Instructor: What is the distance in height between contour

lines called? Private Adams.

Adams : Yes, sir. It is called contour interval.

Instructor: That's right. What is the term sea level used

for? Private Smith.

Smith : It is used to tell the altitude of hills and

mountains, sir.

Instructor: What is the general geographic term for hills,

streams, ravines, etc? Private Brown.

Brown : It is called terrain, sir.

Instructor: Then, what do you measure distances on a map

by? Private Green.

Green : Distances on a map can be measured by the

graphic scale below the map, sir.

30



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 128

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Instructor: Yes. Are there any other ways? Private White.

White : There is, sir. It can be measured by using the

representative fraction.

Instructor: Yes. This time, the grid and the coordinates.

Can someone explain this? Private Parker.

Parker : All the squares drawn on a map constitute the

grid and the numbers of the lines in the grid

are the coordinates.

Instructor: Fine: Then, what is used to measure direction

on the ground? Private Smith.

Smith : We use a compass, sir.

Instructor: How many degrees are there on the compass dial?

Private Brown.

Brown : There are 360 degrees.

Instructor: What is the horizontal angle on a compass dial

reading clockwise from north called? Private

White.

White : It is called the azimuth, sir.

Instructor: What is a protractor used for? Private Green.

Green : The protractor is used to measure directions

on a map, sir.

Instructor: That is right. In other words, they are the

angles formed by all The lines running in all

directions from the middle of a circle, are



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 128

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

they not?

Now, the next. What is declination? Private

Yamamoto.

Yamamoto It is the angular difference in direction

between true north and magnetic north or true

north and grid north, sir.

Instructor: What is the term used to express "lining up

the map with the ground"? Private Green.

Green The term "tc )rient" is used, sir.

Instructor: OK. Everyone did very well.

32



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 128

c. Reading Text

X7A 1=- -/-j. -c" )4s1 14% 4,45 }:Z 71. fx.
6,5 3k' Yr" 45 IP" it 15 it t Pel lc )41 -r 3
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 128

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in English:

1 tAkmvsov. 1.f:J fh

a. A 3-1" ir 4

2.

b. L vciti3r..J ( 1 ) J\ 7"') 1:%

*t. it" )7".)..) ill h c Z 3

JiL It
c. t, A-7A 3,e., ) Y'9 (*)

e) it tt" 04 41 <

110°

//0,(w) + 11.

krk 121

1-" i 76

B. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

6

0

70°

1. 14 0!) *" t",) Ck )1%) t

2 OdAll 6') it Vir G') r Z'`

3. 47 921- \CX. rj: )f) th%

4. tiiJ0)T 44:41-4.1 it t
5. 41,1t

6 . 3 . X. vb t\

7. 121- .;11).1 5 0)1z. 7C734, .0) 71- sc"krii:
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 128

d. Exercises, continued

8. t7 M i 11 i ,51 e

j L' 104 th`o

10. rtt:Z_1,5J ": -Vhsri



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 128

e. Word List

yooten

kabu

kotei suru

bammen

ya-jirushi

shihoo happoo

iikaereba

oto ga suru

yakoo no

zenshuu

main point

lower part

to immobilize;
to make stationary

dial (see daiyaru)

arrow mark

all directions

in other words

to make sound

noctilucent;
luminous

circumference



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 55

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language Laboratory
Exercise 55, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List on the next two pages.
These words did not appear in the preceding lessons, but *hey are
used in this recorded exercise.

(3) The tape contains a dialogue and exercises based
primarily on the dialogue. They are recorded in the following
order:

(a) The dialogue is recorded once by native speakers
at normal conversational speed for your compre-
hension only.

(b) The dialogue is again recorded at normal speech
speed but with pauses for your imitation and
repetition. Keep listening and repeating over
and over until you have become entirely familiar
with all the details of pronunciation and can
imitate them in your own repetition within given
pauses.

(c) The dialogue is again recorded without pauses but
at a little faster speed for your comprehension.

(d) Next, two types of exercises are recorded. The
first one is for you to orally translate recorded
English sentences into Japanese and the second one
is to orally compose sentences using recorded words.

(e) Finally, each of the exercises and its approved
answer are recorded. Each approved answer is
immediately followed by a pause for your repetition.
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 55

k

z" -t )1%

41

b. Word List

yakan jisshuu

oojoo suru

jitchi kunren

michi ni mayou

hagureru

nonki na yatsu

nishi mo higashi
mo wakaranai

yamaoku

kaichuu dentoo

sokuten

junjun ni

t5(1,-(v% 3) dooka shitoru
(shiteiru)

gomakasu

kikanai

kentoo go
tsukanai

kichaku ten

shuui

38

night exercise

to have a bad time;
to be in a
predicament

practical training

to get lost

to stray from

easy-going fellow

to be unable to tell
the direction

heart of a mountain;
way inside the
mountain

flashlight

survey point;
check point

successively;
in order

something is wrong
(one is not quite
oneself)

to cheat

do not work
(won't do)

it is impossible to
to make a guess

point of return

environment
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 55

b. Word List, continued

hyaku mo shoochi to be well aware of
suru

- - mo hettakure
mo nai

zenshin hoo

himpan ni

keitaihin

katawara

tondemo nai
hookoo

dekoboko

agarigimi

39

(they) don't mean a
thing

method of advancing

frequently

personal effect

side

unthinkable
direction

bumpy

a touch of nervousness
(slightly on the
nervous side)



Classroom Insturction
Lesson 129

a. Dialogue

'Mission of Soldiers'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 129

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 12.9

b. Dialogue Translation

Capt Smith: Good morning, Mx. Kat8. How are you? Were

you able to sleep well last night?

Mr. Katii Good morning, Capt Smith. Thank you, I was

able to sleep very well.

Capt Smith: That's fine. By the way, there is a lecture

today on combat. I intend to take you there;

however, on the other hand, I am wondering if

it might be a subject which may not be so

interesting to you, a civilian, and am slightly

hesitant about it.

Mr. Kate No, no, that is not so. I would like to observe

anything, by all means, for my future benefit.

Capt Smith: I see. Then, I shall take you there right away.

*************************

Instructor: As an individual soldier you may sometimes

feel that the contribution you make to army

activities may be insignificant, but the army

considers each of you very important. You are

important because you are an individual. Time,

money, and effort have been invested in your

training. And since you represent potential

leaders, the army considers your training to
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 129

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

be one of its most vital missions.

Your job in the Army is to do your assigned

duty when ordered to do so. Regardless of

your branch of service or job assignment, your

ultimate goal is to be prepared to be able to

participate in combat at any time. You may

have to fight alone, but most of the time you

will cooperate with other soldiers under a unit

or team leader. Success in battle depends on

confident, well-trained soldiers and teamwork.

Needless to say, within each unit and within

the Army as a whole, men are trained to operate

as a team. Bach of you by doing your own

assigned job, helps your team gain victory.

By winning, you and your fellow soldiers are

protected and consequently the success of the

parent unit is insured.

Therefore, I intend to proceed with my lecture

concerning necessary matters pertaining to

your participation and activity in combat as a

member of a unit. This, in short, means that

I will proceed to talk on organization of

battle units, operations, tactics, etc.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 129

c. Reading Text

Pt< t 5 4:fc rs Vecik: -;) t! va ,

-16 t .4 -s

v'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 129

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. well-trained soldier

2. to complete jobs given to each

3. to protect (one's) fellow-soldiers

4. higher (larger) unit

5. to participate in combat

6. to gain victory

7. organization, operation, and tactics of a unit

8. An army is a grouping of soldiers

9. strongly united combat team

10. There are times when a soldier has to fight alone.

Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 45 to I tiff11.-if,13-2zIl-i:rill-r-:."
ir" 9 1" -4- )7N,

2. A fs vc, ;54.1 -c-4-*N

4. J5 rs t, t t 1-.3 -477N- c12.9-,- ,1*. fa: .t -"e't 'fk 65

5. *IR is -11,k. -a t, :I-031- 3 /co,

K7 el 6 '-?1 ,1

6 Al/ 4-,HiifiTti 1:1-ir< ( 0 C S) )=- t Ni% a ra- 3

fz.
L
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 129

d. Exercises, continued

1../Iti41 9 viz,t tt-_,t v13 %..1-.-q`"*-*th

8. ri f't sa, (0) .0; 7f. t 4 q-to tb 11.361r.4-, 5f7 ti:9"

/?' .rs* kr ;it- t-.4- -t" 10 ..A9J:4:tka

10. Nt'i I:. /s/ 1:411
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 129

e. Grammar Notes

1. - ga yue ni, "because; on account of;
by reason of"

Following conclusive base of verbs and adjectives,

ga yue ni expresses the idea of "because - - ; on

account of - - -; by reason of - - -". This expres-

sion is a literary expression and is mostly used in

speeches and writings. It corresponds to conclusive

base + kara" in colloquial expression.

Examples:

a. Shiken ga aru ga yue ni, seito wa benkyoo

shinakereba naranai.

Because there are examinations, students

have to study.

b. Samui ga yue ni, hi o taku no de aru.

We build fire, because it is cold.

Taberu :Ea yue ni ookiku naru no de aru.

He grows big, because he eats.
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f. Word List

minkan-jin

kyoomi

dai

isasaka

tamerau

koogaku no tame ni

kooken suru

shuju samazama no

-.0 yue ni

doryoku

soshitsu

kyooiku suru

shimei

shokumu

shokumu nimmei

nan de aroo to

sen-yuu

chiinu waaku

iu ni oyobazu

shoori
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77:

civilian (in contrast
to military personnel)

interest

topic; subject

a little; slightly

to hesitate

for future benefit
or reference

to contribute

various; all sorts of

because; by reason of;
on account of (See
Grammar Notes)

effort

qualities; poten-
tialities

to train; to educate;
to develop (a person)

mission

job; duty

job assignment

no matter what it is

a fellow soldier

team work

needless to say

victory
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f. Word List, continued

hatasu

hiite wa

senjutsu

gokai suru

shuudanka sareru

danketsu

tandoku de

mushiro

mare

danketsu suru

shinryaku-gun

gekitai suru

dodo no tsumari wa
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to accomplish; to
carry out

consequently

tactics

to misunderstand

to become a group

unity

alone; singly

rather

seldom; rare

to unite

aggressor force

to repulse; to repel

in the final analysis;
in short; in the end
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b. Dialogue Translation

Mr. Kato. : It seems like the American army has been

reorganized recently

Capt Smith: Yes, that's right.

Mr. Kat6 : Was it because of some special reason?

Capt Smith: Yes, in a word, it was because the army

completely recognized the power of new weapons.

Mr. Kat6 : You mean nuclear weapons when you say new

weapons, do you not?

Capt Smith: Yes, mainly so. And missiles, too.

Mr. Kato' t What do you mean by recognition of the power

of new weapons?

Capt Smith: In short, the new weapons have far greater

range and can devastate a much broader target

area than conventional weapons. So the threat

we, and of course the enemy face is tremendous.

This fact is what we have recognized.

Mr. Kat6 : Then, it means that reorganization was carried

out in the face of such weapons, right?

Capt Smith: Right.

Mr. Kat6 : Then, aren't weapons you have been using till

now to be used anymore?

Capt Smith: No, some of them have been improved and are

being used.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Mr. KatZ : Then, that means that the army now stands

completely ready for modern warfare through

reorganization, doesn't it?

Capt Smith: Of course. The army has been recast to fight

and win on atomic battlefields wherever they

may be.

Mr. Katz : Now, I wonder if I may ask you to tell me

about the new organization itself?

Capt Smith: Yes, you may. Dispersion is the obvious

necessity in future wars where atomic weapons

will be used. So, there is usually no static

front line for today's division, there is

only a combat area and units must be lean and

active.

Mr. Katz : You say lean and active, but what does it

mean?

Capt Smith: To explain it concretely, to be lean and active

means that units are equipped with swift

armored personnel carriers and modern aircraft

capable of moving in rapid maneuvers and pro-

vided with flexible and responsive logistic

systems.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Then, what is the new organization of a

division?

Capt Smith: The new division's structure is pentagonal,

and the division is smaller than the old but

more powerful and it is formed of five self-

sufficient, semi-independent battle groups.

Mr. Kat; Then, that means, in other words, the new

division has more fire power but less personnel.

Capt Smith: That's right. Also division trains have been

created, an organization formerly found only

in armored divisions.

Mr. Kato. I suppose the width and depth of division

sectors have changed, too.

Capt Smith: Yes, of course, it has changed. Much wider

Mr. Kato

and deeper than in past wars.

The reason is that nuclear weapons are being

utilized, isn't it?

Capt Smith: Yes. In order to minimize division vulnerabi-

lity to atomic weapons, mobile forces with

considerable distance between them must be
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson .130.

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

capable of operating semi-independently.

If units of a division are dispersed, as you

say, won't the division commander have diffi-

culty in moving his units as he desires?

Capt Smith: No, there is nothing to worry about. Although

his troop units may be dispersed, the division

commander can bring the full strength and fire

power of his division into offensive or defen-

sive action at will by means of a powerful and

flexible wide ranging communication net, long

ranging fire power and far ranging mobility.

Mr. Kat5 Thank you for your explanation. I have now a

general understanding of the new organization

of a division.
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Our army has been reorganized.

2. Our army uses nuclear weapons.

3. The army fights modern wars with improved

conventional weapons, also.

4. Atomic weapons and missiles have far greater

range and vastly broadened target area of

destruction than conventional weapons.

5. The army has been recast to fight and win on the

atomic battlefield.

6. In future wars dispersion of troops is the

obvious necessity.

7. There is usually no static front line for

pentomic divisions.

8. Pentomic divisions are equipped with swift armored

personnel carriers and modern aircrafts.

9. The pentomic divisions are assisted by a flexible

and responsive logistic system.

10. A pentomic division is composed of five semi-

independent battle groups.

B. Express the following in English:

1. A, .2) im-7 (1-1 z i 9,f2 i rk- YP"
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e. Word List

saihensei suru

..n0 m0y00

iryoku

koodai na

saishoogen

kairyoo suru

dai issen

kappatsu

kaisoku na

sookoo jin-in
umpansha

ryuudooteki ni

saishinshiki no

yuuzuusei

tadachi ni yookyuu
ni gkoiZuru koto ga

heitan soshiki

juuzen no

jikyuu jisoku no

han-dokuritsu

(shidan) danretsu

(shidan) chiku

62

to reorganize

appear; seem; look
like

power

vast; immense

minimum

to improve

front line

active

speedy; swift

armored personnel
carrier

fluidly

modern; latest style

flexibility

responsive

logistic system

previous

self-sufficient

semi-independent

(division) train

(division) sector
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kidoo butai

tsuushin-moo

chookyori shageki-
ryoku

enkyori kidoosei

heiryoku

koogekisen

boogyosen

shakyor i

hakairyoku

hakai chiiki

misshuu taikei

utagau

--no yochi ga nai

jiyuujizai ni

koohoo gyoomu

ryuusengata

koohan-i

--ni oyobu

kooseinoo no

katsuyoo suru

i no mama ni

toosotsu suru
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mobile force

communication net

long ranging fire
power

far ranging mobility

military strength

offensive action

defensive action

range (distance to
target)

destruction power

area of destruction

mass formation

to doubt

no room for-- -

freely; at will

logistics

stream-lined

wide range

stretch; to extend

highly efficient

to apply; to utilize

as one pleases

to lead; to command;
to control



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 56

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language Laboratory
Exercise 56, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List on the next page. These

words did not appear in the preceding lessons, but they are used

in this recorded exercise.

(3) The tape contains a dialogue and exercises based
primarily on the dialogue. They are recorded in the following

order:

11"

(a) The dialogue is recorded once by native speakers
at normal conversational speed for your compre-
hension only.

(b) The dialogue is again recorded at normal speech
rate but with pauses for your imitation and
repetition. Keep listening and repeating over
and over until you have become entirely familiar
with all the details of pronunciation and can
imitate them in your own repetition within given
pauses.

(c) The dialogue is again recorded without pauses
but at a little faster speed for your comprehension.

(d) Next, two types of exercises are recorded. The

first one is for you to orally translate recorded
English sentences into Japanese and the second one
is to listen to Japanese sentences and say whether
the statements are true or false.

(e) Finally, each of the translation exercises and its

approved answer are recorded. Each approved
translation is immediately followed by a pause for

your repetition.
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 56

b. Word List

tango a word; vocabulary

bunshoo a sentence

shinshutsu suru to advance

koosoo evacuation

yagai ryooshoku field ration

keikoo suru to carry (to take)

kyuu shidan old (former) division
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 131

b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: You have heard a lecture on offensive action

of the battle group of infantry divisions,

so I will ask you various questions to check

how much knowledge you have gained concerning

offensive.

Well then, first, what is the mission of the

infantry in offensive action? Private G.

Private G : Yes, sir. The mission of the infantry in

offensive action is to close with and destroy

or capture the enemy.

Instructor: Very good. Now, the battle group attacks as

part of the division, but is it capable of

continuing independent action? Private F.

Private F : Yes, sir, it is capable of independent action,

but that is for a limited time only.

Instructor: Good. Now, how does the battle group accomplish

its mission? Private E.

Private E : Yes, sir. It accomplishes its mission by a

combination of firepower, maneuver, and shock

action.

Instructor: Fine. Next, there are some fundamentals which

must be taken into consideration by the commander

concerning the battle group's offensive oper-

ations, I wonder what they are. Will you
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

enumerate them. Private D.

Private D : Yes, sir. They are:

1. Integration'of plans of maneuver and fire

support

2. To minimize atomic targets to the enemy

3. Flexibility

4. Mobility

5. Utilization of terrain

6. Mission type orders

7. Exploitation of atomic weapon strikes

8. An adequate reserve

9. Security

10. Retention of the offensive

11. Mass concentration of combat power

12. Surprise

Instructor: Good. Quite in detail, isn't it? Now, what

are there in offensive actions? Private C.

Private C : Yes, sir. Generally there are four basic

types. In short/ they are:

1. Envelopment

2. Penetration

3. Turning movement

4. Frontal at
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 131

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Instructor: That's correct. You've done well.

Private A : I have a question, sir. I understand "envelop-

ment", but I am not clear on "turning movement".

Instructor: Can anyone explain this? Yes, Private D.

Private D : Turning movements are usually carried out by

units larger than the battle group and may

involve amphibious and/Or airborne operations.

In a turning movement, an attacking force

seeks to pass around and avoid the enemy's

main force and secure an important objective

deep in the hostile rear. The purpose of this

maneuver is to force the enemy to abandon his

position or to divert major forces to meet the

threat.

Instructor: Yes . . well done! That's right. Are there any

other questions?

Private H : I have, sir. I like to know what points are

especially important for a unit to be success-

ful in a turning movement with an objective as

explained just now.

Instructor: Deception, secrecy of plan, and mobility are

especially vital to successful execution of a

turning movement. Do you understand now?

Private H : Yes, I understand.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 131

d. Exercises

A. Give Japanese equivalentsfor the following terms:

1. airborne operation

2. main force

3. to divert

4. concealment

5. will to fight

6. lines of communications

7. tactical maneuver

8. front of main attack

9. communication center

10. to deceive

B. Give English equivalents for the following terms:

1. 7;41 -4" 3

2. 11. -4 3

3. erti

4. *;(i

5.

6.

7.

8.

10.
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d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. itM 4'4. L. 1 -1 44- I= A A4 1 t Of A ir 3 1p t
*tit r3cA lt .44

69 1- lr
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e. Word List

kinsetsu suru

gekiha suru

hokaku suru

tassei suru

shoogeki

toogoo

soogoo suru

maikyo suru

karyoku shien

to close in;
to approach

to destroy

to capture

to accomplish

shock action

integration

to integrate

to enumerate

fire support

karyoku shien keikaku plan of fire support

taikoo meirei

seika

kakuchoo

keikai

koosei

jizoku

kishuu

hooi

toppa

ukai

shoomen koogeki

jooriku sakusen

kuutei sakusen
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mission type order

success; result

exploitation

security

offensive

retention

surprise attack

envelopment

penetration

turning movement

frontal attack

amphibious operation

airborne operation
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e. Word List, continued

sakeru

haigo

hooki suru

shimukeru

taikoo suru

kensei suru

gihen

kito

hitoku

senryoku

haigo renrakusen

sentei suru

dasshu suru

senjutsuteki kidoo

jokoo shoomen

shukoo shoomen

76

to avoid

rear

to abandon

to act towards- -

to cope with; to meet

to divert

deception

plan

concealment; secrecy

fighting power

line of communications

to select

to capture

tactical maneuvers

front of secondary
attack

front of main attack
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'Offensive Action, continued'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 132

b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: We will continue with last hour's subject.

However, this time I want you to bring up as

many questions and topics as you can. Private

B, have you something?

Private B : Yes, sir. What kind of organic support units

do infantry battle groups have?

Instructor: What do you say, Private E?

Private E : Yes, sir. There is the combat support company

which gives support with such weapons as heavy

mortars, assault guns, etc. In this company

there are also a reconnaissance platoon, a

radar section, etc., which support the rifle

companies in their respective fields.

Instructor: That's right. Now, then, as for non-organic

support units, what are there? Private C.

Private C : Yes, sir. For that, tank units, field arti-

llery batteries, antiaircraft units and when

necessary division engineer units give support.

Instructor: Roughly, that's about it. Next, let's talk

on "planning the attack".

Private D : The division commander assigns the battle

group a mission, but usually what kind of

mission is that?
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Private A :

Private B :

Private C :

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 132

Dialogue Translation, continued

That is usually the seizure of a terrain

objective, isn't it?

Whose order is the battle group attack plan

based on?

It is based on division or other orders.

Instructor: Then, when the battle group commander is

assigned a zone, what does he do, first of all?

Private E : The battle group commander, when formulating

his plan of maneuver, analyzes the terrain,

the enemy situation, and the amount of fire

support available, etc.

Instructor: When attacking, what formation is used?

Private A : When adequate atomic fire is available, the

relatively wide frontage, preferred in atomic

warfare, frequently favors the use of three

companies in the attacking echelon.

Private B : That's right. However, if atomic support is

limited, it may be preferable to use two com-

panies in the attacking echelon and retain a

sizeable reserve.

Instructor: When attacking on foot, what kind of controlling

measures are there?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 132

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Private C : A line of departure, a zone of action, and one

or more intermediate objectives are assigned

to each company.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 132

c. Reading Text
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c. Reading Text, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 132

d. Exercises

Match the English terms in column A to the Japanese

terms in column B and place the letter of the correct

Japanese equivalent in the space provided after each

English term:

Column A Column B

1. support unit ( ) a. ?.k.., t-- z"

2. seizure ( ) b. 460--jr"--4) `Plt

3. situation ( ') c. 41.'1 ,i?

4, on foot ( ) d. 1- st-4 ri 15"c'

5. non-organic ( ) e. 4: 4-1't 4} ?*

6. assault gun ( ) f. A"'N't

7. frontage ( ) g lti-kr*.

8. intermediate objective

9. counter attack

10. flank

11. passage of lines

( ) h.

) i.

) j.
C ) k.

12. final objective ( ) 1. ; 1 )5-1" s:V--,

13. reorganization ( ) m. tfj %-t 9 4- -i.:. I

14. pursuit ( ) n. ;11: 'i-'/L

15. combined arms task force
( ) o. 44;:- ri7.14 1 j'. ;

16. prescribed time ( ) p.

17, zone of action ( ) q
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 132

d. Exercises, continued

18. attack plan ( )

19. radiation ( )

20. concealment ( )

r. *i 4- .tt nk,
s. rA. OK

t. IQ A 4 71- 03

B. Choose a correct English equivalent out of the three
alternatives listed after each of the following
Japanese terms.
Circle the letter in front of your choice:

1. k Niv

a. combat support echelon

b. combat support company

2. X t.tt

3. i*

4. xx

ea.

c. secondary-attack company

a. fire support

b. supporting fire

c. supporting weapon

a. echelon

b. raiding unit

c. bridging unit

a. preparation for attack

b. conduct of attack

c. attack plan
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 132

d. Exercises, continued

a. concealment

b, dug-out

c. cover

6. ?A. oitsc

a. cover

b, concealment

c. defilade

th it
a. plan of tank route

b. plan of maneuver

c. plan of evacuation

8. ft $1 jr4
a. controlled fire

b. chain of command

c. controlling measures

9. r&

a. formation

b. echelon

c. group
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Lesson 132

d. Exercises, continued

10. Tk 41;

a. initial aiming point

b. minimum range

c. final objective
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 132

e. Word List

koyuu no

shien butai

sentoo shien
chuut ai

totsugeki-hoo

reidaa han

koyuu igai no

koogeki keikaku

dasshu

kiso ni suru

jookyoo

taikei

organic

support unit

combat support
company

assault gun

radar section

non-organic

attack plan

seizure

to base on

situation

formation

sentoo shocmen haba frontage

ka to suru

teitai

yobi butai

shudan

koogeki kaishisen

chuukan mokuhyoo

koogeki jisshi

shitei jikoku

empei

impei

tsuuka suru
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to prefer

echelon

reserve unit

measure

line of departure

intermediate objective

conduct of attack

prescribed time

cover

concealment

to pass through



Classroom Instiu ction
Lesson 132

e. Word List, continued

k saidaigen ni

-.1"t hooshasen

to the maximum

radiation

hooshasen kenshutsuhan radiation detection
team

/zt 1 1 zokkoo continuation

4-§" shitei suru to designate

V?-J saishuu mokuhyoo final objective

sayuu suru to influence

14 I: tekiji ni at proper time

tekisho proper place

kyooka consolidation

hangeki counterattack

gyakushuu counterattack

tsuigeki pursuit

tA--4-4A-ti* shohei rengoo shitai combined arms task
force

__no yurusu kagiri as far as --permits

shuugeki raid

chooetsu kootai passage of lines

sonoba kootai relief in place
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 57

a. Student Instructions and Guidance.

(1) Draw a Refresher Course tape marked "Language Laboratory
Exercise 57, Japanese".

(2) Study the words in the Word List on the next page.
These words did not appear in the preceding lessons, but they
are used in this recorded exercise.

(3) The tape contains a dialogue and a series of questions
based on the dialogue. They are recorded in the following order:

(a) The dialogue is recorded once by native speakers
at normal conversational speed for your compre-
hension only.

(b) The dialogue is again recorded by the native
speakers at normal conversational speed but with
pauses for your imitation and repetition. Keep
listening and repeating over and over until you
have become entirely familiar with all the details
of pronunciation and can imitate them in your own
repetition within given pauses.

(c) The dialogue is again recorded without pauses but
at a little faster speed for your comprehension.

(d) Next, a series of questions and answers pertain-
ing to the dialogue is recorded at normal
conversational speed with pauses for your imita-
tion and repetition. Repeat the question, and
then repeat the answer supplied. After you have
mastered the answer, you should try listening to
the question and immediately giving the answer
you have learned in the pause originally left
for your repetition of the question. Then listen
to and repeat after the given answer whether your
answer was right or wrong.
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Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 57

b. Word List

sembi idoo

kanoosei

setteki idoo

senjutsu koodoo

toosai

shaka

kyuuyoo

kyuuyoo

meirei katatsu

toosei-sen

choosei suru

zenshin jiku

koogun taikei

tojoo juutai

senjutsu juutai

sentoo no tame no
zenshin taikei

koogeki hakki ichi

kooshin mokuhyoo

shien sha kyori

yuukoo shien
shageki

91

tactical movements

possibility

movement to contact

tactical action

entrucking

detrucking

feeding
(food for personnel)

resting

issuing orders

phase line

to coordinate

axis of advance

march formation

a route column

tactical column

approach march
formation

attack position

march objective

supporting range

effective supporting
fire
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 133

a. Dialogue

'Defensive Action'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 133

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom. Instruction
Lesson 133

a. Dialogue, continued
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ClassrooM Instruction
Lesson 133

b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: I will ask you some questions on defense.

When the commander organizes and conducts the

defense, he applies eight fundamentals of

defense. What are they? Private C.

Private C : In organizing the defense area, the commander

gives primary consideration to the terrain

features that must be held to accomplish his

mission.

Instructor:: Fine! That's one. And then? Private G.

Private G : Yes, sir. There are security and mutual support

of units.

Instructor: Good: That makes it three. Any others - - ?

Private A.

Private A : Yes, sir. There is defense in depth.

Instructor: Good. Any more - - ? Some one? Private B.

Private B : All around defense, sir.

Instructor: That's right. Then, what else do we have?

Private D.

Private D : There is coordinated barrier plan, sir.

Instructor: Fine. That makes seven - - one more to go.

Private F.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 133

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Private F : Yes, sir. Flexibility is also one of them.

Instructor: You have all done well. Now, then, what I

want to ask next is the type of defense. Yes,

anyone? Private A?

Private A : There are two types, position defense and

mobile defense.

Instructor: Good. Now, I shall ask a little more on

position defense and mobile defense. First, in

position defense, how are the combat elements

distributed? Private A.

Private A : Yes, sir. The combat elements of the frontline

battle group are distributed in three echelons

- - -a security echelon, a holding garrison, and

a reserve.

Instructor: That is correct. And what about the composition

of the security echelons? Private B.

Private B : Yes, sir. Security echelons protecting the

battle position may include aviation units;

covering forces; a general outpost established

by higher commanders; a combat outpost establish-

ed by higher commanders; a combat outpost estab-

lished by the front line battle group; and local

security.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 133

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Instructor: Fine! Now, before discussing about the holding

garrison ask a little about the battle

position and see. What is the battle position,

anyway? Private C.

Private C : It is the principal zone of resistance of the

defense. The battle position is bounded in

front by the forward edge of the battle area

(FEBA), in the rear by the rear edge of the

reserve force's position, and at the flanks

by the unit boundaries.

Instructor: Good. Then, what is the organization of the

holding garrison? Private E.

Private E : The holding garrison consists of the frontline

units charged with the immediate defense of

the forward position of the battle position.

Instructor: Fine. Then, tell me the disposition of the

reserve. Private B.

Private B : The reserve is disposed in the rear position

of the battle group battle position. And the

positions are so located, on critical terrain,

that they can block penetrations from the

front, flanks, or rear.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 133

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 133

c. Reading Text, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 133

d. Exercises

A. Match the English terms in column A to the Japanese

terms in column B and place the letter of the correct

Japanese equivalent in the space provided after each

English term:

Column A Column B

1. covering force
( ) a 1- -11-)-S:- r=ce, 4-it- i.,'.4"(

2, security echelon ( ) b. ; =1- 7k5' ", i .)c

3. general outpost ( ) c. il- rkt i'l q--17;

4, mobile defense ( ) d. le''' 11, ,A:

5. defense in depth ( ) e. iti. .-1.--- 1't" If,

6. combat outpost ( ) f. iT ).1.1r't- '1i-,

7. barrier plan ( ) g.a itt A, 4r fil<

8. defense area ( ) h. A liJ:-417-,

9. immediate defense ) i. 'lir_ -4S- i-',--

10. local security unit ( ) j . ."1" t 1,i '' i`k

11. avenue of approach ( ) k. Ilt 1 i -1"1"$_,

12. striking force ( ) 1. .-5Q.'--

13. position defense ( ) m. 7-- '___ -,..1 7, ,

li,lZ til.14. strong point ( ) n

15. all around defense ( ) o. 4:1-L 31--. Ifs
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 133

d. Exercises, continued

B. Express the following in English:

1. c, I'ffK 1/17 te * -kt

2 ti I t 1)7 t St I-4"A 9 i.
3. it --44-Vv -4P t3 C I 7'4-- c Lt-ro
4. ? 47) ;; it AK. o)jl.r_ 4-# `1f OtAtyl,

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. Tj 4Vr: tt 4r- 9 4- -4-

2. .** 6) {atj t t rs

3 . 5171 -1 r"/N, td -4-.0

4 it.41. i t 1,j--CriPo
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 133

e. Word List

jisshi suru to conduct

boogyo chiiki defense area

soogokan no mutual

juushin boogyo defense in depth

zenshuu boogyo all around defense

shoogai keikaku barrier plan

jinchi boogyo position defense

kidoo boogyo mobile defense

haichi rru to distribute (troops)
to dispose

keikai butai security echelon

teikoo chitai shubi holding garrison
butai

henso composition

engo butai covering force

setchi suru to establish

ippan keikai butai general outpost

sentoo keikai butai combat outpost

chokusetsu keikaitai local security unit

un-nun suru

shuteikoo chiiki

sentoochiku zen-en

genkai suru
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to comment (on)

principal resistance
zone

forward edge of the
battle area (FEBA)

to bound
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 133

e. Word List, continued

koo-en trailing edge (rear
edge)

chokusetsu boogyo

shoomen

aramashi

shinnyuu

immediate defense

front

outline; gist

penetration

chikei jo0 no yooten critical. terrain

hasai suru

kyoten

teisatsu kanshisen

dageki butai

soshi suru

taisei

kinsetsuro

toogyo suru

chitai suru

tenkai suru

hantei suru
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to smash

strong point

Reconnaissance and
Surveillance Line
(R & SL)

striking force

to block; to check

attitude

avenue of approach

to dominate; to con-
trol

to delay; to slow
down

to deploy

to judge; to decide
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Lesson 134

a. Dialogue

'Retrograde Movement'
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Classroom Instruction

7.f

Lesson 134

a Dialogue continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 134

b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: What kind of movement is a retrograde movement?

Private B.

Private B : Retrograde movement is a movement of a unit to

the rear or away from the enemy.

Instructor: Then, if you classify retrograde movements,

what are there? Private D.

Private D : Yes sir. The retrograde movements are classified

into three: withdrawals from action, delaying

actions and retirements.

Instructor: Good! Then what are the purposes of making

retrograde movements? Private E.

Private E : There are various purposes. However, mentioning

some of the main ones, they are to disengage

from combat, to avoid combat under undesirable

conditions, to draw the enemy into an unfavorable

situation, to gain time without fighting a

decisive engagement, to place forces in a more

favorable position in relation to friendly

troops, to permit the use of a portion of the

force elsewhere, etc.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 134

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Instructor: Well done. Now, next, I would like to ask you

about perimeter defense. What type of defense

is this? Private A.

Private A : Yes sir. I think it is a variation of the

position defense.

Instructor: Yes. And under what condition is this tactic

used? Private C.

Private C : It is used when the enemy attacks from all

directions simultaneously, and (it) is the

defensive tactic of the battle group against

such an attack.

Private B : I have a little question, sir. What would be

the difference between perimeter defense, which

is the topic of discussion now, and all around

defense which you mentioned before?

Instructor: Good question! Anyone can explain that? How

about you, Private C?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 134

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Private C : Yes sir. It is not clear to me either, sir.

However, perimeter defense is in the shape of

a scrimmage line tightly formed against enemy

attacks from all directions; and all around

defense is in general a defense against attack

from all directions, is it not, sir?

Instructor: That's correct. Yours is not a technical

explanation, but simply speaking that would be

it. Well done.
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 134

c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 134

d. Exercises

A. Match the English terms in Column B to the Japanese terms
in Column A and place the number of the correct English
equivalent in the space provided after each Japanese term:

a.

b.

c.

COLUMN A

f.

j
k.

1.

m.

)

COLUMN B

1. emplacement

( ) 2. depth

3. delaying action

) 4. to gain time

5. perimeter defense

6. fields of observation

( ) 7. technical

) 8. retrograde movement

( ) 9. all directions

) 10. irregular

11. retirement

12. decisive engagement

( ) 13. to hold

C

C

)

)

)

C

)

)
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 134

d. Exercises, continued

Express the following in Japanese:

1. to select a defensive area

2. to dispose (military strength)

3. There are trenches, foxholes, obstacles and

emplacements for weapons.

4. forward edge of the battle area

5. to concentrate the fire power of supporting units
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 134

e. Word List

bunrui suru

kootai

sentoo ridatsu

chitai koodoo

(zui-i) taikyaku

ridatsu suru

kessen

jikan no yoyuu
o eru

enjin boogyo

henkei

shishuu

gatchirito

sukuramu o kumu

yuugun butai

semmon-teki

ichiren no

hoji suru

shikai

juushin ookoo

fukisoku ni

zangoo

112

to classify

retrograde movement

withdrawal from
action

delaying action

(voluntary)
retirement

to withdraw

decisive engagement

gain time

perimeter defense

variation

all directions

tightly; firmly

to form a scrimmage

unit of friendly
force

technical

linked

to hold; to secure

fields of observation

ni deep and wide

irregulary

trench
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 134

e. Word List, continued

entai emplacement

shu sentoo jinchi main battle position

saizempoo extreme front



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 58

a, Student Instruction and Guidance. See page 90.

b. Word List

ti: t; to 10( ft"

dookan da I agree; same here!

nasakenai yatsu
da

you're a miserable
fool; you are a
pitiful person

kataki(ada) o utsu to revenge

nan nari to anything

te-kibishii severe
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Lesson 135

a. Dialogue

'Military Intelligence'
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 135

a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 135

b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: What do you mean by military information?

Pvt A It means all information pertaining to the

enemy, the weather, the combat zone.

Instructor: Then, what is military intelligence?

Pvt B It means intelligence acquired by collecting,

PvtE

evaluating and interpreting military

information.

It (military intelligence) includes deductions

concerning current and future enemy capabili-

ties, vulnerabilities,and probable courses of

action. It also includes counterintelligence.

Instructor: What kind of intelligence is the knowledge of

the enemy, the weather, and terrain which is

used in the planning and conduct of tactical

operations called?

PvtC It is called combat intelligence.

Instructor: We say intelligence, however, it is divided

into various fields depending upon the purpose.

What are there besides what we have mentioned

so far?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 135

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Well, let me see. There are strategic

intelligence, order of battle intelligence,

technical intelligence, communications

intelligence, and so forth. Among them, order

of battle intelligence is commonly called OB.

Technical intelligence is information concern-

ing foreign technological developments.

Instructor: We often hear the word source of intelligence,

Pvt A

Pvt B

PvtC

but what in the world does it mean?

Source of intelligence is a source from which

military information is collected. Sources,

for instance, are a person, a thing, enemy

activity, etc. Enemy activity is the source

of most information of combat intelligence

value.

There are agencies called intelligence agencies,

but what are they?

An agency is any individual or organization

which collects or processes information. Some

agencies only collect; some only process; some

do both.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Instructor: Now, what sources of intelligence are there?

Will someone explain a little more in detail?

Pvt E

Pvt C

Pvt B

First, there are prisoners of war and

deserters.

Also the enemy wounded and dead.

Also our own personnel.

Instructor: Whom do you mean by our own personnel?

Pvt B I mean military and civilian personnel of our

Pvt A

PvtC

own and allied forces and civilians who are

friendly. The latter are liberated civilians,

refugees, displaced persons, etc.

Captured documents, too -*- -

That reminds me. There are captured enemy war

materiel too.

Instructor: Yes, they are all valuable sources of military

information, aren't they?
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c. Reading Text
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Lesson 135

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Military information is any information about the

enemy, the weather, or the ground over which a

battle may be fought.

2. Military intelligence includes counterintelligence.

3. Combat intelligence is used in the planning and

conduct of tactical operations.

4. Technical intelligence is intelligence concerning

foreign technological developments which have

advanced to the point of having practical applica.

tion for war purposes.

B. Express the following in English:

1. 1-461 :,)Tr, IS q14 X. I t .1'
-z

4 41- if-iL 4° q--fff

2 11)1 t qtrk if it 1#-Ig:7 fa" 111- it tr td yid: v 1 Z t.

3 tiK* .1.r 41- t":- Pi- PL it 166 < Vt ia7. o_ v."

4 tti/ 413- Arc: 'ill t4.i I 4i, "041194- N1-7
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d. Exercises, continued

C. Select a correct English equivalent out of three

choices listed after each Japanese term.
Circle the letter in front of your choice:

2. = 1 4-1 R.

4. 1'1 /151 A; 51

a. military information

b. military intelligence

c. source of intelligence

fa. communication intelligence

b. counterintelligence

(c. OB intelligence

1

a. source of intelligence

b. source of information

c. collection of information

a. intelligence organization

b. intelligence officer

c. intelligence agency
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e. Word List

gunji joohoo

shuushuu suru

hyooka suru

koodoo hooshin
mikomi

taiteki joohoo

boochoo

senryaku joohoo

seiryokusosei
joohoo

gijutsu joohoo

tsuushin joohoo

tekunorojii
hattatsu

joohoogen

shussho

joohoo kikan

seiri suru

dantai

horyo

dassoohei
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military intelligence

to collect

to evaluate

no probable course of
action

counterintelligence
(see boochoo)

counterintelligence
(see taiteki joohoo)

strategic
intelligence

order of battle
intelligence

technical
intelligence

communications
intelligence

technological
development

source of
intelligence

source

intelligence agency

to process

organization

prisoner of war
(see furyo)

deserter
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Lesson 135

e. Word List, continued

4,1;X717

fushoohei

senshisha

kooi o yoseru

kaihoo sareta

hinammin

nammin

rokaku suru

rokaku bunsho

gun juhin

yuuri

kuuchuu shashin

furyo

kaimei suru

seikakusa

keika

heru

jookyoo handan

sakusen shidoo

joohoo shookoo
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wounded soldier

dead soldier
(dead in action)

to be friendly

liberated

refugees

displaced persons

to capture (things)

captured documents

war materiel;
munitions

advantageous

air photo

prisoner of war
(see horyo)

to interpret

accuracy

course; procedure

to go through

estimate of situation

directing operation

intelligence officer
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a. Dialogue

'Military Intelligence, continued'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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b. Dialogue Translation

Instructor: I would like you to discuss a little more

about sources of military information. Anyone?

Pvt A.

Pvt A Let me see. Duds, shell fragments, shell

craters, and chemically, biologically or

radiologically contaminated areas are also

sources of information.

Pvt C : What sort of military information can you

Pvt A

derive from duds and shell craters?

Well, by examining duds or shell fragments you

can tell the type and caliber of enemy support-

ing weapons. Accordingly, by examining shell

craters you may know the location of the

supporting weapons and by checking the areas

contaminated by chemical, biological, and

radiological agents you may be able to identify

the agents employed.

Instructor: Air photos, maps, weather forecasts, etc. are

also sources of military information, but, what

kind of information can you get especially

from air photos?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Pvt C Photographs, both aerial and ground, are

sources of detailed information on terrain and

enemy activity, particularly fortifications,

installations, lines of communications, weapon

positions, the organization of defensive

position and the location and extent of

assembly areas.

Instructor: By the way, there are so called intelligence

specialists, but what are they?

Pvt B They are personnel trained in the specialized

aspects of intelligence.

Instructor: That's right.

Pvt A What do the intelligence specialists do?

Pvt B Some intelligence specialists are collection

agents. For example, prisoner of war interro-

gators, military intelligence interpreters,

and air photo interpreters.

Instructor: That is correct. Everyone has done well.

Well, then, that's all for today.
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c: Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Air photos, weather forecasts are also sources of

military information.

2. Ground photos are also sources of information on

terrain and enemy activity, fortifications,

installations, the organization of defensive

positions, etc.

3. Intelligence specialists are personnel trained in

the specialized aspects of intelligence.

4. Prisoner of war interrogators, photo interpreters,

and military intelligence interpreters are

intelligence specialists.

B. Express the following in English:

1. '416014 0) AEA-<'s t g. -ThCf-iet t
2. t?f, ey, .tir, it _hi rf t t

-en /" $5 a 3

3. 5*, f*/q/-1. 44L tfif Silt ;4 44- :1)

pi; -to 5

4. 4 ti TIPL t. .2;N 414-11 1 t Mt *e): I Z x., t %1
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d. Exercises, continued

Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. + "t It t 4i It Ai( *m,9>5(:

-;_r IF t 1:v 3 Pht tit 4: Pi- t- t

2 42 '44 Tri; , J-15 tik

3.

0) 41- /A. t1'' M

t44 1 t t If* 'Irk 4-tit "4 " -0
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 136

e. Word List

hood an hahert

kagakuzai

seibutsuzai

shell fragments

chemical agent

biological agent

hooshasei busshitsu radiological agent

osen suru

shien kaki

yakuzai

heitansen

shoosai na

joohoo tolcugi-hei

horyo jimmon-
gakari

gunji joohoo
choosa-gakari

shoohei

koomoku

joohoo shuyooso

kuuchuu shashin
handoku-gakari

eikyoo o oyobosu

umu

jooki no
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to contaminate

supporting weapon

agents (chemicals)

line of communications
(see haigo
renrakusen)

detailed

intelligence
specialist

PW interrogator

military intelligence
interpreter

officers and men

item

essential elements
of information
(EEI)

air photo interpreter

to affect

whether or not,
(existence)

above mentioned
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Lesson 136

e. Word List, continued

kookuu but

rinsetsu butai

suiriku ryooyoo
butai

kikooka butai

keiro

kishoo

suiro

shiji

kiso
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air force; air unit

adjacent unit

amphibious unit

mechanized unit

route

meteorology

water way

direction;

basis

directive



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 59

a, Student Instruction and Guidance. See page 90

b. Word List

4- fl
.11 q)g.lc.i-v

oil IC .f.P4

v

to.

ttitr5

semmnnka

shidooteki
jimbutsu

shuudanteki
dassoo

sangun

kitsuen

kisshnku

inryoo

isoo suru

horyo shuuyoojo

gosoo suru

hizuke

jikoku

suu

fuda

shuuyoojo

kakitsukeru
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specialist

leader

mass escape

three groups

smoking

eating

drinks

to transfer; to send

PW collecting point;
PW camp

to send under guard

date

time

to smoke; to breath in

tag; label

camp

to put down; to jot
down
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a. Dialogue

'Patrol'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 137

b. Dialogue Translation

Mr. Katz Thanks for everything. I have made many

useful observations. But today, I wonder if

I may ask you for comments on patrolling?

Capt. Smith: Certainly, with pleasure. Then, shall I

explain briefly on matters patrol leaders

must know pertaining to patrolling?

Mr. KatZ Yes, briefly is fine as I know a little

about it:.

Capt. Smith: I see. Then, I'll explain the gist of it,

but if there is anything that you don't

understand, please feel free to ask estions.

As you know, a patrol is a detachment of

troops or a unit sent out from a larger body

of troops whose missions are gathering infor-

mation or performing harassing, destruction,

or security duties. It is hardly necessary

to mention how important patrols are to a

commander. Consequently, it is most vital

that all soldiers be thoroughly trained well

ahead so that he may be able to become a

scout at any time
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

I agree. Then, the importance of patrolling

is the same as ever, is it not?

Capt. Smith: On the contrary. Modern battle places

increased emphasis on dispersion so I believe

the importance of patrols will grow much

larger in the future.

Mr. Katz Oh, I see. By the way, we talk about patrols

but do they have different names classified

according to their missions.

Capt. Smith: Yes, they have. In accordance with missions

such as I've mentioned a while back, they are

Mr. Kati5

divided roughly into two types. One of these

is the reconnaissance patrol whose main

mission is to gather information and it

avoids combat with the enemy as much as

possible. The second is the combat patrol.

Combat patrols destroy or capture enemy

personnel, equipment and installations, or

provide security.

How about the size and organization of

patrols ?
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Classroom. Inslruction
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith: There are many variations, you see. But in

short-it depends on the mission. It ranges

from two men to a company or sometimes to a

larger unit.

Mr. Kato" Who is designated as a patrol leader?

Capt. Smith: An officer or noncommissioned officer is

designated, however, if a complete unit is

to form the patrol, the unit leader becomes

the patrol leader.

Mr. KatE What points must you be careful of when

assigning a mission to a patrol?

Capt. Smith: The mission assigned to the patrol should be

simple, specIfic, and unmistakable.

Mr. Kati7 Who usually briefs the patrol on the mission

assigned?

Capt. Smith: Normally the S-2 and S-3 do it. They are

members of the commander's staff and assist

him in the planning and supervision of

patrolling of his command.
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Classroom Instruction
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Mr. Katb- Roughly what sort of matters are included

in the briefing of a patrol mission.

Capt. Smith: The briefing should include the mission,

route, latest intelligence on the weather,

enemy and terrain; information on other

patrols operating in the area; fire support

plan; special equipment; communication plan;

and the current challenge and password.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 137

d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The size and organization of a patrol depends on

its mission.

2. Normally the S-2 and the S-3 brief the patrol.

3. Certain members of a patrol capture the enemy after

which they must immediately interrogate the prisoner

on the spot.

4. It is very convenient, if there are a few among

the patrol; who are well versed in the enemy language.

B. Express the following in English:

1, 41 it X 9 1.-djtc

2 -
*.zi- a) L4 tirie , t-( Ac, k

3. 4 k it ir,* 6 ?K.') At to 37: iO4 t ti

4. /f 4)k- tic 3 ri 01 lc is ef)4. -14, 4 A+ X-11A

t ttazi. Itt) § tfilq. SIR
/St /At/-12 1- ic t trr t,
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Classroom Instruction
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d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:

1. 1

2. Vi /v % i c77-1 i--

3. 't X3.0 ts t-) 4 q,,zo,

4. 1F 4 t_ rt i t t 4
.i 4 to,

5. )14( 01; a, t ??.; IF

6. Alc tit -lam i3 < it 0. ff .K.1"Tv.

1" *"

7. )11it. l 7 tft- iv" -5.- X2 ;1- s

V-P/ v" 1,1 1"tec,

8. 'fif -t 3 0 # t
9. 04( ),7 -trf s t # 3 1}: Ck, I .1q 1= t )f) t' 4-

10. 11- 17k 1-1 1-71 '""ir I- **
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e. Word List

kokoroeru

sekkoochoo

taiyoo

jooran

yori ooku

chikara o ireru

teisatsu sekkoo

koosen

shu-nimmu

sentoo sekkoo

dekiuru kagiri

shimei suru

gokai

meiryoo

yooshi setsumei

dai-ni gakari

dai-san gakari

bakuryoo

kantoku

hosa suru

tokushu soobi

suika

aikotoba
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to know; to be aware

patrol leader

gist

harassing

greater; larger

to place emphasis

reconnaissance patrol

engagement (battle)

main duty

combat patrol

as much as possible

to designate

misunderstanding

clear

briefing

S-2 (Intelligence
Officer)

S-3 (Operations and
Training Officer)

staff officers

supervision

to assist

special equipment

challenge

password



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 137

e. Word List, continued

seikaku nature
(characteristics)

yooin personnel (necessary
for a special
purpose)

k 1'3 kakutoku suru to obtain

111 -tk shin-joohoo new information

At trrz- tekkokugo enemy language

.4 in, ra: tannoo na be well versed

tt gogaku tokugi-hei language specialist
(linguist)

dooyoo same

A-4.3 seitsuu suru be familiar with

ttl kizai equipment

lb.
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a. Dialogue

'Patrol, continued'
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a. Dialogue, continued
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 138

b. Dialogue Translation

Mr. Kat-di Capt. Smith, will you elaborate a little more

on combat patrols. Say, for instance, on

their types, their typical actions at the

objective area and so forth.

Capt. Smith: Yes, of course. Two of the most common types

of combat patrols are the raid and the ambush.

A raid is a surprise attack upon the enemy or

enemy installations. Typical missions assigned

a raid patrol include - capture of enemy

prisoners or materiel; destruction of enemy

weapons and equipment; and distruction of

enemy personnel and installations.

Mr. Kato" I see. But what do you mean by installations

in that case?

Capt. Smith: By installations are meant, in this instance,

command posts, communication centers, and

supply installations.

Mr. Kato You mentioned ambush as the other type of

combat patrol. What is an ambush?
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 138

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith: An ambush is a surprise attack upon a moving

or temporarily halted enemy. The object is

to capture or destroy the entire enemy force.

Mr. Katb- What are the equipment for ambush patrols?

Capt. Smith: The equipment of ambush patrols varies with

each assignment mission. Since the success

of ambush patrols depends largely upon surprise

and shock action, sufficient automatic weapons

are needed to deliver a heavy volume of fire.

In addition, if targets are vehicles, it

requires rifle grenades, rocket launchers,

antitank and antipersonnel mines, high ex-

plosives, and others that can be used to

destroy or stop vehicles.

Mr. Kato What formations do patrols usually use?

Capt. Smith: There are several different patrol formations,

each with their own characteristics. There is

a necessity to consider the characteristics of

these formations when a patrol leader decides

what formation to use. For example, he may

have to sacrifice some control for better
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Mr. Kato

dispersion; or he may have to sacrifice speed

for more security. The major factors that

influence the patrol leader's choice of forma.

tion are usually:

1. mission

2. the terrain

3. visibility

4. weather

5. the enemy situation

6. control

7. speed of movement

8. security

9. dispersion

10. stealth

What do you mean by "control"?

Capt. Smith: It simply means can the patrol be controlled

better in one formation than in another. The

size of the patrol is an important considera-

Mr. Kato"

tion in this case.

I see - and what about the type of formation?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith: I'm coming to that. There are the diamond

formation, the column formation and the

platoon patrol formation.
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c . Reading Text
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. Success of ambush patrols depends largely upon

surprise and shock action.

2. The size of a raid patrol may vary from a squad to

a reinforced rifle company, depending on the mission.

3. Enroute to the objective a raiding patrol conducts

itself as any other patrol.

4. Like a raid, an ambush patrol is organized into

principal elements - a security element and an

assault element.

5. You can use the diamond formation in most situations

where the terrain and visibility do not limit

deployment.

two

B. Express the following in English:

1 ) t 4, .4:13G31,11 ;2..11k Y %/it1°A

3. 14711: z 21- k :K.

* 3

ir-.
4. 'S -*ft/ ;:7 I:. -17.1 ,,,) rfic-Z

5 F',1 -e 41- -25k

?) s7 '41-- ') -71,)4,1Z 1'7141 "I It-
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d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Jananese:
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Lesson 138

e. Word List

kyuushuu

sempuku

kyuushuu sekkoo

teishichuu no

hakaiyoo bakudan

shooaku

gisei ni suru

yoriyoku suru

shiya

ommitsu koodo

hishigata taikei

zanteki sootoo

toochaku

kitai

zenshuu keikai

kambo ku

kushin suru

shinrinchi

airo

kasen
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raid

ambush

raid patrol

halting

high explosives

control

to sacrifice

to improve

visibility

stealth

diamond formation

mopping up; clearing
an area of enemy

arrival

returning to own unit

all-round security

underbrush; shrub

to take pain; to
rack one's brain

forest area; woodland

narrow pass; defile

rivers
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e. Word List, continued

buka

sempuku-hei

ryooyoku

159

subordinate; men
under one's command

ambush soldier;
soldiers who ambush

both flanks



Language Laboratory Exercises
Exercise 60

a. Student Instruction and Guidance. See page 90.

b. Word List

') ir 5

shooninzuu

joohoo. -ka

sakusen-ka

keitai musenki

yuusen denshin

sharyoo sekkoo

enkyori

gisoo

yuusen denwa

musenki

hikaru

torinokeru

160

small number of
personnel

S-2 section

S-3 section

portable radio

wire telegraph

motorized patrol

far distance;
long range

camouflage

wire telephone

wireless; radio

to shine; to glitter

to remove
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'Decorations'
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a, Dialogue, continued
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Capt. Smith:

Mr. Kato`

Capt. Smith:

Mr. Kato

Capt. Smith:

Mr. Kat5

Capt. Smith:

Mr. Kat5

Classroom Instruction
Lesson 139

b. Dialogue Translation

Mr. Kat5, it seems your visit to this post

is finally ending today, isn't it2

Yes, that's right. I am reluctant to leave

but it can't be helped. I have caused you

so much trouble, though.

No, I regret very much that I wasn't much

of a help to you.

No, I am very grateful that I was able to

benefit more than I expected, and I am

grateful to your

And when are you leaving?

Tomorrow.

That soon? Then let's have a farewell dinner

tonight at my home. There will not be much

though.

Thank you. I am sorry to cause you so much

trouble so often, but since it'll be the last

I'll be very glad to come. What time shall

I come around?
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith: Will six o'clock suit you?

That'll be fine. I'll come at six, then.Mr, Kati5"

x

Capt. Smith: Here, how about another one?

Mr. Kato My goodness, I've really had enough. If I

have any more, I will pass out for sure.

Capt. Smith: Really? Then I won't force you. Let's have

dinner.

Mr. Kato- By the way, Capt. Smith. I've been wanting

to ask you but what kind of decorations or

medals are there that American soldiers

receive?

Capt. Smith: There are various kinds. However, the

highest is, after all, the Medal of Honor.

The next in rank is the Distinguished-

Service Cross, followed in rank by the

Distinguished-Service Medal, Silver Star,

Legion of Merit, Bronze Star Medal, Purple

Heart, etc. There are, besides these,
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Lesson 139

b. Dialogue Translation, continued

various medals and badges for awards. The

Service Medal and the Combat Infantryman

Badge are some of the examples. You will

find detailed information concerning decora-

tions and medals in Field Manual FM 21-13

which is among the manuals I gave you the

other day.

Mr. Kato- Oh, I see. Then, It 11 check the manual,

Thanks.

Capt. Smith: Talking about decorations, I suppose there

are decorations in Japan, too.

Mr. Kat-6 Well, yes. They used to have various kinds

such as the Order of the Golden Kite, but

now they are abolished. Instead, since the

Self-Defense Force was organized, three kinds

of awards are given to the members of the

Self-Defense Force. They are namely: Letter

of Commendation, Certificate of Meritjand

Good Conduct Medal. To those awarded the

Letter of Commendation a Meritorious Service

Defense Medal is awarded, too.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith: I see. By the way, the Self-Defense Force

is a peculiar organization, isn't it?

Mr. Kato" Well, that maybe so. Perhaps, the fact that

it is peculiar is convenient. At any rate,

as long as the present constitution is not

amended, the status quo will be maintained

and it may be called a military force and

yet on the other hand, it may not be called

a military force, you see.

Capt. Smith: Quite a difficult problem, isn't it?

Changing the subject, but what is the chain

of command of the Ground Self-Defense Force?

Mr. Katz Well, starting from the top and going down,

first, we have the Prime Minister, then the

Director General of the Defense Agency, the

Corps Commander, Division Commander, Combined

Brigade Commander, Regimental Commander,

Group Commander, Battalion Commander,

Company Commander, Platoon Leader, Squad

Leader and the general members of the Self-

Defense Force.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Capt. Smith: I see. In the American Army chain of command

the President is the highest and he is the

Commander-in-Chief of the Army, the Navy and

the Air Force. Under him are in order the

Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the

Army, the Chief of Staff. Then we have Army

Commander, Corps Commander, Division Commander,

Regimental Commander, Battalion Commander,

Company Commander, Platoon Leader, Squad

Leader and the enlisted men.

Mr. Katz Then, what are the ranks of the respective

commanding generals or the commanding officers

of the various units they command?

Capt. Smith: The Commanding General of an Army is a

General; the Commanding General of a Corps

is a Lieutenant General; a Division Commander

is a Major General; a Regimental Commander or

Battle Group Commander is a Colonel; a

Battalion Commander is a Major; a Company

Commander is a Captain; a Platoon Leader

is usually a Second Lieutenant and a Squad

Leader is a Sergeant.
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d. Exercises

A. Express the following in Japanese:

1. The Prime Minister is the highest in. the Japanese

Self-Defense Force chain of command.

2. The President is the Commander-in-Chief of the U.S.

Army, Navy and Air Force.

3. The rank of a Commanding General of a Corps of the

U.S. Army is a Lieutenant General.

4. As long as you are in the military service, you

will hear a lot about the "chain of command".

5. Every commanding officer has authority to give

lawful orders to those under his command.

B. Express the following in English:

1. ILI $P 41 4- 4-3 :(0., 34-

t

2.
.r , , Ttt . 4 rik 4- -t"

pZ tri t 4:ilt4-Ltt.
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Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:
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f. Word List

nagori oshii

hitokata naranu

yoki

shuukaku

IkAmsha suru

settaku

mairu

kunshoo

Meiyoshoo

Kunkoo Juujishoo

Kunkooshoo

Ginseishoo

Dooseishoo

Shishinshoo

hyooshoo

kishoo

juyo suru

Juugun Kishoo

Hohei Sentooshoo

kyoohan
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reluctant to leave
(part)

immense; great

expectation

profit; benefit

to feel grateful

my home;
my humJle abode

to be overcome;
to pass out

decoration

Medal of Honor

Distinguished-Service
Cross

Distinguished-Service
Medal

Silver Star

Bronze Star

Purple Heart

award

badge,medal

to confer; to award;
to give

Service Medal

Combat Infantryman
Badge

teaching manual
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f. Word List, continued

yasen kyoohan

Kinshi Kunshoo

haishi ni naru

Shooji

Shoojoo

Seikinshoo

Booei Koorooshoo

etai no shirenai

choohoo

kaisei suru

genjoo iji

shiki keitoo

Soori Daijin

Booeichoo Chookan

Hoomen Sookan

Kanku Sookan

Konseidan-choo

Rentai-choo

Gun Shikikan

Daitai-choo

ippan taiin

174

field manual

the Order of the
Golden Kite

to be abolished

Letter of Commendation

Certificate of Merit

Good Conduct Medal

Meritorious-Service
Defense Medal

peculiar; strange

convenient; useful

to amend

maintenance of
status quo

chain of command

Prime Minister

Director General of
the Defense Agency

Corps Commander

Division Commander

Combined Brigade
Commander

Regimental. Commander

Group Commander

Battalion Commander

general members of
the SDF
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f. Word List, continued

Soo-shireikan

Kokuboo Chookan

Rikugun Chookan

Samboo-soochoo

Gun Shireikan

Gundan Shireikan

Shidan-Choo

Commander-in-Chief

Secretary of Defense

Secretary of the Army

Chief of Staff

Army Commander

Corps Commander

Division Commander

Sentoogun Shikikan Battle Group Commander

Shireikan

Taishoo

Chuujoo

Taisa

Shoosa

Nitoo Gunsoo

gunseki

haika

mi o oku

seitoo na

yooshi
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Commanding General

General

Lieutenant General

Colonel

Major

Sergeant

military list;
military service

subordinates

to serve in the
military service

lawful

gist
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'Occupational Disease'
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a, Dialogue, continued
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a. Dialogue, continued
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Lesson 140

b. Dialogue Translation

Mr. Kat-64 Capt. Smith, though we say illness in a word,

I realize that when it comes to the kinds of

illnesses they are innumerable. What I would

like to know about is I say occupa-

tional diseases - most common among soldiers.

Capt. Smith: I see. Illness most common among soldiers,

you say? I think the most common is feigned

illness.

Mr. Katb- Feigned illness? You mean it?

Capt. Smith: Of course! However, the "Doc" will detect

this right away and it seems he usually gets

rid of them with aspirin or something. Well,

joking aside. I think the most common illnesses

among soldiers are common respiratory diseases,

such as flu, sore throat, bronchitis,

pneumonia, tonsilitis and so forth. However,

these seem to be prevalent also among the

general public. Actually there was a notice

in this morning's Daily Bulletin that all

enlisted personnel will report to their

respective company day room with their

Personal Immunization Certificate
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

at 1130, 11 November for annual Mandatory

Influenza Inoculations.

Mr. Katir I see. The army is more or less a grouping

of young people, so I suppose internal sick-

nesses are relatively rare.

Capt. Smith: Well, I suppose that is the case. I haven't

taken any statistics on this in particular,

but it appears to me that gastrointestinal

diseasesare relatively prevalent. On the

less serious side, we have diarrhea, and on

the slightly more serious side we have

appendicitis and such illnesses.

Mr. Kato By the way, I understand that soldiers receive

quite an intensive training in first aid for

the purpose of saving their own lives or

someone else's life. To what extent do they

receive this training?

Capt. Smith: Well, it is a training in temporary emergency

measures to be taken for the patient until

he is given regular internal or external

treatment by the Medical Corps personnel.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Mr. Kato I see. Now, in order to give such first aid,

what sort of things are there?

Capt. Smith: There is a first aid packet, containing first

aid bandages, which is to be carried by the

individual soldier at all times. Besides,

many motor vehicles are equipped with first

aid kits.

Mr. Katii I see. I hear wounds need first aid the most,

but what are the steps in applying first aid?

Capt. Smith: There are three steps. First, stop the

bleeding; next, bandage the wound and protect

it from infection; then prevent shock.

Mr. KatT How do you stop bleeding?

Capt. Smith: When one is wounded in an arm or leg, and is

not able to stop the bleeding in spite of

pressure or raising the arm or leg, he applies

a tourniquet and should get medical officer's

treatment as soon as possible.
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

Mr. Kat5 Then, how do you apply first-aid to wounds

received in the chest, the abdomen, the jaw and

the face, and also to burns, fractures, etc.

Capt. Smith: In case of a chest wound airtight bandaging

is applied. In case of an abdominal wound,

one must cover the wound and take measures to

prevent shock. Gauze compresses are used to

stop bleeding from wounds of the jaw or the

face, and it is especially important to pre-

vent choking on blood. In case of a burn,

apply vaseline and cover the burnt part with

sterilized gauze. At any rate, it is im-

portant to take measures to prevent infection

and shock. When fracture of a bone is evi-

dent, it is necessary to avoid rough handling

of the patient and special treatment such as

using splints is needed.

Mx. Kate What are common emergencies among soldiers?

Capt. Smith: Well, we have minor wounds, such as cuts,

and burns. Sometimes foreign bodies get into

the eye, ear, nose and throat. Again, we

have snake bite, poison plants, sunstroke,
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b. Dialogue Translation, continued

trench foot, frostbite, drowning, electric

shock, carbon monoxide poisoning, etc.

Thanks so much for everything. I've been

engrossed too much in talking - - it's already

eleven. I have to get ready for tomorrow's

departure, so I think I will bid you goodnight.

Capt. Smith: I see. Well, then, Mr. Kan', I will see you

tomorrow at the time of your departure.
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c. Reading Text
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 140

d. Exercises

A. Select one correct Japanese equivalent out of three
choices listed after each English term.
Circle the letter in front of your choice:

1. bleeding 6. professional disease

a. lif, .1q..
a, 4%. 1 4x.

b. .4.:, .02.-
b. 1 AL 4i...

c . 11.- lia. 1-P
c . N-4-129..s. y-K A.

2. wound 7. first aid

3. medical treatment

a, t§

b. )12
i,.

C.

a. 7=oik

b. 4( =dik

c. t.

8. medical personnel

a, U.. 'IL 1

b. 1r

c. O'r

4. first aid packet 9. splint

a. IL 1 -04 11; a. 11

b. 40L b. 41 A:

C. *lc a, c.
!!:

5. immunization certificate 10. tourniquet

a, k

b . )3 115i,'

C. 41- 41_
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 140

d. Exercises, continued

11. first aid bandage

a,

b. it. ti ;77k7

C.

12, burn

a. 44

b. -K. 1-*

tc.

13. drowning

a,

b. 314 ft4

c. t
14. sun stroke

a

. lisci

c. g t ijk

15. choking

.

,;.1

Ita. 2

b. e
.r. us-

C. Nt 4..
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 140

d. Exercises, continued

B. Select a correct English equivalent out of
listed after each Japanese term.
Circle the letter in front of your choice:

1. 1;t: I

a, flu

b. pneumonia

c. appendicitis

2. Oil 49-
mo

a. tonsilitis

b. gastrointestinal disease

c. diarrhea

3 ti_ '11 41. i,t;

a. influenza

b. electric shock

c. infection

4 Vf7

a. internal disease

b. bronchitis

c. pneumonia

IL5.

a, bronchitis

b. sore throat

c. laryngitis

188
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 140

d. Exercises, continued

6.

a, appendicitis

b. tonsilitis

c. bronchitis

7. T

a. diarrhea

b. pharyngitis

c. infection

8,

a. disease

b. infection

c. treatment

9. lb

a. infection

b. disease

c. wound

10. 2zi: VA

a. airtight bandaging

b. first aid bandage

c. compress gauze



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 140

d. Exercises, continued

11. :it

a. frostbite

b. poisoning

c. trench foot

12, 17.

a, poison plant

b. poisoning

fracture

13.

a. drowning

b. choking

c. breathing

14. 11 4

a. splint

b. fracture

c. tourniquet

15.

a. foreign body

b. gauze

c. bandage



Classroom Instruction
Lesson 140

d. Exercises, continued

C. Answer the following questions in Japanese:
1. 11- 04- t 41 L Z v )

3. silK ite * f r"
4. I it i4 )".1.44 t t v) 4 t h%

5. gt.. it y".<,. t; 134- I: 1 t -4- *

6. virit 4 It 11 I 5 69 tc 41)111,4-tio,
7. (0) ,/1;1, it it It- 44.7 t vl

8. 4 , k qc i t it 4 A k k Y ;
4< . ' b #1 "

9. * Sic p* t A-1A lif t 5it x 411 v%

10. 5A tic t3tt t v.: 9t
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 140

e. Word List

shokugyoo-byoo occupational disease

kebyoo feigned sickness

gun-i dono "Mr" medical officer

''.R, Vklt -)j---z A 1- joodan wa sate oki joking aside

.44.1) 7 vk A: ippan kokyuuki common disease of
shikkan the respiratory

Ylk , organ

I kamboo flu

\-7& V) t intoo-en sore throat

t 4::_
kikanshi-en bronchitis

A ilt qc :k hentoosen-en tonsilitis

0 1151 nippoo daily bulletin

1 7'1 !xT- °.)
reinen no annual

5 h, A T '11- )A A ryuukoosei kamboo influenza

?7-/
yoboo preventive

A -L+ Vtz- n gimu sesshu mandatory inoculation

7,1L A --1.:, men-eki shoo immunization
certificate

.ii9. 4-5 shuttoo suru to report
(to appear)

V5- il- naika internal (medical)

1J 1,- ig /7,1/ on jibun jishin no self; one's own

3-k ichoobyoo gastrointestinal
disease

-Tz 9I-;J geri diarrhea

I i://i7 't: moochoo-en appendicitis
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 140

e. Word List, continued

4f seimei life

t 5-1 kyuukyuu hoo temporary emergency
measures

kt seiki no regular

geka external (medical)

shoobyoo-hei sick and wounded
soldiers

eisei-in medical personnel

ookyuu teate first aid

kyuu kyuu hootai first aid bandage

kyuu kyuu-bukuro first aid packet

ookyuu teate bihin first aid kit
bako

il 4 sooshoo wound; cut

12..
shukketsu bleeding

A V-7
kizuguchi wound; cut

47i 7, hootai bandage

A 1 byookin disease; germ; virus

1 lk densen spread;contagious

:.' 5 `v shokku shock

1 ;:t '73 kizu o ukeru to sustain an injury

I.L. -iiiz .),t,. shiketsu-ki tourniquet

. )4 Al, kyoobu chest

Ot 42 fukubu abdomen

7, ago jaw; chin
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Classroom Instruction
Lesson 140

e. Word List, continued

gamnen face

kashoo (yakedo) burn

kossetsu fracture

kimitsu hootai airtight bandaginng

attei gaaze compress gauze

shiketsu suru to stop bleeding

chissoku choking

wazerin vaseline

sakkin gaaze sterilized gauze

kyokusho part (the affected)

kansen infection

soegi splint

kinkyuu jiko emergencies

inkoo throat

ibutsu foreign body

jakoo shoo snake bite

yuudoku shokubutsu poison plants

nisshabyoo sun-stroke

zangoo soku trench foot

tooshoo frostbite

dekishi drowning

kanden electric shock

issanka tanso carbon monoxide
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Classroom Insiru.;tion
Lesson 140

e. Word List. continued

muchuu ni naru to be engrossed in

kutsuu chinsei to ease pain

saizen no the finest

sokuza ni immediately

egatai hard to get

jiko self

heisei ni calmly

awateru to get confused;
to lose one's head

kioku suru to remember

hayameru to hasten

kyuujo rescue; aid

TAKE EXAMINATION NO. 10.
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